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Abstract

Latent force models (LFM) are a class of flexible models of dynamic systems, combining
a simple mechanistic model with the flexibility of an additive inhomogeneous Gaussian
process (GP) forcing term. These hybrid models achieve the dual goal of being flexible
enough to be broadly applied, even for complex dynamic systems where a full mechanis-
tic model may be hard to motivate, but by also encoding relevant properties of dynamic
systems they are better able to model the underlying dynamics and so demonstrate su-
perior generalisation. In this thesis, we consider an extension of this framework which
keeps the same general form, a linear ordinary di↵erential equation with time-varying
behaviour arising from a set of smooth GPs, but now we allow for multiplicative inter-
actions between the state variables and the GP terms. The result is a semi-parametric
modelling framework that allows for the embedding of rich topological structure.

Following a brief review of the latent force model, which we note is a particular case
of the GP regression model, we introduce our extension with multiplicative interactions
which we refer to as the multiplicative latent force model (MLFM). We demonstrate
that this class of models allows for the possibility of strong geometric constraints on
the pathwise trajectories. This will enable the modelling of systems for which the GP
trajectories of the LFM are unsatisfactory.

Unfortunately, and as a direct consequence of the strong geometric constraints we
have introduced, it is no longer straightforward to carry out inference in these models;
therefore the remainder of this thesis is primarily devoted to constructing two methods
for carrying out approximate inference for this class of models. The first is referred to as
the Bayesian adaptive gradient matching method, and the second is a novel construction
based on the method of successive approximations; a theoretical construct used in the
standard classical existence and uniqueness theorems for ODEs.

After introducing these methods, we demonstrate their accuracy on simulated data,
which also allows for an investigation into the regimes in which each of the respective
methods can be expected to perform well. Finally, we demonstrate the utility of the
MLFM on motion capture data and show that, by using the framework developed in
this thesis to allow for the sharing of a smaller number of latent forces between dis-
tinct trajectories with specific geometric constraints, we can achieve superior predictive
performance than by the modelling of a single trajectory.
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Lay summary

The modelling of complex dynamical systems with time-dependent behaviour is a chal-
lenging problem. The mechanistic philosophy of model building requires specifying a
complete summary of the complex interactions between the components of the system,
and how they interact with one another, and such a description is often hard to moti-
vate. Conversely, modern methods in statistics and machine learning prefer to specify
a very flexible model, applicable across a diverse range of scenarios, and then allow for
the interactions to be inferred by the observed data, and this is often referred to as
the data driven paradigm. While a wholly specified model is often hard to motivate,
they will typically perform better than data-driven methods at predicting the outcome
of new observations, especially when the data is sparse relative to model complexity,
because they better embody significant physical constraints, and relevant features of
the governing dynamics. Hybrid models are an attempt to combine the physical realism
of mechanistic models with the flexibility of more general methods, and so achieve a
synthesis of the classical systems studied in science and mechanics with those systems
that can most easily be injected with a data sensitive probabilistic component.

Latent force models (LFM) are a particular example of such a hybrid model. They
are constructed by combining perhaps the most straightforward class of mechanistic
models with a flexible Gaussian process (GP) term — the latent forces. GPs are a
very flexible class of models for statistical inference of continuous data which allow one
to place a measure of uncertainty over large families of unknown functions. However,
a dynamical system is more than just some function with a temporal argument, and
the LFM framework provides the necessary structure to begin to make these flexible
models more realistic by combining these GP terms with the simplest models of classical
mechanics. We o↵er a brief review of the LFM and note that in fact, the LFM is a
particular instance of a GP so that existing methods of inference and model fitting can
immediately be applied to this model.

However, in part because of their flexibility, GPs are not always appropriate for
modelling data that has a high degree of geometric structure, for example data con-
strained to the surface of a sphere as in the rotation of a fixed length vector around the
origin. Moreover, since the LFM is a particular instance of a GP, there are many dy-
namical systems, which we know a priori will possess a complicated geometry and so will
not be adequately modelled by the usual LFM. Therefore in this thesis, we introduce
an extension of this model classes which will allow for stronger geometric constraints to
be imposed on the model. Mathematically this is achieved by allowing the latent forces
to interact multiplicatively with the system state variables in the equation describing
how this process evolves, and so we refer to this model as the multiplicative latent force
model (MLFM).

Unfortunately, the greater control over the geometry of samples from our model
comes at the expense of the mathematical tractability of the usual LFM. Therefore we
introduce two methods of approximating the MLFM which lead to more straightforward
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methods of inference. The first method is an adaptation of existing methods that work
by interpolating the observed data and then finding the parameter value which gives the
best match between the estimated gradient and the functional form of the evolutionary
dynamics. The second is a novel method which uses a set of increasingly accurate
approximations to the trajectory to learn the most likely parameters to have produced
this trajectory. After introducing these approximations, and describing how they may
be used to carry out inference we compare the accuracy of both methods by way of a
simulation study.

A heuristic interpretation of the motivation behind the LFM is given by considering
a marionette, in this instance, an articulated system with a fixed geometry can be
manipulated to display a wide range of di↵erent motions by the variations of a relatively
small number of strings. In this interpretation, we can view the mechanical component
of the LFM as representing the physical structure of the system, and the small number
of latent forces as the set of controls which achieve di↵erent motions. We demonstrate
the validity of this interpretation by applying our MLFM to human motion capture data
of a subject performing a golf swing. This is a complex nonlinear process for which
a complete physical description is unavailable. Nevertheless, we can demonstrate that
the MLFM successfully models such a system and that the learned latent forces have
qualitative features that agree with our physical intuition as well as displaying good
predictive performance. We conclude the thesis with a discussion and suggest possible
areas of future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Historically the modelling of dynamical systems has broadly followed one of two dis-
tinct philosophies; the first of these is classical and often referred to as the mechanistic
approach which aims to construct realistic models guided by sound scientific princi-
ples. In contrast, the data driven paradigm, inspired by modern machine learning
techniques, places a greater emphasis on prediction and allowing the observables to
guide the process of pattern discovery. The conflict between these two philosophies can
be particularly pronounced for complex dynamic systems when a complete mechanis-
tic description is often di�cult to motivate, but models with some degree of physical
realism are likely to be more e↵ective extrapolating from the training data. Therefore
it would be desirable to have a framework that allows for the specification of a sim-
ple representation of the driving dynamics, while still allowing for relevant dynamic
systems properties to be encoded into the models.

In this chapter, we provide a brief review of dynamical systems and some of the
statistical methods used to model them with a particular focus on continuous time,
smooth, dynamical systems described by di↵erential operators, which we regard as
those systems for which there is the possibility of a “mechanistic interpretation”, as
these will be the objects we are most directly interested in during this thesis, and we
will study a more specific subset of such systems in Chapter 2, with the material in this
chapter providing a more high level overview of dynamical systems and some approaches
to modelling them. In the final chapter we return to a discussion of an additional class
of such models, the class of “parameter driven” models, in Section 8.2.4 and discuss
how they relate to the class of models we introduce in the next chapter.

1.1 Models of dynamical systems

The broadest definition of a dynamical system might be any system that changes over
time. However, it is only when the patterns of change over time exhibit a certain kind of
complexity that the technical apparatus of dynamic systems theory comes into its own,
and so with greater specificity, we follow [Katok and Hasselblatt, 1995] and consider a
dynamical system as being composed of the following key ingredients

Phase space A space whose elements represent possible states of the system.

Time A univariate variable which may be discrete or continuous, and which may
extend either only into the future, or into the past as well as the future.

Time-evolution law In the most general setting this is a rule that allows us to de-
termine the state of the system at each moment of time t from its states at all
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previous times.

It is typical to assume further that the time-evolution law depends only on the current
state, and possibly the time variable, and this is the setting which we will also adopt.
Systems for which the time-evolution law depends on the value of the temporal variable
are referred to as non-autonomous.

The broad definition of a dynamic system carries through to the diverse range
of possible candidate models for such a system; nevertheless, we can identify specific
features that are likely to be realised by a successful description of a physical system by
a dynamical model. Noteworthy features which will be reflected in the model developed
in this thesis include

(i) A representation of the variations of a high dimensional system by trajectories
constrained to a topologically rich, but lower dimensional, manifolds.

(ii) A distinction between structural parameters, and control parameters.

(iii) Decomposition of large complex systems into coupled subsystems with continuous
circular causal influence among multiple subsystems.

While this is necessarily a reduced list, we can see the appearance of all of these features
to varying degrees in many successful statistical models of dynamic systems. Indeed
the importance of the first point extends far beyond the dynamical system setting
and has been a cornerstone in the modern development of statistical inference for
high dimensional datasets. In the context of statistical modelling, such representations
are typically referred to as latent variable models, and the goal of these methods is to
represent random variables in a, typically high dimensional, data space by the variations
of a set of variables with lower intrinsic dimensionality, [Everitt, 1984]. The success
of latent variable modelling in modern machine learning has inspired a great deal of
research into extending the latent variable approach to the dynamic systems setting,
including the modelling framework which we shall introduce and extend in this thesis.

The second item is more specific to dynamic systems models and expresses the
idea that structurally similar systems may exhibit significantly di↵erent motions, and
we view this heterogeneity as arising from di↵erent settings of the control parameters.
Throughout this thesis, a motivating example will be human motion, and in this case,
we might view the structural parameters as being joint lengths, muscle density and
attachment points and various additional features of the human biology which for a
given individual are taken to be fixed, and even across individuals have a modest vari-
ation. However on observing the swing of a golf club, a pirouette while dancing, or a
stumble on an ice pavement by the same subject we will notice substantially di↵erent
motions, under varying degrees of control, but all arising from the same physical struc-
ture. While for some scenarios the partitioning of the parameters into these two classes
may seem artificial it seems clear that there are many cases for which this distinction is
essential, and so must be given due regard during the construction of models for these
systems. In general, the control function required to achieve a particular action will
depend in a nontrivial way on the sequence of states itself, and therefore the entire sys-
tem will display a complex feedback structure which would be daunting to attempt to
model directly through autonomous state space equations. The introduction of control
parameters, therefore, allows us to abstract away some of that complexity. We shall see
how this is done in more detail when we introduce and extend, the latent force model in
Chapter 2 which exhibits this partitioning of the model into a simple set of structural
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parameter governing the mechanistic model, and a flexible set of control parameters
modelled by smooth Gaussian processes.

The final point is somewhat vague, but represents an essential conceptual step in
the modelling process. Again the purpose is to allow us to avoid the necessity of
an exhaustive description of the process at a microscopic level, and instead consider
representative subsystems for which the interactions are better understood. Such con-
structions usually represent a tacit acknowledgement, even amongst those who favour
a mechanistic approach to model building, that for complex systems a complete de-
scription is often out of reach. We view this final point as being distinct from the
latent variable modelling approach, and arguably of having received less attention in
modern statistical inference. Modern dimensionality reduction techniques will often
seek to map a high dimensional state space to a lower dimensional space, which may
be linear or nonlinear. However these methods do not typically address the possibility
of any further decomposition of the latent space, and so the question of whether this
space may itself be decomposed into simpler submanifolds or further global topological
properties of the latent space manifold, are either not addressed or hard to discuss. For
linear dimensionality reductions, the question is relatively uninteresting because the la-
tent variable space is itself a Euclidean space, and the decomposition into the Cartesian
product of Euclidean space adds little with regards to interpretability or interest to the
model. However, in this thesis, we propose a method for embedding known geometric
structure and so such a decomposition, and how information is shared between the
subsystems, become a more interesting problem, and we describe this in more detail in
Section 2.3.2. Unlike the latent variable model, this decomposition must be specified
a priori, and so is most accurately viewed as a decomposition of the data space. A
pressing direction of future research which we discuss towards the end of this thesis
is the adaptation of the model introduced in this thesis to carry out the discovery of
a dimension reducing latent variable space which itself admits a decomposition into a
product of topologically distinct manifolds.

From these remarks, we may conclude that a successful dynamic explanation lies
somewhere between a descriptive representation of events and a real causal explanation
of why event unfold as they do; the first of these is the data driven paradigm, and
the second is the mechanistic modelling approach. A useful model cannot merely be a
description of the observed trajectory because a desirable feature of these models is that
they have predictive power on observations away from the training data, that is they
can generalise. On the other hand, even if a full causal description of a given dynamic
system exists, it does not then follow that this description is immediately available and
practical, and so some simplification must occur if these methods are to be of use to
practitioners. This then is the conflict between the data-driven approaches and the
mechanistic approaches motivating the hybrid modelling framework which we adopt
and extend in this thesis. Before introducing the framework which we will make use
of we first review some classes of dynamical models that have been of use in statistical
inference, the review is necessarily brief and biased towards those models which will
best inform the constructions later on in this thesis.

1.1.1 Ordinary di↵erential equations

The models which we shall study in this thesis take the form of continuous time pro-
cesses, throughout we shall denote the value at time t of a smooth continuous process
taking values in RK by x(t). We shall assume that the evolution of this smooth process
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is described by an initial value problem of the form

dx(t)

dt
= f(t,x(t);✓) x(t0) = x0 2 RK

, (1.1)

where f(·)f is assumed to be some smooth function depending on the parameter ✓,
in those cases where the initial condition is also unknown, then this value can also be
absorbed into the parameter vector. The parameter vector may be finite or infinite
dimensional, and we will be particularly interested in the latter case in this thesis.

It is also regularly assumed that rather than directly observing the state x(t) we
instead observe a collection of noisy observation {yi}

T
i=1 given by the additive noise

model.

yi = x(ti) + ✏i,

where the random variables ✏i are independent, identically distributed RK valued ran-
dom variables.

One of the most frequently encountered problems in this setting involves finding
point estimates for the parameters describing the time-evolution equation in (1.1) from
a set of observed trajectories. When it is possible to solve the IVP explicitly, then a
natural choice of parameter estimation procedure is a minimisation of the least squares
problem

✓̂ = arg min
✓

TX

i=0

ky(ti)� x(ti;✓)k
2
,

where x(ti;✓) denotes a solution of (1.1) with parameter ✓. Since (1.1) only defines
the solution to this equation implicitly it is usually necessary to use some numerical
integration routine to estimate the unknown values x(ti;✓), and this must be done
for each setting of the parameter during the optimisation procedure. This generally
leads to nonlinear least squares problem and [Xue et al., 2010] have used the general
theory of nonlinear least squares to show that under reasonable regularity conditions
the nonlinear least squares estimator obtained using the numerical solutions of the ODE
exhibits consistency and asymptotic normality.

Because of the high computational cost involved in estimating the parameters of
these models using the numerical simulation strategy, there has been an interest in
developing methods which avoid this step. Instead, starting from the early work of
[Himmelblau et al., 1967, Varah, 1982], these methods use a two-step procedure starting
by obtaining nonparametric estimators of the state and its trajectory. A typical choice
is the non-parametric kernel estimator

x̂(t) =
TX

i=1

(ti � ti�1)
1

b
K

✓
t� ti

b

◆
yi,

here K iis a kernel function with bandwidth parameter b, see [Silverman, 1986]. These
non-parametric estimators are then used as “plug-in” estimators to obtain the param-
eters by way of the explicit link between these variables as represented by (1.1) by
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minimising an objective function of the form

✓̂ = arg min
✓

Z tT

t0

k ˙̂x(⌧)� f(⌧, x̂(⌧);✓)k2w(⌧)d⌧,

for some choice of weight function w(t). Recent examples and extensions of these
methods include [Ramsay et al., 2007, Qi and Zhao, 2010, Gugushvili and Klaassen,
2012]. An important extension to the Bayesian setting by [Calderhead et al., 2009]
which we shall consider in much more detail in Chapter 3 uses a Gaussian process to
approximate the distribution of the unknown trajectory in the two-step procedure. The
use of the two step process in this initial model leads to a methodological disconnect
between the interpolator and the system dynamics, therefore [Dondelinger et al., 2013]
considered an adaptation of this method which would allow updates of the interpolating
estimator of the trajectory to be influenced by the current value of the parameters
describing the dynamical systems structure of the model.

We also note that since any higher order ODE can be reduced to an equivalent
system of first-order ODEs we shall, without loss of generality, focus only on first order
ODEs. We discuss important issues regarding the extension of the methods in this
thesis to partial di↵erential equations (PDEs) in the final chapter.

1.1.2 Stochastic di↵erential equations

In practice, the independent additive noise model typically assumed in the ODE model
as discussed above is unrealistic. For complex systems the model may be misspecified,
perhaps because a full mechanistic description is implausible, and an error at a given
time is likely to feed back into the current value of the (misspecified) state, leading a
cumulative error. It has therefore been of importance to consider more sophisticated
error structures which can feedback directly into the evolution equation of the state
variable itself.

One definition of a stochastic di↵erential equation (SDE) is any system specified in
terms of di↵erences, finite or infinitesimal, with coe�cients that are random variables.
A more standard definition is a continuous time with the random fluctuations in the
di↵erences arising from a Brownian motion process. Acknowledging the sample path
discontinuity of these equations they are typically presented in the form of an Itô SDE

dx(t) = f(t,x(t))dt + �(t,x(t))dWt,

where dWt is a “white noise” process, which is viewed as a generalised derivative of a
Brownian motion. Such systems may also be represented in integral form as

x(t) =

Z t

0
f(⌧,x(⌧))d⌧ +

Z t

0
�(⌧,x(⌧))dW⌧ ,

these methods have a rich mathematical literature, and many book length treatments
are available including [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006, Øksendal, 2010]

Parameter estimation for SDEs is relatively straightforward from continuous time
observations, or observations that are very densely sampled, in which case the combi-
nation of the independence of the increments and small-time Gaussian approximations
to the transition distributions lead to easy to construct likelihood terms. See [Bish-
wal, 2008] for more details. For observations which are observed at a lower frequency,
the situation is much more di�cult, more recent approaches motivated by trying to
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complete the trajectory and then marginalising over the completion have been given
in [Beskos et al., 2006, Kou et al., 2012]. In connection with this, it is interesting to
note that the techniques we consider in Chapter 4 are also motivated by attempting to
complete the trajectory and then appropriately integrating over the completion.

As we have indicated the most common use of SDEs in engineering and physics
is as a method of incorporating random noise into classical models of dynamical sys-
tems in such a way that the noise can be allowed to a↵ect the evolution of the state
variable. There are undoubtedly some situations where the existence of a Brownian
like component is an important part of the model, and there is an extensive literature
on stochastic control problems, see for instance [Fleming and Rishel, 1975]. In this
thesis, we shall typically consider smooth evolution equations, and for these smoothly
guided systems, the di↵usion structure is seen as being of reduced importance. Our
chosen application to human motion again provides an example. It is reasonable that
Brownian like vibrations would be a feature of such motion, and for these features to
become increasingly pronounced for fatigued subjects, but at the same time modelling
a golf swing, as we do in Chapter 7, at the level of a stochastic di↵erential equation
seems like an unnecessary introduction of mathematical complexity.

1.1.3 Linear dynamical systems

An important class of time series models occurs when the time-evolution equation is
linear in the state variables. The general form of a continuous time linear dynamical
system is given by

dx

dt
= A(t)x + S(t)g(t), (1.2a)

y(t) = H(t)x(t). (1.2b)

The state of the system is represented by x(t), the introduction of the, potentially time-
dependent, observation matrices H(t) allows for the variations of the higher dimensional
output y to be explained by a lower dimensional variable, allowing one to adopt a latent
variable modelling approach.

The case where A(t) is constant and g(t) is a white-noise process leads to the
particular case of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck SDE, which provides a classic example of an
SDE which is explicitly solvable. Of greater relevance in this thesis will be the case
where the functions g(t) are at least piecewise smooth. The most important instance
of our work will be the case when this function is a smooth, vector-valued Gaussian
process. This is precisely the latent force model of [Lawrence et al., 2006, Alvarez et al.,
2009] which we provide an in-depth discussion of in Chapter 2.

For the class of models (1.4) we have the decomposition into a set of structural
parameters given by A(t),S(t) and H(t), as well as a set of control parameters given
by the vector-valued function g(t). These systems have been well studied under the
umbrella of control theory, and we provide some discussion of this literature in Section
2.4. However, one important di↵erence which we discuss at this point, and related to
our discussion of control parameters in the previous section is the underlying modelling
perspective placed on these functions. In control theory, one is often concerned with
designing a system to display some optimal property, in the statistical and machine
learning setting however we are more interested in the inverse problem of learning the
controls that could have realised an observed trajectory. Moreover, using these learned
control parameters for further analysis such as classifying systems by their controls, or
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discussing qualitative properties by inspection of these functions.
We carry out an application of this program in Chapter 7 when we consider an

application of dynamic systems modelling to motion capture data. It is often argued
see for example [Bissacco, 2005], that the linear dynamic assumption is insu�cient for
such systems so that we cannot make immediate use of the model (1.4), and instead
one must necessarily introduce more physically realistic nonlinear models.

While for this thesis we are primarily interested in statistical inference for continuous
time models, the discrete time version of (1.4) has also been of much interest. In the
discrete time setting this leads to a model of the form

xn+1 = Axn + wn+1, (1.3)

where the errors wn are given by a set of, independent, mean zero vector-valued Gaus-
sian random variables. This class of models is often referred to as a linear Gaussian
dynamical system [Bishop, 2006, Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999]. Such models have
been well studied originating with the Weiner filtering problem and have lead to the
development of the Kalman filter methods [Kalman, 1960a, Zarchan and Muso↵, 2005].
While we do not use this model in this thesis, we do make use of the existence of
e�cient algorithms for inference in these models when we introduce an approximate
inference method in Chapter 4. In particular, the Kalman filtering and smoothing
methods allow for e�cient calculation of the marginal and pairwise moments of a set
of variables described by the system (1.5). In this case, the index set will correspond to
an increasing approximation order, and not a temporal variable. The Kalman smooth
equations are also sometimes referred to as the Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) equations
[Rauch et al., 1965].

1.1.4 Linear dynamical systems

An important class of time series models occurs when the time-evolution equation is
linear in the state variables. The general form of a continuous time linear dynamical
system is given by

dx

dt
= A(t)x + S(t)g(t), (1.4a)

y(t) = H(t)x(t). (1.4b)

The state of the system is represented by x(t), the introduction of the, potentially time-
dependent, observation matrices H(t) allows for the variations of the higher dimensional
output y to be explained by a lower dimensional variable, allowing one to adopt a latent
variable modelling approach.

The case where A(t) is constant, with negative real part of its eigenvalues, and g(t)
is a white-noise process leads to the particular case of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck SDE,
which provides a classic example of an SDE which is explicitly solvable. Of greater
relevance in this thesis will be the case where the functions g(t) are at least piecewise
smooth. The most important instance of our work will be the case when this function
is a smooth, vector-valued Gaussian process. This is precisely the latent force model
of [Lawrence et al., 2006, Alvarez et al., 2009] which we provide an in-depth discussion
of in Chapter 2.

For the class of models (1.4) we have the decomposition into a set of structural
parameters given by A(t),S(t) and H(t), as well as a set of control parameters given
by the vector-valued function g(t). These systems have been well studied under the
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umbrella of control theory, and we provide some discussion of this literature in Section
2.4. However, one important di↵erence which we discuss at this point, and related to
our discussion of control parameters in the previous section is the underlying modelling
perspective placed on these functions. In control theory, one is often concerned with
designing a system to display some optimal property, in the statistical and machine
learning setting however we are more interested in the inverse problem of learning the
controls that could have realised an observed trajectory. Moreover, using these learned
control parameters for further analysis such as classifying systems by their controls, or
discussing qualitative properties by inspection of these functions.

We carry out an application of this program in Chapter 7 when we consider an
application of dynamic systems modelling to motion capture data. It is often argued
see for example [Bissacco, 2005], that the linear dynamic assumption is insu�cient for
such systems so that we cannot make immediate use of the model (1.4), and instead
one must necessarily introduce more physically realistic nonlinear models.

While for this thesis we are primarily interested in statistical inference for continuous
time models, the discrete time version of (1.4) has also been of much interest. In the
discrete time setting this leads to a model of the form

xn+1 = Axn + wn+1, (1.5)

where the errors wn are given by a set of, independent, mean zero vector-valued Gaus-
sian random variables. This class of models is often referred to as a linear Gaussian
dynamical system [Bishop, 2006, Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999]. Such models have
been well studied originating with the Weiner filtering problem and have lead to the
development of the Kalman filter methods [Kalman, 1960a, Zarchan and Muso↵, 2005].
While we do not use this model in this thesis, we do make use of the existence of
e�cient algorithms for inference in these models when we introduce an approximate
inference method in Chapter 4. In particular, the Kalman filtering and smoothing
methods allow for e�cient calculation of the marginal and pairwise moments of a set
of variables described by the system (1.5). In this case, the index set will correspond to
an increasing approximation order, and not a temporal variable. The Kalman smooth
equations are also sometimes referred to as the Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) equations
[Rauch et al., 1965].

1.1.5 Simulation based inference

The dynamical models we focus on this thesis typically take the form of a linear ODE,
and as such they are relatively straightforward to solve numerically conditional on
the parameters. In situations where this is possible then this suggests the possibility
of a generative approach to model fitting by simulating various parameter settings,
solving the model numerically, and then assessing the resulting model fit in the data-
space. A class of such models is given by the so called method of approximate Bayesian
computation (ABC). This approach to performing inference had been discussed at least
as early as [Rubin, 1984], and applied to problems in population genetics in [Tavaré
et al., 1997].

ABC methods work by simulating parameters ✓ from the prior and then numerically
solving them to produce a trajectory x(t) = x(t;✓), and if necessary this is further
propagated to the data space to give y(t) = y(t;✓). If the simulated data is close
in some suitable metric then we retain ✓ as a sample from the posterior, otherwise
we generate a new sample. This process is repeated until our desired sample size is
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achieved. There are technical details determining the choice of metric and determining
the tolerance level for acceptance, although some results are available, [Beaumont et al.,
2002, McKinley et al., 2009]. Furthermore it is often the case that rather than compare
the trajectories directly in the data space one instead compares the distance of a set of
summary statistics. Despite these complications the relatively simple conceptual nature
of the model, and the familiarity many practitioners have with solving a complex model
in their field given some set of parameters, these methods have become increasingly
popular and we refer the reader to [Moral et al., 2012, Marin et al., 2012, T. McKinley,
2009] for more details.

In this work we shall be interested in models for which at least some of the variables
take their values in a function space. Typically the set of functions which have a
high probability under the posterior will occupy a very narrow region of the infinite
dimensional parameter space, and therefore simulating such model from the prior is
challenging, with a very low acceptance rate. Further mode such methods are only
able to give an approximate sample from the posterior and so are not useful in deriving
analytic approximations or motivating other deterministic methods. We discuss this
issue in more detail in Chapter 3.

1.1.6 Non-parameteric estimation of dynamical systems

Here the goal is typically to estimate a, time-homogenous, discrete time-evolution map
from a sequence of observations x0,x1, . . . ,xT and where we write xi as shorthand for
x(ti) for i = 0, 1, . . . , T . Under the evolution law xi = f(xi�1), then successive pairs
(xi�1,xi) provide a natural choice of data for the construction of non-parametric esti-
mators of the transition function. When the true map is continuous, and the sequence
of iterates are dense in the state space then [Adams and Nobel, 2001] have shown that
this map can be consistently estimated from the data by way of simple linear interpola-
tion. These methods are appealing because they require very few assumptions, however
as mentioned in [McGo↵ et al., 2015] the proofs make use of the ergodic theorem, and
as such the speed of convergence may be hard to establish.

Of more direct relevance to our discussion is that such methods very much embody
the data-driven paradigm, and there is no immediately obvious way to add prior struc-
tural knowledge into these estimation procedures. Therefore, in order for these methods
to generalise there are likely to be situations which require a considerable quantity of
data to perform adequately.

We may also be concerned by the fact that these methods do not have an immediate
probabilistic interpretation, and so are hard to adapt to a Bayesian setting, incorporate
missing data, or include as a component in more complex inferential frameworks. A
method that allows the incorporation of these features is the Gaussian Process Dy-
namical Model (GPDM) [Wang et al., 2006]. For a state variable y 2 RM and a
K-dimensional state variable the time-evolution of the GPDM is described by the sys-
tem

y = h(x),

xn = f(xn�1),

for a smooth function h : RK
! RM and smooth-time evolution map f : RK

! RK .
Each of the component functions hm, m = 1, . . . , M and fk, k = 1, . . . , K are then given
a GP prior.
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Conditionally the distribution of Y has a straightforward Gaussian process prior.
However, the distribution of the latent states is significantly more complicated. If
X = [x0,x1, . . . ,xN ]> then

p(X) = p(x0)
1p

(2⇡)NK |Kx|
K

exp

✓
�

1

2
Tr
⇣
K�1

x XoutX
>
out

⌘
,

◆

where Xout = [x1, . . . ,xN ]>, and the matrix Kx has entires given by [Kx]ij = k(xi,xj),
i, j = 1, . . . , N and k(·, ·) is some typically nonlinear kernel function. As a result the
state variables appear nonlinear in the argument of the exponential so that the resulting
distribution is intractable.

It is also not clear how to adapt this setup to irregularly spaced data, or how
to add additional prior knowledge. Despite these caveats, [Wang et al., 2006, 2008]
demonstrate the e↵ectiveness of the GPDM at learning low dimensional representations
with an interesting geometric structure. The model we introduce in this thesis may
be viewed as a continuous time dynamical system constructed around a conditionally
Gaussian random variable, and we compare our model with the GPDM in Section 8.2.3.

1.2 Scope of thesis

This thesis addresses the problem of developing flexible models for dynamical systems
which can be utilised in those cases in which a full mechanistic description is hard
to motivate, and the related problem of carrying out inference within these methods.
Chapter 1 has provided a brief introduction to the existing literature on dynamic sys-
tems models, and how inference may be carried out within these methods. In Chapter
2 we focus our attention on a particular class of such models, these are the latent force
models (LFM) introduced by [Alvarez et al., 2009]. The LFM represents a hybrid model
combining a simple mechanistic representation with the flexibility o↵ered by a Gaussian
process forcing term. After introducing the LFM framework in this chapter, we propose
our main extension, the latent force model with multiplicative interactions between the
state variables and the driving GP terms, which we refer to as the multiplicative latent
force model. We also provide some historical context for our extension including its
appearance in the physics literature and approximations introduced there.

While the MLFM allows for the possibility of placing strong geometric constraints
on the model trajectory, it is much harder to carry out inference than for the LFM
setting. In this thesis we consider two methods of approaching this problem; the first
uses a class of approximation methods for carrying out inference in ODE problems
developed by [Varah, 1982, Ramsay et al., 2007] and adapted to a Bayesian setting
in [Calderhead et al., 2009, Dondelinger et al., 2013]. While initially envisioned for
carrying out inference on modest parameter vectors in nonlinear ODEs we demonstrate
in Chapter 3 that these methods can be used in the infinite dimensional parameter
setting, and that the use of linear ODEs simplifies the problem.

In Chapter 4 we consider an alternative approach that proceeds by motivating a
series expansion of the trajectory and then approximating this expansion. The use of
interpolants of the trajectory and its gradient necessarily involves the introduction of
ambiguous tuning parameters, and it is hard to quantify the impact of these parameters
on the resulting inference. On the other hand, the use of numerical integration as
discussed above avoids the introduction of these spurious parameters, by attempting to
construct a more faithful model we aim to combine the advantages of these approaches.
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We treat the series expansion as the “complete data” for our model, and show that by
conditioning on this augmented dataset we achieve tractable posterior distributions.
However, this completion of the variable set leads to a vaster parameter space, and so
in the next section, we consider methods that can be used to alleviate this problem.

In Chapter 5 we discuss variational approximations to both of the approximate
densities introduced for our model. We first discuss how the expectation maximisation
(EM) algorithm may be used to construct MAP estimates which better exploit the con-
ditional independence structure of the methods we have introduced, this is particularly
important for carrying out inference for the model introduced in Chapter 4 where the
expectation step allows us to marginalise over the augmented variable set. We then
provide details of the mean field variational Bayesian approximation to the densities
we have introduced, once more the structure is naturally suggested by the conditional
independence structure and leads to tractable distributions.

Our introduction of both methods is accompanied by a discussion about the scenar-
ios in which we would expect each method to perform well. In Chapter 6 we provide
further context to this by way of a comprehensive simulation study of the approxima-
tions we have introduced. While in general, we cannot recover the true conditional
distribution of the MLFM, we can construct a good approximation to this distribution
for the simple case of a dynamical system on the unit circle, and this allows us to carry
out a comparison of the variational approximations with a ground truth distribution.
In this chapter, we also consider an example with more complex geometry and discuss
how we can assess the performance of our methods even in the absence of knowledge
about the exact posterior distribution.

A heuristic motivation of the LFM framework is given by considering a marionette,
in this instance, an articulated system with a fixed geometry can be manipulated by a
small set of motions to realise a wide range of di↵erent trajectories. In Chapter 7 we
demonstrate an explicit validation of this motivation by applying our MLFM to human
motion capture data. We successfully demonstrate that the MLFM successfully models
such a system, and by sharing information between di↵erent segments of the human
body through a common set of latent forces we can achieve a superior predictive model
compared to modelling each segment independently and that the learned forces allow
for interesting qualitative analysis.

We conclude the thesis in Section 8.2 when we provide an overall review of the
models we have introduced, as well as a discussion of important avenues for future
research. Broadly speaking the future research directions can be divided into extended
investigations of the asymptotic properties of both the MLFM and the approximations
to it that we have considered, and also into increasing the range of applications of
our approach; including a framework for combining significant dimensionality with
automatic learning of a latent variable space with a rich topological structure.
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Chapter 2

Latent force models

2.1 Introduction

Modern statistical inference for complex dynamical systems often seeks a balance be-
tween providing a comprehensive description of the data generating process, and an
appeal to the data-driven paradigm whereby the model specification is kept suitably
flexible so that, as far as is possible, statistical inference is driven by the observed data.
The former of these two approaches are often referred to as the mechanistic approach
and is common in the physical sciences including systems biology [Boogerd et al., 2013],
chemistry [Olsson and Noé, 2017] and the geophysical sciences [Berliner, 2003]. In such
cases, the claim is that it is possible to appeal directly to scientific knowledge to moti-
vate a reasonable a priori class of possible data generating mechanisms. Typically these
competing models will be indexed by values in a finite-dimensional parameter space.
The data-driven approach, on the other hand, has been of increasing importance due
to the growing abundance of large datasets where the volume of data, once combined
with a suitably flexible model, is su�cient to allow essential patterns in the data to be
revealed organically and not as an artefact of the chosen model. A common feature of
this second class of models is the use of very large or infinite dimensional parameter
spaces.

The recourse to data-driven methods is increasingly being preferred for those in-
stances in which it would be infeasible to motivate a completely specified mechanistic
model, and when a prediction is seen as being a more important goal than providing
casual explanations. The choice to avoid the complicated modelling step is typically
justified by appealing to the volume of data, and the claim that the quantity of data will
be su�cient to discover important patterns and structure within the random process.

However, the concept of what constitutes a su�ciently large dataset is not well
defined and is likely to itself be a function of the underlying system complexity, rather
than a steadfast rule. As a consequence, purely data-driven approaches can often
perform poorly when required to generalise and perform predictions away from the
training data. This is in contrast with an appropriate mechanistic model which, if it
has been well trained, will likely be able to demonstrate superior generalisation using
the learned mechanistic interactions. Regarding these two approaches as opposite ends
of a spectrum, it is natural to consider hybrid approaches that can reflect salient features
of the dynamical system while at the same time being flexible enough to allow for a
substantial contribution from the data.

An important factor underlying many successful modern statistical methods, and
a desirable feature of the class of hybrid models in which we are interested, is the
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recognition that even for large and complex models much of the variation can often
be well explained by a substantially smaller set of variables. This smaller dimensional
representation is usually taken to be unobserved and related to the observed variables
through some appropriate mapping from the lower dimensional space to the original
data space, and typically this mapping must itself be discovered as part of the learning
process. A notable case of this class of models is the semi-parametric latent factor
model [Teh et al., 2005], which uses a set of linear transformations to mix a small set of
latent GP variables to a higher dimensional output variable. Hybrid models of dynamic
systems seek to adopt this latent variable modelling philosophy in such a way that the
resulting model appropriately reflects the temporal nature of the data.

[Alvarez et al., 2009] have described one such class of models combining the latent
variable modelling approach with relevant dynamic systems structure which they refer
to as the linear latent force model (LFM). The history of this class of models may
itself be viewed as having followed a trajectory from the mechanistic paradigm towards
modern hybrid approaches. Initially, the model was introduced in [Lawrence et al.,
2006] as a realistic mechanistic model of transcriptional regulation in gene networks,
subsequent developments recognised the importance of the existence of a linear operator
transforming the latent processes to the state space which we describe in Section 2.2.1.
Recognition of this property allowed for the development of a class of GP models with
a non-stationary kernel, thereby embedding some simple dynamical systems properties
into the more general GP latent variable framework.

In this chapter, we first introduce the latent force framework by reviewing the spec-
ification of the LFM as a simple mechanistic model combined with additive Gaussian
forces. A distinguishing feature of this model is the existence of a relatively simple
expression for the pathwise solution which we present in Section 2.2.1. The existence
of this explicit solution further leads to a joint Gaussian distribution for the trajecto-
ries in data-space and the latent forces, and so allows for the usual techniques of GP
regression modelling [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006], to be used.

While the property of having Gaussian trajectories makes the inferential processes
simpler, it is likely to be unsatisfactory for many datasets possessing known non-
Euclidean geometric structure. Therefore, one of the main contributions of this thesis
is to introduce an extension of the additive latent force model to allow for multiplica-
tive interactions between the state and force variables, and we present this extension
in Section 2.3. It is not hard to demonstrate that such a model will no longer have
Gaussian trajectories, and we discuss how we may constrain the geometry of the sup-
port of the trajectories through a semi-parametric modelling approach that allows for
rich topological structure to be embedded in the model while being driven by only a
minimal set of latent forces.

Unfortunately, and in contrast to the LFM, this increased modelling complexity
comes at the expense of tractable inference. One of the primary di�culties is that in
general there is no closed form expression for the pathwise solution of the LFM with
multiplicative interactions, and as a direct consequence no easy way to understand
the transformation of the latent variable set to the data-space. We, therefore, discuss
some existing methods that provide approximations to recovering the moments of these
model in 2.3.1, although we shall find these only hold under very limiting assumptions,
and require expensive methods to solve. It will be the problem of deriving a class of
approximate methods of inference for the model introduced in this chapter which will
be the principal focus of the following chapters.
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2.2 Linear latent force models

The goal of hybrid modelling for dynamical systems may be described as the desire
to construct a flexible class of models that transform a, typically small, set of driving
latent forces, to the original data space through a linear mapping in a manner which
also respects the temporal structure of the data. This aim is achieved in [Alvarez et al.,
2009] by combining perhaps the most straightforward class of mechanistic models, linear
ordinary di↵erential ODEs with constant coe�cient matrices, with an inhomogeneous
forcing term which is taken to be modelled by a collection of GPs.

If x(t) is an RK-valued state variable with components xk(t), k = 1, . . . , K then we
say that x(t) is described by a first order linear LFM if the dynamics of the sample
paths are given by the system of ODEs

d xk(t)

d t
+ Dkxk(t) = Bk +

RX

r=1

Srkgr(t), k = 1, . . . K, (2.1)

where Dk, Bk are real-valued scalars for k = 1, . . . , K and {gr(t)}Rr=1 is a set of R real-
valued smooth Gaussian processes with mean zero and a kernel functions kr(t, t0), r =
1, . . . , R defined over R ⇥ R such that for arbitrary finite samples the corresponding
Gram matrix is positive definite. The kernel functions of the GP variables are chosen
so that the resulting sample paths are almost surely continuous, and this allows us to
interpret (2.1) as an ODE rather than requiring the mathematical development of SDEs,
necessary properties of the kernel function to satisfy this assumption are discussed in
[Adler and Taylor, 2007].

Equivalently we may consider the vector-valued process x(t) 2 RK which satisfies
the ODE in matrix-vector form given by

dx(t)

d t
= �Dx + b + Sg(t), (2.2)

where D is a K ⇥K diagonal matrix with entries Dkk = Dk, the K-vector b is formed
by the elements Bk, k = 1, . . . , K, S is a K ⇥ R matrix and g(t) is an R-dimensional
real valued stochastic process with elements given by the independent latent forces
{gr(t)}Rr=1.

The rectangular matrix S acts to distribute linear combinations of the latent forces
into each component of the dynamics of the ODE and will be referred to as the “sensi-
tivity matrix”. The sensitivity matrix acts to control the dependency structure between
di↵erent output dimensions and it should be stressed that under the diagonal matrix
specification in (2.1) it is the only way in which the dynamics of one particular com-
ponent xk(t) may be linked to the dynamics of another, distinct, component. It is for
this reason that while such a system can display some interesting dynamics, it is still a
very simplistic model of a physical system.

We shall discuss in Section 2.4 the concept of controllability and reachability for
a controlled dynamic system. Succinctly this concept discusses whether for a given
system structure there is some set of latent forces that would allow any collection of
points to be interpolated by a trajectory from the system. Reachability implies there
is some maximal model that will interpolate the observed data, but that in doing so a
great deal of the explanatory burden will be placed on the latent forces. As such under
this diagonal specification, we are likely to experience overfitting. In particular simple
first-order interactions between variables which could be described by a single parameter
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must now be modelled by an infinite dimensional parameter, and the resulting model is
likely to generalise poorly. Even if overfitting does not occur there remains the issue of
model parsimony where we now have simple interactions being modelled by an infinite
dimensional parameter. As such we would like to extend this model in such a way as
to allow for more richer specifications. This point provides further motivation for the
class of models we shall introduce in the following section.

An alternative method of preventing the problem we have just described would be
to allow for more general forms of the coe�cient matrix A. While the assumption of
diagonal coe�cient matrices may seem initially constricting it is worth noting that if
we consider the more general model

dy(t)

dt
= Uy(t) + Sg(t), (2.3)

where U is no longer constrained to be diagonal, but is instead assumed to be similar
to a diagonal matrix. From this assumption we have the decomposition U = PDP�1

for some invertible square matrix P and diagonal matrix D, which may be complex
valued. If we consider the transformed variable x = P�1y then the transformed system
will have an evolution equation given by

dx(t)

dt
= Dx + P�1Sg(t), (2.4)

which gives one way of constructing such models and of moving between models with
richer, but still linear, state interactions. In general, such decomposition may not exist,
or the resulting matrices are typically complex valued. The complex case is not overly
problematic, but it would require doubling the state space by identifying CK with R2K .
More problematic is that in general this diagonalising transformation is unknown and
must also be discovered during the learning process.

These comments suggest that rather than constructing the LFM in the ambient
dataspace it may be worthwhile to include an additional layer to this model and assume
that the possibility higher dimensional data is modelled by the more general linear LFM
(2.3). When it comes to representing a solution of the LFM, it is straightforward to
present the formal solution of (2.3), and the same arguments will show that this is a GP,
but in the non-diagonal case it becomes much harder to evaluate the kernel function
analytically. Even if this problem can be overcome, and a diagonalising transformation
of the latent force learnt simultaneously, the resulting process will still be a Gaussian
process. In some applications, this assumption is likely to be implausible, and this will
undoubtedly be the case where the process is not supported on a linear vector space,
and we discuss this extension in Section 2.3.

Before moving on to discuss the solutions of the LFM we provide a few more re-
marks on the interpretation of the latent force framework. In [Alvarez et al., 2009]
the comparison is made to a marionette where an extensive range of complex motions
are generated by the smooth manipulation of a small number of strings. The result-
ing motion is then given by the guided, exogenous manipulation of the handles, and
the fixed attachment point of the strings, which may be viewed as an endogenous,
structural component of the system. This is an important motivation for this class of
models, and we provide a literal interpretation of this imagery when we use our exten-
sion of the LFM to fit motion capture data in Chapter 7. It also suggests an essential
feature of the driving forces, in that they represent guided, intentional motions, and
should not be viewed as nuisance parameters to be marginalised, and certainly not as
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the memory-less Markov process interpretation which is common in the SDE setting.
This is not to argue that marginalisation does not have a computationally useful role,
and indeed we shall see that the flexibility to marginalise out the forces in the LFM
allows the additional parameters to be learned without jointly optimising the latent
force variables. This is a very di↵erent interpretation to that typically present in the
SDE setting, a classically important example of a SDE is the version of (2.1) where the
latent force variables are replaced with delta correlated white noise forces. In this view
the white noise forces are typically regarded as nuisance components, their existence is
of physical relevance, but the individual sample paths of these trajectories are not of
any interest in themselves, and so the focus is on marginalising over the contribution
of these latent forces.

2.2.1 Solution of the LFM

In general, the trajectory of dynamic systems with random components will be defined
only implicitly be their evolution equations, and therefore in order to carry out infer-
ence, it is usually necessary to provide an explicit representation of the trajectory as
a transformation of the fundamental random processes. Ideally, this is done by being
able to write an explicit closed form solution. The importance of a closed form expres-
sion for the state variables as a transformation of the underlying latent variables to the
subsequent construction of the conditional distributions will be a recurring theme in
this thesis. In Chapter 3 we shall describe a method that circumvents this step, and in
Chapter 4 we shall describe a method constructed around a series expansion of such a
transformation.

One of the attractive features of linear dynamic systems of the form (2.2) is the
existence of an explicit solution

x(t) = e
�Dtx0 +

Z t

0
e
�D(t�⌧) (b + Sg(⌧)) d⌧, (2.5)

which may be checked by directly di↵erentiating this expression, or see [Arnold, 1973].
For arbitrary matrix D, not necessarily diagonal, the matrix exponential in (2.5) is
defined by the absolutely convergent power series e

A :=
P1

k=0 Ak
/k!. As we briefly

remarked above the general solution (2.5) would allow us to relax the diagonal con-
straint of the model (2.1), and allow for richer interactions between the state variables.
However, the matrix exponential in the integral of (2.5) makes the resulting expression
significantly harder to evaluate when deriving expressions for the mean and covariance
functions, and it is for this reason that the diagonal constraint is imposed.

Restricting ourselves to the case where Dk is a diagonal matrix (2.5) simplifies to
the single components

xk(t) = e
�Dktxk(t0) +

bk

Dk
(1� e

�Dkt) +
RX

r=1

Lkr[gr](t), (2.6)

for k = 1, . . . , K and where we are following the notation established in [Alvarez et al.,
2009] by drawing particular attention to the linear convolution operator Lkr defined by

Lkr[gr](t)
�
= Skr exp (�Dkt)

Z t

0
exp (Dk⌧) gr(⌧)d⌧. (2.7)

The operators Lrk are convolution type operators representing the contribution to
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the trajectory of the kth state variable arising from the rth latent force. This is an
integral of an exponentially weighted Gaussian process, and so from the closure of
Gaussian random variables under linear operators, it follows that Lrk[gr](t) will itself
be a Gaussian process. By taking the expectation through the integral, we have that
the mean of this process is given by

E [xk(t)] = e
�DkE [xk(t0)] +

bk

Dk
(1� e

�Dkt). (2.8)

Typically we assume that E [xk(t0)] = 0 and that the initial condition is independent
of the model parameters when deriving expressions for the covariance. To calculate
the covariance, we shall make use of the tensor product notation from [Lawrence et al.,
2006] and so write the covariance as

Cov
�
Lkr[gr](t), Lk0r0 [g

0
r](t

0)
 

= Lkr[gr]⌦ Lk0r0 [g
0
r](t, t

0)

�
= SkrSk0r0e

�Dkt�Dk0 t
0
Z t

0

Z t0

0
e
Dk⌧+Dk0⌧

0
Cov

�
gr(t)gr0(t

0)
 

d⌧d⌧ 0

= �rr0SkrSk0r0e
�Dkt�Dk0 t

0
Z t

0

Z t0

0
e
Dk⌧+Dk0⌧

0
kr(⌧, ⌧

0)d⌧d⌧ 0, (2.9)

where �rr0 is the Kronecker delta with �rr0 = 1 if r = r
0 and 0 otherwise, and appears

because of the prior assumption of independence between the latent forces. For some
popular choices of kernel function the double integral (2.9) can be evaluated explicitly,
or at least approximated by quickly converging series approximations. An important
example is the case where the kernel is chosen to be the popular radial basis function
kernel, and a closed form expression for this case is given in [Alvarez et al., 2009] in
terms of the ‘erf’ function related to the cumulative distribution function of a standard
Gaussian random variable, implementations of which are typically available in common
numerical libraries.

Assuming it is possible to evaluate the integral in (2.9) analytically then we are
able possible to realise the marginal distribution of the trajectories by integrating out
the contribution from the latent forces. After marginalising over the latent forces we
can construct the likelihood term p(x | ✓) where the parameters ✓ include the model
structure parameters {D,S,b} as well as kernel hyperparameters. This allows us to
estimate these values through optimisation of this likelihood term without having to
jointly optimise for the latent forces which will lead to a computationally more e�cient
method. Once an appropriate optimisation routine has been performed we can then
return the conditional posterior of the latent forces for given structural parameters, this
allows us to e�ciently learn the model without reference to the infinite dimensional
latent force parameter, but then return the conditional distribution of the latent force
terms if desired.

The net result is that the specific solution (2.5) leads to tractable Gaussian processes
regression models with a mean and covariance parametrised by the kernel hyperparam-
eters, as well as a set of structural parameters arising from the dynamic system, S,D,b.
From inspection of (2.4) is clear that the only interactions between the state variables
are through the common latent force variables, and the sensitivity matrix S controls
the topology of these interactions. The entries Dk, k = 1, . . . , K of the diagonal matrix
K serve to determine the stability of the system, and are analogous to the role played
by the eigenvalues in the usual interpretation of systems of ordinary linear di↵erential
equations although in this case we are limited to the case of strictly real eigenvalues.
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While this is undoubtedly a critical extension from the usual class of Gaussian process
regression models the range of dynamic systems behaviour successfully encoded is still
limited, in e↵ect we have a nonstationary covariance function which may, or may not,
have a stationary limit depending on the eigenvalues of the matrix D. More generally
we note that the spectrum of the matrix D determines the transients in the mean
function (2.8), and the exponential decay or growth of the variance in (2.9), we may
conclude that the matrix D determines overall stability properties of the system, while
the sensitivity matrix acts to modulate the interactions between individual components.

It should also be noted that it is possible to extend this model to higher order
systems of di↵erential equations. For example we could do so quite naturally by identi-
fying any nth order di↵erential equation in a single variable with an equivalent system
of n first order di↵erential equations, unfortunately, to preserve analytic tractability
we need to maintain the diagonal structure of (2.2) which may limit the class of higher
order systems we can consider. Nevertheless [Alvarez et al., 2009] do demonstrate the
extension to the second order case with radial basis function kernels placed on the
latent forces, and demonstrates that this model can exhibit a much richer class of dy-
namic motions than the first order model. Ultimately any higher order model will
necessarily still be Euclidean supported, and therefore in order to get a richer set of
dynamic systems behaviour, and in particular a richer set of geometric constraints, it
would be necessary to consider nonlinear di↵erential equation models or the extension
we introduce in the following section.

2.3 Multiplicative latent force models

While being able to view the linear latent force model of the previous section as a
particular instance of the standard GP regression model is appealing from an inferen-
tial point of view; the additive inhomogeneity of the LFM leads to a Gaussian process
which is necessarily supported on a vector space. For many dynamic systems with
applications in engineering and physics, this assumption may be inappropriate. Such
systems of practical importance include time series of circular or directional data [Mar-
dia and Jupp, 2000], tensor-valued data [Kagan, 1992, Xie et al., 2010] and various other
datasets which possess a high degree of geometric structure, and where this geometric
structure is known a priori. For all of these cases if we have a suitably dense sample of
observed data, then the Gaussian trajectory assumption may be acceptable by consid-
ering local linear approximations to more complex geometries, however when data is
sparse relative to the model structure, and in particular its geometry, this assumption
becomes inadequate.

Therefore in many of these cases, it would be desirable to embed known geometric
structure within the modelling framework, and in this section, we propose an extension
of the latent force framework to allow for models with potentially strong geometric con-
straints. Our construction will retain the essential ingredients of the LFM framework;
specifically, we are going to retain the property of being a linear ODE with the time-
dependent behaviour arising from the fluctuations of a set of R independent smooth
Gaussian processes. Where our proposed model will di↵er is in allowing for multiplica-
tive interactions between the latent state variables, and the latent force variables, which
we do by specifying an evolution equation of the form

dx(t)

dt
= A(t)x(t), A(t) = A0 +

RX

r=1

gr(t) · Ar, (2.10)
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whereas in the previous section x(t) is a vector-valued process in RK . The geometric
structure of this model emerges through the choice of the set of coe�cient matrices
{Ar}

R
r=0, where each Ar is a K⇥K matrix with real valued entries. The time dependent

coe�cient matrix A(t) is formed of random linear combinations of scalar GPs multiplied
by the set of coe�cient matrices and so will itself be a matrix-valued, GP. We denote
the support of vectorisation of the matrix-valued GP by A ⇢ RK2

, and it is determined
by the a�ne space

A =

(
v 2 RK2

: 9 a 2 RR s.t. v = vec(A0) +
RX

r=1

ar vec(Ar)

)
.

There is no reason in general for this to coincide with the full K
2 dimensional space,

and indeed we shall see that in the case we are interested in this space is typically of a
much smaller dimension because of the structure of the set of coe�cient matrices.

The choice of the structure matrices {Ar}
R
r=0 will allow for the possibility of em-

bedding strong geometric constraints on the space of possible trajectories. This is most
easily seen by introducing the concept of a Lie group, and its associated Lie algebra, see
[Hall, 2015, Helgason, 1962, Kobayashi and Nomizu, 1963]. We will make little use of
the rich theory of such manifolds but what is important for our purposes is the general
result, [Iserles and Nørsett, 1999], that if G is some matrix Lie group with Lie algebra
g and the coe�cient matrix is constructed so that A(t) 2 g for all t in some interval
[0, T ] then the initial value problem

dx(t)

dt
= A(t)x(t), x0 2 G, (2.11)

is constrained to lie in the group for all t 2 [0, T ]. We may also consider the case where
the data space is a vector space on which the group G acts by solving the model with
initial condition x0 = I, where I is the identity element of the group, and in the case of
matrix Lie groups corresponds to the usual identity matrix. Solving (2.11) with initial
condition I gives a trajectory on the group which leads to a time-varying action so
that at each time point the trajectory in the data space is given by the action of a
particular member of the group G on the initial condition. This allows us to consider
not only dynamic systems on groups but also vector-valued dynamic systems realised
as a random action of this group on the vector space.

Example: MLFM for rotation valued data

A notable example of this setup is the case when the group, G, is the group of rota-
tions of a D-dimensional Euclidean space, typically denotes by SO(D), in which case
the resulting trajectories will be given by continuous rotations of the initial condition
leading to smooth paths with fixed radius from the origin. If we consider the simplest
case of a point in R2 undergoing a smooth, stochastic rotation then we can model this
with a MLFM of the form

d

dt


x(t)
y(t)

�
= g(t)


0 �1
1 0

� 
x(t)
y(t)

�
. (2.12)

The coe�cient matrix in (2.12) is the canonical representation of the Lie algebra so(2)
of “infinitesimal rotations” of a point R2. At each instance the latent force then mod-
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ulates this rotation – the magnitude of the latent force defining how fast the rotation
occurs, and the sign representing whether this rotation is in a clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction.

We represent the MLFM dynamics graphically in Figure 2.1; first the latent force
used to drive the system is displayed in Figure 2.1a and for discrete set of points we also
draw a collcetion of vectors of length denoted by the value of the forcing function at
that time. These vectors are identified with elements of the abstract Lie algebra so(2)
to produce a set if “infinitesimal actions” determined by the right-hand side of (2.12),
and we represent these graphically as the direction vectors in the phase space portraits
given in Figure 2.1b which present the direction and magnitude of an infinitesimal
rotation of the current state of the system. The complete trajectory in Figure 2.1c
is then given by the composition of all of these infinitesimal actions, and so we can
observe that starting from the initial condition (1, 0)> the initially positive latent force
leads acts as an accelerating rotation in an anti-clockwise direction, before the latent
force returns to zero when the motion reaches a stationary point, after which the point
moves back in a clockwise direction. We consider the rotation example in further detail
as part of Chapter 6, and we continue to the case of fitting paths on the group itself in
Chapter 7.

Dimensionality reduction

In keeping with the underlying philosophy of the latent variable framework we would
like the number of latent force variables R to be modest, however in (2.10) the dimension
of R is related directly to the size of the set {Ar}

R
r=0, and so by extension the dimension

of the Lie algebra generated by this set. It follows that the number of latent forces in
the specification (2.10) is tied to the geometry of the data space, and therefore if we
wish to increase the dimension of the Lie algebra we require a corresponding increase
in the number of latent force variables. As a latent variable model, this property is
unsatisfactory, and we would like to ensure a rich space of attainable trajectories with
only a modest number of latent force variables. To achieve this we further extend the
model by allowing the structure matrices themselves to be determined hierarchically
by linear combinations of a fixed set of basis matrices {Ld}

D
d=1, which we assume to be

a basis for a Lie algebra, the structure matrices are now given by linear combinations
of these basis elements

Ar =
DX

d=1

�rdLd, (2.13)

where we have introduced the (R + 1) · D parameters �rd which we store in the array
B with Brd = �rd. This allows us to consider a D dimensional Lie algebra, and
its associated Lie group, independently of the number of forces. So allowing a much
broader range of possible trajectories driven by a small number of forces, this is however
at the expense of identifiability. In this initial specification (2.10) each force may be
interpreted as modulating the infinitesimal action of the associated structure matrix
Ar. If the matrices Ar are chosen so that they are independent in the linear algebraic
sense, then we can interpret each term Ar ·gr(t) as infinitesimal independent actions of
a one-parameter subgroup corresponding to this basis Lie algebra element on the data.
The richer specification loses this interpretability where with R < D it will no longer be
the case that the set {Ar}

R
r=1 is linearly independent. Later on this section, we present

a more extended discussion on the topic of identifiability, however from a machine
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(a) Latent force

(b) Infinitesimal rotation vectors

(c) MLFM trajectory

Figure 2.1: Representation of the MLFM with coe�cient matrix lying in the Lie alge-
bra of the rotation group SO(2). (a) The latent force determining the direction and
magnitude of the infinitesimal rotations. (b) Phase space view of the infinitesimal ro-
tation determining the dynamics of the MLFM, the trajectories are constrained to the
circle S

1 with radius determined by the initial point (1, 0)>. (c) Resulting trajectory
as a composition of all of the infinitesimal rotations.
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learning perspective with the greater emphasis placed on prediction the importance of
identifiability is diminished in comparison with the mechanistic approach. In practice
for complex systems, the added flexibility of (2.13) seems preferable to the increase in
the number of forces that may be required in (2.10) to achieve comparable predictive
performance.

Comparison with the LFM On the same theme of dimension reduction it is impor-
tant to note that one could, in principle, interpolate any given set of points generated
by dynamical system on R

D, and in particular any system constrained on a subman-
ifold of RD, with a su�ciently complex latent force model. Given these comments it
is worth considering what we gain by instead allowing for multiplicative interactions if
a su�ciently complex LFM may be able to fit a particular realisation of this system.
However, given the restriction to simple diagonal systems in Section 2.2, all of the work
for this interpolating system must be done by the latent force functions – therefore
multiplicative interactions allows for more of the work do be done by the structure of
the flow function of the dynamical system, with the latent forces in the MLFM allow-
ing for perturbations of the dynamics within a constrained geometry, in the LFM the
latent force would also have to do all of the work to constrain the geometry, as well
as accounting for interesting deviations within this geometry. In Figure 2.2 we display
the trajectories of two systems on R

3 forced by the same latent force, we observe the
distinct qualitative di↵erences in the trajectories between the two systems. The mul-
tiplicative extension of the MLFM is able to encode the geometric constraints into the
system dynamics, with the forcing function adding additional perturbations on top of
this structure. Indeed from the discussion preceeding (2.11) we observe that even in the
absence of forcing the trajectories would be constrained to the sphere S

2 as in Figure
2.2c, whereas for the first order LFM the only encoded dynamical system action is the
exponential damping of a given input force as observed in Figure 2.2d.

All of the discussion above should make it immediately clear that we can no longer
expect the solutions to our multiplicative latent force model (2.10) to possess the
tractable GP regression model structure. In the next section, we present a series ex-
pansion of the pathwise solution to the MLFM, as well as an approximation to the
moments analogous to those presented in Section 2.2.1 which hold under a restrictive
set of assumptions.

2.3.1 Solution of the MLFM

We make the same assumptions as for the LFM, that is the kernels for the GP terms are
chosen so that elements of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) associated with
each of these kernels is almost surely smooth. If we consider the stochastic components
{x0, {gr(t)}Rr=1,B} as being elements of a probability space (⌦, F ,P) then we assume
that for ! 2 ⌦ we have, almost surely, that the matrix-valued process A(t) = A(t;!)
is smooth. From this, it follows that for a given ! we can conclude that the di↵erential
equation

dx(t)

dt
= A(t;!)x(t;!), (2.14)

has a unique solution on a compact interval [0, T ] by standard existence and uniqueness
theorems for ODEs [Arnold, 1973]. It is reasonable to then ask whether we can conclude
that a solution exists after marginalising over the latent GP variables, the connection
coe�cients or both. This was possible for the latent force variables in the LFM because
the formal solution (2.5) contained a simple linear transformation of the latent GP
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(a) A trajectory of the LFM in R3 (b) A trajectory of the MLFM in R3

(c) Phase portrait of the LFM in R3 (d) Phase portrait of the MLFM in R3

Figure 2.2: (a) A typical example of a single trajectory of the LFM with D = 3. (b) A
typical example of a single trajectory of the MLFM with Lie algebra so(3) with initial
condition (0, 0, 1)> and with the same forcing function for both systems. (c) Phase
portrait of the trajectory represented in (a), and (d), phase portrait of the trajectory
displayed in (b). The trajectories of a stable LFM quickly converge to zero unless
forward away and in this instance are contained within the unit sphere (c), while those
of the MLFM (d) are constrained to lie on the surfaces of the sphere S

2, and would be
so even in the absence of forcing.
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terms, and so was easily seen to be Gaussian.

We shall see in Chapter 4 that a formal solution to (2.14) may be given by the series
expansion

x(t) =

✓
I +

Z t

t0

A(⌧)d⌧

+

Z t

t0

A(⌧1)

Z ⌧1

t0

A(⌧2)d⌧2d⌧1

+

Z t

t0

A(⌧1)

Z ⌧1

t0

A(⌧2)

Z ⌧2

0
A(⌧3)d⌧3d⌧2d⌧1 + · · ·

◆
x0. (2.15)

Typically we shall assume independence of the initial condition and the process A(t),
so that it is the presence of the nested integrals of products of random variables that
is the most problematic when attempting to marginalise over the contributions of the
latent forces. The expansion (2.15) is a complex nonlinear transformation of the latent
variables, and even in the simplest case when the matrix-valued functions A(t) commute
leading to the simplification

x(t) =

✓
I +

Z t

t0

A(⌧)d⌧

+
1

2

✓Z t

t0

A(⌧)d⌧

◆2

+
1

3!

✓Z t

t0

A(⌧)d⌧

◆3

+ · · ·

◆
x0

= e

R t
t0

A(⌧)d⌧
x0, (2.16)

it is no longer at all obvious what the distribution of the process x(t) should be after
marginalising over the latent force variables, or if indeed such a distribution exists. A
more reasonable ambition is the existence of the various moments of the state variable
and conditions for the existence of such solutions in the Lp sense are discussed in
[Strand, 1970].

When these moments do exist it is worthwhile considering how they can be calcu-
lated precisely or at least approximated. Historically models of the form (2.10) have
received some attention by physicists where, for example, they arise naturally in the
optical Bloch equations [Arechhi and Bonifacio, 1965] —- looking to this literature for
existing methods of solving this model in a way analogous to that done in Section 2.2.1.
We note the existence of a matrix continued fraction method for deriving the marginal
moments of the trajectory variables was presented in [Zoller et al., 1981, Dixit et al.,
1980], see also [Risken, 1996], and di↵erential equations for the marginal moments are
given in [van Kampen, 1974] describing how the marginal moments evolve from some
known initial condition. While the non-Gaussianity of the distribution means that,
in general, we will not be able to recover the distribution from these moments, it is
nevertheless of interest to review some of these methods here. They would, for ex-
ample, allow us to approximate the unknown distribution with the moment matching
Gaussian. However, because of the somewhat restrictive set of assumptions necessary
for the following approximations we present only a brief review following the heuristic
treatment in [van Kampen, 1974, 2007]. Under the same set of assumptions, these
methods may be made rigorous, and we point the interested reader to the references as
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mentioned earlier. It will be useful to first rewrite the MLFM model (2.10) in the form

dx(t)

dt
= A(t)x(t) = [A0 + ↵A1(t)]x(t), x(t0) = x0 (2.17)

where we have introduced the parameter ↵ to measure the size of the random compo-
nent, A1(t), which we assume to be a mean zero, stationary stochastic processes. In
the setting we are interested in this implies that each {gr}

R
r=1 is a mean zero GP with

stationary kernel function. Introducing the parameter ↵ allows us to consider expan-
sions in terms of the magnitude of the fluctuations of the random component, and in
the limit ↵! 0 we recover a deterministic equation.

The most important, and ultimately restricting, assumption is that the random
coe�cient matrix possess a finite correlation time ⌧c, that is for any pair of times
t, t

0 we have that |t � t
0
| > ⌧c implies that the random variables A(t) and A(t0) are

independent, we immediately note that this assumption is in general unlikely to be
satisfied for popular choices of kernel function.

To approximate the solution of (2.17) it will be convenient to remove the o↵set
matrix, A0, and we, therefore, introduce the variable z(t) defined by the transformation

z(t) = e
�A0tx(t),

on di↵erentiating, and assuming that in general [A0,A1] 6= 0, then we have

dz(t)

dt
= ↵e

�tA0A1(t)e
tA0z(t)

�
= ↵V(t)z(t). (2.18)

We also have that z(t0) = x(t0). This enables us to rewrite the initial value problem
(2.17) in the interaction representation form (2.18) which is in the form of (2.17) with
A0 = 0. We can now derive a pathwise solution of (2.18) by way of the series expansion
(2.15) for the solution of linear ODEs. For the current purposes it is enough to note
that, up to terms of second order in the parameter ↵, the solution is approximately
given by

z(t) ⇡

✓
I + ↵

Z t1

0
V (⌧1)d⌧1 + ↵

2
Z t

0

Z ⌧1

0
V (⌧1)V (⌧2)d⌧2d⌧1

◆
x0, (2.19)

Upon taking the expectation, and assuming that the initial condition is independent of
V(t) then

E [z(t)] =

✓
I + ↵

2
Z t1

0

Z t2

0
E [V (⌧1)V (⌧2)] d⌧1d⌧2

◆
E [x0] . (2.20)

The mth term in the integral expansion (2.15) contributes a term of order O(↵m
t
m) and

therefore for the approximation to be valid we would require that ↵t ⌧ 1. Assuming
this is the case and recalling that the process A1(t) was assumed stationary we may
rewrite (2.20) as

E [z(t)] =

✓
I + ↵

2
Z t

0

Z ⌧1

0
E [V(⌧1)V(⌧1 � ⌧2)] d⌧2d⌧1

◆
E [x0] . (2.21)
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E [z(t)] =

✓
I + ↵

2
Z t

0

Z ⌧1

0
E [V(⌧1)V(⌧1 � ⌧2)] d⌧2d⌧1

◆
E [x0] . (2.22)

The assumption that ↵t⌧ 1 is overly restrictive; our discussion of the control param-
eters in Chapter 1 made it clear that we would like to allow latent forces that exhibit
quite significant fluctuations and so an apriori constraint that these forces only have
large fluctuations for small times is undesirable. It can be shown [van Kampen, 1974]
that under the finite correlation time assumption we can replace this small time restric-
tion with the assumption that ↵⌧c ⌧ 1 allowing the integral in (2.22) to be extended
to infinity leading to the approximation

E [z(t)] =

✓
I + ↵

2
Z t

0

Z 1

0
E [V(⌧1)V(⌧2 � ⌧1)d⌧1d⌧2]

◆
E[z0], (2.23)

which we can identify as the solution to the linear di↵erential equation

d

dt
E [z(t)] = ↵

2

Z 1

0
E [V(t)V(⌧)d⌧ ]

�
E [z(t)] , (2.24)

if we change back to the original variable then we derive an ODE for the expected value

d

dt
E [x(t)] =


A0 + ↵

2
Z 1

0
E
⇥
A1(t)e

tA0A1(t� ⌧)
⇤
e
�⌧A0d⌧

�
E [x(t)] , (2.25)

Approximations for higher order moments may be derived using a similar process. For
example, if we define the product variables uij(t) = xi(t)xj(t), for i, j = 1, . . . , K then

duij(t)

dt
=

dxi(t)

dt
xj(t) + xi(t)

dxj(t)

dt

=
KX

k=1

Aik(t)ukj +
KX

k0=1

Ajkuik0 ,

which is again a system of the form (2.17), the moments of which can be approximated
using the same methods. If instead we wish to calculate the covariance then we will
have to consider delay terms of the form xi(t)xj(t � ⌧), leading to a delay di↵erential
equation (DDE) version of the MLFM which would need to be solved for every time-
lag in our observed dataset so that already these methods are of diminished practical
utility.

For our purposes these methods are of limited for several reasons

(i) They focus on recovering the marginal distribution, rather than the conditional
which allows us to classify motions with di↵erent controls.

(ii) They only return moments of the estimating distributions, rather than an ap-
proximation to the distributions themselves.

(iii) They require the finite correlation time and related assumptions which are un-
likely to be satisfied.

Of these three caveats, the first is not necessarily a negative; indeed the possibility of
constructing the distribution in the LFM after marginalising over the latent GPs allowed
for the values of the remaining structural parameters to be learned more e�ciently
without reference to the latent GPs. This would be equally advantageous for the
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MLFM also, as long as we also were able to recover the conditional distribution when
it was required.

The second of the above points is more problematic, however, knowledge of the
moments would at least allow us to consider useful approximations to the unknown
distribution.

Ultimately it is the final point that is the most serious, in the setting we envision
there is no reason to believe in a finite correlation time for the control processes. In
Chapter 7 we consider applying our MLFM to motion capture data, and in this setting
the control represent the inputs necessary to achieve a particular motion, and it seems
likely that such processes are going to have a ‘memory’ that lasts over the whole interval
during which the motion is carried out.

2.3.2 Latent force modelling and product manifolds

In the LFM of [Alvarez et al., 2009] the only permitted interactions between the state
variables, xk(t), are through the common latent force variables, and the sensitivity ma-
trix S governs the topology of these interactions. For example the conditions SrkSrl = 0
for all r = 1, . . . , R in (2.9) will lead to independence of the processes xk(t) and xl(t).
Regardless of the entries of the sensitivity matrix, the process will ultimately be sup-
ported on a vector space of dimension less than or equal to K.

In contrast, the MLFM (2.10) will, in general, contain interactions between the
state variables for non-trivial Lie algebras. A key feature of the MLFM extension
is the embedding of geometric considerations, and therefore unlike the LFM, we do
not consider the state space as being a Cartesian product of one-dimensional spaces.
Instead we shall consider the full state space X ⇢ RK as a Cartesian product of Q

submanifolds so that we have X = X1 ⇥ · · · ⇥ XQ where each submanifold Xq is a

manifold that is invariant under a particular choice of basis matrices {L(q)
d }

Dq

d=1, for
q = 1, . . . , Q, i.e. each Xq is a matrix Lie group with Lie algebra generated by the set

{L(q)
d }

Dq

d=1 and contained in the space RKq . The model is then specified in a hierarchical
manner by conditioning on a smaller set of latent forces which will be shared by the
trajectories on each of the submanifolds, that is

p(x | g) =
QY

q=1

p(x(q)
| g), x(q)

2 Xq ⇢ RKq ,

KX

q=1

Kq = K,

where as previously g represents a set of R independent Gaussian processes.
This model structure allows for a flexible means of combining processes with values

possibly on di↵erent manifolds, while still allowing them to share information through
the common latent variables, a graphical representation of this construction is displayed
in Figure 2.3. An analogous interpretation as a product manifold is available for the
LFM, but in this case, the product topology is just the Cartesian product of one-
dimensional real spaces.

Throughout this thesis we assume the geometry-dependent decomposition is known
a priori, for example in Chapter 7 when we consider motion capture data the full dataset
can naturally be valued as the product of rotation groups for each joint. However, it
may be of interest to relax this assumption and allow for the manifold decomposition
to instead be part of the learning process. In general this is a hard task but the approx-
imate methods we consider in this thesis, and in particular, the resulting conditional
independence structure leads to properties which make this a more realistic goal and
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we return to a discussion of this in the final chapter.
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Figure 2.3: Representation of the MLFM as a decomposition of the process into trajec-
tories on distinct submanifolds {X

(q)
}
Q
q=1 with shared latent forces. These manifolds

each have a specific set of basis matrices {L(q)
d }

Dq

d=1, but share common trajectories
modulated by the submanifold specific connection coe�cients, B(q).

2.4 Controllability and identifiability

Since linear ODEs are among the simplest class of models of dynamic systems it is
not surprising that mathematically similar models to the LFM, and the multiplicative
extension introduced in this chapter, have been well studied. Although less work has
been done with the assumption that GPs model the forcing functions. Of particular
relevance to our work is the field of control theory, [Songtag, 1998, Dorf and Bishop,
2011], in which (2.4) is an important mathematical model of a controlled dynamic
system. In this setting the LFM described in Section 2.2 would typically be referred
to as a linear time-invariant (LTI) control model, and the set of functions {g(t)}Rr=1

are referred to as the control(s) of the system. The reproducing kernel Hilbert space
associated with the latent forces represents the space of possible controls of this system,
typically referred to as the admissable controls. Our extension with multiplicative
interactions (2.10) has also been studied under the umbrella of control theory where it
was introduced in [Jurdjevic and Sussmann, 1972] as the natural extension of the linear
time-invariant control model to the Lie group setting.

Given the apparent connection with control systems we provide a brief review of
the problems typically considered in the literature with a focus on how these directly
relate to the problem we will be considering the remained of this thesis. For a particular
set of parameters A and S defining an LTI system, equivalently the LFM, then one is
typically interested in whether a system is controllable and observable.
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For a dynamical system defined on an interval [t0, t1] a state, x(t0), is said to be
controllable, [Kalman, 1960a], if there exists an admissible control g(t) defined on the
interval such that x(t1) = 0. That is there exists a control which will transfer the initial
state to the origin in some finite length of time; in general, the length of this interval
will depend on the initial state. If this is true for all possible initial states, then the
system is said to be completely controllable.

Similarly a linear system is said to be observable at time t0 if x(t0) can be determined
from the output function, y(t), during some interval [t0, t1], and if this is true for all
t0 and x(t0), the system is said to be completely observable. In this thesis we shall
typically consider the case where the output is given by a, noisy, observation of the
state or in the case of the LFM exactly equal to the state so that observability is of
less relevance here.

Controllability, then seeks to provide apriori guarantees that the structure of a
model will lead to a controllable system, so that there is some function under the prior
that that could lead to any observed trajectory, and from that perspective would seem
to be a desirable guarantee to have for the LFM. The diagonal structure of the LFM
means that this model is controllable so long as the entries on the diagonal are distinct
[Kalman, 1963]. The Lie group setting is harder, however positive results have been
established in [Sussmann and Jurdjevic, 1972] for the case when G is a compact Lie
group, and the set of basis matrices {Ld}

D
d=1 generates the Lie algebra g. This is the

case for all of the examples we consider in this thesis.

A system structure parameterised by ✓ is said to be globally identifiable if for any
two parameter vectors ✓1 and ✓2 in the parameter space the solution x(t, ✓) = x(t✓2) for
all t 2 [t0, t1] if and only if ✓1 = ✓2. Conditions for global identifiability in the LTI sys-
tem, equivalently the LFM, are discussed in [Bellman and Åström, 1970]. Establishing
identifiability for the MLFM would appear to be a much a harder problem.

If we restrict ourselves to a collection of linearly independent basis matrices then
the problem would become easier, but with a significantly reduced flexibility. In our
introduction of the MLFM we introduced the parameters �rd and we remarked that
in general the pair {g,B} will not be identifiable. This is easily seen for the following
simple complex valued version of the MLFM which we will discuss in more detail in
Chapter 6

dx(t)

dt
= i[�0 + �1g(t)]x(t),

which is clearly equivalent to the system

dx(t)

dt
= i[g̃(t)]x(t),

where g̃(t) = �0 + �1g(t). It follows that in the first specification there are redundant
parameters which will not be identifiable. Clearly the second parameterisation is more
parsimonious, but even so there are still good reasons to consider the first specification,
for example, it makes clear the possibility of allowing the model to “switch o↵” the
latent force during the fitting processes if �1 ! 0 and so leading to a model with
constant rate of rotation. This can be achieved in the second specification — but would
typically require the kernel hyperparameters to tend towards degenerate limiting values
which can lead to numerical issues. It is much more numerically stable to allow �1 ! 0,
than to achieve g(t)! c0 for some constant c0 during the fitting process.

Furthermore, in a Bayesian setting the importance of parameter identifiability is
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less clear; if two distinct parameterisations realise identical dynamics with similar pos-
terior probabilities, then this is not necessarily a shortcoming of the method. If we
have some apparent reason to prefer one particular parameterisation over a distinct pa-
rameterisation realising the same dynamics, then this is information that should have
been included when specifying the priors. Even in more typically frequentist settings,
the importance of parameter identifiability is increasingly less clear with the advent of
higher dimensional models. This is undoubtedly true for many modern machine learn-
ing methods, but even in more classical models such as regression with a large number
of covariates the importance of parameter identifiability is diminished. Recent work
by [Cox and Battey, 2017] considers the problem of classifying subsets of parameters
that produce similar predictive distributions. Given that we are constructing hybrid
models which do not place a meaningful interpretation on the mechanistic parameters
we do generally take the view that prediction is more critical than identifiability for
these models, and this is common stance in many modern statistical methods [Shmueli,
2010].

To summarise our stance in this thesis we do not discuss the identifiability, or
controllability, of a particular model, and instead, we aim to introduce a framework
which allows the specification and fitting of di↵erent models, and in particular the
fitting of a maximal model. It is then up to the practitioner, if so desired, to assess the
identifiability or controllability of the model they have chosen to fit either algebraically
or using model diagnostics. If the model is not controllable, i.e. there is no combination
of parameters and forces that would lead to an ODE with trajectory interpolation the
observed data then this would quickly be revealed in the model fitting stage. The
models introduced in this thesis typically include an observation noise parameter and
higher point estimates, or distribution estimates with much mass around high values
of the scale parameter, immediately suggest the chosen model has failed to interpolate
the observed data well. In Chapter 6 we also discuss the “reconstruction error” at
the MAP estimates of the model parameters, which we define to be the error between
the observations and the result of solving the IVP using the MAP estimates of the
parameters and latent forces, again a high value of this variable is indicative of the
model not being controllable.

For prediction, our method is suitably flexible so that a maximal controllable model
can be discovered, and it is then the goal of a model validation procedure combined with
appropriate priors, to find a description of the system which displays good predictive
performance. We demonstrate an example of this procedure in Chapter 7 using cross-
validation to specify a parsimonious explanation of the model. With these remarks in
mind we do not discuss identifiability of the point estimates we derive in this thesis,
nevertheless establishing these properties, along with posterior consistency is something
that would be a worthwhile area of study and we provide a few more remarks on this
topic in Chapter 8.

2.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have introduced the latent force model framework which we have
defined to be the class of linear ODE models for which the time-dependent behaviour
arises entirely through the variations of a set of smooth Gaussian processes. The LFM
introduced by [Alvarez et al., 2009] and described in Section 2.3 can be considered
from the point of view of control theory as a linear time-invariant control model with
controls in the RKHS corresponding to a given set of kernel functions. Alternatively,
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from the statistics and machine learning perspective as a particular GP regression
model with a non-stationary covariance function parameterised by the structure of
the dynamical system of the model. Mathematically both of these descriptions are
equivalent, but typically these fields di↵er in their objectives. In the control theory
setting one usually introduces a control in order to achieve some desired behaviour.
While from the statistical perspective one attempts to recover a control that realises
the observed behaviour.

In Section 2.2.1 we noted that the fact that the LFM can be viewed as a particular
case of GP regression makes it straightforward to carry out inference or use this model
in more complex inferential structures. However, there are many situations in which
the assumption of Gaussian trajectories implied by this model may be inappropriate.
To allow for the construction of models which are not constrained to have Gaussian
trajectories we have introduced an extension that allows for multiplicative interactions
between the state and latent GP terms, and we have referred to this as the multiplicative
latent force model.

Unlike the LFM, the MLFM can be constructed in such a way as to embed strong
geometric constraints on the possible trajectories from the model. Unfortunately, this
increase in modelling power comes at the expense of tractable inference. In section
2.3.1 we presented a series approximation to the solution for this model, as well as
a class of approximations that can be realised from this series expansion, but require
severely limiting assumptions. In the rest of this thesis we shall consider two methods of
approximating the unknown distribution, a method in Chapter 3 which avoids explicitly
solving the model and a second method in Chapter 4 constructed around the series
expansion just discussed.

Finally, we concluded the section with some additional remarks on the LFM mod-
elling setup. In Section 2.3.2 we discussed how to use the MLFM framework to construct
very rich decompositions of a higher dimensional state variable as the cartesian product
of lower dimensional manifolds. Information is then shared between these subsystems
by allowing them to be driven by a common set of latent GPs. The LFM shares this
decomposition structure, but in the linear case, the decomposition is less interesting.
In this thesis the geometry of the data space is assumed known; however, we return
to a discussion of this subject in Section 8.2.3 when we discuss the possibility of in-
stead carrying out this decomposition in a lower dimensional latent variable space. In
Section 2.4 we provided some brief remarks on the controllability and identifiability of
these models, ultimately we do not provide a full analysis of the identifiability of any
particular model, being more concerned with their predictive performance.

We discussed in the introduction of this thesis the conceptual utility of partition
model parameters into structural and control parameters, and naturally, control theory
provides a solid theoretical basis for the understanding of such systems. Nevertheless,
while the models are mathematically equivalent, we do see a distinction between the
application of these models in the statistical machine learning setting and their analysis
from control theory. Often in control theory one begins with some desirable behaviour
for a given physical system and then attempts to find a control that will achieve this
behaviour, this process is referred to as optimal control theory [Kalman, 1960b]. On
the other hand, we view the latent force modelling framework as allowing us to learn
a possible control that will produce a given system, and then to classify and discuss
qualitative aspects of this system through a discussion of the learned controls, rather
than a discussion of the trajectories in state space. We provide an example of this
process in Chapter 7.

In summary, the latent force modelling framework allows for the construction of
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dynamic systems driven by flexible GPs. The LFM is a Gaussian process, and so
displays ideal properties for carrying out inference. In constructing our methods for
approximate inference in the MLFM in the following chapters we shall be guided by
the desire to stay as close to this idealistic scenario, and indeed in both methods, we
shall demonstrate the possibility of introducing approximations that are conditionally
Gaussian. As a result, we will be able to demonstrate that the increase in the modelling
possibilities of the MLFM comes at only a small sacrifice in analytic tractability.
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Chapter 3

Adaptive gradient matching

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we discussed a class of dynamic systems in which the time-
dependent behaviour of the, linear, evolution equation arose entirely through the vari-
ations of a set of independent smooth Gaussian processes. Our discussion centred on
an extension of the LFM framework of [Alvarez et al., 2009] allowing for multiplicative
interactions between the latent forces and the state variables, which we referred to as
the multiplicative latent force model (MLFM). This extended model is contained within
the broader class of non-autonomous linear ODEs, and one important feature of this
class is that in general there is no closed form solution for the trajectory. In order
to perform inference we would, ideally, possess a representation of the trajectory as
some function of the initial conditions, and the latent forces, allowing us to investigate
how the stochastic properties of the latent variables propagate through to the observed
trajectories.

The lack of explicit pathwise solutions for the MLFM was in contrast to the case
for the LFM for which the solutions took the simple form (2.5), and so allowed the
trajectories to be expressed as a linear transform of the latent GPs. This important
property of the LFM framework, which made subsequent inference straightforward,
implies a joint Gaussian distribution for the state variables and the latent force variables
so that the LFM may be viewed as a particular instance of the more general GP
regression modelling paradigm.

These properties that made the LFM attractive from the point of view of tractable
inference are at the same time one of the most significant limitations of the LFM
model, and as such will be lost when considering our proposed extension to allow
multiplicative interactions. Unfortunately any inference for the MLFM must be carried
out in the absence of an explicit formula for the solution in terms of the latent forces,
and so it is not immediately obvious what the resulting probabilistic structure of this
model will be. Certainly the possibility of strong geometric constraints on the space
of possible solutions strongly suggest it will no longer have the convenient structure
of a GP regression model, and indeed we observe that, in extending the model to the
class of multiplicative interactions, we will necessarily lose the attractive joint Gaussian
distribution of the state and latent force variables. Much of the work in this thesis will
be devoted to examining the problem of how to carry out inference for the MLFM, and
to what extent the appealing properties of the LFM must be sacrificed for a greater
control of the model geometry. Throughout this chapter, and those that follow, we
will be guided by the desire to construct inferential methods that are accurate, but are
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also as close as possible to the idealistic scenario of the LFM in terms of computational
e�ciency and analytical tractability.

The methods that we shall consider in this chapter may be broadly referred to as
adaptive gradient matching methods, and are constructed by modifying a class of ex-
isting methods for carrying out Bayesian inference for a finite dimensional parameter
set in a very general class of, possibly nonlinear, ODE models without explicitly, or
numerically, solving the ODE itself. We will show that on introduction of these ap-
proximations we replace the ideal joint Gaussian distribution of the forces and state
variables in the LFM with a conditional Gaussian structure.

Gradient matching methods exploit the existence of the explicit parametric relation-
ship between the state and its gradient, as embodied in the models evolution equation.
The early approach in [Varah, 1982], and subsequent improvements in [Ramsay et al.,
2007], used spline interpolants to obtain initial estimates of the trajectory and its gra-
dient, and these interpolants were then used to provide estimates of the parameters.
Our interest will be in further developments replacing the spline interpolators with the
use of GP interpolants as carried out in [Calderhead et al., 2009] and the extension
introduced in [Dondelinger et al., 2013]. The replacement of the spline approximations
with GP trajectories gives the model a richer probabilistic structure which better en-
ables the incorporation of unobserved data or misspecified problems, [Tarantola, 2005].
While the emphasis in these methods is primarily on well specified mechanistic models,
where the model uncertainty is expressed by the stochasticity of a, usually small, set
of parameters it still seems reasonable to expect that such methods should be applica-
ble to the class of latent force models, linear ODEs being contained within the much
wider class of general parametrised ODE models. It further seems plausible that the
simpler structure of the linear case will result in an inferential process that is substan-
tially simpler than the general case. In this chapter we shall show that this hoped for
simplification does indeed occur.

Before we introduce the adaptive gradient matching methods we should mention
an alternative strategy of constructing a generative method for this class of models
by; first simulating the ODE parameters, then solving the given ODE using some nu-
merical ODE method and then finally assessing the fit to the observed trajectory. An
example of the application of this method to problems from systems biology is pre-
sented in [Vyshemirsky and Girolami, 2008]. This method is certainly practical for
small parameter sets, and even in the case of infinite dimensional parameters such as
Gaussian processes it is not beyond the realms of possibility. This method would seem
like a perfectly viable option for producing simulated samples from random ODE mod-
els, however they provide no insight into what an analytic form, or an approximation
thereof, for the resulting conditional might look like, and it is for this reason we do not
discuss these methods in more detail. In this chapter we are able to construct the full
probabilistic structure of an approximation to the MLFM, and this will leave us in a
position to provide deterministic approximation methods in later chapters, something
that would be out of reach with these simulation based approaches.

In the remainder of this chapter, we introduce the adaptive gradient matching
processes in the most general setting for nonlinear ODEs. We describe the underlying
probabilistic structure and the resulting form of the joint density of the state and model
parameters. We then consider the particular case in which the evolution equation is
that of our MLFM model demonstrating for the variables in which we are primarily
interested it is possible to provide a complete set of conditional distributions. We shall
see that the presence of tractable conditional posteriors allows for a simpler sampling
scheme than that required for the nonlinear case, and closely related to this result will
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be the ability to derive variational approximations which we shall discuss in Chapter
5. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the introduction of the Gaussian pro-
cesses interpolant for the latent trajectory, and in particular the hyperparameters of
the interpolant. Notable is that the resulting posterior of the latent forces necessarily
depends not only on the observed values of the latent Gaussian forces but also on the
hyperparameters and we discuss some of the implications of this feature when data is
sparse relative to the model structure.

3.2 Bayesian adaptive gradient matching for ODEs

As we discussed in the previous chapter the greatest barrier to carrying out inference
in the MLFM is the absence of a simple closed form for the fundamental solution. Of
course this problem is even more apparent in the general case of nonlinear ODEs, where
even a series expansion of the solution may not be possible. It is therefore interesting
that despite this impediment there has been progress in the development of inference
methods for dealing with this class of models. One particularly noteworthy example
of these are the gradient matching approaches initially proposed in [Varah, 1982] and
further developed in [Ramsay et al., 2007], for carrying out parameter inference in
nonlinear ODEs. These methods exploit the fact that while we have no closed form
expression for the trajectory in terms of any model parameters we do have an explicit
expression for the gradient of the trajectory — it is precisely the model’s evolution
equation. Conditional then on an estimate of the trajectory, and its gradient, the rela-
tionship as expressed by the evolution equation allows for the possibility of introducing
a measure of ‘goodness-of-fit’ of a particular parameter.

The complexity is in proposing a suitable estimate of the trajectory and its gradi-
ent on the basis of discrete observations of the state variable and then updating this
estimate in a principled manner. The approaches of [Varah, 1982, Ramsay et al., 2007]
is to construct these estimates of the state trajectories using spline interpolants of the
observed data and then comparing the fidelity of the interpolated state and its gradient
with that implied by the model equation, and then using this measure of fit to carry
out inference. While these methods are successful for motivating point estimates for
the parameters it is less clear how to carry out Bayesian inference or deal with missing
data in the spline framework, and therefore we shall be particularly interested in the
extension considered by [Calderhead et al., 2009] and further improved in [Dondelinger
et al., 2013] where the estimates of the state and its gradient are given by Gaussian
process interpolants so providing the model with probabilistic structure and allowing us
to carry out fully Bayesian inference. In this section we review the Bayesian adaptive
gradient matching methods in the most general setting before considering the restric-
tion to linear models of the MLFM form in the following section where we demonstrate
certain simplifications that occur in the linear case.

3.2.1 Model specification

We describe the general setup of the Bayesian adaptive gradient methods using the
notation as described in [Calderhead et al., 2009, Dondelinger et al., 2013]. For the
general case we are interested in dynamic models where a K-dimensional latent state
variable x(t) 2 RK evolves according to a parametrised, potentially nonlinear, ODE
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denoted by

dx(t)

dt
= f(x;✓), (3.1)

where the continuous time-evolution function f(·;✓) : RK
! RK depends on the ran-

dom parameter ✓. In later developments we shall be interested in the case where ✓
is an infinite dimensional time indexed parameter but for now we can consider it as
some arbitrary random vector for which we are able to specify a prior which we shall
denote by p(✓). We will also denote by fk(x;✓) the scalar function returning the kth
component of the vector valued function time-evolution function.

For carrying out posterior inference we will be interested in a set of T time points
t1 < · · · < tT for which we have obtained a sequence of, possibly noisy, observations
Y = {y(t1), . . . ,y(tT )} of the dynamic system at each of these time points. Each
y(ti) is assumed to be an independent noisy observation of the latent variable x(ti)
whose evolution is described by (3.1). We specify an additive noise model relating
these quantities of the form

y(t) = x(t) + ✏(t),

where ✏(t) is a K-dimensional multivariate Gaussian noise vector with mean zero. We
shall assume that the error terms also have a diagonal covariance E [✏i(t)✏j(t)] = �ij�

2
i ,

for i, j = 1, . . . , K, where �ij is the Kronecker delta with �ij = 1 if i = j and zero
otherwise. The error distribution is therefore completely parameterised by the K di-
mensional vecotr � = (�1, . . . ,�K)>. We also denote by X the complete sequence of
latent vectors for our given time set T , i.e. X = {x(t1), . . . ,x(tT )}. Having specified the
dynamics it follows that after solving for the locations x(t) = x(t;✓) that the observed
data Y has conditional density

p(Y | X,�) =
KY

k=1

TY

t=1

p(yk(t) | xk(t),�k)

=
KY

k=1

TY

t=1

N (yk(t) | xk(t),�
2
k). (3.2)

We use the notation xk to denote the vector in RT given by the time series (xk(t1), . . . , xk(tT ))>,
and similarly for yk. We shall also use the bold font lower case x and y without sub-
script to denote the NK dimensional vectors x = (x1, . . . ,xK)>, and the uppercase
X,Y to refer to the complete set of these random variables without reference to shape.
The vector random variable x and the collection X are identified with one another in
the obvious way, when referring to their density functions we shall typically use the
uppercase for generic representations of the density, such as p(X), and the lower case
for commonly appearing density functions, such as the Gaussian N (x | µ,⌃), which
are defined over vector spaces.

Having specified the prior distribution on the parameter as well as the observation
noise model it remains to specify the likelihood term of the latent states p(X | ✓). As
we have discussed this will be di�cult in general because the trajectory is defined only
implicitly by the initial state and parameters through the di↵erential equation (3.1).
Only in a few special cases will a closed form solution for the trajectory exist — one
of these is the constant coe�cient linear ODE with inhomogeneous forcing term that
we discussed in the previous chapter. To circumvent this problem [Calderhead et al.,
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2009] first place an independent mean zero Gaussian process prior on each of the K

components of the trajectory independently of the model parameters. We denote each
of these priors by

p(xk | �k) = N (xk | C�k
), (3.3)

where C�k
denotes the covariance matrix with entities given by a kernel function

parametrised by �k. Combining this with the assumption of independent additive noise
one can marginalise out the latent states, xk, to give the Gaussian process regression
posterior for yk given by

p(yk | �k,�k) =

Z
p(yk | xk,�k)p(xk|�k)dxk

=

Z
N (yk | xk,�

2
kIT )N (xk | 0,C�k

)dxk

= N (yk | 0,C�k
+ �

2
kIT ), (3.4)

where IT is the T ⇥ T identity matrix. At this point it should be emphasised that no
reference has been made to the model parameters, this is a likelihood term for the data
y made in ignorance of the di↵erential equation structure of the model, rather than as
the likelihood with the ODE structure integrated out.

Since the model in its current form is merely a standard GP regression and in order
to carry out inference for the ODE model, and the related parameters, we now need to
provide a link between the parameters ✓ and the trajectories x(t) which avoids explicitly
solving the model. The important observation underlying adaptive gradient methods is
the access to an explicit, and often simple, expression for the state gradients as a known
transformation of the state variables and the model parameters given by the specified
time-evolution equation (3.1). The Bayesian adaptive gradient matching approaches
propose to introduce the state gradients into the model, and then attempt to marginalise
them out in such a way that the resulting density is tractable. Since we have assumed
that each of the Gaussian processes priors is almost surely di↵erentiable then we can
conclude that the state derivatives exist and will themselves be Gaussian processes,
[Solak et al., 2003]. At this point we introduce the compact notation ẋ(t) := dx(t)/dt,
for the derivative of a process with respect to time, allowing us to compactly write the
conditional distribution of ẋk := {ẋ(t1), . . . , ẋ(tT )} as

p(ẋk | xk,�k) = N (xk | mẋk|xk
,Cẋk|xk

). (3.5)

The mean and covariance matrices of this conditional distribution are given by

mẋk|xk
= C>

xkẋk
C�1
�k

xk (3.6a)

Cẋk|xk
= Cẋkẋk �C>

xkẋk
C�1
�k

Cxkẋk , (3.6b)

where we have defined the matrices Cxkẋk = Cxkẋk(�k) which represents the cross
covariance between the state and its derivatives, and Cẋkẋk = Cẋkẋk(�k) which denotes
the covariance of the gradient process. These matrices will have entries given by

[Cxkẋk ]ij =
@k(s, t;�k)

@t

����
s=ti, t=tj

, [Cẋkẋk ]ij =
@
2
k(s, t;�k)

@s@t

����
s=ti, t=tj

, (3.7)

for i, j = 1, . . . , T . We shall also denote the T ⇥ T matrix Cẋk|xk
C�1

xk
by Mk which
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acts to transform the state vector xk to the conditional mean of the gradient under the
GP prior. This gives the distribution of the state gradients as implied by the prior,
however we have not as yet introduced any of the information arising from the ODE
model specification (3.1). This is done in [Calderhead et al., 2009] by considering a
separate conditional distribution involving an additive noise term with variance �k for
each component and defining the nonlinear regression model

p(ẋk | X,✓, �k) = N (ẋk | fk(X,✓), �kI), (3.8)

where the N -vector fk has entries given by fki = fk(x(ti),✓). This conditional dis-
tribution then acts to centre the gradient on the values given by the model evolution
equation (3.1) with flexibility coming from the parameters �k.

As it stands, the Gaussian process approximation of the state and its gradient are
disjoint from the estimate arising from the nonlinear regression model (3.8) and so both
conditional distributions must be combined in an appropriate way. The approach taken
in [Calderhead et al., 2009] is to combine the conditional density arising from the prior
(3.5), with (3.8) by using a multiplicative product of experts approximation, [Hinton,
2002], and then integrate over the gradient variables. That is we form the approximate
distribution

p(ẋk | X,✓,�,�) / p(ẋk | xk,�k)⇥ p(ẋk | X,✓,�)

/ N (ẋk | mẋk|xk
,Cẋ|x)⇥N (ẋk | fk(X,✓), �kI). (3.9)

The first component in (3.9) is the component arising from the prior model, and the
second is that arising from the regression model using the evolution equation. The
result is a conditional density which places most of its mass around estimates of the
gradient which agree with the parametrised model (3.8), but also coincide with the
gradient of a GP interpolant. This product of experts density can now be used to
marginalise out the gradients using

p(X | ✓,�,�) =

Z
p(X, Ẋ | �)dẊ

=
KY

k=1

Z
p(ẋk | xk,�k)p(ẋk | X,✓, �k)dẋk p(X | �)

=
KY

k=1

Z
N (ẋk|mk,Cẋk|xk

)N (ẋk | fk(X,✓), �2kI)dẋk p(X | �)

/
1

QK
k=1 Z(�)k

exp

⇢
�

1

2
x>
k C�k

xk �
1

2

KX

k=1

(fk �mk)
T (Cẋk|xk

+ �
2
kI)

�1(fk �mk)

�
,

(3.10)

where Z(�)k = |2⇡(Cẋk|xk
+ �

2
kI)|

1/2. This is now su�cient to give a joint density over
the state variables and model parameters.

The process of introducing two di↵erent conditional densities, one from the prior
and one from the ODE model, and then collapsing them using a product of experts
approach is displayed graphically in Figure 3.1. This approach to model building has
a necessary dissonance between the two “experts”, for example it is easy to consider
model specifications where the trajectories will certainly not have a Euclidean support.
This non-Euclidean support immediately violates the GP prior represented by the first
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expert so that these two experts motivate beliefs that are not consistent with one
another.

3.2.2 Parameter inference

Leaving aside questions concerning the accuracy of the product of experts approxima-
tions, and the philosophical implications surrounding it, we still need to consider how
to use this approximation to carry out inference for the complete model. The full joint
density of the model can be obtained by combining the gradient matching approxima-
tion with priors on the model parameters, ✓, the GP hyperparameters �, the gradient
matching regularisation parameters �, and finally the observation noise parameter, �.
We write

p(Y,X,✓,�,�,�)

= p(Y | X,�)p(X | ✓,�,�)p(�)p(✓)p(�)p(�), (3.11)

where the conditional p(X | ✓,�,�) is given by (3.10). However, because of the com-
plex, and potentially nonlinear, dependence of the vectors in fk on the state variables
it will, in general, not be possible marginalise (3.11) and so provide a closed form
conditional posterior.

An initial approach to handling the intractability of the joint density suggested by
[Calderhead et al., 2009] was to use a collapsed Gibbs sampling procedure with the
following partition of the complete set of models parameters

�,� ⇠ p(�,� | Y) (3.12a)

X ⇠ p(X | Y,�,�) (3.12b)

✓,� ⇠ p(✓,� | X,�). (3.12c)

The first of these sampling steps, (3.12a), involves sampling from the distribution
with density given, up to a normalisation constant, by a marginalisation of (3.11). In
particular we have

p(�,� | Y) / p(�)p(�)

⇥

Z Z Z
p(Y | X,�)p(X | ✓,�,�)p(✓)p(�)d✓d�dX. (3.13)

Similarly the density in (3.12b) is formally obtained by normalising the expression

p(X | Y,�) /
Z Z Z

p(Y | X,�)p(X | ✓,�,�)p(�)p(�)p(✓)d✓d�d�, (3.14)

and finally we have

p(✓,� | X,�) / p(✓)p(�)p(X | ✓,�,�). (3.15)

We note that all of the above marginal conditionals make use of the product of experts
approximation (3.10), and so in general the integrands in (3.13) and (3.14) will be
intractable.

Given the intractability of the sampling scheme (3.12), [Calderhead et al., 2009]
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proposed to instead sample from an approximation to this scheme given by

�,� ⇠ p
⇤(�,� | Y) /

Z
p(Y | X)pGP (X | �) (3.16a)

X ⇠ p
⇤(X | Y,�) / p(Y | X,�)pGP (X | �) (3.16b)

✓,� ⇠ p(✓)p(�)p(X | ✓,�,�), (3.16c)

where pGP (X | �) is the prior GP regression model given by (3.3), and (3.16c) is again
given by the product of experts approximation.

By sampling now from (3.16a) and (3.16b), one avoids the intractable integrals
which are present in (3.12), infact (3.16b) is available in closed form using standard
properties of conditional Gaussians given in Appendix A.2. Furthermore, while the full
distribution (3.16a) is not typically available in closed form because of the the nonlinear
dependence of the GP kernel function on the hyperparameters, the integral nevertheless
is tractable allowing a more potentially more e�cient sampling scheme by collapsing
the state variable.

However, while the approximate scheme (3.16) is computationally much more e�-
cient it possesses a significant conceptual flaw as noted by [Dondelinger et al., 2013]. In
particular the collapsed approximation (3.16a) combined with the update of the state
variable using (3.16b) means that the update of the state interpolating GP model is
only ever done using information from the prior model. In e↵ect, a GP is fitted to the
data first, without knowledge of the system dynamics, and the parameters are subse-
quently inferred from this interpolant, leading to a two step process with no mechanism
for the parameters to inform the interpolant. The motivation for this approximation
goes that these variables, and particularly the kernel hyperparameters, are nuisance
variables, and so we should prefer a cheaper update so long as this does not have a
negative impact on our inference of the more critical variables. Numerical evidence
for the possible poor performance of the scheme (3.16) was presented in [Dondelinger
et al., 2013], who instead propose to estimate all the parameters by sampling from the
full complete joint density (3.11) by using a Metropolis-Hastings (MH) [Hastings, 1970]
update. They demonstrate that the computational complexity of this method with re-
gards to run time is acceptable compared to the original gradient matching method,
and more importantly that the method is able to provide accurate parameter inference
in situations where the original method fails to converge. Because the hyperparame-
ters are now coupled to both the system parameters and state variables through the
complete joint, we can view the interpolant as now being regularised by the underlying
dynamical system, consequently [Dondelinger et al., 2013] refer to the resulting method
sampling from the full joint without marginalisation as adaptive gradient matching, to
indicate the existence of the feedback mechanism between the interpolant hyperpa-
rameters, and the model parameters which encode the dynamical systems information.
We shall see in the next section that in the case of linear ODEs we can both follow
[Dondelinger et al., 2013] in sampling from the proper density (3.11), but that it is also
possible to partition the variables in such a way the MH sampling may be replaced by
Gibbs sampling.

At this point, it is worth considering sampling approaches that we might use if
we were instead willing to solve the ODE directly. An important class of such gen-
erative simulation-based methods are the Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)
approaches to solving this problem [Tavaré et al., 1997, Beaumont et al., 2002]. Di-
rectly solving the ODE using numerical methods necessitates introducing a step-size
parameter and solving the ODE over a dense set of time points. Furthermore, in the
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Gaussian process model

ODE response model

Figure 3.1: Representation of the product of experts assumption in the adaptive gra-
dient matching method of Calderhead et al. [2009]. The lefthand panel represents
a conventional Gaussian process regression model, while the right hand encodes the
conditional density of the state variables given the model parameters and the tuning
parameter �. These are combined as a multiplicative product by identifying the state
variables connected by the ‘ ’ line using the product of experts approximation (3.9).

setting of the MLFM, we must also consider a suitably dense realisation of the latent
forcing functions for each simulation of the trajectory. Even if such an approach is
feasible, there are still good reasons to prefer the approximate method discussed in this
chapter. The first reason to prefer the sampling approach described in this section to
an ABC-type approach concerns the practical implementation, the set of latent forces
which solve the ODE through the set of observed data may occupy a very narrow region
of the infinite dimensional function space leading to di�culties in constructing a suit-
able sampling scheme. At the very least it is likely to require a very well specified initial
guess of the latent force. Compare this with the method in this chapter where a good
initial guess of the latent states is much simpler to construct; indeed the GP prior is a
reasonable choice and is the choice already discussed for the sampling scheme (3.16b).
After combining with a reasonable initial guess for the finite dimensional connection
coe�cient parameters for we can begin drawing samples from the (approximate) poste-
rior immediately. By comparison, it is much harder to propose a suitable initial value
for ABC, an arbitrary sample from the prior is very unlikely to solve the ODE through,
or even close to, the observed data. The second benefit is that by providing an analytic
form for the conditional posteriors it will be much easier to construct deterministic ap-
proximations to the posterior as well as sampling-based methods, and we demonstrate
this feature in Chapter 5.

In summary, the use of adaptive gradient matching methods will allow us to carry
out approximate sampling from a very general class of nonlinear ODE models without
ever explicitly solving the ODE, and we now turn to consider the explicit form this
approximation takes for the MLFM.
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3.3 Adaptive gradient matching for the MLFM

Having now described, in full generality, the Bayesian adaptive gradient matching
method for carrying out parameter inference for nonlinear ODEs with random pa-
rameters, we now consider how to adapt this model so that it may be applied to the
MLFM introduced in Chapter 2. The adaptive gradient matching methods were de-
signed to be applied to nonlinear ODEs with a, typically small, set of parameters while
we are interested in a linear ODE with an infinite dimensional parameter vector. Nev-
ertheless, it seems reasonable to expect that if we view linear ODEs as a subclass of the
family of nonlinear ODE models and an infinite dimensional parameter as just a very
large, but finite, dimensional parameter that we could expect the methods introduced
in the previous section to equally apply to the MLFM. Furthermore, we might expect
that the original inference scheme will possess some attractive simplifications for the
reduction to the linear case. In this section, we show that this desired simplification
does indeed occur.

We first recall the state variable likelihood function (3.10), derived at the end of
Section 3.2, which may be used to show that the joint density of the posterior distri-
bution for the latent states, x, and model parameters, ✓, is given up to an unknown
normalising constant, by

p(X,✓ | �,�) / p(X | ✓,�)p(X | �)

/

KY

k=1

exp

⇢
�

1

2
xT
k C�1

�k
xk �

1

2
(fk �mk)

TS�1
�k

(fk �mk)

�
p(✓). (3.17)

The ease with which we can sample from the posteriors corresponding to the joint
density (3.17) is therefore directly related to the function f(x,✓) governing the dynam-
ics of the proposed ODE model. In fact on inspection we see that if the flow contains
polynomial terms in the components xin, i = 1, . . . , K and n = 1, . . . , N of the N -vector
xi of maximum degree P then the posterior conditional will consist of an exponential,
with argument that is a degree 2P polynomial in the state variables. Density functions
of this form for P � 2 have received relatively little attention aside from the univariate
case when the exponential contains a degree four polynomial in a single variable. This
is sometimes referred to as the exponential quartic model and has been considered by
[Fisher, 1922] in the context of frequency curves of Pearsonian type distribution, more
detail concerning the calculation of the normalising constant and moments is provided
in [O’Toole, 1933] and the maximum likelihood estimator has been considered by [Matz,
1978] in the context of constructing bimodal distributions.

The extension to the multivariate case is significantly hampered by the di�culty
in deriving the normalising constant. Some progress has been made by considering
the case where the multivariate polynomials are homogenous allowing expressions for
the normalising constant in terms of certain invariants. This approach is analogous
to the role played by the determinant in the quadratic case, and some progress has
been made in [Morozov and Shakirov, 2009], however, at this point exact solutions are
available only for relatively modest values of the dimension N . While our interest in
the remainder of this thesis will be in the linear case, it is worth mentioning that given
these comments it seems unlikely, even in the case where polynomials give the nonlin-
earities of the flow function, that it will be possible to derive closed-form expressions
for the posteriors corresponding to the density (3.17). The same holds if we wished
to consider polynomial transforms of the model parameters — for instance, to ensure
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positivity or as Taylor series approximations to more general functions. Extensions of
this kind would be a worthwhile area of future research since exact results, or accurate
approximations would allow the MH sampling scheme at the end of the previous section
to be replaced by a Gibbs update, even in the nonlinear polynomial setting.

Returning to the specific setting of the MLFM introduced in Section 2.3 our interest
is in the case where the flow is linear in the state variables, that is a polynomial of degree
one. It follows from the discussion above that the resulting posterior conditional will
be an exponential quadratic, and so the state variables have a conditional Gaussian
distribution given the remaining model parameters. This same reasoning applies to
any additional parameters that enter the flow function in a linear manner so we may
conclude that for any parameter, or state variable, entering the flow function linearly
there will be a corresponding set of variables such that the act of conditioning upon this
set will result in a conditional Gaussian distribution for this variable. This conclusion
will also hold when the evolution equation is nonlinear in the state variables but linear
in the model parameters in which case we will still get a Gaussian conditional for the
parameters.

In this section we will provide further details of this claim for the MLFM intro-
duced in Section 2.3 by adapting the method in the previous section to the case where
the model parameter ✓ represents the latent force variables and additional structural
parameters of the model. The corresponding evolution equation is given by

f(x(t),✓) = f(x(t),g,B)

=

 
A0 +

RX

r=1

Argr(t)

!
x(t)

=

 
DX

d=1

�0dLd +
DX

r=1

gr(t)
DX

d=1

�rdLd

!
x(t). (3.18)

We shall see that both the latent states and the latent forces possess conditionally
Gaussian posterior distributions, and we shall derive the explicit formulas for the mean
and covariance of these conditional densities. Since we can solve for the conditional
densities exactly, it will be possible to replace the MH scheme introduced at the end of
the previous section with the corresponding Gibbs sampling scheme using the specific
conditionals. However, the presence of exact conditionals also suggests the possibility of
replacing the Monte Carlo sampling method with a variational approximation, [Bishop,
2006], where the tractable Gaussian form of the conditional distributions will make it
possible to apply a mean-field factorisation for the approximating density. We defer the
details of this procedure until Chapter 5 where we shall also introduce an expectation
maximisation (EM) algorithm for carrying out maximum likelihood or maximum a
posteriori inference to the model introduced in this chapter.

3.3.1 Posterior conditional distributions

Our first step in deriving the parameters of the conditional distributions for the latent
state and model parameters is to rewrite (3.18) with equivalent representations each of
which displays an emphasis on the latent states, latent forcing functions and connection
coe�cients respectively depending on which of these variables we wish to derive the
conditional distribution of. As in Section 3.2 the vector fk is taken to be N -dimensional
with entries fki given by the kth component of the RK valued output f(x(ti),✓) of
the evolution equation, for convenience we state the components of the vector-valued
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function (3.18) given above as

fk(t) =
KX

j=1

A0kjxj(t) +
RX

r=1

gr(t)
KX

j=1

Arkjxj .

We also let x denote the full (N ⇥K)-vector of latent states given by vectorising the
N ⇥ K array Xni = [x(tn)]i. We shall make use of the elementwise product of two
vectors of the same size, u and v, defined by (u � v)i := uivi. Using this notation we
are able to give three equivalent representations of the vectors fk, in doing so it will be
convenient to also define the auxillary vector g0 by g0n = 1 for n = 1, . . . , T . From the
linearity of (3.18) we have

fk =
KX

j=1

RX

r=0

Arkjgr � xj

=
KX

j=1

ukj � xj (3.19a)

= vk0 +
RX

r=1

vkr � gr (3.19b)

=
RX

r=0

DX

d=1

�rdwkrd, (3.19c)

where Arkj is the kj-th element of Ar =
PD

d=1 �rdLd and we have defined the NK-
vectors

ukj =
RX

r=0

Arkjgr, (3.20a)

vkr =
KX

j=1

Arkjxj , (3.20b)

wkrd = gr �

KX

j=1

Ldkj · xj , (3.20c)

and Ldkj is the (k, j)-entry of the dth basis matrix Ld.

Posterior conditionals for the latent state variables

We first use these representation (3.19a) to rewrite the argument of the exponential in
(3.17) as an exponential quadratic in the state variables. By conditioning on the set
of vectors {ukj}, and by extension the variables gr,Ar from which these vectors are
composed, we observe that the argument of the exponential in (3.17) is a quadratic.
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Explicitly we can rearrange the argument of the exponential in (3.17) to give
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which is equivalent to the quadratic form
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(fk �mk)

TS�1
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(fk �mk)
⌘

= �
1

2
xT⇤kx, (3.22)

where ⇤k := ⇤k(g,B,�,�) is the NK ⇥NK block diagonal matrix with entries given
by the matrices

⇤kij(g,B,�,�) =ukiu
T
kj � S

�1
�k

� �ki diag(uki)S
�1
�k

Mk � �kjM
T
k S�1

�k
diag(ukj)

+ �ki�kjM
T
k S�1

�k
Mk, (3.23)

where for an N -vector v we define diag(v) to be the N ⇥N diagonal matrix with the
main diagonal given by v and zero elsewhere. Letting the arbitrary parameter ✓ in
(3.17) be replaced by the case where ✓ is given by the N ⇥R vector of latent forces, g,
and using 3.22 we may conclude that

p(x | g,B,�,�) = N

✓
x | 0,

⇣
⇤ode + C�1

�

⌘�1
◆

, (3.24)

where C� is the NK⇥NK block-diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements are the
prior covariance matrices C�k

for each dimensional component which by assumption are
independent. The matrix ⇤ode := ⇤ode(g,B,�,�) is the contribution to the likelihood
from the ODE model and is given by summing over the terms given in (3.23), that is

⇤ode(g,B,�,�) =
KX

k=1

⇤k(g,�k,�k), (3.25)

and we shall also define the covariance matrix appearing in (3.24) by

Kx(g,B,�,�) =
⇣
⇤ode(g,B,�,�) + C�1

�

⌘�1
. (3.26)

Therefore, before considering the data, we have shown that the distribution of the
trajectory variables is given by a mean zero Gaussian distribution, the covariance matrix
of which depends on the GP hyperparameters, �, and the regularisation parameters �,
as well as the latent force and connection coe�cient variables.
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To complete the derivation of the posterior distribution we also need to include the
observed data points. The conditional Gaussian structure of the trajectory variables
combined with the additive Gaussian error model for the observed variables, and using
standard properties of the Gaussian distribution provided in Appendix A.2, we have

p(x | y, ⌧ , g,�,�,B) / p(Y | x, ⌧ )p(x | g,B,�,�)

= N

✓
y | x, diag(�)⌦ IT

◆
N

✓
x | 0,

⇣
⇤ode + C�1

�

⌘�1
◆

= N (x | ⌃[diag(⌧ )⌦ IT ]y,⌃) (3.27)

where we have defined the vector of precision parameters ⌧ by [⌧ ]k = �
�2
k , for k =

1, . . . , K, and the covariance matrix ⌃ = ⌃(g,�,�,�, ⌧ ) is defined by

⌃�1 = ⇤ode(g,B,�,�) + C�1
� + diag(⌧ )⌦ IT , (3.28)

where ⇤ is given by (3.25).

Posterior condtional for the latent force variables

We can apply the same methods as used in the previous section to construct the condi-
tional distribution for the latent forces conditional on the latent states and additional
model parameters, only this time we use the representation given by (3.19b). Because
of the presence of the o↵set matrix, A0, and the fact that the predicted mean mk

has no functional dependence on the latent forces means that, unlike the case for the
latent states, we can not directly expand the argument of the exponential in (3.17) as
a homogenous quadratic form. Instead we have

fk �mk =
RX

r=1

vkr � gr � (mk � vk0),

and therefore
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+ (mk � vk0)
>S�1

k (mk � vk0). (3.29)

The final term does not depend on g and so we may ignore it in deriving the conditional
density. Rearranging all those terms with an explicit dependance on the latent force
variables we have the quadratic expression

g>V>
k S�1

k Vkg � 2g>V>
k S�1

k (mk � vk0) + const., (3.30)
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where we have defined the N ⇥NR block matrix Vk by

Vk =
⇥
diag(vk1)| · · · | diag(vkR)

⇤
.

To derive the conditional distribution we must also add the quadratic contribution
from the prior, g>C�1

 g, and from that we can conclude by identifying terms that the
posterior conditional of the latent force variable will be a Gaussian with density

p(g | X,B,�, ,�) = N (g | mg(X,B,�),Kg(X,B,�, )) , (3.31)

where the mean and variance parameters dependent on the latent trajectory variables
as well as the hyperparameters of the latent force and are given explicitly by

mg(X,B,�, ,�) = Kg(X,B,�, )�1
KX

k=1

V>
k S�1

k (mk � vk0) (3.32)

Kg(X,B,�, ,�) =

 
KX
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k Vk + C�1
 

!�1

. (3.33)

This allows us to perform accurate conditional sampling of the latent forces, but it is
clear that the dependence of the moments of this distribution on the state variables
and the hyperparameters will be nonlinear. Therefore it will not be possible to perform
direct marginalisation over either the state or hyperparameter terms and we instead we
must consider alternative methods, such as MCMC sampling if we wish to construct the
marginal posteriors p(g | Y). We also note the appearance of the hyperparameter of the
latent trajectory variables, �, in the posterior conditional distribution of the latent force
variable and the regularisation term �. Gauging the dependence of the distribution on
these parameters is challenging, and we shall discuss some of the implications of this
feature later on in this chapter.

Posterior conditional for �rd

We now make use of the representation (3.19c), and then similar to the process above
we can take the log-transform of the joint density to obtain the quadratic
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◆

+ const., (3.34)

where Wk is the (R + 1)D ⇥ N matrix where the (rD + d)th row with indices r =
0, 1, . . . , R and d = 1, . . . , D corresponds to the vector wkrd. Up to this point we have
not explicitly specified a prior for the connection coe�cients, if we specify a Gaussian
prior

p(B | ⇣) = N (� | 0,C⇣), (3.35)

for some vector of hyperparameters ⇣. Then after identifying coe�cients in (3.34) then
we may conclude, see Section B.2 in the appendix, that � has a Gaussian distribution
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with mean denoted by m� and covariance matrix denoted by C� . Compactly we write

p(B | X,g,�,�, ⇣) = N (� | m� ,K�) , (3.36)

with the parameters given explictly by

m�(X,g,�,�, ⇣) = K�

KX

k=1

W>
k S�1

k mk, (3.37a)

K�(X,g,�,�, ⇣) =

 
KX

k=1

W>
k S�1

k Wk + C�1
⇣

!�1

. (3.37b)

Posterior conditional distribution for the observation noise �.

We recall from Section 3.2.1 that the distribution of the observations is assumed to be
given by Gaussian independent error models with a di↵erent standard derivation �k for
each of the k = 1, . . . , K dimensional components, although a more general Gaussian
additive error models would not significantly complicate matters. In practice it will be
easier to work with the vector of precisions ⌧ with ⌧k = �

�2
k . If we give each ⌧k an

independent Gamma prior

⌧k ⇠ Gamma(ak0, bk0), k = 1, . . . , K (3.38)

then conditional on the collection of the observed data y and the latent states x we
have the conditional independence properties

p(⌧ | Y,X,g,B) = p(⌧ | Y,X) =
KY

k=1

p(⌧k | yk,xk),

since the observation noise model is centred on the latent state variables, and separated
from the latent force variables after conditioning on the states. Using the observation
noise model (3.2) we see that the chosen prior is the usual conjugate prior, and that
the conditional posterior distribution is given by

p(⌧k | yk,xk) =
TY

i=1

N (yk(ti) | xk(ti), ⌧
�1
k )

/ ⌧
N/2+ak0�1
k exp

⇣
�⌧k(bk0 + (xk � yk)

>(xk � yk))
⌘

, (3.39)

which is a Gamma distribution with parameters

ak = ak0 + T/2 (3.40)

bk = bk0 + (xk � yk)
>(xk � yk), (3.41)

and this distribution is straightforward to sample from.

Posterior conditional distributions for the latent state hyperparameters, �,�

While the variables considered up to this point possessed tractable conditional poste-
riors this property will not in general be true for the hyperparameters of the latent
state Gaussian processes interpolators. Instead it is typically only possible to derive
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the unnormalised density

p(�,� | Y,X,g,�,�) / p(X | g,�,�)p(�)p(�), (3.42)

where the conditional Gaussian density p(X | g,�,�) is given by the ODE response
model conditional Gaussian (3.24), the mean and covariance of which depend on �,�
through the inverse of the covariance matrices Sk and the conditional mean functions
mẋk|xk

. This is a complex, nonlinear transformation, and so does not lead to an analyt-
ically tractable conditional distribution for these variables. Instead sampling methods
would need to be used to sample these variables from the posterior (3.42), for instance
using MH methods as done in [Dondelinger et al., 2013] Unfortunately each evaluation
of the probability density function is expensive requiring the K inversions of the prior
covariance matrices C�k , and the K inversions of the covariance matrices S�k,�k .

The analytical intractability arises after marginalisation over the latent gradient
variables, indeed we shall see below that the hyperparameters of the latent force GPs
have relatively simple posteriors in comparison. The marginalisation over the gradi-
ents causes the latent state GP hyperparameters to become densely connected in the
graph corresponding to the conditional independence properties of the adaptive gradi-
ent matching model, and this connectivity is represented in Figure 3.2 as well as being
apparent from the inspection of the density (3.17).

As discussed at the end of the previous section this expensive update motivated
the choice in [Calderhead et al., 2009] to update the Gaussian process hyperparameter
terms using the Gaussian process prior model, rather than the full model, in e↵ect this
would allow us to ignore the terms arising from the gradient process S�k and M�k when
updating these variables in some sampling scheme. In standard GP regression, the hy-
perparameters play a relatively unimportant role, in that the conditional distributions
are relatively robust to minor changes in these variables [Rasmussen and Williams,
2006]. However for more complex models, and in particular for this model, where the
role of the GP as an interpolant has an essential role in maintaining structural informa-
tion the inference of these variables becomes more important, and we are less inclined to
use this approximation. The problematic nature of these hyperparameters does compli-
cate inference, not only for sampling methods but also for the deterministic variational
methods we consider in Chapter 5. We shall return to this subject frequently through-
out this work, not only in the context of the adaptive gradient matching method but
also discussing the similar problems in the method we introduce in the next chapter.

Posterior conditional distributions for the latent force hyperparameters,  

In contrast to the hyperparameters for the latent state Gaussian process interpolators
which were densely connected in the resulting conditional independence network, the
hyperparameters of the latent Gaussian processes enjoy better conditional independence
properties as is clear from their separations in Figure 3.2a. Therefore the posterior
conditional density factors as

p( | y,x,g,�, ) = p( | g)

/ p(g |  )p( )

/

RY

r=1

p(gr |  r)p( r), (3.43)
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Y<latexit sha1_base64="ArM7OXQYqla5brM4oboOrm9EXto=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbKu2oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53nlBpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVh9jDtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qeW/duz2uNq6KOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/OHpD9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ArM7OXQYqla5brM4oboOrm9EXto=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbKu2oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53nlBpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVh9jDtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qeW/duz2uNq6KOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/OHpD9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ArM7OXQYqla5brM4oboOrm9EXto=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbKu2oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53nlBpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVh9jDtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qeW/duz2uNq6KOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/OHpD9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ArM7OXQYqla5brM4oboOrm9EXto=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbKu2oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53nlBpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVh9jDtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qeW/duz2uNq6KOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/OHpD9</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="BhTUrVj2OvuL8gv9hQ/wNsc/k1I=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LX/H8ilraLAbBKuzZaCOG2FhGMB+YHGFvs5cs2ds7dveEcAT8ETYWitj6Q+zt/DfuJSk08cHA470Z5s0EieDaYPztFFZW19Y3ipvu1vbO7l5p/6Cp41RR1qCxiFU7IJoJLlnDcCNYO1GMRIFgrWB0nfutB6Y0j+WdGSfMj8hA8pBTYqx0342IGQZhVpv0SmVcwVOgZeLNSfnq0718BIB6r/TV7cc0jZg0VBCtOx5OjJ8RZTgVbOJ2U80SQkdkwDqWShIx7WfTxBN0YpU+CmNlSxo0VX9PZCTSehwFtjNPqBe9XPzP66QmvPAzLpPUMElni8JUIBOj/HzU54pRI8aWEKq4zYrokChCjX2Sa5/gLZ68TJpnFQ9XvFtcrtZghiIcwTGcggfnUIUbqEMDKEh4ghd4dbTz7Lw577PWgjOfOYQ/cD5+ABkykq8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CrKSnRtYmZzSs99ix1t5Fdwf4vc=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM55fUUubxSBYhT0bbcQQG8sI5gOTI+xt9pIle3vH7p4QjvwLGwtFtPSH2NuI/8a9JIUmPhh4vDfDvJkgEVwbjL+dpeWV1bX1woa7ubW9s1vc22/oOFWU1WksYtUKiGaCS1Y33AjWShQjUSBYMxhe5X7zninNY3lrRgnzI9KXPOSUGCvddSJiBkGYVcfdYgmX8QRokXgzUrr8cC+Sty+31i1+dnoxTSMmDRVE67aHE+NnRBlOBRu7nVSzhNAh6bO2pZJETPvZJPEYHVulh8JY2ZIGTdTfExmJtB5Fge3ME+p5Lxf/89qpCc/9jMskNUzS6aIwFcjEKD8f9bhi1IiRJYQqbrMiOiCKUGOf5NonePMnL5LGadnDZe8GlypVmKIAh3AEJ+DBGVTgGmpQBwoSHuAJnh3tPDovzuu0dcmZzRzAHzjvPwrBlCM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CrKSnRtYmZzSs99ix1t5Fdwf4vc=">AAAB8XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM55fUUubxSBYhT0bbcQQG8sI5gOTI+xt9pIle3vH7p4QjvwLGwtFtPSH2NuI/8a9JIUmPhh4vDfDvJkgEVwbjL+dpeWV1bX1woa7ubW9s1vc22/oOFWU1WksYtUKiGaCS1Y33AjWShQjUSBYMxhe5X7zninNY3lrRgnzI9KXPOSUGCvddSJiBkGYVcfdYgmX8QRokXgzUrr8cC+Sty+31i1+dnoxTSMmDRVE67aHE+NnRBlOBRu7nVSzhNAh6bO2pZJETPvZJPEYHVulh8JY2ZIGTdTfExmJtB5Fge3ME+p5Lxf/89qpCc/9jMskNUzS6aIwFcjEKD8f9bhi1IiRJYQqbrMiOiCKUGOf5NonePMnL5LGadnDZe8GlypVmKIAh3AEJ+DBGVTgGmpQBwoSHuAJnh3tPDovzuu0dcmZzRzAHzjvPwrBlCM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YbKfW7suGmfJTG66htsNefw2+bE=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRudFnqxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSKQw6LrfTmljc2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp90TJxqxtsslrHuBdRwKRRvo0DJe4nmNAok7wbT29zvPnFtRKwecJZwP6JjJULBKFrpcRBRnARh1pwPqzW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2rX4NRzNKIK2SSGtP33AT9jGoUTPJ5ZZAanlA2pWPet1TRiBs/WySekwurjEgYa/sUkoX6eyOjkTGzKLCTeUKz6uXif14/xfDGz4RKUuSKLT8KU0kwJvn5ZCQ0ZyhnllCmhc1K2IRqytCWVLEleKsnr5POVd1z6969W2s0izrKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAFbWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nwsR0tOsXMKf+B8/gCp65Di</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="jEiGdd0L0WPWDpgD4IatWj7aYPM=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorhRGGiAqJqUpYYKxgYWwl+pCaqHIcp7Xq2JHtgKrQT2FhACFWBr6DjY1PwWk7QMuRLB+dc698fMKUUaVd98taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u3KQVuJTGLSwoIJ2Q2RIoxy0tJUM9JNJUFJyEgnHF0XfueOSEUFv9XjlAQJGnAaU4y0kfp2xQ8Fi9Q4MVfup0M66dtVt+ZO4SwTb06q9eOP5jcANPr2px8JnCWEa8yQUj3PTXWQI6kpZmRS9jNFUoRHaEB6hnKUEBXk0+gT59QokRMLaQ7XzlT9vZGjRBXpzGSC9FAteoX4n9fLdHwZ5JSnmSYczx6KM+Zo4RQ9OBGVBGs2NgRhSU1WBw+RRFibtsqmBG/xy8ukfV7z3JrXNG1cwQwlOIITOAMPLqAON9CAFmC4h0d4hhfrwXqyXq232eiKNd85hD+w3n8AF+WWvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8bGt8C6itfpEL4m50AG61mKryi4=">AAAB+nicbVC9TsMwGHTKXyl/KYwgZFEhMVUJC4wVLIytRH+kJqocx2mtOnZkO6AqdOQxWBhAiJWhz8HGM/ASOG0HaDnJ8unu++TzBQmjSjvOl1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b37PJ+S4lUYtLEggnZCZAijHLS1FQz0kkkQXHASDsYXud++45IRQW/1aOE+DHqcxpRjLSRenbZCwQL1Sg2V+YlAzru2RWn6kwBl4k7J5Xa0aTx/Xg8qffsTy8UOI0J15ghpbquk2g/Q1JTzMi45KWKJAgPUZ90DeUoJsrPptHH8NQoIYyENIdrOFV/b2QoVnk6MxkjPVCLXi7+53VTHV36GeVJqgnHs4eilEEtYN4DDKkkWLORIQhLarJCPEASYW3aKpkS3MUvL5PWedV1qm7DtHEFZiiCQ3ACzoALLkAN3IA6aAIM7sETeAGv1oP1bL1Z77PRgjXfOQB/YH38APYbmCQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8bGt8C6itfpEL4m50AG61mKryi4=">AAAB+nicbVC9TsMwGHTKXyl/KYwgZFEhMVUJC4wVLIytRH+kJqocx2mtOnZkO6AqdOQxWBhAiJWhz8HGM/ASOG0HaDnJ8unu++TzBQmjSjvOl1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b37PJ+S4lUYtLEggnZCZAijHLS1FQz0kkkQXHASDsYXud++45IRQW/1aOE+DHqcxpRjLSRenbZCwQL1Sg2V+YlAzru2RWn6kwBl4k7J5Xa0aTx/Xg8qffsTy8UOI0J15ghpbquk2g/Q1JTzMi45KWKJAgPUZ90DeUoJsrPptHH8NQoIYyENIdrOFV/b2QoVnk6MxkjPVCLXi7+53VTHV36GeVJqgnHs4eilEEtYN4DDKkkWLORIQhLarJCPEASYW3aKpkS3MUvL5PWedV1qm7DtHEFZiiCQ3ACzoALLkAN3IA6aAIM7sETeAGv1oP1bL1Z77PRgjXfOQB/YH38APYbmCQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="61wvdTgmYgjCC1p8tCI4vgWercw=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorhZHFokJiqhIWGCtYGItEH1IbVY7jtFYdO7IdUBX6KSwMIMTKl7DxNzhtBmg5kuWjc+6Vj0+YcqaN5307a+sbm1vblZ3q7t7+waFbO+pomSlC20RyqXoh1pQzQduGGU57qaI4CTnthpObwu8+UKWZFPdmmtIgwSPBYkawsdLQrQ1CySM9TeyVD9Ixmw3dutfw5kCrxC9JHUq0hu7XIJIkS6gwhGOt+76XmiDHyjDC6aw6yDRNMZngEe1bKnBCdZDPo8/QmVUiFEtljzBorv7eyHGii3R2MsFmrJe9QvzP62cmvgpyJtLMUEEWD8UZR0aiogcUMUWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkjBUmxrZVtSX4y19eJZ2Lhu81/Duv3rwu66jACZzCOfhwCU24hRa0gcAjPMMrvDlPzovz7nwsRteccucY/sD5/AEH65R5</latexit>

 
<latexit sha1_base64="9v/NaBRW5x/oc4dqXC4TnDAdjC4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorhRGGiAqJqUpYYKxgYWwl+pCaqHIcp7Xq2JHtgKrQT2FhACFWBr6DjY1PwWk7QMuRLB+dc698fMKUUaVd98taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u3KQVuJTGLSwoIJ2Q2RIoxy0tJUM9JNJUFJyEgnHF0XfueOSEUFv9XjlAQJGnAaU4y0kfp2xQ8Fi9Q4MVfup4pO+nbVrblTOMvEm5Nq/fij+Q0Ajb796UcCZwnhGjOkVM9zUx3kSGqKGZmU/UyRFOERGpCeoRwlRAX5NPrEOTVK5MRCmsO1M1V/b+QoUUU6M5kgPVSLXiH+5/UyHV8GOeVppgnHs4fijDlaOEUPTkQlwZqNDUFYUpPVwUMkEdamrbIpwVv88jJpn9c8t+Y1TRtXMEMJjuAEzsCDC6jDDTSgBRju4RGe4cV6sJ6sV+ttNrpizXcO4Q+s9x8op5bJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BvYGsryVG89THjHRtTDvXD6XvyM=">AAAB+nicbVC9TsMwGHTKXyl/KYwgZFEhMVUJC4wVLIytRH+kJqocx2mtOnZkO6AqdOQxWBhAiJWhz8HGM/ASOG0HaDnJ8unu++TzBQmjSjvOl1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b37PJ+S4lUYtLEggnZCZAijHLS1FQz0kkkQXHASDsYXud++45IRQW/1aOE+DHqcxpRjLSRenbZCwQL1Sg2V+Ylio57dsWpOlPAZeLOSaV2NGl8Px5P6j370wsFTmPCNWZIqa7rJNrPkNQUMzIueakiCcJD1CddQzmKifKzafQxPDVKCCMhzeEaTtXfGxmKVZ7OTMZID9Sil4v/ed1UR5d+RnmSasLx7KEoZVALmPcAQyoJ1mxkCMKSmqwQD5BEWJu2SqYEd/HLy6R1XnWdqtswbVyBGYrgEJyAM+CCC1ADN6AOmgCDe/AEXsCr9WA9W2/W+2y0YM13DsAfWB8/BuyYLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BvYGsryVG89THjHRtTDvXD6XvyM=">AAAB+nicbVC9TsMwGHTKXyl/KYwgZFEhMVUJC4wVLIytRH+kJqocx2mtOnZkO6AqdOQxWBhAiJWhz8HGM/ASOG0HaDnJ8unu++TzBQmjSjvOl1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b37PJ+S4lUYtLEggnZCZAijHLS1FQz0kkkQXHASDsYXud++45IRQW/1aOE+DHqcxpRjLSRenbZCwQL1Sg2V+Ylio57dsWpOlPAZeLOSaV2NGl8Px5P6j370wsFTmPCNWZIqa7rJNrPkNQUMzIueakiCcJD1CddQzmKifKzafQxPDVKCCMhzeEaTtXfGxmKVZ7OTMZID9Sil4v/ed1UR5d+RnmSasLx7KEoZVALmPcAQyoJ1mxkCMKSmqwQD5BEWJu2SqYEd/HLy6R1XnWdqtswbVyBGYrgEJyAM+CCC1ADN6AOmgCDe/AEXsCr9WA9W2/W+2y0YM13DsAfWB8/BuyYLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p9eAHWFFV3WR0hSMevUWx4JLwaY=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorhZHFokJiqhIWGCtYGItEH1IbVY7jtFYdO7IdUBX6KSwMIMTKl7DxNzhtBmg5kuWjc+6Vj0+YcqaN5307a+sbm1vblZ3q7t7+waFbO+pomSlC20RyqXoh1pQzQduGGU57qaI4CTnthpObwu8+UKWZFPdmmtIgwSPBYkawsdLQrQ1CySM9TeyVD1LNZkO37jW8OdAq8UtShxKtofs1iCTJEioM4Vjrvu+lJsixMoxwOqsOMk1TTCZ4RPuWCpxQHeTz6DN0ZpUIxVLZIwyaq783cpzoIp2dTLAZ62WvEP/z+pmJr4KciTQzVJDFQ3HGkZGo6AFFTFFi+NQSTBSzWREZY4WJsW1VbQn+8pdXSeei4XsN/86rN6/LOipwAqdwDj5cQhNuoQVtIPAIz/AKb86T8+K8Ox+L0TWn3DmGP3A+fwAYrZSE</latexit>

g
<latexit sha1_base64="R6fl749yFyZq4YUF8awZy7G6eOo=">AAAB8XicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8ZX1FKLwSBYhV0bLYM2lgmYByZLmJ3MJkNmZ5eZu0JY8hc2ForY+gN+h52dn+JskkITDwwczrmXOfcEiRQGXffLWVldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4dNE6ea8QaLZazbATVcCsUbKFDydqI5jQLJW8HoJvdbD1wbEas7HCfcj+hAiVAwila670YUh0GYDSa9UtmtuFOQZeLNSbl68lH/BoBar/TZ7ccsjbhCJqkxHc9N0M+oRsEknxS7qeEJZSM64B1LFY248bNp4gk5s0qfhLG2TyGZqr83MhoZM44CO5knNIteLv7ndVIMr/xMqCRFrtjsozCVBGOSn0/6QnOGcmwJZVrYrIQNqaYMbUlFW4K3ePIyaV5UPLfi1W0b1zBDAY7hFM7Bg0uowi3UoAEMFDzCM7w4xnlyXp232eiKM985gj9w3n8A8h6TTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jDRc537N1mC3jLTlqPxK7C+CW38=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZeKBIvgqsy40WXRjcsW7APboWTSTBuayQxJRihDl/6BGxeKuPUH+h3u/AZ/wkzbhbYeCBzOuZece/xYcG0c5wvlVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiaKsTiMRqZZPNBNcsrrhRrBWrBgJfcGa/vAm85sPTGkeyTszipkXkr7kAafEWOm+ExIz8IO0P+4WS07ZmQIvE3dOSpXjSe378WRS7RY/O72IJiGThgqiddt1YuOlRBlOBRsXOolmMaFD0mdtSyUJmfbSaeIxPrNKDweRsk8aPFV/b6Qk1HoU+nYyS6gXvUz8z2snJrjyUi7jxDBJZx8FicAmwtn5uMcVo0aMLCFUcZsV0wFRhBpbUsGW4C6evEwaF2XXKbs128Y1zJCHIziFc3DhEipwC1WoAwUJT/ACr0ijZ/SG3mejOTTfOYQ/QB8/0GOUsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jDRc537N1mC3jLTlqPxK7C+CW38=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL2pr1pfVZeKBIvgqsy40WXRjcsW7APboWTSTBuayQxJRihDl/6BGxeKuPUH+h3u/AZ/wkzbhbYeCBzOuZece/xYcG0c5wvlVlbX1jfym4Wt7Z3dveL+QUNHiaKsTiMRqZZPNBNcsrrhRrBWrBgJfcGa/vAm85sPTGkeyTszipkXkr7kAafEWOm+ExIz8IO0P+4WS07ZmQIvE3dOSpXjSe378WRS7RY/O72IJiGThgqiddt1YuOlRBlOBRsXOolmMaFD0mdtSyUJmfbSaeIxPrNKDweRsk8aPFV/b6Qk1HoU+nYyS6gXvUz8z2snJrjyUi7jxDBJZx8FicAmwtn5uMcVo0aMLCFUcZsV0wFRhBpbUsGW4C6evEwaF2XXKbs128Y1zJCHIziFc3DhEipwC1WoAwUJT/ACr0ijZ/SG3mejOTTfOYQ/QB8/0GOUsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p6kpqM2xcx21GXeQs30ZYyFk2WI=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiRu7LLoxmUF+8A2lMn0ph06mYSZiVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BsnbRbaemDgcM69zLknSATXxnW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7p6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6m/vdJ1Sax/LBzBL0IzqWPOSMGis9DiJqJkGYjefDas2tuwuQdeIVpAYFWsPq12AUszRCaZigWvc9NzF+RpXhTOC8Mkg1JpRN6Rj7lkoaofazReI5ubDKiISxsk8aslB/b2Q00noWBXYyT6hXvVz8z+unJmz4GZdJalCy5UdhKoiJSX4+GXGFzIiZJZQpbrMSNqGKMmNLqtgSvNWT10nnqu65de/erTVvijrKcAbncAkeXEMT7qAFbWAg4Rle4c3Rzovz7nwsR0tOsXMKf+B8/gDiJJEH</latexit>
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(a) Pre-moralisation network graph.
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(b) Post-moralisation network graph.

Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of the decomposition of the joint distribution
p(y,X,B,g,�,�) = p(y | X)p(X | B,g,�,�)p(B)p(g)p(�)p(�) of the variables in the
adaptive gradient matching method. After moralisation the conditional distribution of
the state interpolant hyperparameter � and regularisation parameter � become densely
connected with the variables g and B of principal interest.

The conditional density (3.43) is exactly the conditional density function of R indepen-
dent Gaussian process regression models. Therefore we can apply the usual methods,
[Williams and Rasmussen, 1996], for hyperparameter inference in Gaussian process
regression models for sampling from this distribution. Although in general this den-
sity is not available in closed form, because of the nonlinear dependence of the kernel
function on the hyperparameters, it is a standard problem and as such has existing
implementations in statistical software.

3.4 Marginalisation over the latent states

In proposing the MLFM our emphasis has been on learning the matrix valued process
A(t) which specifies the dynamics, and this is done by inferring the distribution of
the pair {g,B}. Since the latent states are not of immediate interest during the model
training stage it is worth addressing the possibility of achieving a more e�cient learning
method by first marginalising over these variables. In this section we show that this
marginalisation is possible, and discuss whether this step is beneficial for the resulting
inferential process.

Since our interest is in marginalising over the latent states in order to infer the
latent forces and connection parameters we will simplify our notation by suppressing
the dependence of the conditional distributions on the set of parameters {�,�, , ⇣},
so that in what follows we have p(·) := p(· | �,�, , ⇣).

Combining the observation noise model (3.2) described in Section 3.2.1 with the
conditional density of the latent state variables (3.27) we perform the marginalisation

p(y | g,B,�) =

Z
p(y,X | g,B,�)dX

=

Z
p(y | X,�)p(y | g,B)dX

=

Z
N (y | x, diag(��2)⌦ IN )N (x | 0,Kx(g,B))dx, (3.44)

where we have defined ��2 to be the elementwise squaring operation, similarly we define
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⌧ ��1 to be the elementwise inverse of a vector. This integral is tractable and leads to

p(y | g,B,�) = N (y | 0, diag(��2)⌦ IN + Kx(g,B)). (3.45)

While this marginalisation step was straight forward we would now like to use Bayes rule
and then obtain MAP estimates, or samples of, the variables with posterior conditional
given by

p(g,B | y,�) / p(y | g,B,�)p(B)p(g). (3.46)

Recalling from (3.26) that the entries of the inverse of the matrix Kx(g,B) appearing in
(3.45), are quadratic in the parameters g and B we can quickly conclude the conditional
distribution p(g,B | y) is likely in to be intractable. To sample from this distribution it
would therefore be necessary to consider approximation methods, including Metropolis-
Hasting methods as used in the general setting of the adaptive gradient matching
methods as discussed earlier in this chapter, or gradient based sampling methods such
as Langevin di↵usion sampling [Besag, 1994] or hybrid Monte-Carlo methods [Duane
et al., 1987]. The loss of the exact conditionals in more complex setting is likely to
o↵set any e�ciency gained by avoiding sampling of the latent states. This is certainly
true in terms of numerical e�ciency for each step of the chosen sampler although we do
acknowledge that there is the potential for methods which update the complete set of
parameters at each step to exhibit better mixing than the conditional Gibbs samplers
in some applications.

If however we are only interested in constructing point estimates such as the max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of the model parameters then avoiding the op-
timisation of the NK latent state variables will be more e�cient. In this instance
constructing the gradients of (3.45) with respect to the parameters g and B will re-
quire computing the gradient of ⇤ode, which would also be necessary in an optimisation
of the complete density

p(X,g,B | y) / p(y | X,�)p(X | g,B), (3.47)

so that at least as much work is being done in optimising the complete model leading
to e�ciency gains for marginalised density (3.46). Although we do note that since

@ log p(X,g,B | y,�)

@x
= �(diag(⌧ )⌦ IT )(y � x)�Kx(g,B)�1x, (3.48)

the actual decrease in computation complexity of a particular gradient step using the
marginal density is relatively modest so long as the dimension K remains relatively
small which is true for the examples we consider in this thesis. Instead the computa-
tional bottleneck will be in calculating the (R + 1) · D + T · R gradients of Kx with
respect to the variables B and g respectively. With relatively little additional work
needing to be done to compute the gradient (3.48) once Kx has been evaluated. Aside
from the computational e�ciency the more parsimonious parameterisation of (3.46) is
also likely to lead to a better conditioned optimisation.

In summary for constructing point estimates of the model parameters it is more
e�cient to first marginalise over the state variables. This step is only possible because
of the linear ODE setting and is not available in the more general setting. If however we
wish to sample from the posterior then we find it preferable to sample from the complete
model, and so better exploit the conditional independence structure discussed in Section
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3.3.1. These observations are similar to those we shall experience in Chapter 5 when we
introduce an EM method for constructing the MAP estimate for the adaptive gradient
matching method, which provides no benefit over working with the marginalised density
just discussed, but that when constructing a distributional estimate using a variational
method it is useful to work with the full model, and so benefit from the conditional
independence structure.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented our first method for carrying out approximate infer-
ence in the latent force model with multiplicative interactions introduced in Chapter
2. We have made use of the Bayesian adaptive gradient matching methods developed
in [Calderhead et al., 2009, Dondelinger et al., 2013], which in turn built on the work
of [Varah, 1982, Ramsay et al., 2007] for carrying out approximate likelihood inference
for ODE models. In the remainder of this thesis we shall refer to the MLFM with
approximate density given by the adaptive gradient matching approximation as the
MLFM-AG method.

In the general setting of nonlinear ODEs with finite dimensional parameters, this
class of methods motivates an approximate joint density up to an unknown normalis-
ing constant as given by (3.17). In this chapter, we have demonstrated that for the
case of linear ODEs with infinite dimensional parameters this joint density possesses
tractable conditional posteriors. In particular for the state variables, the latent forces,
and the connection coe�cients it is possible to construct the Gaussian conditional dis-
tributions presented in Section 3.3.1. This simplification over the general setting allows
Metropolis-Hastings updates to be replaced with Gibbs sampling methods. Not only
does the conditional independence structure lend itself well to a Gibbs sampling rou-
tine for these variables, but also naturally suggests a mean field variational sampling
method which we will describe in Chapter 5 after introducing our second approximation
to the model.

The approximation was made possible using the produce of experts approximation
in [Calderhead et al., 2009] and represented graphically in Figure 3.1. A crucial ingre-
dient is the GP prior over the state variable, which embeds smoothness properties and
further specifies a prior on the gradient of the process. It is simple to see that even
considering the simplest example of the MLFM that there is a certain amount of cog-
nitive dissonance in the specification. The simplest example of the univariate MLFM
is su�cient to ensure that in general the support of the MLFM will not be Gaussian.
One could then argue that the GP prior is assigned before any knowledge of the ODE
model, but at no point is there any belief update that encodes these hard constraints.

The validity, or othrwise, of the GP prior expert is not merely a philosophical point
but is instead connected with an important potential shortcoming of this class of ap-
proximations. The structural information is embedded into the model by convolution
with the gradient expert. As such while the gradient expert matches the model in the
tangent space, the GP interpolator, and in particular its hyperparameters, retains an
important role in determining this tangent space. When the data is densely observed
this tangent space is well constrained, and so the GP expert has a reduced role and
correspondingly the sensitivity of the model to di↵erent values of the hyperparameter
� is much reduced. However, when data is sparse relative to the model complexity
there are a great many di↵erent possible interpolating functions, each of which will
imply a di↵erent tangent space. As discussed in 3.2.2 the original specification of the
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Bayesian gradient matching procedure as introduced by [Calderhead et al., 2009] con-
tained no mechanism by which the hyperparameters of the interpolating process, and so
by extension the interpolating process itself, could be influenced by the dynamical sys-
tem structure. The extension to the adaptive gradient matching model of [Dondelinger
et al., 2013] made a significant step in correcting this defect, however the overall success
of the method is still strongly linked with the accuracy of the interpolant, and even with
the gradient of this interpolant now being better regularised by the model parameters
the method is still limited to a first order local correction. As a consequence there
remains the strong possibility of an increasing deterioration in the performance of the
MLFM-AG method when the method is applied to datasets obtained at lower sampling
frequencies, and indeed we observe this directly in Section 6.2.4 when we investigate
the performance of this approximation using simulation studies, and we provide some
further remarks on this property in Section 8.2.1.

Ultimately, the class of gradient matching approaches do not lead to proper gen-
erative models, a phenomena we have already encountered when commenting on the
dissonance between the specification of a GP prior and the strong structure preserva-
tion of certain dynamical systems. In an attempt to correct for this [Barber and Wang,
2014] introduced an alternative model which they demonstrated could be specified by
a proper generative belief network, and they referred to their method as the GPODE
model. However, the generative structure of the GPODE model is achieved only after
the imposition of certain independence assumptions which, while not immediately ob-
vious in the initial presentation, was made clearer in the presentation by [Macdonald
et al., 2015], in particular they stressed that the simple structure of this model as been
gained only at the expense of a false equivalence between the elimination of a variable
inside a probabilistic model, and a marginalisation over that variable. Consequently,
the state trajectories were entering the probabilistic model in two distinct locations, and
therefore any satisfactory identification of these variables would destroy the appealing
chain structure of this model. As a direct impact they note that this can lead to identi-
fiability problems when data were systematically missing, while the gradient matching
approaches do not su↵er from this issue, and as such we do not consider the GPODE
model further in this thesis. While it is philosophically disquieting that the product
of experts assumption (3.9), which underlies the gradient matching paradigm, cannot
be formulated in terms of a proper probabilistic generative model, this methodological
limitation is well o↵set by the significant computational advantages provided by this
class of models – particularly in the case of infinite dimensional latent parameters we
are considering.

Given the comments above regarding the probabilistic structure of the MLFM-AG
method our work in the next chapter may be viewed as a more principled attempt to
construct a distribution of the latent force that respects the generative structure, i.e.
that the latent force is a random variable formed from a certain transformation of a
random initial condition and a set of random latent forces. While we must also turn to
approximations and not exact solutions we will manage to avoid some of the di�culties
of hyperparameter inference, but that additional regularisation and tuning parameters
will need to be included.

Despite these caveats, the adaptive gradient matching approximation leads to an
inference scheme which, while being more complex than the GP regression model for
the LFM, is nevertheless tractable. The replacement of the exactly Gaussian structure
by the greater complexity of the conditional Gaussian structure of the MLFM-AG
approximation is well compensated for by the greater control of the model geometry.
We observe from our simulation studies that these methods can give accurate results,
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particularly to first order moments, when the sampling frequency is relatively high — as
we might expect due to the reduced possibility for misspecification of the interpolating
state variable as the distance between points decreases. It is tempting to conjecture
that this conditional Gaussian structure is the best case scenario as we move past the
LFM structure, and we shall see that the method introduced in the next chapter shares
this feature.
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Chapter 4

Approximate solution using the

Neumann series expansion

4.1 Introduction

Our work in the previous chapter introduced an approximation to the MLFM which
was able to avoid the need to ever explicitly solve the underlying ODE. This allowed us
to derive a method for carrying out inference in which the GP framework of the LFM
was replaced with a tractable conditional Gaussian structure. In order to circumvent
the problem of solving the ODE the MLFM-AG method relied on the introduction of
GP interpolants of the trajectory, and its gradient, which were then compared with
the parameteric evolution equation. As a consequence of the use of interpolants we
remarked that it would be reasonable to suppose that the performance of these methods
will be influenced by the frequency with which we have collected observations, and we
shall see in Chapter 6 that this is the case.

In this chapter we introduce an alternative method that more closely follows the
construction of the distribution of the LFM in Section 2.2.1 by expressing the trajectory
as a transformation of the driving stochastic variables. The relevant transformation in
the LFM was a simple linear integral equation, unfortunately such a simple transfor-
mation is no longer possible once we allow multiplicative interactions and instead we
must consider more complex transformations, such as the series expansion discussed
in Section 2.3.1. By truncating the series expansion after a finite number of terms
we introduce an adjustable order parameter intended to allow for more accurate so-
lutions over longer time intervals with relatively sparse data – precisely the scenario
in which we have justifiable concerns about the appropriateness of the GP interpolant
approximation underlying the MLFM-AG model.

To help motivate the method in this chapter we note that an important component
in the development of the adaptive gradient matching methods is the use of the gradient
expert to impose an approximate fixed point condition of the linear di↵erential operator
given by

Df(t)
�
=

df(t)

dt
�A(t)f(t),

where A(t) = A(g1(t), . . . , gr(t)) is a sample path realisation of the matrix-valued
Gaussian processes specifying our MLFM, and where each of the component functions
will be smooth. In Section 3.2 this fixed point condition was enforced on the conditional
distribution through the introduction of the gradient expert with the temperature pa-
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rameters, �, governing the extent to which the triple {✓,X, Ẋ} was allowed to deviate
from an exact solution to this linear operator equation at the observed time points. In
this chapter we consider an analogous construction, but rather than consider the di↵er-
ential operator we proceed by first integrating the ODE and so consider the alternative
linear transformation given by the integral operator

Lf(t)
�
= f(t0) +

Z t

t0

A(⌧)f(⌧)d⌧. (4.1)

That an appropriate solution of the latent state trajectory should satisfy this integral
equation will act as our motivation for introducing a novel alternative method to that
considered in the previous chapter for producing approximate solutions to the MLFM.

Our approximation will attempt to concentrate the conditional distribution of the
trajectory around a fixed point of the operator (4.1). Similar to the use of the gradient
expert in the previous section we will be applying the relevant operator conditional
on the coe�cient matrix, and therefore treating the operator as a given deterministic
operator. The choice to consider conditional fixed points the method of this, and the
previous, chapter avoid the problem of discussing the existence of marginal solutions
of random integral, or equivalently di↵erential, equations, which in general is a hard
problem as we discussed in Section 2.3.1. The downside of course is the relative inef-
ficiency of conditional inference compared to inference after marginalisation over the
latent forces as is possible for the LFM.

When applied to the trajectories of the MLFM the state variable appears on both
sides of (4.1) defining the solution only implicity and so is not as immediately useful as
the explicit fixed point of the gradient expert in the previous chapter. In Section 4.2
we discuss how a solution to this integral equation can be constructed by an iterative
method leading to the series expansion first discussed in Section 2.3.1. While this does
achieve our initial goal of deriving an explicit expression for the trajectory variables as
a transformation of the latent variables this series expansion is still impractical for the
purposes of calculating posterior conditional distributions.

To rectify this we demonstrate in Section 4.3 the idea in [Tait and Worton, 2018] to
retain a truncated set of successive approximations to the expansion of the trajectory
as a “complete data” model, leading to a tractable approximation realised by restrict-
ing the priors to the intersection of certain linear subspaces. This will allow us to
demonstrate Gaussian approximations to the conditional distributions of the variables
of interest in our model similar to that which was possible for the adaptive gradient
matching method. Following the development in the previous chapter we shall consider
in Section 4.4 the possibility of marginalising over the approximation to the trajectory
we have introduced, this step is particularly important because the model completion
process leads to a significant increase in the parameterisation of the problem. Unfor-
tunately we note that the marginal distribution has a relatively complex form and we
defer the construction of e�cient variational methods for handling this density until
the next chapter. The methods developed in this chapter provide local approximations
to the solution, and so for longer time intervals will require an increasingly higher or-
der of approximation to the trajectory with a corresponding increase in the numerical
complexity of the method. We attempt to reduce this scaling problem in Section 4.5 by
replacing the process of modelling the trajectory over the whole interval using a single
higher order method with an approximation in terms of a mixture of several lower order
approximations. We conclude this chapter with a discussion and compare this method
with that developed in the previous chapter.
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4.2 The Neumann series expansion

In order to derive a series expansion for the sample paths of the MLFM model we are
going to first present a brief discussion on the general solution to time dependent linear
ODEs in the deterministic setting. Our interest is in the broadly defined class of initial
value problems (IVP) described by

dx(t)

dt
= A(t)x(t), t � 0, x(0) = x0, (4.2)

where A(t) is some linear operator, and x0 is some variable in the domain of A(t).
For the MLFM we will be interested in the case where A is a K ⇥ K real valued
matrix operator such that component functions Aij(t) are either constant or else linear
combinations of smooth functions supported on the RKHS corresponding to each of the
Gaussian processes latent forces. In this context we will denote the matrix operator
by the bold font A(t), but the same formal solution will hold for much more general
linear operators. Upon integrating (4.2) we may replace the di↵erential equation with
an equivalent integral equation which will be satisfied by a solution, x(t), to the IVP

x(t) = x(0) +

Z t

0
A(⌧)x(⌧)d⌧. (4.3)

The integral equation (4.3) integrates out the unobserved gradient process, but replaces
the explicit linear relationship between the state variables and any parameters of the
operator A(t) with an implicit identity for the state variable. As such we have lost
the conditionally linear link between the parameters and the gradient that were the
fundamental reason for the analytic tractability of the adaptive gradient matching
methods considered in the previous chapter. Therefore, while integration of the IVP
removes the nuisance gradient term there are two immediate complications in (4.3);
the presence of the integral and the fact that the state variable is given only up to an
implicit relationship. By replacing the integral with a numerical quadrature the former
issue can be handled in a reasonably straightforward way and therefore it is arguably
the latter problem which presents the most serious conceptual barrier.

It is worth emphasising that our interest is not in the problem of solving (4.3) on the
basis of a given realisation of the operator A(t), but in constructing e�cient methods
for inverting a, potentially noisy, discrete realisation of the state variables in such a
way that it is possible to construct an approximation to the conditional distribution of
the component functions of the matrix operator. In the limit considering a continuous
realisation of the process with no noise then the problem becomes degenerate and
so the point estimate solving the integral equation and the, degenerate, conditional
distribution become equivalent. From our perspective we must balance the existence
of the solution at the degenerate limit with the reality of finitely observed data, the
necessity of completing the estimator of the trajectory and the computational demands
of this refinement.

While we have discounted the possibility of propagating a given random variable
through a numerical solution operator as a reasonable approach to constructing a poste-
rior conditional distribution it is worth remarking that the situation would be di↵erent
if we were able to obtain a marginal distribution for any finite dimensional distribution
of the process x(t). If we partition any such sample as X = {Xo,Xc} where Xo corre-
sponds to time indices at which we expect to have a set of observations, and which we
further assume to temporally sparse. The completion, Xc, is assumed to be generated
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on a refinement of the interval which is dense enough to allow for accurate numerical
quadrature.

Given a dense sample of the process then after replacing the integral in (4.3) with
a quadrature we will realise a large system of linear equations which the trajectory
satisfies, or equivalently a system of linear constraints on the the coe�cient matrix.
If we let a denote a vectorisation of the coe�cient matrix, evaluated along the same
partition, then this implies the existence of a system of linear equations

M[X]a = b[X], (4.4)

for some matrix M and vector b depending on the complete sample and quadrature
weights. If we knew the conditional distribution

p(Xc | Xo) =

Z
p(Xc,a | Xo)da

then, conditional on the observations Xo, we could consider the following heuristic
description of a generative model for samples from the coe�cient matrix

Xc ⇠ P (Xc | Xo), (4.5a)

a | Xc,Xo ⇠ �(a� (M[X]a� b[X])), (4.5b)

where samples from the degenerate distribution (4.5b) correspond to solving the system
of linear equations. The important conceptual di↵erence of this scheme when compared
with the forward generative methods discussed in Section 1.1.5 is the ability to carry
out the simulation in the data space, rather than a simulation of the coe�cient matrix
which is then propagated forward.

Unfortunately, we do not have access to this marginalised conditional distribution,
and therefore no way to form the dense samples of the process. It is interesting to note
that an approach with the same emphasis on first completing the paths in the data
space, and then inferring parameters has been successfully developed to allow exact
sampling in SDEs in [Beskos et al., 2006].

If we cannot recover the unknown marginal distribution we might still consider
replacing the unknown distribution with a Gaussian approximation, for example the
Gaussian distribution which matches the marginal moments obtained using the methods
referenced in Chapter 2. However, these methods require a finite correlation time
and given our assumption of sparsely observed data this assumption is unlikely to be
satisfied. Even if it were possible to realise this idea concretely we would still need
to solve the numerically involved equations for the moments and so we do not pursue
this approach further. Nevertheless the motivating idea of realising the distribution of
the components of the operator as the solution to least squares problems will be an
important part of our construction in this chapter.

Because of the issues discussed above rather than attempting to solve (4.3) directly
we consider an iterative method of solution which is a standard element of the classi-
cal existence and uniqueness theorems for ODEs, see for instance [Arnold, 1973]. The
method is often referred to as Picard iteration, or the method of successive approxima-
tions, and involves iterating an mth order approximation, x(m)(t), to the solution of
(4.2) using the integral transform

x(m)(t) 7! x(m+1) �
= x(m)(t0) +

Z t

t0

A(⌧)x(m)(⌧)d⌧. (4.6)
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This method is applied starting from an initial approximation to the solution, x(0)(t),
which should be chosen to satisfy the IVP, i.e. x(0)(t0) = x0. It is typical to take the
initial approximation to be the constant valued function satisfying the initial value.
We follow the presentation in [Iserles, 2004] and define the linear integral operator K

acting on RK valued functions, f , by

K[f ](t)
�
=

Z t

0
A(⌧)f(⌧)d⌧, (4.7)

then (4.3) may be rewritten as

(I �K)x(t) = x0, (4.8)

where I is the identity operator If = f . A formal solution to (4.8) may be obtained,
[Atkinson, 1997], by inverting the operator (I �K) by way of the series expansion

x(t) = (I �K)�1
Y0 =

1X

m=0

K
mx0, (4.9)

where we have defined K
0 to be the identity transform and K

m is defined by repeated
applications of (4.7), that is

K
0x = x(t), K

m+1x =

Z t

0
A(⌧)Kmx(⌧)d⌧, m � 0, (4.10)

so that the Picard iterates (4.6) are equivalent to x(n+1) = x0 + Kx(n). For given
operator A(t) the formal expansion (4.9) converges provided kKk < 1, which can always
be guarantee by choosing t su�ciently small since the operator (4.7) is easily seen to be
O(t). We briefly remark that by preconditioning the ODE (4.2) it may be possible to
increase the order of this approximation, for example [Iserles, 2004] use preconditioning
to achieve an O(t2) approximation, but it is not immediately clear how to adapt this
observation into the probabilistic setting in a way that does not lead to the resulting
inference problem becoming intractable.

If we expand (4.9) and then collect terms we can derive an expansion of the solution
of the form

x(t) =

✓
I+

Z t

t0

A(⌧)d⌧

+

Z t

t0

Z ⌧1

t0

A(⌧1)A(⌧2)d⌧1d⌧2 + · · ·

◆
x0, (4.11)

which we refer to as a Neumann series expansion, but is also known in matrix analysis as
a Peano series expansion [Gantmacher, 1959], and in the physics literature as a Freeman-
Dyson series [Dyson, 1949]. This is exactly the expansion introduced in Section 2.3.1
for motivating the approximation of [van Kampen, 1974] to the marginal moments of
the MLFM.

The series expansion (4.11) gives our first explicit representation of the state variable
as some transformation of the latent Gaussian process force variables. However in
practice this is of limited use because of the complexity of the resulting expansion.
Inspecting each of the nested integrals that constitute the terms of this expansion we
see that the integrands are degree m polynomials in the latent force variables, these
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will therefore have complex product distributions to which we must then apply the
linear integral transformations – constructing marginal moments would be challenging
even with the aid of computer algebra systems, and the prospect of constructing a
complete joint distribution for the state variables and the latent forces in this manner
is daunting.

More useful is the appreciation that, for a known complete realisation of the operator
A(t), each successive iteration of (4.6) is a linear integral transformation of a current
approximation, x(m)(t), to a new approximation, x(m+1)(t). This also implies that for
known complete trajectories, x(m) and x(m+1), we can recover the matrix function A(t)
by applying linear operators. Combining these observations allows us to begin to realise
the linear system of equations method discussed in the introduction to this chapter and
in the next section we expand upon this approach.

4.2.1 The Magnus series expansion

We have focused on the Neumann series expansion (4.9), or equivalently (4.11), because
it constructs a solution directly in the ambient data space RK , an alternative approach
is the Magnus series expansion, [Magnus, 1954], which provides a series expansion of a
matrix valued function ⌦(t) such that

x(t) = e
⌦(t)x0,

is a solution to the IVP (4.2), that is

d

dt
e
⌦(t)x(t) = A(t)e⌦(t)x0.

It can be shown that an appropriate expansion of ⌦(t) may be formed by integral
transforms of A(t) and its commutators and therefore resides in the same Lie algebra as
A(t). Since this element of the Lie algebra is then mapped in to the state space through
the exponential mapping the trajectories are necessarily members of the associated Lie
group and so the Magnus series method preserves the model geometry exactly. In
comparison the Neumann series expansion does not have this property and instead
only preserves the geometry in the limit. The two expansions are related and it can
be shown, [Aparicio et al., 2005], that the Magnus series is the formal logarithm of the
Neumann series expansion.

The exact geometry preservation combined with the possibility of constructing ap-
proximations in a vector space would seem to make the Magnus series an appealing
choice for constructing our approximations. However this would require working with
the nonlinear transformation between the latent space and the data space given by the
matrix exponential. In general the matrix exponential does not have a unique inverse,
nor can we guarantee the pre-image will be countable [Culver, 1966]. Therefore con-
structing an approximation based around the Magnus series expansion would involve
approximating a nested integral expansion, which will be at least as hard as the method
we are considering for the Neumann series, and then dealing with nonlinear matrix ex-
ponential transformation. By constructing our approximation directly in the ambient
data space we avoid the need to consider this transformation, and so sacrifice exact
geometry preservation for tractable inference.
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4.3 Method of successive approximations

4.3.1 Model specification

Having introduced the underlying series approximation which we shall use to construct
our method of approximate inference we now present the model specification similar to
the presentation given in Section 3.2.1. Many of the variables that we shall introduce
will have roles analogous to those in the adaptive gradient matching, and the choice of
variable names will reflect the similar roles.

We shall be interested in carrying out inference for the evolution of a K-dimensional
latent state variable x(t) on the basis of a collection of observations Y = (y(t1), . . . ,y(tT ))
observed at a set of T time points with t1 < . . . < tT . We shall take the observation
distribution conditional on the latent state variables to be the same as that consid-
ered in the previous chapter. Restating here for convenience we assume that each
y(ti) is a noisy independent observation from a Gaussian distribution centred on the
corresponding latent variable x(ti) leading to the conditional distribution

p(Y | X,�) =
TY

i=1

pobs(y(ti) | x(ti),�)

=
TY

i=1

KY

k=1

N (yk(ti) | xk(ti),�
2
k). (4.12)

4.3.2 Discretisation of the integral operator

While we use the same choice of observation model as for the MLFM-AG method
the approximation to the distribution of the latent states is significantly di↵erent. As
previously we shall assume that Y is a noisy observation of the latent states, but that
the latent state variable has been obtained by at least one iteration of the Picard
transform (4.6). Therefore our proposal is to augment the set of model parameters
with an additional set of variables which are to be interpreted as the preimages of the
latent state variable under the successive applications of the Picard map.

Our first step is to replace the integral operator (4.7) with a numerical quadrature
rule using some suitable discretisation. In order to carry out the process of quadrature
accurately it may be necessary to augment the time set of observed variable times
T = {t1, . . . , tT } to an augmented set T̄ = {⌧1, . . . , ⌧N}. The augmented set T̄ will be
a finer partition of the interval [t1, tT ] so that t1 = ⌧1 < . . . < ⌧N = tT where T < N ,
and we further assume that for each time ti for which we have an observed data point
there is a corresponding variable in the augmented set. We now apply a numerical
quadrature rule to replace the integral operator (4.7) with the quadrature

Z ⌧i

⌧i�1

A(⌧)x(⌧)d⌧ ⇡ (⌧i � ⌧i�1) (✓A(⌧i�1)x(⌧i�1) + (1� ✓)) A(⌧i)x(⌧i), (4.13)

for i = 2, . . . , N and for some parameter ✓ 2 [0, 1], [Baker, 2000]. In practice we
typically choose the value ✓ = 1/2 which coincides with the trapezoidal rule. It would
be tempting to consider higher order quadrature rules, and so minimise the extent
to which we need to augment the variable set; however, the construction of higher
order quadrature formulas is in general not straightforward, and in this work, we only
consider the simple trapezoidal approximation.

For a linear ODE such as the MLFM, we can provide an explicit representation
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of the operator so as make clear the dependence on random variables g and B, and
to e�ciently provide gradients of the model with respect to these parameters. In
this chapter we shall assume that the vector form of the state variable is arranged as
x = (x(⌧1), . . . ,x(⌧N ))>, which di↵ers from the vectorisation in the previous chapter
in that we now vectorise along the rows of X.

We have assumed that there is some point which will correspond to the initial time
for the IVP defining the MLFM, although we note that there is no requirement that
this point corresponds to earliest point for which we have an observation. We denote
the arbitrary initial time by t⌫ where ⌫ is some index in {1, . . . , N}. Then applying
the quadrature (4.13) to each subinterval of our refined partition we approximate the
operator (4.7) by the quadrature

K⌫x(⌧n) =

Z tn

t⌫

A(⌧)x(⌧)d⌧

⇡

nX

i=0

A(⌧i)x(⌧i)win, (4.14)

for some appropriate set of weights {win}. We can append additional zeros for all wij

with n+1  j  N , and then collect these variables in the N⇥N matrix, W, which will
depend on the choice of quadrature, the choice of initial time point and the partition
of the time set. Therefore the quadrature approximation (4.14) may be rewritten as
the matrix/vector product

K⌫x(⌧n) ⇡ [K⌫x]n ,

where [K⌫x]n is the nth subvector of the NK block vector. We also necessarily have
that the weight w⌫⌫ = 0. Alternatively we may write

K⌫ [g,�] =
NX

n=0

wne
>
n ⌦A(tn)

=
NX

n=0

wnen ⌦

 
RX

r=0

grnAr

!

=
NX

n=0

wnen ⌦A0 +
RX

r=1

NX

n=0

grn · wnen ⌦Ar

=
NX

n=0

 
DX

d=1

"
�0d +

RX

r=1

grn�rd

#
wne

>
n ⌦ Ld

!
. (4.15)

While in practice we rarely would have been to form the full NK⇥NK matrix K, this
explicit expression makes it straightforward to realise the gradients

@

@grn
K⌫ [g,�] = wne

>
n ⌦

DX

d=1

�rdLd, (4.16)

@

@�rd
K⌫ [g,�] =

 
NX

n=1

grnwne
>
n

!
⌦ Ld. (4.17)

It follows that after vectorisation, and by linearity, we have the representations in terms
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of the Jacobians

vec(K) = ṽ0[�] + V[�]g (4.18a)

= W[g]�, (4.18b)

where ṽ0[�] = vec(K⌫ [0,�], and V is an (NK)2⇥NR) matrix where the columns are
given by vectorising the gradient (4.16). Similarly W is the (NK)2⇥ (R + 1)D matrix
with columns given by the vectorisation of the gradient (4.17).

We can easily extend our discrete representation of the operator K⌫ to a discrete
version of the Picard map (4.6). For an index ⌫ 2 {1, . . . , N} we have the representation

x(⌧⌫) +

Z tn

⌧⌫

A(⌧)x(⌧)d⌧ ⇡ [P⌫x]n, (4.19)

where we have defined the matrix operator P⌫ given by

P⌫v = v⌫ ⌦ 1N + K⌫ [g,�]v, (4.20)

which is defined to act on block-vectors of the form v = (v1, . . . ,vN )>, with each
subvector vi 2 RK , for i = 1, . . . , N , such that [K⌫ [g,B]v]⌫ = v⌫ . By construction this
operator preserves the property of the Picard iteration of leaving the initial condition
invariant. Of course the representations (4.18) can be used to give a�ne representations
of vec(P⌫) in terms of the latent force or connection coe�cient variables, in particular
we have

vec(P⌫) = vec(E(N)
⌫⌫ ⌦ IK) + vec(K)

= v0[�] + V[�]g (4.21a)

= w0 + W[g]�, (4.21b)

where E(N)
ii is the N ⇥N matrix with entries [E(N)

ii ]nm = �in�im and we have defined

v0 = ṽ0[�] + vec(E(N)
⌫⌫ ⌦ IK)

w0 = vec(E(N)
⌫⌫ ⌦ IK).

The construction of these representations depends implicitly upon the fixed initial time,
in what follows we shall suppress this dependence for notational convenience, apart from
in Section 4.5 when we consider mixtures of di↵erent initial starting times.

The linear representations we have just introduced will act in a way analogous to
those derived in Chapter 3 for the adaptive gradient matching approach. In particular,
they will allow us to reconsider the motivating linear system of equations (4.4), but
now between successive iterates of the Picard map. Anticipating the development in
the next section consider a set of vectors z(m), defined by the successive application of
the Picard map

z(m) = P[g,�]z(m�1)
, m = 1, . . . , M,

which after vectorisation, and using the representations (4.18), are equivalent to the
system of equations

(z(m�1)
⌦ I)V[�]g = (z(m�1)

⌦ I)[ṽ0 + z⌫ ⌦ 1N ]� z(m)
, (4.22)
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and

(z(m�1)
⌦ I)W[g]� = (z(m�1)

⌦ I)[z⌫ ⌦ 1N ]� z(m)
. (4.23)

By conditioning on the set of latent variables, and then rearranging these expressions
we can construct systems of linear equations which the variables g and B should satisfy.
Because in practice we do not have access to this full set of successive observations,
but instead only a noisy observation of the limiting trajectory limm!1 z(m) we will
necessarily have to augment our variable set if we are going to utilise this motivating
idea of exploiting the conditional linear system of equations structure. We view this as
a missing data problem and the full set of successive approximations as the complete
data for our model. In attempting to introduce these variables we will require their
distribution, and so run into the same di�culty as discussed previously when trying to
introduce the distribution of the trajectory. However by making certain assumptions
regarding the conditional distribution of each of the successive approximates conditional
on those previous it will be easier to motivate a distribution for the complete set, and
so overcome the barriers in the heuristic scheme (4.5) and we present the details of this
approach in the next section.

4.3.3 Conditional successive approximations

To use the linear representations obtained by discretising the integral transforms we will
need to augment our model with a collection of variables representing the successive
approximations, in practice we will also need to truncate the series expansion (4.9)
after a finite number of terms. We will see that successfully doing this will allow us to
consider the constraining system of linear equations discussed in the previous section,
but to do so we need to first construct a suitable probabilistic model for these variables
that will allow them to be incorporated into the inference procedure. This process is
analogous to that considered in the previous chapter, where it was necessary to augment
the dataset with a representation of the gradient process.

We therefore introduce the collection of latent variables {Z0,Z1 . . . ,ZM} with Zm =
(z(⌧1), . . . , z(⌧T )), for m = 0, 1, . . . , M and ZM is identified with X. We shall assume
that any finite sample of the z(0) of the process Z(0)(t) is almost surely Gaussian dis-
tributed, and the sample paths are continuous with respect to the temporal argument,
this includes GPs with appropriately defined kernel functions, but it also allows for the
specification of regression type models for the distribution including constant initial
approximations. We shall also typically assume independence across dimensions for
the initial condition, as was done for the GP prior on the state variable in the previous

chapter, that is we take the vectors z(0)k = (z(0)k (⌧1), . . . , z
(0)
k (⌧N ))>, to be independent

for k = 1, . . . , K. In general we may write the distribution of the initial approximation

Z(0) = {z(0)1 , . . . , z(0)K } as

p(z(0) | �) =
KY

k=1

p(z(0)k )

=
KY

k=1

N

⇣
z(0)k | 0,C�k

⌘
, (4.24)

where each C�k is a postive-semi definite matrix, allowing for the possibility of the
degenerate case with rank(C�k) < N . As with the introduction of the GP prior in the
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adaptive gradient matching methods discussed in the previous chapter, the choice of co-
variance function will determine the smoothness properties of the initial approximation
to the state. Where this method will di↵er is that because the initial approximation
is further removed from the data, this will not translate as directly into smoothness
assumptions on the observed trajectory itself. It is because of these similarities with the
role of the GP interpolators in the MLFM-AG method that we use the same symbol,
�k, to parameterise the hyperparameters of the initial state interpolants.

There is much flexibility in the specification of this term, but the higher the order
of the expansion the less it will depend on the initial value. With this in mind rather
than specify a flexible, but hard to identify Gaussian processes, it may be simpler to
consider finite basis regression models; indeed one choice is to fix the initial trajectory
to be the constant model

z(0)(⌧n) = µ0, 8n = 1, . . . , N, (4.25)

where µ0 is an RK valued random variable with distribution

p(µ0) =
KY

k=1

N (µ0k | 0,�
�1
k ), (4.26)

and �k is a positive scalar. This allows us to specify the distribution of the constant
initial value approximation of the variable, z(0), as the product of the degenerate dis-
tributions

p(z(0)k | �k,↵k) = N (z(0)k | 0,�
�1
k 1N1>

N ), (4.27)

where 1N is the N -vector with each entry equal to unity. This choice mirrors the de-
terministic setting of the Neumann series expansion discussed in the previous section
where the initial approximation was taken to be a constant valued function agreeing
with the initial condition specifying the IVP. In practice when updating the hyperpa-

rameters � we will work with the scalar random variables [z(0)k ]⌫ corresponding to the
fixed point indices, rather than the full N -vector.

A linear dynamic system model for the successive approximations

Having specified the initial distribution, then the interpretation of the collection of
variables {Z(m)

}
M
m=0 should be clear; they are each intended to represent an mth order

approximation to the state variable X conditional on an observation of the latent force
parameters and additional structural parameters. By analogy with the Picard map 4.6
we assume these variables are related by the linear mapping

z(m) = P[g,B]z(m�1) + wm, m = 1, . . . , M, (4.28)

where wm is some additional correction term, including the possibility of taking wm = 0
almost surely. A natural interpretation of this correction term is as the error introduced
by replacing the random integral operator K with the discrete operator K.

This interpretation is challenging; however, because as a random variable, we will
have multiple sources of error. These errors include the error structure as a random
variable, a deterministic error corresponding to the use of quadrature, and further-
more, these errors will be correlated with one another. However, since for suitably
dense realisations of the trajectory, the quadrature error disappears we can construct a
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suitable approximation by using the independent error model and concluding that the
majority of the informational content is contained in the linear map. (4.28) is captured
by applying the matrix operator (4.20), and therefore in the case of dense realisations
of the trajectory where the error is small, there will be minimal loss of information if
we replace the correlated error term with an independent additive Gaussian noise term
leading to the proposed transition distribution

z(i+1)
| z(i),g,B,� ⇠ N

⇣
z(i+1)

| P[g,B]z(i),�
⌘

. (4.29)

A similar use of quadrature is proposed in [Lawrence et al., 2006] applied to the
integral operator (2.7) of the LFM considered in Section 2.2, however with a nonlinear
transformation of the Gaussian process in the integrand. In that approach, no e↵ort
is made to proxy for the quadrature error, and so it e↵ectively gets absorbed into the
GP term.

This option is also open to us, corresponding to the choice of � = 0. However,
we shall see in the next section that � acts as a regularising term for the conditional
distribution of the latent force variables and connection coe�cients. As such it may
be preferable to retain it in which case it plays a role analogous to the parameter �
introduced in the adaptive gradient matching method.

In this thesis this is the emphasis we stress; the transition density is to be viewed as
a regularised approximation of a deterministic transformation. This specification acts
to counterbalance the rigidity imposed on the model by working near the degenerate
limit of almost complete sample paths, much as the introduction of the regularisation
parameters in the previous chapter to counterbalance the hard constraint implied by
the time-evolution equation. For this reason we denote this noise term by �, and in
application we shall typically assume this takes the simpler form

� = diag(�)⌦ IN ,

rather than a fully specified covariance matrix.

Joint distribution of the successive approximations

Under the additive independent error assumption (4.29) we can treat the collection of
successive approximations as a Markov chain in the order parameter leading to a joint
conditional distribution given by

p(z(0), . . . , z(m)
| g,B,�) = p(z(0))

MY

m=1

p(z(m)
| z(m�1)

,g,B,�)

= N (z(0) | 0,C�)
MY

m=1

N (z(m)
| P[g,B]z(m�1)

,�), (4.30)

To complete the model specification we now need to link the data and the approxima-
tions to the latent states. This must be done both for the initial state approximation
and for the final state. The latter is achieved by directly identifying the highest order
approximation z(M) with the trajectory variable directly leading to the emission density
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given by the observation noise distribution discussed above

p(Y | Z,�) = p(Y | Z(M)
,g,B)

=
KY

k=1

NY

n=1

N (ykn | z(M)
kn ,�

2
k).

We remark that it is necessary to view the observation at the fixed initial time point in a
manner distinct from the other trajectory variables. The distribution of state variables
at the initial time will not depend on the parameters of P because of the fixed initial
condition property. To elaborate on this point if ⌫ 2 {1, . . . , N} is the index of the

initial time then from the transition model (4.29) we have that z(m)
⌫ = z(m�1)

⌫ +wm⌫ so

that the distribution of z(m)
⌫ has no direct dependence on the variables G and b, and this

is true for all m = 1, . . . , M . It follows from this property, and if the covariance matrix
� has small diagonal entries, that the distribution of Z(0)(t⌫) will be well informed by
the observations Y(t⌫) and so we specify the joint distribution of the observation at
the fixed initial time by

p(Y(⌧⌫),Z
(0)(⌧⌫) | g,B, ⌧ , µ0,�) = p(Y(⌧⌫) | z(0)(⌧⌫)), (4.31)

where the distribution of Z(0) is given by either (4.24) or (4.27). The conditional
independence structure of this model is represented in Figure 4.2. In which we can
clearly observe the linear Gaussian dynamic model arising from the additive error ap-
proximation. The state variables will have a Markov structure, and in the conditional
independence graph, Figure 4.1, will be connected to the data through an emission
distribution connecting the final state and the full set of observations, and an emis-
sion distribution relating the approximation of the initial state and the observation
Y(⌧⌫). If we take the constant initial state approximation then we obtain the emission
distribution

p(Y | Z(0)
,�) =

KY

k=1

p(Y(0)(⌧⌫) | Z(⌧⌫)
(0)

,�)

=
KY

k=1

N (Yk(⌧⌫) | Z
(0)
k (⌧⌫),�

2
k), (4.32)

where Z(0)(⌧⌫) has a distribution given by (4.27).
If we then combine these two emission densities with the density of the state vari-

ables then we have the complete specification

p(Y,Z | g,B, ⌧ ,�) = p(Y(⌧⌫) | Z(0)
, ⌧ )p(Y | Z(M)

| g,B,�)p(Z | g,B,�), (4.33)

the conditional Independence structure of this model is displayed in Figure 4.2, and
takes the form a linear Gaussian dynamical system with emission densities connecting
data to the first and final states.

Posterior conditional of the latent force variables

Having introduced an approximate density for the set of successive approximations to
the state variable we now follow the development of the previous chapter to construct
the posterior conditionals for the model parameters.
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Figure 4.1: Conditional indepdence structure of the emission distributions in the linear
dynamical system structure of the MLFM-SA model
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Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of the method of successive approximations model
for the MLFM. The successive states z(m) have the form of a simple linear Gaussian
dynamic system. The data informs the distribution a two places; through the value of
the initial approximation at time t⌫ and the final output of the truncated successive
approximations.
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By considering the complete model with the set of latent states we shall be able
to exploit the linear constraint conditions imposed by the Picard map. As a result we
shall see that the log posteriors for the latent force and connection variables are defined
by certain collections of quadratics leading to Gaussian conditionals analogous to the
MLFM-AG approximation.

Using the conditional independence structure of the model, represented graphically
in Figure 4.2, and the joint density function of the latent state variables (4.30) then

p(g | Y,Z,B, ,�,�) = p(g | Z,B,�, )
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which given that the entries of P[g,B] are linear in the forces will be a product of
Gaussian densities, and so itself a Gaussian density. Before we provide an explicit rep-
resentation of this density it is worth considering the interpretation discussed previous
of � as a regularisation parameter and considering the limit � ! 0, in which case we
can, at least heuristicly, write the density (4.34) as
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where p(g) is the Gaussian prior of the latent forces. So that the posterior acts to
constrain the Gaussian prior onto the intersection of M linear subspaces determined
by the solution constraints of the set of successive approximations. In this way the
regularising term � inflates the posterior around this degenerate limit.

To derive the mean and covariance explicitly we first consider a given m 2 {1, . . . , M},
and for convenience letting P := P[g,B], then
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where the pair (V,v0) such that Vg + v0 = vec(P) was defined by (4.21). In what
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follows it will be useful to define the statistics
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then taking the log transform of the density (4.34), using (4.36) and identifying coe�-
cients then we may conclude that the conditional distribution of g is given by

p(g | Z,B,�, ) = N (g | mg,Kg) , (4.38)

where

mg(Z,B,�, ) = KgV
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. (4.39b)

A direct interpretation of these moments is less clear than the heuristic density (4.35),
but when we consider a parameterisation ��1 = �INK then the maximum of the
conditioned posterior can be interpreted as the Tikhonov regularised solution.

Posterior conditional for the connection coe�cients

We derive the conditional distribution for the connection coe�cients, B, using the
same method as just considered for the latent forces. For the connection variables the
conditional independence structure leads to the unnormalised posterior

p(B | Y,Z,g,�,�, , ⇣) = p(B | Z,g,�, ⇣)

/

MY

m=1

N (z(m)
| P[g,B]z(m�1)

,�)p(B | ⇣).

Again this density may be interpreted as concentrating the prior around the intersection
of linear spaces defined by the linear constraints of the successive approximations.

The rearrangement analogous to (4.36) is given by
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for m = 1, . . . , M . If we now use the representation of vec(P) in terms of its Jacobian,
W,taken with respect to the variables g, and o↵set in the representation (4.21). Then
using the Markov structure to sum over the contribution from each of the Gaussian
transition densities we again realise a Gaussian conditional density of the form

p(B | Z,g,�, ⇣) = N (� | m� ,K�),
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where using the statistics (4.37) the moments are given by

m�(Z,g,�, ⇣) = K�W
> ⇥vec
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, (4.41a)

K�(Z,g,�, ⇣) =
⇣
 0 ⌦ �

�1 + C�1
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⌘�1
. (4.41b)

4.4 Marginalisation over the latent states

The introduction of the augmented latent variable set provides the model with the
successive approximation structure which allowed for the construction of tractable con-
ditions, but the state variables are of relatively little interest if our primary goal is to
learn the coe�cient matrix that governs this non-autonomous ODE. Furthermore, by
including the latent state variables, we have a significant expansion in the size of the
latent variable set. Indeed the T · K state variables in the MLFM-AG method have
become (M + 1) · N · K variables with N � T , and possibly much larger if the data is
sparse, but we desire a dense refinement of the interval over which we are solving the
model.

Therefore in this section, we consider the possibility of alleviating this problem using
the same marginalisation strategy as considered in Section 3.4. Indeed the strategy
in the previous chapter may be summarised as introducing the gradient process to
impose the model structure, marginalise over the gradient process, and then also use
the linear structure to marginalise over the state process itself to lead to a parsimonious
representation of the model ideal for forming point estimates. We follow a similar
approach here where after having introduced the latent variables to approximate the
series expansion solution to the trajectory, and so we now examine the possibility of
marginalising out this augmented variable set leaving the residual model structure. In
doing so we shall construct the marginal likelihood term p(Y | g,B) =

R
p(Y,Z |

g,B)dZ, which will provide a more parsimonious parameterisation of the optimisation
problems we are interested in.

The Markov structure of the conditional density of the latent variables {z(m)
}
M
m=0

means that it is straightforward to construct the marginal density by integrating over
(4.30) leading to
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= N (x|0,CM + diag(��2)⌦ IN ), (4.42)

where CM = CM (g,B,�,�) is defined recursively by

Cm = P[g,B]Cm�1P[g,B]> + �, (4.43)
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and the initial covariance matrix C0 is given by the covariance matrix of Z(0).

To interpret this result, it is again useful to consider the deterministic limit. If we
also consider the case where we are using a constant approximation to the initial state,
then the initial covariance matrix is given by

C0 =
KX

k=1

�
�1
k (ek ⌦ 1N )(ek ⌦ 1N )>, (4.44)

where ek is the standard basis vector in RK . Repeated application of (4.43) with � = 0
leads to

CM =
KX

k=1

�
�1
k

⇥
PM (ek ⌦ 1N )

⇤ ⇥
PM (ek ⌦ 1N )

⇤>
. (4.45)

It follows that in the deterministic case the covariance matrix is singular with rank of
at most K. In the limit M !1 the vector PM (ek ⌦ 1N ) is a discrete approximation
to the IVP

ẋ(t) = A(t)x(t), x(t0) = ek,

for k = 1, . . . , K, so that we may directly relate the covariance matrix to the fundamen-
tal solution of the ODE problem. This reflects our attempts in this chapter to construct
an approximation to the distribution which is more faithful to the ODE model as a
transformation of the underlying latent forces analogous to that presented in Section
2.2.1 for the LFM, rather than the use of the interpolating processes in the MLFM-AG
which sidesteps this feature. Unfortunately, unlike for the LFM in which the linear
transformation acts on the latent forces we now have a situation in which the linear
transformation depends directly on the latent forces and so integrating over the force
variables is not possible.

Returning to the general case with nonzero regularisation matrix the result is the
density of a mean zero Gaussian random variable where the covariance matrix is a de-
gree 2M polynomial in the latent force variables and coe�cient variables, contrast this
with the covariance matrix for the adaptive gradient matching model (3.45) in which
the inverse covariance matrix was a quadratic in the latent force variables. Given this,
potentially high degree, polynomial dependence of the covariance matrix and further
compounded by the fact that representing the log-likelihood will require inverting this
covariance matrix, then methods based on maximising the marginal-likelihood term
(4.42) will necessarily be computationally more burdensome than the analogous meth-
ods discussed for the adaptive gradient matching methods, although it is, in principle,
possible to construct the gradient of the covariance matrix, CM , with respect to the
model parameters and so use gradient-based optimisation methods but the recursive
structure of the covariance matrix makes this an expensive process. However, simula-
tion studies presented in Chapter 6 demonstrate that there are situations where this
increased computational burden is rewarded with more accurate solutions, and so in the
next chapter we will discuss an expectation maximisation (EM) method for reducing
some of the computational complexity, and importantly allow for gradient-free opti-
misation. In particular, the variational methods in the next chapter will reintroduce
the “collection of quadratics” structure that made deriving the conditional distribu-
tions above possible, and so by making a more principled use of the linear dynamic
systems form of the complete data likelihood, we will regain some of the computational
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e�ciency that is lost after marginalisation.
As well as the consideration of the point estimates by optimisation of the likelihood

term (4.42) we will also be interested in obtaining estimates of the posterior distribu-
tions of our variables of interest. Doing so will necessarily involve using Bayes rule
to invert the likelihood term (4.42), but the complex, nonlinear dependence of the
covariance matrix is going to make performing this process infeasible, and again we
shall see that the introduction of variational methods allow us to construct e�cient
approximations.

4.4.1 Feed-forward successive approximations

Before proceeding we discuss one further interpretation of the model in the deterministic
setting with � = 0. In this instance we no longer have the problematic augmentation of
our variable set — the variables {z(m)

}
M
m=1 are the successive outputs formed by apply-

ing the Picard operator starting from some initial condition rather than free variables
to be optimised.

If we consider the case with initial input given by the constant inital approximation
µ 2 RK then the conditional density of the outputs is given by

p(Y | g,B, µ) = N
�
y | PM (1N ⌦ µ) , diag(�)⌦ IN

�
. (4.46)

If we were to further marginalise over µ then we would recover the intractable density
(4.42) with � = 0. Instead we retain these variables as additional parameters to be
optimised.

Each set of the latent variables z(m), m = 1, . . . , M is formed as a linear combination
of the preceding variables, and as such may be identified as a particular case of the
feed-forward neural network architecture [Bishop, 1995, 2006]. For a general network,
the transformation between layers is given by

z(m)
i = f

0

@
X

j

cijz
(m�1)
j + bi

1

A ,

for a collection of scalar weights {cij}, biases bj , and some function, f , referred to as
the activation function. In our case we have

z(m)
i = [K[g,B]z(m�1)]i + z0,

where K[g,B] is the discretised operator (4.20). Therefore the activation function is
given by the identity function, the biases set equal to the initial conditions, and the
weights corresponding to the entries of the matrix K, that is

cij = (P[g,B])ij .

The input of this neural network will be the random variables, µk, representing the
initial values as described in Section 4.3.3. These then get transformed to the first
layer through the mapping

z(0)k = 1N · µk, k = 1, . . . , K.

This allows us to view the deterministic case as a feed-forward neural network with
weight parameters shared between layers. From a conceptual point of view, this adds
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<latexit sha1_base64="dkroQbA8/0OS69Rh+TbHdtLmxac=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZugkWom5IUQZdFNy4r2Ae0MUymk3boZBJmJkIbgr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT0wcDjnXu6Z48eMSmXb38bK6tr6xmZpq7y9s7u3bx4ctmWUCExaOGKR6PpIEkY5aSmqGOnGgqDQZ6Tjj29yv/NIhKQRv1eTmLghGnIaUIyUljzzuB8iNfKDdJo9pFXnPPPSeuaZFbtmz2AtE6cgFSjQ9Myv/iDCSUi4wgxJ2XPsWLkpEopiRrJyP5EkRniMhqSnKUchkW46S59ZZ1oZWEEk9OPKmqm/N1IUSjkJfT2ZZ5WLXi7+5/USFVy5KeVxogjH80NBwiwVWXkV1oAKghWbaIKwoDqrhUdIIKx0YWVdgrP45WXSrtccu+bcXVQa10UdJTiBU6iCA5fQgFtoQgswTOEZXuHNeDJejHfjYz66YhQ7R/AHxucPQu+VFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dkroQbA8/0OS69Rh+TbHdtLmxac=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZugkWom5IUQZdFNy4r2Ae0MUymk3boZBJmJkIbgr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT0wcDjnXu6Z48eMSmXb38bK6tr6xmZpq7y9s7u3bx4ctmWUCExaOGKR6PpIEkY5aSmqGOnGgqDQZ6Tjj29yv/NIhKQRv1eTmLghGnIaUIyUljzzuB8iNfKDdJo9pFXnPPPSeuaZFbtmz2AtE6cgFSjQ9Myv/iDCSUi4wgxJ2XPsWLkpEopiRrJyP5EkRniMhqSnKUchkW46S59ZZ1oZWEEk9OPKmqm/N1IUSjkJfT2ZZ5WLXi7+5/USFVy5KeVxogjH80NBwiwVWXkV1oAKghWbaIKwoDqrhUdIIKx0YWVdgrP45WXSrtccu+bcXVQa10UdJTiBU6iCA5fQgFtoQgswTOEZXuHNeDJejHfjYz66YhQ7R/AHxucPQu+VFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dkroQbA8/0OS69Rh+TbHdtLmxac=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZugkWom5IUQZdFNy4r2Ae0MUymk3boZBJmJkIbgr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT0wcDjnXu6Z48eMSmXb38bK6tr6xmZpq7y9s7u3bx4ctmWUCExaOGKR6PpIEkY5aSmqGOnGgqDQZ6Tjj29yv/NIhKQRv1eTmLghGnIaUIyUljzzuB8iNfKDdJo9pFXnPPPSeuaZFbtmz2AtE6cgFSjQ9Myv/iDCSUi4wgxJ2XPsWLkpEopiRrJyP5EkRniMhqSnKUchkW46S59ZZ1oZWEEk9OPKmqm/N1IUSjkJfT2ZZ5WLXi7+5/USFVy5KeVxogjH80NBwiwVWXkV1oAKghWbaIKwoDqrhUdIIKx0YWVdgrP45WXSrtccu+bcXVQa10UdJTiBU6iCA5fQgFtoQgswTOEZXuHNeDJejHfjYz66YhQ7R/AHxucPQu+VFA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dkroQbA8/0OS69Rh+TbHdtLmxac=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZugkWom5IUQZdFNy4r2Ae0MUymk3boZBJmJkIbgr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT0wcDjnXu6Z48eMSmXb38bK6tr6xmZpq7y9s7u3bx4ctmWUCExaOGKR6PpIEkY5aSmqGOnGgqDQZ6Tjj29yv/NIhKQRv1eTmLghGnIaUIyUljzzuB8iNfKDdJo9pFXnPPPSeuaZFbtmz2AtE6cgFSjQ9Myv/iDCSUi4wgxJ2XPsWLkpEopiRrJyP5EkRniMhqSnKUchkW46S59ZZ1oZWEEk9OPKmqm/N1IUSjkJfT2ZZ5WLXi7+5/USFVy5KeVxogjH80NBwiwVWXkV1oAKghWbaIKwoDqrhUdIIKx0YWVdgrP45WXSrtccu+bcXVQa10UdJTiBU6iCA5fQgFtoQgswTOEZXuHNeDJejHfjYz66YhQ7R/AHxucPQu+VFA==</latexit>

z(1)
1

<latexit sha1_base64="xl7Zn8Q0cm984VwVGCVM/xF+ZPA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxC3ZSJCLosunFZwT6gHYdMmmlDM5khyQjtMPgrblwo4tb/cOffmGlnoa0HAodz7uWeHD/mTGnH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0FZRIgltkYhHsutjRTkTtKWZ5rQbS4pDn9OOP77J/c4jlYpF4l5PYuqGeChYwAjWRvLso36I9cgP0mn2kNbQWealKPPsqlN3ZoDLBBWkCgo0PfurP4hIElKhCcdK9ZATazfFUjPCaVbpJ4rGmIzxkPYMFTikyk1n6TN4apQBDCJpntBwpv7eSHGo1CT0zWSeVS16ufif10t0cOWmTMSJpoLMDwUJhzqCeRVwwCQlmk8MwUQykxWSEZaYaFNYxZSAFr+8TNrndeTU0d1FtXFd1FEGx+AE1AACl6ABbkETtAABU/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx3y0ZBU7h+APrM8fQWqVEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xl7Zn8Q0cm984VwVGCVM/xF+ZPA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxC3ZSJCLosunFZwT6gHYdMmmlDM5khyQjtMPgrblwo4tb/cOffmGlnoa0HAodz7uWeHD/mTGnH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0FZRIgltkYhHsutjRTkTtKWZ5rQbS4pDn9OOP77J/c4jlYpF4l5PYuqGeChYwAjWRvLso36I9cgP0mn2kNbQWealKPPsqlN3ZoDLBBWkCgo0PfurP4hIElKhCcdK9ZATazfFUjPCaVbpJ4rGmIzxkPYMFTikyk1n6TN4apQBDCJpntBwpv7eSHGo1CT0zWSeVS16ufif10t0cOWmTMSJpoLMDwUJhzqCeRVwwCQlmk8MwUQykxWSEZaYaFNYxZSAFr+8TNrndeTU0d1FtXFd1FEGx+AE1AACl6ABbkETtAABU/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx3y0ZBU7h+APrM8fQWqVEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xl7Zn8Q0cm984VwVGCVM/xF+ZPA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxC3ZSJCLosunFZwT6gHYdMmmlDM5khyQjtMPgrblwo4tb/cOffmGlnoa0HAodz7uWeHD/mTGnH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0FZRIgltkYhHsutjRTkTtKWZ5rQbS4pDn9OOP77J/c4jlYpF4l5PYuqGeChYwAjWRvLso36I9cgP0mn2kNbQWealKPPsqlN3ZoDLBBWkCgo0PfurP4hIElKhCcdK9ZATazfFUjPCaVbpJ4rGmIzxkPYMFTikyk1n6TN4apQBDCJpntBwpv7eSHGo1CT0zWSeVS16ufif10t0cOWmTMSJpoLMDwUJhzqCeRVwwCQlmk8MwUQykxWSEZaYaFNYxZSAFr+8TNrndeTU0d1FtXFd1FEGx+AE1AACl6ABbkETtAABU/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx3y0ZBU7h+APrM8fQWqVEw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xl7Zn8Q0cm984VwVGCVM/xF+ZPA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxC3ZSJCLosunFZwT6gHYdMmmlDM5khyQjtMPgrblwo4tb/cOffmGlnoa0HAodz7uWeHD/mTGnH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s7unr1/0FZRIgltkYhHsutjRTkTtKWZ5rQbS4pDn9OOP77J/c4jlYpF4l5PYuqGeChYwAjWRvLso36I9cgP0mn2kNbQWealKPPsqlN3ZoDLBBWkCgo0PfurP4hIElKhCcdK9ZATazfFUjPCaVbpJ4rGmIzxkPYMFTikyk1n6TN4apQBDCJpntBwpv7eSHGo1CT0zWSeVS16ufif10t0cOWmTMSJpoLMDwUJhzqCeRVwwCQlmk8MwUQykxWSEZaYaFNYxZSAFr+8TNrndeTU0d1FtXFd1FEGx+AE1AACl6ABbkETtAABU/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx3y0ZBU7h+APrM8fQWqVEw==</latexit>

z(1)
N

<latexit sha1_base64="F+UiDh4n7KnClbxutq9QD+9NR4E=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZugkWom5KIoMuiG1dSwT6gjWEynbRDJ5MwMxHaEPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPHD9mVCrb/jaWlldW19ZLG+XNre2dXXNvvyWjRGDSxBGLRMdHkjDKSVNRxUgnFgSFPiNtf3Sd++1HIiSN+L0ax8QN0YDTgGKktOSZh70QqaEfpJPsIa06p5mX3maeWbFr9hTWInEKUoECDc/86vUjnISEK8yQlF3HjpWbIqEoZiQr9xJJYoRHaEC6mnIUEumm0/SZdaKVvhVEQj+urKn6eyNFoZTj0NeTeVY57+Xif143UcGlm1IeJ4pwPDsUJMxSkZVXYfWpIFixsSYIC6qzWniIBMJKF1bWJTjzX14krbOaY9ecu/NK/aqoowRHcAxVcOAC6nADDWgChgk8wyu8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4xi5wD+wPj8AW17lTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F+UiDh4n7KnClbxutq9QD+9NR4E=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZugkWom5KIoMuiG1dSwT6gjWEynbRDJ5MwMxHaEPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPHD9mVCrb/jaWlldW19ZLG+XNre2dXXNvvyWjRGDSxBGLRMdHkjDKSVNRxUgnFgSFPiNtf3Sd++1HIiSN+L0ax8QN0YDTgGKktOSZh70QqaEfpJPsIa06p5mX3maeWbFr9hTWInEKUoECDc/86vUjnISEK8yQlF3HjpWbIqEoZiQr9xJJYoRHaEC6mnIUEumm0/SZdaKVvhVEQj+urKn6eyNFoZTj0NeTeVY57+Xif143UcGlm1IeJ4pwPDsUJMxSkZVXYfWpIFixsSYIC6qzWniIBMJKF1bWJTjzX14krbOaY9ecu/NK/aqoowRHcAxVcOAC6nADDWgChgk8wyu8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4xi5wD+wPj8AW17lTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F+UiDh4n7KnClbxutq9QD+9NR4E=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZugkWom5KIoMuiG1dSwT6gjWEynbRDJ5MwMxHaEPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPHD9mVCrb/jaWlldW19ZLG+XNre2dXXNvvyWjRGDSxBGLRMdHkjDKSVNRxUgnFgSFPiNtf3Sd++1HIiSN+L0ax8QN0YDTgGKktOSZh70QqaEfpJPsIa06p5mX3maeWbFr9hTWInEKUoECDc/86vUjnISEK8yQlF3HjpWbIqEoZiQr9xJJYoRHaEC6mnIUEumm0/SZdaKVvhVEQj+urKn6eyNFoZTj0NeTeVY57+Xif143UcGlm1IeJ4pwPDsUJMxSkZVXYfWpIFixsSYIC6qzWniIBMJKF1bWJTjzX14krbOaY9ecu/NK/aqoowRHcAxVcOAC6nADDWgChgk8wyu8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4xi5wD+wPj8AW17lTA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="F+UiDh4n7KnClbxutq9QD+9NR4E=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZugkWom5KIoMuiG1dSwT6gjWEynbRDJ5MwMxHaEPwVNy4Ucet/uPNvnLRZaOuBgcM593LPHD9mVCrb/jaWlldW19ZLG+XNre2dXXNvvyWjRGDSxBGLRMdHkjDKSVNRxUgnFgSFPiNtf3Sd++1HIiSN+L0ax8QN0YDTgGKktOSZh70QqaEfpJPsIa06p5mX3maeWbFr9hTWInEKUoECDc/86vUjnISEK8yQlF3HjpWbIqEoZiQr9xJJYoRHaEC6mnIUEumm0/SZdaKVvhVEQj+urKn6eyNFoZTj0NeTeVY57+Xif143UcGlm1IeJ4pwPDsUJMxSkZVXYfWpIFixsSYIC6qzWniIBMJKF1bWJTjzX14krbOaY9ecu/NK/aqoowRHcAxVcOAC6nADDWgChgk8wyu8GU/Gi/FufMxGl4xi5wD+wPj8AW17lTA=</latexit>

µ�
<latexit sha1_base64="s+eZQ4jhTk1Wri1sNBIJ1YcCC/s=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXJUZEXRZdOOygn1AZyiZTKYNzWNIMkIZu/BX3LhQxK2/4c6/MdPOQlsPJPdw7r3k5EQpo9p43rdTWVldW9+obta2tnd299z9g46WmcKkjSWTqhchTRgVpG2oYaSXKoJ4xEg3Gt8U/e4DUZpKcW8mKQk5GgqaUIyMlQbuURBJFusJtyUPeDYd5IGwt1v3Gt4McJn4JamDEq2B+xXEEmecCIMZ0rrve6kJc6QMxYxMa0GmSYrwGA1J31KBONFhPvM/hadWiWEilT3CwJn6eyNHXBcW7SRHZqQXe4X4X6+fmeQqzKlIM0MEnj+UZAwaCYswYEwVwYZNLEFYUesV4hFSCBsbWc2G4C9+eZl0zhu+1/DvLurN6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OASNMEtaIE2wOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/MxH6045c4h+APn8wdGxJbm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s+eZQ4jhTk1Wri1sNBIJ1YcCC/s=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXJUZEXRZdOOygn1AZyiZTKYNzWNIMkIZu/BX3LhQxK2/4c6/MdPOQlsPJPdw7r3k5EQpo9p43rdTWVldW9+obta2tnd299z9g46WmcKkjSWTqhchTRgVpG2oYaSXKoJ4xEg3Gt8U/e4DUZpKcW8mKQk5GgqaUIyMlQbuURBJFusJtyUPeDYd5IGwt1v3Gt4McJn4JamDEq2B+xXEEmecCIMZ0rrve6kJc6QMxYxMa0GmSYrwGA1J31KBONFhPvM/hadWiWEilT3CwJn6eyNHXBcW7SRHZqQXe4X4X6+fmeQqzKlIM0MEnj+UZAwaCYswYEwVwYZNLEFYUesV4hFSCBsbWc2G4C9+eZl0zhu+1/DvLurN6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OASNMEtaIE2wOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/MxH6045c4h+APn8wdGxJbm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s+eZQ4jhTk1Wri1sNBIJ1YcCC/s=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXJUZEXRZdOOygn1AZyiZTKYNzWNIMkIZu/BX3LhQxK2/4c6/MdPOQlsPJPdw7r3k5EQpo9p43rdTWVldW9+obta2tnd299z9g46WmcKkjSWTqhchTRgVpG2oYaSXKoJ4xEg3Gt8U/e4DUZpKcW8mKQk5GgqaUIyMlQbuURBJFusJtyUPeDYd5IGwt1v3Gt4McJn4JamDEq2B+xXEEmecCIMZ0rrve6kJc6QMxYxMa0GmSYrwGA1J31KBONFhPvM/hadWiWEilT3CwJn6eyNHXBcW7SRHZqQXe4X4X6+fmeQqzKlIM0MEnj+UZAwaCYswYEwVwYZNLEFYUesV4hFSCBsbWc2G4C9+eZl0zhu+1/DvLurN6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OASNMEtaIE2wOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/MxH6045c4h+APn8wdGxJbm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s+eZQ4jhTk1Wri1sNBIJ1YcCC/s=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2ARXJUZEXRZdOOygn1AZyiZTKYNzWNIMkIZu/BX3LhQxK2/4c6/MdPOQlsPJPdw7r3k5EQpo9p43rdTWVldW9+obta2tnd299z9g46WmcKkjSWTqhchTRgVpG2oYaSXKoJ4xEg3Gt8U/e4DUZpKcW8mKQk5GgqaUIyMlQbuURBJFusJtyUPeDYd5IGwt1v3Gt4McJn4JamDEq2B+xXEEmecCIMZ0rrve6kJc6QMxYxMa0GmSYrwGA1J31KBONFhPvM/hadWiWEilT3CwJn6eyNHXBcW7SRHZqQXe4X4X6+fmeQqzKlIM0MEnj+UZAwaCYswYEwVwYZNLEFYUesV4hFSCBsbWc2G4C9+eZl0zhu+1/DvLurN6zKOKjgGJ+AM+OASNMEtaIE2wOARPINX8OY8OS/Ou/MxH6045c4h+APn8wdGxJbm</latexit>

z(2)
1

<latexit sha1_base64="jvN6QQWK1/nUXBzKmysWITxJHGY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyUpgi6LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTMQa8ituXCji1h9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45fsyoVLb9bZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf0D87DalVEiMOngiEWi7yNJGOWko6hipB8LgkKfkZ4/vc793gMRkkb8Ts1i4oZozGlAMVJa8szqMERq4gfpU+Y592m9eZZ5Zs1u2HNYq8QpSA0KtD3zaziKcBISrjBDUg4cO1ZuioSimJGsMkwkiRGeojEZaMpRSKSbzrNn1qlWRlYQCf24subq740UhVLOQl9P5knlspeL/3mDRAWXbkp5nCjC8eJQkDBLRVZehDWigmDFZpogLKjOauEJEggrXVdFl+Asf3mVdJsNx244t+e11lVRRxmO4QTq4MAFtOAG2tABDI/wDK/wZmTGi/FufCxGS0axcwR/YHz+AHJBlAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jvN6QQWK1/nUXBzKmysWITxJHGY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyUpgi6LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTMQa8ituXCji1h9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45fsyoVLb9bZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf0D87DalVEiMOngiEWi7yNJGOWko6hipB8LgkKfkZ4/vc793gMRkkb8Ts1i4oZozGlAMVJa8szqMERq4gfpU+Y592m9eZZ5Zs1u2HNYq8QpSA0KtD3zaziKcBISrjBDUg4cO1ZuioSimJGsMkwkiRGeojEZaMpRSKSbzrNn1qlWRlYQCf24subq740UhVLOQl9P5knlspeL/3mDRAWXbkp5nCjC8eJQkDBLRVZehDWigmDFZpogLKjOauEJEggrXVdFl+Asf3mVdJsNx244t+e11lVRRxmO4QTq4MAFtOAG2tABDI/wDK/wZmTGi/FufCxGS0axcwR/YHz+AHJBlAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jvN6QQWK1/nUXBzKmysWITxJHGY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyUpgi6LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTMQa8ituXCji1h9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45fsyoVLb9bZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf0D87DalVEiMOngiEWi7yNJGOWko6hipB8LgkKfkZ4/vc793gMRkkb8Ts1i4oZozGlAMVJa8szqMERq4gfpU+Y592m9eZZ5Zs1u2HNYq8QpSA0KtD3zaziKcBISrjBDUg4cO1ZuioSimJGsMkwkiRGeojEZaMpRSKSbzrNn1qlWRlYQCf24subq740UhVLOQl9P5knlspeL/3mDRAWXbkp5nCjC8eJQkDBLRVZehDWigmDFZpogLKjOauEJEggrXVdFl+Asf3mVdJsNx244t+e11lVRRxmO4QTq4MAFtOAG2tABDI/wDK/wZmTGi/FufCxGS0axcwR/YHz+AHJBlAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jvN6QQWK1/nUXBzKmysWITxJHGY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyUpgi6LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTMQa8ituXCji1h9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45fsyoVLb9bZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf0D87DalVEiMOngiEWi7yNJGOWko6hipB8LgkKfkZ4/vc793gMRkkb8Ts1i4oZozGlAMVJa8szqMERq4gfpU+Y592m9eZZ5Zs1u2HNYq8QpSA0KtD3zaziKcBISrjBDUg4cO1ZuioSimJGsMkwkiRGeojEZaMpRSKSbzrNn1qlWRlYQCf24subq740UhVLOQl9P5knlspeL/3mDRAWXbkp5nCjC8eJQkDBLRVZehDWigmDFZpogLKjOauEJEggrXVdFl+Asf3mVdJsNx244t+e11lVRRxmO4QTq4MAFtOAG2tABDI/wDK/wZmTGi/FufCxGS0axcwR/YHz+AHJBlAg=</latexit>

z(2)
2

<latexit sha1_base64="axXy4JtbH6UFdH/QQkPpzlgHMmk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSBF0W3bisYB/QxjCZTtqhkwczE7GG/IobF4q49Ufc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWeOF3MmlWV9G6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APKx2ZZQIQjsk4pHoe1hSzkLaUUxx2o8FxYHHac+bXud+74EKyaLwTs1i6gR4HDKfEay05JrVYYDVxPPTp8xt3qf15lnmmjWrYc2BVoldkBoUaLvm13AUkSSgoSIcSzmwrVg5KRaKEU6zyjCRNMZkisd0oGmIAyqddJ49Q6daGSE/EvqFCs3V3xspDqScBZ6ezJPKZS8X//MGifIvnZSFcaJoSBaH/IQjFaG8CDRighLFZ5pgIpjOisgEC0yUrquiS7CXv7xKus2GbTXs2/Na66qoowzHcAJ1sOECWnADbegAgUd4hld4MzLjxXg3PhajJaPYOYI/MD5/AHPLlAk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="axXy4JtbH6UFdH/QQkPpzlgHMmk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSBF0W3bisYB/QxjCZTtqhkwczE7GG/IobF4q49Ufc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWeOF3MmlWV9G6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APKx2ZZQIQjsk4pHoe1hSzkLaUUxx2o8FxYHHac+bXud+74EKyaLwTs1i6gR4HDKfEay05JrVYYDVxPPTp8xt3qf15lnmmjWrYc2BVoldkBoUaLvm13AUkSSgoSIcSzmwrVg5KRaKEU6zyjCRNMZkisd0oGmIAyqddJ49Q6daGSE/EvqFCs3V3xspDqScBZ6ezJPKZS8X//MGifIvnZSFcaJoSBaH/IQjFaG8CDRighLFZ5pgIpjOisgEC0yUrquiS7CXv7xKus2GbTXs2/Na66qoowzHcAJ1sOECWnADbegAgUd4hld4MzLjxXg3PhajJaPYOYI/MD5/AHPLlAk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="axXy4JtbH6UFdH/QQkPpzlgHMmk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSBF0W3bisYB/QxjCZTtqhkwczE7GG/IobF4q49Ufc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWeOF3MmlWV9G6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APKx2ZZQIQjsk4pHoe1hSzkLaUUxx2o8FxYHHac+bXud+74EKyaLwTs1i6gR4HDKfEay05JrVYYDVxPPTp8xt3qf15lnmmjWrYc2BVoldkBoUaLvm13AUkSSgoSIcSzmwrVg5KRaKEU6zyjCRNMZkisd0oGmIAyqddJ49Q6daGSE/EvqFCs3V3xspDqScBZ6ezJPKZS8X//MGifIvnZSFcaJoSBaH/IQjFaG8CDRighLFZ5pgIpjOisgEC0yUrquiS7CXv7xKus2GbTXs2/Na66qoowzHcAJ1sOECWnADbegAgUd4hld4MzLjxXg3PhajJaPYOYI/MD5/AHPLlAk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="axXy4JtbH6UFdH/QQkPpzlgHMmk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSBF0W3bisYB/QxjCZTtqhkwczE7GG/IobF4q49Ufc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWeOF3MmlWV9G6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//APKx2ZZQIQjsk4pHoe1hSzkLaUUxx2o8FxYHHac+bXud+74EKyaLwTs1i6gR4HDKfEay05JrVYYDVxPPTp8xt3qf15lnmmjWrYc2BVoldkBoUaLvm13AUkSSgoSIcSzmwrVg5KRaKEU6zyjCRNMZkisd0oGmIAyqddJ49Q6daGSE/EvqFCs3V3xspDqScBZ6ezJPKZS8X//MGifIvnZSFcaJoSBaH/IQjFaG8CDRighLFZ5pgIpjOisgEC0yUrquiS7CXv7xKus2GbTXs2/Na66qoowzHcAJ1sOECWnADbegAgUd4hld4MzLjxXg3PhajJaPYOYI/MD5/AHPLlAk=</latexit>

z(2)
N

<latexit sha1_base64="ul9iCHuaTlTtmp+V7vI1X8d4xkQ=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBHqpiRF0GXRjSupYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmYg15FfcuFDErT/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JhRqWz721hZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2zYNKR0aJwKSNIxaJno8kYZSTtqKKkV4sCAp9Rrr+5Cr3uw9ESBrxOzWNiRuiEacBxUhpyTMrgxCpsR+kT5l3c5/WGqeZZ1btuj2DtUycglShQMszvwbDCCch4QozJGXfsWPlpkgoihnJyoNEkhjhCRqRvqYchUS66Sx7Zp1oZWgFkdCPK2um/t5IUSjlNPT1ZJ5ULnq5+J/XT1Rw4aaUx4kiHM8PBQmzVGTlRVhDKghWbKoJwoLqrBYeI4Gw0nWVdQnO4peXSadRd+y6c3tWbV4WdZTgCI6hBg6cQxOuoQVtwPAIz/AKb0ZmvBjvxsd8dMUodg7hD4zPH57jlCU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ul9iCHuaTlTtmp+V7vI1X8d4xkQ=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBHqpiRF0GXRjSupYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmYg15FfcuFDErT/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JhRqWz721hZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2zYNKR0aJwKSNIxaJno8kYZSTtqKKkV4sCAp9Rrr+5Cr3uw9ESBrxOzWNiRuiEacBxUhpyTMrgxCpsR+kT5l3c5/WGqeZZ1btuj2DtUycglShQMszvwbDCCch4QozJGXfsWPlpkgoihnJyoNEkhjhCRqRvqYchUS66Sx7Zp1oZWgFkdCPK2um/t5IUSjlNPT1ZJ5ULnq5+J/XT1Rw4aaUx4kiHM8PBQmzVGTlRVhDKghWbKoJwoLqrBYeI4Gw0nWVdQnO4peXSadRd+y6c3tWbV4WdZTgCI6hBg6cQxOuoQVtwPAIz/AKb0ZmvBjvxsd8dMUodg7hD4zPH57jlCU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ul9iCHuaTlTtmp+V7vI1X8d4xkQ=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBHqpiRF0GXRjSupYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmYg15FfcuFDErT/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JhRqWz721hZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2zYNKR0aJwKSNIxaJno8kYZSTtqKKkV4sCAp9Rrr+5Cr3uw9ESBrxOzWNiRuiEacBxUhpyTMrgxCpsR+kT5l3c5/WGqeZZ1btuj2DtUycglShQMszvwbDCCch4QozJGXfsWPlpkgoihnJyoNEkhjhCRqRvqYchUS66Sx7Zp1oZWgFkdCPK2um/t5IUSjlNPT1ZJ5ULnq5+J/XT1Rw4aaUx4kiHM8PBQmzVGTlRVhDKghWbKoJwoLqrBYeI4Gw0nWVdQnO4peXSadRd+y6c3tWbV4WdZTgCI6hBg6cQxOuoQVtwPAIz/AKb0ZmvBjvxsd8dMUodg7hD4zPH57jlCU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ul9iCHuaTlTtmp+V7vI1X8d4xkQ=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBHqpiRF0GXRjSupYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmYg15FfcuFDErT/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JhRqWz721hZXVvf2Cxtlbd3dvf2zYNKR0aJwKSNIxaJno8kYZSTtqKKkV4sCAp9Rrr+5Cr3uw9ESBrxOzWNiRuiEacBxUhpyTMrgxCpsR+kT5l3c5/WGqeZZ1btuj2DtUycglShQMszvwbDCCch4QozJGXfsWPlpkgoihnJyoNEkhjhCRqRvqYchUS66Sx7Zp1oZWgFkdCPK2um/t5IUSjlNPT1ZJ5ULnq5+J/XT1Rw4aaUx4kiHM8PBQmzVGTlRVhDKghWbKoJwoLqrBYeI4Gw0nWVdQnO4peXSadRd+y6c3tWbV4WdZTgCI6hBg6cQxOuoQVtwPAIz/AKb0ZmvBjvxsd8dMUodg7hD4zPH57jlCU=</latexit>

Figure 4.3: Feed forward structure of the deterministic transition MLFM-SA.

little to the interpretation of the model. However, the interpretation of the method
of successive approximations as a neural network has at least two significant benefits.
The first benefit of the neural network architecture is its prevalence in modern machine
learning, and so this interpretation allows the MLFM-SA method to be easily incorpo-
rated into more complex inference architectures. Secondly, the use of backpropagation
to evaluate the gradients of neural networks with respect to their model parameters.
The current popularity of neural networks has to lead to the existence of many e�cient
implementations of this process such as in the TensorFlow [Abadi et al., 2015] soft-
ware package, allow one to adapt existing implementations to allow for straightforward
calculation of the gradients using automatic di↵erentiation methods. Increasing, or
decreasing, the approximation order could also be viewed as a problem of selecting the
network topology allowing existing methods for handling this problem to be adapted
to our setting.

One of the possible shortcomings of the MLFM-SA approximation is the fact that a
given approximation is only locally accurate. The neural network interpretation of the
MLFM-SA methods suggests the possibility of addressing this shortcoming by utilising
existing network architectures designed to model this sort of locality, as an example we
could consider using convolution layers [Le Cun et al., 1989, 1998] to model decay in
the accuracy of the approximation as the time interval increases. We do not discuss this
particular extension in this thesis; instead, we introduce a mixture modelling frame-
work in the next section to address the same shortcoming, but it is suggestive of the
possibilities of adapting the MLFM-SA method using the neural network architectures
and a possible avenue for future research.

4.5 Mixtures of the successive approximation model

The construction of MLFM-SA model in this chapter involves fixing an arbitrary initial
point, and while the actual value of the state at this fixed point may be integrated out,
the e↵ect of this is still embodied in the construction of the discretised Picard operator
(4.20) which when acting on a vector leaves some RK sub-vector fixed.

Since a single application of this operator, ignoring the quadrature error, is only
accurate up to terms of O(|t � t0|

2) it is reasonable to expect that for large sample
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intervals we are going to need to take increasingly more iterations of the Picard map to
get an accurate approximate over the whole interval. However, as we have discussed in
Section 4.4, the process of carrying out joint inference over the augmented latent state
variable set will quickly become infeasible as the order of approximation increases.

In this section we address this issue by first considering several local approximations
to the trajectory, each of lower order and with a distinct initial time. These are then
combined to produce an alternative to a single approximation of higher order. Because
of the polynomial structure of the covariance matrix (4.43) the additive combination
of several lower order methods will often have a lower computational complexity than
a single higher order method.

To carry out this construction we consider a collection of, Q, distinct fixed indices
with corresponding initial times {⌧⌫q}

Q
q=1. To each choice of initial time there will also

be a corresponding initial value, and so we also introduce a collection of initial latent
states, Z(q,0), and the family of successive approximations obtained by applying the
operator Pq to each of these initial trajectories. We shall denote the complete collection
of di↵erent versions of the successive approximations by Z(q) = {Z(q,0)

, . . .Z(q,M)
}, for

q = 1, . . . , Q. In principle we could also consider allowing a di↵erent order, Mq, for
each family of approximations although that is not a development we consider here.

Again recalling our remarks in the previous section we note that any concerns about
the size of the parameter vector to be estimated in the case of a single component are
going to be further compounded in the setting currently proposed. We ignore this issue
for now, but will return to this point in Chapter 5 when we demonstrate the possibility
of marginalising over the latent state approximations inside a variational scheme.

Each set of approximations will be accurate around its local initial value, and in-
creasingly accurate over the whole interval as the approximation order increases. Intu-
itively we view each collection of variables as having been generated by a ‘local expert’
and these local estimators are then to be combined in order to produce an accurate
global model. A representation of this construction is given in Figure 4.4 for two
such local experts centred at ⌧1 and ⌧2, represented in Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b
respectively. Around their initial conditions these experts are well centred at the true
trajectory, but the accuracy decays as the time interval increases, we stress that there
is no reason to expect this decay to be monotone. In Figure 4.4c we represent graphi-
cally the process of combining these local estimators to form a single estimator with a
superior performance over the whole interval.

Conditional on the parameters each local model will have exactly the form of the
Markov chain density constructed in Section 4.3.3, and so each local expert is repre-
sented by a conditional density given by

pq(Y,Z(q)
| g,B,�,�,�) = p(y | z(q,M)

,�)p(z(q,0) | �)p(z(q,1), . . . , z(q,M)
| z(q,0),g,B,�)

= N (y | z(q,0))N (z(q,0) | 0,C�)
MY

m=1

N (z(q,m)
| Pq[g,�]z(q,m�1)

,�),

(4.47)

for q = 1, . . . , Q. Similarly the corresponding marginalised version of each expert is
obtained following the process described in Section 4.4 and so will have a conditional
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density given by

p⌫(Y | z(⌫,0),g,B,�) =

Z
p⌫(Y,Z(⌫)

| z(⌫,0),g,B,�)dZ(⌫)

= N (y | 0,C⌫,M + diag(��2)⌦ IN ), (4.48)

where the covariance matrix C⌫,M is again given by the recursive construction

C⌫,m = P⌫C⌫,m�1P
>
⌫ + �, m = 1, . . . , M,

and C⌫,0 = C0, in principal we could further allow expert specific initial covariance
matrices, but this increases the number of model parameters for no obvious benefit.
Note that each of the operators, P⌫ , shares the common set of model parameters {g,B}

and so di↵ers only in the specification of the quadrature weight matrix in (4.14), and
the index of the point to be left fixed.

To complete the model we would like to combine each di↵erent version of the ap-
proximating process to construct a single approximation to the density of the trajectory
by combining the local expert models. A natural way of doing this is to combine them
as a Gaussian process mixture model. Therefore we specify a D-vector, ⇡, of mixture
component probabilities with

PD
⌫=1 ⇡⌫ = 1 and ⇡⌫ � 0 for ⌫ = 1, . . . , D. The resulting

approximation to the density is given by

p(y | g,B,�,�) =
DX

⌫=1

⇡⌫p⌫(Y | g,B,�,�) (4.49)

with each mixture component density given by (4.48). The graphical representation
of this model is given in Figure 4.4d, where we have used the plate notation [Buntine,
1994] to represent the conditional independence assumption

p(Z(1)
, . . . ,Z(⌫)

| g,B,�,�) =
DY

⌫=1

p(Z(⌫)
| g,B,�,�).

Combining the local models as a mixture distribution constant mixing coe�cients ⇡
leads to a tractable Gaussian mixture model. However, it is perhaps an overly simplistic
form of model combination, and it may be possible to consider more elaborate methods
of combining these local approximations to the density. One possible alternative might
be to consider allowing the mixture coe�cients to depend on the input time leading to
a hierarchical mixture of experts [Jordan and Jacobs, 1994].

A simple example of a model with the mixture probability depending on the input
time is given by combining local versions of the deterministic density function (4.46)
discussed in Section 4.4.1. Leading to a mixture density

p(yi | g,B, µ) =
DX

⌫=1

⇡⌫(ti)N (y | (P⌫ [g,M]M (1N ⌦ µ⌫)i,�
2), (4.50)

with the mixing coe�cients given by softmax functions of the form

⇡⌫(t) =
e
h(t�t⌫)

PQ
⌫0=1 eh(t�t⌫0 )

, (4.51)
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Time⌧1
<latexit sha1_base64="CKixu0aouGnda/jFa2QeXSGeFM8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1u0izXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXNKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQCUXQrD88ippXlQDvxrcX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3sv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyB9/kDSP2O7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CKixu0aouGnda/jFa2QeXSGeFM8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1u0izXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXNKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQCUXQrD88ippXlQDvxrcX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3sv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyB9/kDSP2O7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CKixu0aouGnda/jFa2QeXSGeFM8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1u0izXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXNKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQCUXQrD88ippXlQDvxrcX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3sv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyB9/kDSP2O7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CKixu0aouGnda/jFa2QeXSGeFM8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1u0izXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXNKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQCUXQrD88ippXlQDvxrcX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3sv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyB9/kDSP2O7A==</latexit>

(a) Local approximation z(M,1) at ⌧1

Time ⌧2
<latexit sha1_base64="ZRo01a1qm+P9gRHnQjw/ND701Ws=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7Mwy0yuEkH/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVmeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRpOk0jyVjS6nfmtJ26s0OoBxykPEzpQIhaMopOaXaRZr9orlf2KPwdZJUFOypCj3it9dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyafFbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXdKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQEUXQrD88ippViuBXwnuL8u1mzyOApzCGVxAAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLSuefnMCfyB9/kDSoGO7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZRo01a1qm+P9gRHnQjw/ND701Ws=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7Mwy0yuEkH/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVmeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRpOk0jyVjS6nfmtJ26s0OoBxykPEzpQIhaMopOaXaRZr9orlf2KPwdZJUFOypCj3it9dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyafFbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXdKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQEUXQrD88ippViuBXwnuL8u1mzyOApzCGVxAAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLSuefnMCfyB9/kDSoGO7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZRo01a1qm+P9gRHnQjw/ND701Ws=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7Mwy0yuEkH/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVmeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRpOk0jyVjS6nfmtJ26s0OoBxykPEzpQIhaMopOaXaRZr9orlf2KPwdZJUFOypCj3it9dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyafFbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXdKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQEUXQrD88ippViuBXwnuL8u1mzyOApzCGVxAAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLSuefnMCfyB9/kDSoGO7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZRo01a1qm+P9gRHnQjw/ND701Ws=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7Mwy0yuEkH/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVmeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRpOk0jyVjS6nfmtJ26s0OoBxykPEzpQIhaMopOaXaRZr9orlf2KPwdZJUFOypCj3it9dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyafFbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXdKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQEUXQrD88ippViuBXwnuL8u1mzyOApzCGVxAAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLSuefnMCfyB9/kDSoGO7Q==</latexit>

(b) Local approximation z(M,2) at ⌧2

Time ⌧2
<latexit sha1_base64="ZRo01a1qm+P9gRHnQjw/ND701Ws=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7Mwy0yuEkH/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVmeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRpOk0jyVjS6nfmtJ26s0OoBxykPEzpQIhaMopOaXaRZr9orlf2KPwdZJUFOypCj3it9dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyafFbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXdKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQEUXQrD88ippViuBXwnuL8u1mzyOApzCGVxAAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLSuefnMCfyB9/kDSoGO7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZRo01a1qm+P9gRHnQjw/ND701Ws=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7Mwy0yuEkH/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVmeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRpOk0jyVjS6nfmtJ26s0OoBxykPEzpQIhaMopOaXaRZr9orlf2KPwdZJUFOypCj3it9dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyafFbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXdKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQEUXQrD88ippViuBXwnuL8u1mzyOApzCGVxAAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLSuefnMCfyB9/kDSoGO7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZRo01a1qm+P9gRHnQjw/ND701Ws=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7Mwy0yuEkH/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVmeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRpOk0jyVjS6nfmtJ26s0OoBxykPEzpQIhaMopOaXaRZr9orlf2KPwdZJUFOypCj3it9dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyafFbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXdKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQEUXQrD88ippViuBXwnuL8u1mzyOApzCGVxAAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLSuefnMCfyB9/kDSoGO7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZRo01a1qm+P9gRHnQjw/ND701Ws=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7Mwy0yuEkH/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bVmeG8QbTUpt2RC2XQvEGCpS8nRpOk0jyVjS6nfmtJ26s0OoBxykPEzpQIhaMopOaXaRZr9orlf2KPwdZJUFOypCj3it9dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyafFbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXdKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQEUXQrD88ippViuBXwnuL8u1mzyOApzCGVxAAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLSuefnMCfyB9/kDSoGO7Q==</latexit>

⌧1
<latexit sha1_base64="CKixu0aouGnda/jFa2QeXSGeFM8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1u0izXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXNKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQCUXQrD88ippXlQDvxrcX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3sv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyB9/kDSP2O7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CKixu0aouGnda/jFa2QeXSGeFM8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1u0izXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXNKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQCUXQrD88ippXlQDvxrcX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3sv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyB9/kDSP2O7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CKixu0aouGnda/jFa2QeXSGeFM8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1u0izXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXNKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQCUXQrD88ippXlQDvxrcX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3sv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyB9/kDSP2O7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CKixu0aouGnda/jFa2QeXSGeFM8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMxszPLTK8QQv7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rc4M4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzWcJpHkrWh0O/NbT9xYodUDjlMeJnSgRCwYRSc1u0izXtArV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuaZQlXyCS1thP4KYYTalAwyaelbmZ5StmIDnjHUUUTbsPJ/NopOXNKn8TauFJI5urviQlNrB0nketMKA7tsjcT//M6GcbX4USoNEOu2GJRnEmCmsxeJ31hOEM5doQyI9ythA2poQxdQCUXQrD88ippXlQDvxrcX1ZqN3kcRTiBUziHAK6gBndQhwYweIRneIU3T3sv3rv3sWgtePnMMfyB9/kDSP2O7A==</latexit>

(c) Combination of local approximations

Y<latexit sha1_base64="ArM7OXQYqla5brM4oboOrm9EXto=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbKu2oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53nlBpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVh9jDtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qeW/duz2uNq6KOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/OHpD9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ArM7OXQYqla5brM4oboOrm9EXto=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbKu2oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53nlBpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVh9jDtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qeW/duz2uNq6KOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/OHpD9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ArM7OXQYqla5brM4oboOrm9EXto=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbKu2oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53nlBpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVh9jDtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qeW/duz2uNq6KOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/OHpD9</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ArM7OXQYqla5brM4oboOrm9EXto=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbKu2oWy2L+3SzSbsboQS+i+8eFDEq//Gm//GTZuDtg4sDDPvsfMmSATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T9o6zhVDFssFrG6D6hGwSW2DDcC7xOFNAoEdoLxde53nlBpHss7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz02IuoGQVh9jDtV2tu3Z2BLBOvIDUo0OxXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnlV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzRJPyYlVBiSMlX3SkJn6eyOjkdaTKLCTeUK96OXif143NeGln3GZpAYlm38UpoKYmOTnkwFXyIyYWEKZ4jYrYSOqKDO2pIotwVs8eZm0z+qeW/duz2uNq6KOMhzBMZyCBxfQgBtoQgsYSHiGV3hztPPivDsf89GSU+wcwh84nz/OHpD9</latexit>

⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="cdRS6gesKXAWNEAr3Oiyl1so0MU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpLJpG1oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gMhh3PuJScnSjnTxvO+ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHjkHp90tMwUoW0iuVS9CGvKmaBtwwynvVRRnEScdqPJfeF3p1RpJsWTmaU0TPBIsCEj2Fhp4LpBJHmsZ4m98iBl84Fb9xreAmid+CWpQ4nWwP0KYkmyhApDONa673upCXOsDCOczmtBpmmKyQSPaN9SgROqw3yRfI4urBKjoVT2CIMW6u+NHCe6CGcnE2zGetUrxP+8fmaGt2HORJoZKsjyoWHGkZGoqAHFTFFi+MwSTBSzWREZY4WJsWXVbAn+6pfXSeeq4XsN//G63rwr66jCGZzDJfhwA014gBa0gcAUnuEV3pzceXHenY/laMUpd07hD5zPHz+xlAs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cdRS6gesKXAWNEAr3Oiyl1so0MU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpLJpG1oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gMhh3PuJScnSjnTxvO+ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHjkHp90tMwUoW0iuVS9CGvKmaBtwwynvVRRnEScdqPJfeF3p1RpJsWTmaU0TPBIsCEj2Fhp4LpBJHmsZ4m98iBl84Fb9xreAmid+CWpQ4nWwP0KYkmyhApDONa673upCXOsDCOczmtBpmmKyQSPaN9SgROqw3yRfI4urBKjoVT2CIMW6u+NHCe6CGcnE2zGetUrxP+8fmaGt2HORJoZKsjyoWHGkZGoqAHFTFFi+MwSTBSzWREZY4WJsWXVbAn+6pfXSeeq4XsN//G63rwr66jCGZzDJfhwA014gBa0gcAUnuEV3pzceXHenY/laMUpd07hD5zPHz+xlAs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cdRS6gesKXAWNEAr3Oiyl1so0MU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpLJpG1oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gMhh3PuJScnSjnTxvO+ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHjkHp90tMwUoW0iuVS9CGvKmaBtwwynvVRRnEScdqPJfeF3p1RpJsWTmaU0TPBIsCEj2Fhp4LpBJHmsZ4m98iBl84Fb9xreAmid+CWpQ4nWwP0KYkmyhApDONa673upCXOsDCOczmtBpmmKyQSPaN9SgROqw3yRfI4urBKjoVT2CIMW6u+NHCe6CGcnE2zGetUrxP+8fmaGt2HORJoZKsjyoWHGkZGoqAHFTFFi+MwSTBSzWREZY4WJsWXVbAn+6pfXSeeq4XsN//G63rwr66jCGZzDJfhwA014gBa0gcAUnuEV3pzceXHenY/laMUpd07hD5zPHz+xlAs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cdRS6gesKXAWNEAr3Oiyl1so0MU=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQZdFNy4r2Ad0hpLJpG1oJhmSTKEM/RM3LhRx65+482/MtLPQ1gMhh3PuJScnSjnTxvO+ncrG5tb2TnW3trd/cHjkHp90tMwUoW0iuVS9CGvKmaBtwwynvVRRnEScdqPJfeF3p1RpJsWTmaU0TPBIsCEj2Fhp4LpBJHmsZ4m98iBl84Fb9xreAmid+CWpQ4nWwP0KYkmyhApDONa673upCXOsDCOczmtBpmmKyQSPaN9SgROqw3yRfI4urBKjoVT2CIMW6u+NHCe6CGcnE2zGetUrxP+8fmaGt2HORJoZKsjyoWHGkZGoqAHFTFFi+MwSTBSzWREZY4WJsWXVbAn+6pfXSeeq4XsN//G63rwr66jCGZzDJfhwA014gBa0gcAUnuEV3pzceXHenY/laMUpd07hD5zPHz+xlAs=</latexit>

D<latexit sha1_base64="NsLos3laW3WlkybC0/eUHSYSJS0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRDx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHl2mMyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NsLos3laW3WlkybC0/eUHSYSJS0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRDx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHl2mMyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NsLos3laW3WlkybC0/eUHSYSJS0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRDx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHl2mMyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NsLos3laW3WlkybC0/eUHSYSJS0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GNRDx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS465frrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ66LquVWvcVmp3eRxFOEETuEcPLiCGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHl2mMyA==</latexit>

Z(�)
<latexit sha1_base64="cV1TPCDEaqXgm6FOh+Q8pA87Hhs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSLUTUlE0GXRjcsK9oFNLZPppB06mYSZiVhCfsWNC0Xc+iPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DPHjzlT2nG+rZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2/fPqi0VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONPrnO/80ilYpG409OY9kM8EixgBGsjDeyKF2I99oP0PntIa55ITrOBXXXqzgxombgFqUKB5sD+8oYRSUIqNOFYqZ7rxLqfYqkZ4TQre4miMSYTPKI9QwUOqeqns+wZOjHKEAWRNE9oNFN/b6Q4VGoa+mYyT6oWvVz8z+slOrjsp0zEiaaCzA8FCUc6QnkRaMgkJZpPDcFEMpMVkTGWmGhTV9mU4C5+eZm0z+quU3dvz6uNq6KOEhzBMdTAhQtowA00oQUEnuAZXuHNyqwX6936mI+uWMXOIfyB9fkD/5iUZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cV1TPCDEaqXgm6FOh+Q8pA87Hhs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSLUTUlE0GXRjcsK9oFNLZPppB06mYSZiVhCfsWNC0Xc+iPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DPHjzlT2nG+rZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2/fPqi0VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONPrnO/80ilYpG409OY9kM8EixgBGsjDeyKF2I99oP0PntIa55ITrOBXXXqzgxombgFqUKB5sD+8oYRSUIqNOFYqZ7rxLqfYqkZ4TQre4miMSYTPKI9QwUOqeqns+wZOjHKEAWRNE9oNFN/b6Q4VGoa+mYyT6oWvVz8z+slOrjsp0zEiaaCzA8FCUc6QnkRaMgkJZpPDcFEMpMVkTGWmGhTV9mU4C5+eZm0z+quU3dvz6uNq6KOEhzBMdTAhQtowA00oQUEnuAZXuHNyqwX6936mI+uWMXOIfyB9fkD/5iUZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cV1TPCDEaqXgm6FOh+Q8pA87Hhs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSLUTUlE0GXRjcsK9oFNLZPppB06mYSZiVhCfsWNC0Xc+iPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DPHjzlT2nG+rZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2/fPqi0VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONPrnO/80ilYpG409OY9kM8EixgBGsjDeyKF2I99oP0PntIa55ITrOBXXXqzgxombgFqUKB5sD+8oYRSUIqNOFYqZ7rxLqfYqkZ4TQre4miMSYTPKI9QwUOqeqns+wZOjHKEAWRNE9oNFN/b6Q4VGoa+mYyT6oWvVz8z+slOrjsp0zEiaaCzA8FCUc6QnkRaMgkJZpPDcFEMpMVkTGWmGhTV9mU4C5+eZm0z+quU3dvz6uNq6KOEhzBMdTAhQtowA00oQUEnuAZXuHNyqwX6936mI+uWMXOIfyB9fkD/5iUZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cV1TPCDEaqXgm6FOh+Q8pA87Hhs=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSLUTUlE0GXRjcsK9oFNLZPppB06mYSZiVhCfsWNC0Xc+iPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DPHjzlT2nG+rZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2/fPqi0VZRIQlsk4pHs+lhRzgRtaaY57caS4tDntONPrnO/80ilYpG409OY9kM8EixgBGsjDeyKF2I99oP0PntIa55ITrOBXXXqzgxombgFqUKB5sD+8oYRSUIqNOFYqZ7rxLqfYqkZ4TQre4miMSYTPKI9QwUOqeqns+wZOjHKEAWRNE9oNFN/b6Q4VGoa+mYyT6oWvVz8z+slOrjsp0zEiaaCzA8FCUc6QnkRaMgkJZpPDcFEMpMVkTGWmGhTV9mU4C5+eZm0z+quU3dvz6uNq6KOEhzBMdTAhQtowA00oQUEnuAZXuHNyqwX6936mI+uWMXOIfyB9fkD/5iUZQ==</latexit>
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(d) MLFM-MixSA network graph

Figure 4.4: Representation of the construction of the MLFM-MixSA model. The true
trajectory is represented in (a), (b) and (c) by ‘ ’. The conditional independence
structure of the model is represented in (d).

for some choice of basis functions h. This would then allow us to directly model the
local nature of the MLFM successive approximations, by for instance choosing the basis
functions so that the probability of belonging to a given mixture decays away from the
corresponding initial time.

It is not immediately clear whether the increased modelling complexity will provide
any additional benefits, but an examination of this issue, perhaps in conjuction with
the idea of, temporal, convolution neural networks as mentioned at the end of the
preceeding section may be a worthwhile area of study.

4.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we have introduced the method of successive approximations to the
solutions of ODEs and used it to motivate an approximate solution for the MLFM. For
the remainder of this work, we refer to this as the MLFM successive approximation
method (MLFM-SA). The model is necessarily an approximation, as was MLFM-AG
method of the previous chapter, and balances the tractability of the linear dynamic
system approximation to the set of successive approximations, with the computational
complexity of increasing the resolution of the trajectory. It is an important area of
future work to establish more rigorous mathematical results concerning this approxi-
mation, and we discuss this issue again in our final chapter.

Our method works by treating the set of successive approximations as the “complete
data” for our model, and conditioning on these variables we can present tractable
conditional distributions in Section 4.3.3. A given pair of successive approximations
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act to constrain the parameters to certain linear subspaces of the full parameter space,
and the resulting conditionals of the coe�cient matrix take the form of Gaussians
concentrated around the intersection of these hyperplanes.

Unfortunately, this process of model completion vastly expands the size of the vari-
able set, making joint optimisation implausible. Moreover, while we demonstrated in
Section 4.4 that it is possible to marginalise over the complete data model the resulting
distribution is no longer tractable. The sum of M quadratics gets replaced by a covari-
ance matrix, the entries of which are degree 2M polynomials in the latent forces. This
distribution is not only intractable for calculating an analytic posterior but also compu-
tationally expensive and numerically unstable when calculating gradients as part of an
optimisation procedure. In the next chapter, we demonstrate that by using variational
methods we can realise techniques that manage to combine both the marginalisation
step with the more appealing structure of the full data model.

While we have produced conditional distributions for all of the model parameters
we have consistently stressed that the covariance matrix in the transition distribution
of the LDS model for the successive approximations should be viewed as regularisation
term. This parameter is likely to be very small which makes updating the conditional
distribution of the state variables inside an MCMC routine harder. The e�ciency of
the LDS comes from the Kalman filtering and smoothing equations which avoids us
ever having to construct the full moments of this distribution. Instead, we only need
specific statistics involving the marginal and pairwise distributions. Unfortunately,
because of the very small covariance term between approximations, any form of update
using only adjacent approximations will be very small. As such we do not recommend
using the model introduced in this chapter as part of an MCMC routine, and instead,
find it more appropriate as part of the variational approximation which we introduce
in the next chapter. When we set this regularisation term to be the zero matrix so that
the transitions are deterministic, we arrive at the feed-forward structure discussed in
Section 4.4.1.

Both the MLFM-AG method of the previous chapter and the MLFM-SA method
introduced in this chapter have required the introduction of hyperparameters and regu-
larising parameters. In this chapter, we introduced the parameters � to control the scale
of the initial approximation to the solution, and the parameter � to control the tran-
sition between successive approximations. Unlike for the MLFM-AG method, these
parameters have much better conditional independence structures, and importantly
they do not get transformed inside the conditional densities by complex nonlinear ker-
nel function or matrix inverse operations.

A feature of our use of the integral transform (4.6) to construct solutions to the
model is that the transformation between approximations fixes a point and that the
accuracy of the approximation decays with the distance from the initial time. To
address this, we discussed in Section 4.5 of combining multiple local estimators of the
model to construct a better global approximation. In this chapter we have considered
using a mixture model to carry out this task, we discuss an alternative approach based
on the idea of local polynomial regression in Section 8.2.2.

We have now introduced two approximations to our MLFM, both of which attempt
to use certain fixed point conditions and regularisation parameters to embed the ODE
model structure into a more general approximation. For the MLFM-AG model this was
by convolving a regression model for the time-evolution equation with a GP prior on
the state variables, and for the MLFM-SA model, this was achieved by approximating
a series expansion to the solution of the model in integral form as an LDS. In their
current form the MLFM-AG model is a much more parsimonious parameterisation of
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the problem, and so in the next chapter we discuss variational methods that allow for
practical fitting of the MLFM-SA method, and in Chapter 6 we demonstrate that the
MLFM-SA method can perform well in situations that the MLFM-AG method fails.
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Chapter 5

Variational inference for the

multiplicative latent force model

5.1 Introduction

Our work in the previous chapters has introduced two di↵erent approaches to moti-
vating a joint density for the variables in our MLFM. An important feature of both
methods is the presence of an augmented variable set such that for the complete set
of variables we can take advantage of a tractable conditional Gaussian structure, but
that upon marginalisation over the augmented variables this structure is lost.

In each case, the relevant augmented variables were the latent trajectory variables,
or more accurately in the case of the successive approximation method a truncated set
of approximations to this variable. If our interest is in deriving point estimates of the
coe�cient matrix of the MLFM, which governs the dynamics, then any joint optimisa-
tion with respect to this much larger augmented variable set would be ine�cient. We
therefore also considered the marginal likelihood terms in Section 3.4 and Section 4.4
obtained after marginalisation over the trajectory variables, this then leaves a smaller
set of variables for which the joint density is be optimised with respect to. In both
cases the tractable posterior conditionals for the variables g and B are replaced with
a Gaussian likelihood term of the form p(Y | g,B) for the observations conditional on
these parameters, but in both cases a likelihood in which the covariance matrix has a
nonlinear dependence on these parameters. This complex nonlinear dependence was
particularly pronounced for the MLFM-SA model in which the covariance matrix be-
came a, potentially high degree, polynomial in the latent force and coe�cient variables,
and so for this model, we do not regard the direct optimisation of the likelihood as being
a viable strategy for this class of models. The presence of an augmented latent variable
set that allows for a tractable conditional independence structure suggests seeking al-
ternative methods of inference which better respect this model structure, rather than
performing the marginalisation step which obscures this structure. Once such example
is the expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm which is an iterative procedure which
replaces the single marginalisation over the state variables with an iterative procedure
involving marginalisation of the state variables in the joint likelihood with respect to an
updated version of the posterior conditional of the latent variables. For the MLFM-AG
method, this process does not lead to a significant improvement over direct maximisa-
tion of the likelihood, but we shall see in this chapter that it leads to a significantly
simplified optimisation routine for the MLFM-SA method.

As well as point estimates we will also be interested in deriving distributional es-
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timates for which the same general point holds — for the full variable set we have
the tractable conditional distributions presented in Section 3.3.1 and Section 4.3.3, but
an intractable marginalised posterior conditional. While properly implemented Monte
Carlo methods have the benefit of guaranteeing an eventual convergence towards sam-
pling from the sought after posterior this rate of convergence may be slow, and as such
it may be of interest to consider deterministic methods for approximating the unknown
distribution. Variational inference, of which the EM algorithm can be regarded as a
special case, is one such class of deterministic approximations introduced by minimising
a functional involving the true density and members of a, simpler, approximating class
using variational methods. We shall be particularly interested in the mean-field varia-
tional approach, which attempts to approximate the true distribution with the optimal
product of independent factors. This method is closely connected to Gibbs sampling,
and in those cases that the model possesses a straightforward Gibbs sampling routine,
it will often have an easy to implement mean-field approximation, where each tractable
conditional in the Gibbs sampling routine is closely related to a factor of the mean field
approximation.

In this chapter, we first present the EM approach to finding optimal estimates of
the parameters in the latent force model. We shall discuss the case of both the MLFM-
AG and the MLFM-SA model, although it is in the latter case which required a more
extensive augmenting variable set that the most significant benefit is observed. We
then briefly discuss the more general variational inference framework with a focus on
mean field methods and derive the resulting mean field variational approximations to
both the MLFM-AG and the MLFM-SA methods introduced in this thesis.

5.2 Expectation maximisation

The expectation maximisation, or EM, algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977, McLachlan
and Krishnan, 1997] provides a practical framework for carrying out either maximum
likelihood or maximum a posteriori inference for probabilistic models with latent vari-
ables, as well as providing an important conceptual step in the extension to the more
general variational inference framework which we will demonstrate in the next section.
For the case of the MLFM model, we are principally interested in performing MAP esti-
mation of the coe�cient matrix A(t) which is comprised of the latent forcing functions
and connection coe�cient parameters. In some situations, we shall also be interested
in providing an estimate of the latent state itself, and the scale of the observation noise.
The remaining hyperparameters which define the kernel function of the introduced GPs,
either the latent forces common to both methods or the state interpolants in the case
of the MLFM-AG matching method, we shall regard as nuisance parameters.

In the approximate models introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we demonstrated
that for both instances it was possible to marginalise over the latent state variables en-
tirely, but in doing so, we produce likelihood functions that are complex functions of the
latent force variables. This complexity was particularly pronounced for the MLFM-SA
model described in Section 4.3 where the covariance matrix of the marginal likelihood
(4.30) was a degree 2M polynomial in the latent forces. If instead of marginalising
we retained the latent states as a set of complete data then the resulting conditional
distribution structure was much more amenable to inference, and the EM algorithm
will provide us with the tools to carry out inference by making use of this appealing
conditional structure. We first present a brief discussion of the general EM algorithm
following [Bishop, 2006] before going on to show we can apply the algorithm to the
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adaptive gradient matching and successive approximations methods respectively.

In general, we shall be concerned with carrying out inference on some set of pa-
rameters ✓ from a parameterised statistical model on the basis of having observed data
Y. We also assume there is some additional set of latent variables which we denote
by Z, and that these variables contribute non-trivial information to the complete joint
likelihood term p(X,Y | ✓). By marginalisation over the latent variables we have that
the log-likelihood satisfies the inequality

log p(Y | ✓) = log

✓Z

Z
p(Y,Z | ✓)dZ

◆

�

Z

Z
q(Z) log

✓
p(Y,Z | ✓)

q(Z)

◆
dZ, (5.1)

for any choice of approximating distribution q(Z) with support Z. The EM algorithm
works by taking the choice q(Z) = p(Z | Y,✓old) for some current value of the model
parameters, ✓old, and iteratively updates the parameters by maximising the bound
(5.1).

In general the EM algorithm is going to be useful in cases, such as those encountered
in the previous chapters, where the joint distribution p(Y,Z | ✓) is tractable, but the
marginalised distribution p(Y | ✓) is not. We refer to the pair {Y,Z} as the complete
data set and log p(Y,Z | ✓) as the complete data log likelihood and we shall assume
that the form of this is straightforward to work with. It is natural to then refer to
log p(Y | ✓) as the incomplete data log likelihood, and this we have assumed to be
intractable. The EM algorithm then proposes an iterative procedure for maximising
the incomplete data log likelihood by first defining the cost function

Q (✓,✓old) =

Z

Z
p(Z | Y,✓old) log p(Y,Z | ✓)dZ, (5.2)

this is the expectation of the complete data log likelihood as a function of the parameter
where the expectation is taken with respect to the conditional distribution of the latent
variables for some fixed parameter ✓old and the data Y. A new parameter is then
obtained by maximising (5.2) – this is referred to as the M-step. We then reevaluate
the posterior conditional of the latent variables at this new parameter value and then
retake the expectation in (5.2), and this is the E-step. This process is repeated until
convergence of the likelihood function (5.1).

For our purposes, we shall be interested in MAP estimation, rather than maximum
likelihood estimation, and we need to include the contribution from the prior, which
is assumed to be independent of the latent variables, to the (5.2) leading the objective
function for the MAP problem given by

Qmap(✓;✓old) =

Z

Z
log p(Y,Z | ✓)p(Z | Y,✓old)dZ + log p(✓), (5.3)

the general form of the EM-algorithm for MAP estimation is given by Algorithm 1.

For the rest of this chapter we shall make use of the angle-bracket notation for the
expectation operator which for a random variable Z with density q(Z), and a function
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h depending on Z, we write as

hh(Z)iq(Z)
�
=

Z

Z
q(Z)h(Z)dZ.

Data: Observations Y
Result: MAP Parameters ✓̂

1 while Parameters not converged do
2 begin E-step
3 Evaluate p(Z | Y,✓old)
4 end
5 begin M-step
6 Evaluate ✓new given by

symbol✓new = arg max
✓

Qmap(✓;✓old)

where

Qmap(✓;✓old) = hlog p(Y,Z | ✓)ip(Z|Y,✓old) + log p(✓).

7 end

8 end

Algorithm 1: The EM algorithm for MAP estimation

5.2.1 EM algorithm for the MLFM-AG method

Having summarised the general EM algorithm, we now present the details for the spe-
cific implementation in the case of the adaptive gradient matching method considered
in Chapter 3. We shall see that the optimisation problem is not significantly di↵erent to
that given by optimising the marginal density presented in Section 3.4, but we include
it here for completeness and in anticipation of the variational method developed in the
next section.

For the MLFM-AG method, our parameter vector is taken to correspond to the
latent forces and the connection coe�cients {g,B}, and the nuisance parameters cor-
responding to the hyperparameters of the state interpolants and the constraint of the
gradient expert {�,�}. We will also consider the parameters of the noise distribution
{�}, and for the construction of the MAP estimators we will need to consider, at the
very least, the hyperparameters { }, of the latent forces. In practice we will usually
want to assign hyperparameters on the connection coe�cients B and so denote these
hyperparameters by ⇣. We, therefore, have the complete set of parameters for the
adaptive gradient matching method

✓ = {g,B, ,�,�,�, ⇣}.

The set of latent variables which complete this model will be the trajectory variables
x = (x1, . . . ,xK)>, we chose to denote these variables by X rather than Z to remain
consistent with the notation used in Chapter 3. We recall that the conditional distri-
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bution of the latent states was given by

p(x | y,✓) = N (x | ⌃[diag(⌧ )⌦ I]y,⌃), (5.4)

where ⌃ = ⌃(g,B, ⌧ ,�,�) is defined by (3.28), as in the previous chapters it will
be more convenient to work with the vector of precisions, ⌧ , rather than the vector
of scale parameters, �. The density (5.4) determines the distribution with which the
expectation is taken with respect to in the E-step of the EM algorithm as described
above.

To construct the objective function for the M-step, we use the additive property of
the error model to decompose the complete data log-likelihood term as

log p(X,Y | ✓) = log p(Y | X, ⌧ ) + log p(X | g,B,�,�),

= log N (y | x, diag(⌧ ��1)⌦ IN ) + log N (x | 0, (⇤ode + C�1
� )�1), (5.5)

where⇤ode = ⇤ode(✓) is given by (3.25), and C� is the block diagonal inverse covariance
matrix from the GP prior of the state interpolants. The complete data likelihood term
(5.5) factors into the sum of two terms, one arising from the observation distribution
and one from the ODE model and these two components are independent conditional
on the trajectory variables as can be observed by the separation in the model factor
graph, Figure 3.2a. It follows that we may write the total objective function for the
MAP estimation problem as

Qmap(✓;✓old) = Qobs(⌧ ✓old) + Qode(g,B,�,�;✓old) + Qprior(g,B, ;✓old), (5.6)

where the components are given by

Qobs(⌧ ,✓old) = hlog p(Y | X, ⌧ )ip(X|Y,✓old). (5.7a)

Qode(g,B,�,�;✓old) = hlog p(X | g,B,�,�)ip(X|Y,✓old), (5.7b)

Qprior(g,B, , ⇣;✓old) = log p(g |  ) + log p(B | ⇣). (5.7c)

We now consider using the objective functions (5.7) to carry out the iterative EM
scheme described above to estimate the model parameters. Because of the model’s
conditional independence structure, the vector of precision variable enters the objective
function only through the observation noise model, and so to estimate these variables
we need to consider only optimisation of the function

Qobs(⌧ ;✓old) =

Z

X
log p(Y | X | ⌧ )p(X | Y,✓old)dX

=

Z

Xk

KY

k=1

N (yk | xk, ⌧
�1
k )p(xk | Y,✓old)dxk

= �
1

2

 
KX

k=1

⌧kh(yk � xk)
>(yk � xk)ip(X|Y,✓old) �N log ⌧k

!
+ const..

(5.8)

The optimisation of (5.8) leading to an update for the precision of the observations
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which will be given by

⌧
�1
k = N

�1
h(yk � xk)

>(yk � xk)ip(xk|Y,✓old). (5.9)

It may also be desirable to include a prior on ⌧ , for example, the gamma distribution
was considered in Chapter 3, however, it is easy to do this by adding the contribution
from the prior to the objective function (5.8) and we omit the details.

If we now consider the component of the full objective function (5.6) then the contri-
bution, Qode, arising the from the model specification is given by taking the expectation
of the conditional log-likelihood of the trajectory variable , p(x | g,B,�,�) with re-
spect to the posterior conditional distribution (3.24) evaluated at the old parameters
and is given explicitly by

Qode(g,B,�,�;✓old) =hlog p(X | g,B,�,�)ip(X|Y,✓old)

=hlog N (x | 0, (C� +⇤ode(✓))
�1)ip(X|Y,✓old)

=�
1

2
Tr

 
hxx>

ip(X|Y,✓old)

(
C�1
� +

KX

k=1

⇤k(g,B,�k,�k)

)!

+
1

2
log det

 
C�1
� +

KX

k=1

⇤k(g,B,�k,�k)

!
, (5.10)

where each of the matrices⇤k is given by (3.23). This combined with the contribution of
the prior determines the objective function for the latent force variables, the connection
coe�cients and the remaining nuisance parameters.

Recalling from (3.22) that the entries of the matrix ⇤ode(g,�,�) are quadratic
in the latent forces and connection coe�cients then the first term of (5.10) is also a
quadratic in these variables. Unfortunately, it is not possible to construct a closed
form solution to the optimisation problem because of the relatively complex second
term involving the determinant of the covariance matrix. While an explicit update
equation is not available, it is still possible to calculate the gradient of the inverse
covariance matrix with respect to the model parameters, and so use gradient-based
optimisation methods. For the parameters, g and B the linear dependence of ⇤ode on
these variables makes the gradient calculation relatively straightforward, although for
datasets of larger dimensions this may become problematic.

In summary, there is relatively little to be gained by using the EM algorithm to esti-
mate the MLFM-AG model, functionally (5.10) is very similar in form to the marginal
likelihood (3.45). It follows that the optimisation of all the model parameters, apart
from the observation precisions, must be done using gradient-based methods on an
objective function that, in terms of computational complexity, is equivalent to max-
imising the marginalised conditional posterior presented in Section 3.4. Use of the EM
algorithm, in this case, will provide at most a principled way to estimate the param-
eters governing the observation distribution separately from the remaining variables.
In this instance the observation distribution is relatively simplistic involving only the
K parameters ⌧k, k = 1, . . . , K, however this observation would be more useful if, for
example, we were to consider more complex observation models in which case the fact
that the EM algorithm better respects the model conditional independence structure
is likely to lead to an optimisation routine with better performance.
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5.2.2 EM algorithm for the MLFM-SA method

While the EM algorithm for the MLFM-AG method was not significantly di↵erent
to the process of direct maximisation of the marginal likelihood term we shall show
there is a more significant benefit to be found using the EM algorithm to estimate the
MLFM-SA method.

For the case of the MLFM-SA method our parameter vector will again include the
latent forces and their hyperparameters, as well as the connection coe�cients, however
now rather than the hyperparameters of the GP state interpolants we must now consider
the hyperparameters of the initial state approximation. For the development in this
chapter we shall consider the case where the initial distribution is given by the constant
model discussed in Section 4.3.3 which we recall has a degenerate distribution of the
form

p(z(0) | �) =
KY

k=1

N (z(0) | 0,�
�1
k 1N1>

N ),

which constrains each dimension of the initial distribution to be constant valued. We
also need to introduce the covariance matrix parameterising the noise of the transition
distribution, �, however in accordance with our discussion in 4.3.3 we prefer to regard
this parameter as a regularisation parameter rather than as a model parameter. Because
of this remark we will not look to optimise the transition covariance concurrently with
the remaining parameters, and therefore for notational convenience we will suppress
the dependence on � of the density functions considered in this section. Disregarding
the transition covariance matrix our complete parameter set for this model is given by

✓ = {g,B, ,�,�, ⇣}. (5.11)

To completely specify the MLFM-SA model we must also fix an initial approximation
order, M , and an arbitrary fixed initial condition, ⌧⌫ . We shall assume this is done
beforehand and treat these variables as fixed during the optimisation process.

As was the case previously it shall be useful to consider the decomposition of the
complete objective function into the components for di↵erent parameters. Just as for
the adaptive gradient matching method we have the decomposition into the ODE model
term and the observation noise term, but now the distribution of the model trajectory
is given by the linear Gaussian dynamical system introduced in Section 4.3.3 which,
owing to the Markov structure, admits the further decomposition

log p(Z | ✓) = log p(z(0) | ✓) +
MX

m=1

log p(z(m)
| z(m�1)

,✓)

= log p(z(0) | �) +
MX

m=1

log p(z(m)
| z(m�1)

,g,B) (5.12)

thereby enabling us to separate the variables � from the additional model parameters
and therefore leading to the full decomposition

Qmap(✓;✓old) = Qobs(⌧ ) + Qode(g,B,�) + Qinit(�) + Qprior(g,B, , ⇣) (5.13)
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where we have defined

Qobs = hlog p(Y | Z(M)
, ⌧ )ip(Z|Y,✓old) (5.14a)

Qinit(�,✓old) = hlog p(z(0) | �)ip(Z|Y,✓old) (5.14b)

Qode(g,B;✓old) = hlog p(Z | g,B, ip(Z|Y,✓old) (5.14c)

Qprior(g,B, , ⇣) = log p(g |  ) + log p(B | ⇣). (5.14d)

Compared with the corresponding functions for the adaptive gradient model we note
that the parameter of the initial Gaussian state approximation, �, has been partitioned
o↵ to it’s own function. This further isolation is possible because of the ideal condi-
tional dependence structure allowed by the Markov chain structure of the trajectory
distribution.

To provide a simpler closed form for (5.14c) we first consider an arbitrary density
q(z(m�1)

, z(m)) then for a single component log p(z(m)
| z(m�1)

,✓) in (5.12) we can
compute the following expectation

hlog N (z(m)
| Pz(m�1))iq(z(m�1),z(m)) =�

1

2
h(zm �Pzm�1)�

�1(zm �Pzm�1)iq(z
(m�1)

, zm)

�
1

2
log det�+ const.

=�
1

2
Tr(hz(m�1)z(m�1)>

iq(zm)P
>��1P)

+ Tr(hz(m�1)z(m)
iq(z(m�1),z(m))�

�1P)

�
1

2
log det�+ const., (5.15)

where the constant term does not depend on g or B, but does depend on �. Depending
on whether a representation is desired in terms of g or B, can then be further rewritten
by vectorising the operator P and then rearranging. To construct closed form expres-
sions for the update equations of the model parameters it will be useful to again define
the statistics

 0 =
X

m=1

z(i)z(i)>,  1 =
MX

m=1

z(i�1)z(i)>, (5.16)

then we may write the contribution to the objective function arising from the ODE
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model as

Qode(g,B) =
MX

m=1

hlog N (z(m)
| Pz(m�1),�)ip(Z|Y,✓old)

=�
1

2
Tr
⇣
h 0ip(Z|Y,✓old)P

>��1P
⌘

+ Tr
�
h 1ip(Z|Y,✓old)�

�1P
�

�
1

2
log det�+ const.

=�
1

2
vec(P)>

�
h 0ip(Z|Y,✓old) ⌦ �

�1
�
vec(P)

+ vec(��1
h >

1 ip(Z|Y,✓old))
> vec(P)

�
1

2
log det�+ const. (5.17)

The expression (5.17) is quadratic in the entries of the vectorisation of P, and therefore
after conditioning on B, respectively g, we will obtain a quadratic in g, respectively
B. For the update of the latent force variableswe use the representation P = Vg + v0,
where V and v0 are defined by (4.21). Then using the expression (5.17) along with the
prior on g we can construct the quadratic

Qode + ln p(g |  ) =�
1

2
vec(P)>(h 0ip(Z|Y,✓old) ⌦ �

�1) vec(P)�
1

2
g>C�1

 g + const.

+ vec(��1
h�1ip(Z|Y,✓old))

> vec(P)

=�
1

2
g>
⇣
V>(h 0ip(Z|Y,✓old) ⌦ �

�1)V + C�1
 

⌘
g

+


vec(��1

h >
1 ip(Z|Y,✓old))

� v>
0 (h 0ip(Z|Y,✓old))⌦ �

�1)

�
Vg + const., (5.18)

and therefore, for given values of B and �, the optimum, ĝ, of (5.18) is given by the
solution to the linear system of equations

h
V>(h 0ip(Z|Y,✓old) ⌦ �

�1)V + C�1
 

i
ĝ =


vec(��1

h >
1 ip(Z|Y,✓old))

� v>
0 (h 0ip(Z|Y,✓old))⌦ �

�1)

�
V. (5.19)

Similarly if we assume that the prior on B is given by a mean zero Gaussian distribution
p(B | ⇣) with covariance matrix C⇣ then the optimal value, b̂, now for known values
of the latent forces and transition covariance matrix, is given by

h
W> �

h�0ip(Z|Y,✓old) ⌦ �
�1
�
W + C�1

⇣

i
b̂ =


vec(��1

h�1ip(Z|Y,✓old))

�w>
0

�
h�0ip(Z|Y,✓old) ⌦ �

�1
� �

W.

(5.20)

We can also derive closed form estimates for the transition covariance matrix follow-
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ing the same process, however as discussed in Section 4.3.3 these parameters were
introduced primarily as regularisation parameters, much like the parameters � in the
adaptive gradient matching method, and as such these variables are arguably better
held fixed and the dependence of the resulting inference for the remaining parameters
determined by doing a sensitivity analysis after model fitting.

Finally we also need to consider the initial contributions to the model

Qinit(�;✓old) =
KX

k=1

hlog N (z(0)k | 0,�k11>)i
p(z

(0)
k |Y,✓old)

+ log p(�)

= �
1

2

KX

k=1

�kh(z
(0)
k⌫ )2i

p(z
(0)
k |Y,✓old)

+ log p(�). (5.21)

Note the connection with (5.21) and the singular problem of estimating the MLE of the
standard deviation of a Gaussian random variable from a single data point, therefore
the solution of this problem is dependent on the prior, and poorly informed by the
latent trajectory and therefore it is more appropriate to also consider this variable as
an additional regularising hyperparameter.

Data: Observations Y
Result: MAP Parameters ✓̂ = {ĝ, B̂, �̂}

1 while Parameters not converged do
2 begin E-Step
3 for m = 1, . . . , M do
4 Calculate

hz(m�1)z(m�1)>
ip(zm|Y,✓old), hz(m�1)z(m)>

ip(zm|Y,✓old),

using the Kalman filter smoothing updates.
5 end

6 end
7 begin M-Step
8 ĝ gnew where gnew solves (5.19);

9 �̂  �new where �new solves (5.20);

10 end

11 end

Algorithm 2: EM algorithm for MAP estimation in the MLFM-SA model using
coordinate updates for the M-step

If we use a coordinate descent method that respects the conditional independence
structure we are able to construct an optimisation procedure for the MLFM-SA model
that is completely gradient free. Not only does this achieve our goal of avoiding ex-
pensive calculations of the gradient of the covariance matrix which was polynomial in
the latent forces, but the nuisance parameters � and � that have been introduced to
the model to motivate our approximation also possess closed form updates. This is
in contrast to the situation observed for the MLFM-AG model in which, using either
the direct maximisation of the marginal likelihood or the EM approach, there were no
immediately useful gradient based optimisation methods. While this feature is attrac-
tive it does not therefore follow that the MLFM-SA method will be numerically more
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e�cient to optimise than the MLFM-AG method. While the linear dynamic system
structure allows for an E-step that is computationally e�cient it will still be relatively
expensive for higher orders of approximation, but a more serious concern is the local
character of the MLFM-SA method which automatically leads to a discounting in the
likelihood function of points away from the fixed time. In principal it should be possible
to address this issue using the mixture model introduced in Section 4.5 by adapting
the approach in section, but we do not provide the details here.

5.3 Mean field variational inference

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter we shall be interested in deriving es-
timates of the distribution of the parameters in our MLFM. The intractable nature of
the marginal likelihood terms prevents us from finding a simple analytic form for the
conditional distributions, and so a natural alternative is to use Monte Carlo methods
instead to obtain samples from these distributions. While such approaches are appeal-
ing in that, they provide guarantees on when we will be sampling from the correct
distribution they may not be practical, and there are situations in which we may prefer
faster deterministic approaches.

A particularly important class of deterministic approximations are the variational
Bayesian methods [Bishop, 2006] which seek to replace the intractable distribution
with an approximation chosen by optimising a function of the actual distribution. An
instance in which this optimisation problem may be solved explicitly is the mean field
approximation. The general setup involves the determination of an approximation to a
distribution with conditional density function p(Z|Y) where Z is an arbitrary vector-
valued random variable, and Y is a vector of observed values. In this instance, we are
making no distinction between the model parameters and the latent variables unlike in
the development of the EM algorithm. The mean field approximation attempts to find
a representation of the distribution of Z by constructing a product distribution over a
partition of this variable

p(Z|Y) ⇡ q(Z)
�
=

NY

j=1

qj(Zj), (5.22)

where Z has been partitioned as Z = {Z1, . . . ,ZN}. To construct an approximation that
is in some sense optimal we need to introduce some suitable cost function, an important
choice is a Kulback-Leiber divergence, which for two distributions with density q(·) and
p(·) respectively is defined as [Kullback, 1968]

DKL(qkp) = �

Z
q(z) log

q(z)

p(z|y)
dZ. (5.23)

The goal is to find the optimal distribution q
⇤(Z) that minimises this cost function

subject to the given product structure — often the choice of the partition of the variable
Z will be made in such a way as to make deriving the optimal choice feasible. It is easily
seen using the calculus of variations [Jost and Li-Jost, 1998] that the optimal choice is
given by q

⇤(Z) =
QM

j=1 q(Z⇤
j ), where each of the optimal factors are determined by

log q
⇤
j (Zj) = hlog p(zj , z�j ,y)iq⇤�j(Z�j), (5.24)

where zj denotes the vector z with zj removed and the expectation is taken with respect
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to the distribution

q
⇤
�j(z�j) =

MY

i=1, i 6=j

q
⇤
i (zi).

The ease with which this method may be applied depends on the tractability of the
expectation in (5.24) and furthermore how easy it is to normalise the resulting expres-
sion. This, in turn, is often dependent on the conditional independence structure of
the model; indeed the method is closely related to Gibbs sampling. It is often the case
that if it is straightforward to carry out Gibbs sampling it is also easy to construct the
mean field variational approximation the same factorisation and this is the direction
we shall pursue now where we shall show that for the latent states, X, latent forces g
and noise parameters � it is straight forward to construct the approximation.

p(x,g,�|�,�) ⇡ qx(x)qg(g)q�(�), (5.25)

however as we remarked for the Gibbs sampling algorithm, there is no straight forward
variational distribution for the state Gaussian process hyper-parameters � and the
temperature parameter of the gradient expert �.

5.3.1 Mean field approximation of the MLFM-AG method

While the EM algorithm contributed relatively little to the problem of constructing
point estimates for the MLFM-AG method, variational methods will prove much more
useful for the problem of constructing distributional estimates. Indeed we shall see
that because the optimal factors in mean field gradient matching method are obtained
by integrating over the, logarithm of the, joint density p(Y,X,g,B), rather than the
conditional density p(X | Y,g,B) used for the EM method, we will be able to obtain
closed-form expressions. Our strategy will be to make use of the equivalent linear
representations of the evolution equation before they get absorbed into the construction
of the model (inverse) covariance matrix, as was done successfully for the calculation
of the conditional distributions in Chapter 3.

We will construct the mean field approximation in a way that respects the natural
conditional independence structure of the model as represented in Figure 3.2 which
allowed for the tractable conditional distributions presented in Chapter 3. This implies
an approximation to the distribution with a density which factors as

q(X,g,B, ⌧ ) = qx(X)qg(g)q�(B)q⌧ (⌧ ), (5.26)

where the factors are defined jointly by

qx(X) / exp
�
hlog p(X,g,B,Y, ⌧ )iqg(g)qB(B)q⌧ (⌧ )

 
, (5.27a)

qg(g) / exp
�
hlog p(X,g,B,Y, ⌧ )iqx(X)qB(B)q⌧ (⌧ )

 
, (5.27b)

qB(B) / exp
�
hlog p(X,g,B,Y, ⌧ )iqx(X)qg(g)q⌧ (⌧ )

 
, (5.27c)

q⌧ (⌧ ) / exp
n
hlog p(X,g,B,Y, ⌧ )iqx(X)qg(g)q�(B)

o
. (5.27d)

Given that we were unable to derive tractable conditional distributions for the
hyperparameters of the state interpolating GPs or the latent force GPs it is unsurprising
that these variables do not admit a tractable variational approximation either, and the
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same is true of the gradient expert parameter. As such we shall only consider the
construction of an approximation to the distribution

q(X,g,B, ⌧ ) ⇡ p(X,g,B, ⌧ | Y,�,�, ),

with {�,�, } held fixed at some constant value – a natural choice would be the MAP
estimates determined in Section 5.2.1. Alternatively they could be chosen using some
appropriate model selection method.

Since the construction of the approximating distributions will follow a process sim-
ilar to undertaken in Chapter 3 to construct the conditional distribution of the Gibbs
sampling process we again require the various decomposition’s of the flow function

fk =
KX

j=1

ukj � xj =
RX

r=1

vkr � gr =
RX

r=1

DX

d=1

wkrd�rd,

which were defined in (3.20). These representations all involve products of the three
variables in which we are interested, but the independence assumption of the factorised
distribution ensures that it will be each to calculate the mean and covariance of the
vectors, fk, with respect to the approximate densities (5.27). We now present closed
form expressions for each factor the variational Bayes approximation using the mean
field approximation.

Mean field update of the latent states’ distribution

Using the, by now, familiar decomposition of the joint density into the observation
model and the ODE model we have

log qx(X) = hlog p(Y,X,g,B, ⌧ |  ,�i+ const.

= hlog p(Y | X, ⌧ )iq⌧ (⌧ ) + hlog p(X,g,B |  ,�)iqg(g)qB(B)

= �
1

2
diag(h⌧ i)⌦ IN �

1

2

KX

k=1

⇣
h(fk �mk)

>S�1
k (fk �mk)iq(g)q(B) + x>

k C�1
�k

xk

⌘
+ const.

= �
1

2
diag(h⌧ i)⌦ IN �

1

2
x>

 
KX

k=1

h⇤kiqg(g)qB(B) + C�1
�

!
x + const., (5.28)

where ⇤k was defined by (3.23). To calculate the expected value of the quadratic form
in (3.23) it will be useful to first define the N ⇥N matrices

Ukij
�
= hukiu

>
kjiqg(g)gB(B)

=
RX

r,r0=1

hArkiAr0kjgrg
>
s iqg(g)qB(B)

=
RX

r,r0=1

X

d,d0

h�rd�r0d0iqB(B)LdkiLd0kjhgrg
>
s iqg(g), (5.29)

for i, j = 1, . . . , K. As previously we have defined g0 to be a constant vector with all
entries equal to unity, and so independent of the other variables. Then using (3.23) we
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have

qx(X) / N (y | x, diag(h⌧ i��1
q⌧ (⌧ )

)⌦ IN )⇥N

✓
x | 0,

⇣
C�1
� +⇤V B

ode

⌘�1
◆

, (5.30)

where ⇤V B
ode is the mean field variational Bayes equivalent of the matrix (3.25). That is

to say

⇤V B
ode =

KX

k=1

⇤V B
ode,k,

where each ⇤V B
ode,k is K⇥K block matrix, and each block is the N ⇥N matrix given by

h⇤kijiq(g,B) = Ukij � S
�1
�k

� �ki diag(hukiiq(g)q(B))S
�1
�k

Mk

� �kjM
>
k S�1

�k
diag(hukjiq(g)q(B))

+ M>
k S�1

�k
Mk, (5.31)

for i, j = 1, . . . , K. Normalising the product (5.30) we can conclude the optimal varia-
tional mean field factor for the state variable is given by

q
⇤(x) = N (x | mV B

x ,KV B
x ), (5.32)

where the parameters of this Gaussian distribution are given by

KV B
x =

⇣
diag(h⌧ iq⇤(⌧ ))⌦ IN + h⇤odeiq⇤(g)q⇤(B) + C�1

�

⌘�1
, (5.33a)

mV B
x = KV B

x

⇥
diag(h⌧ iq(⌧))⌦ IN

⇤
y. (5.33b)

This is the variational equivalent of the Gibbs conditional distributions introduced in
Chapter 3.

Mean field update of the latent forces’ distribution

The mean field distribution of the latent force variables, g, is calculated in a manner
similar to that of the latent states, but unlike in the case above we cannot rearrange
the general quadratic form arising from the ODE model into a homogeneous quadratic
form. Instead we have an additional term arising from the o↵set matrix, A0, in the
specification of the MLFM. As in the update for the latent states we will need to
calculate the expectation of the quadratic form (fk �mk)S

�1
k (fk �mk), and so with

this in mind it will be useful to now define the collection of N ⇥N matrices

V
(0)
kr

�
=h(mk � vk0)v

>
kriqx(X)gB(B)

=Mk

KX

i=1

hxkx
>
i iq(X)

DX

d=1

h�rdLdkiiq(B)

�

KX

i,j=1

DX

d,d0=1

LdkiLdkjh�rd�rd0iq(B)hxix
>
j iq(X), (5.34)
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where mk = Mkxk was defined by (3.6a), and

V
(1)
krr0

�
= hvkrv

>
kr0iq(x)q(B)

=
KX

i,j=1

KX

d,d0=1

LdkiLdkjh�rd�rd0iq(B)hxix
>
j iq(x). (5.35)

Then on taking the expectation we have

h(fk �mk)
>S�1

k (fk �mk)iq(x)q(B) =
RX

r=1

RX

r0=1

g>
r V

(1)
krr0 � S

�1
�k,�k

g0
r

� 2
RX

r=1

V
(0)
kr � S

�1
�k,�k

1N (5.36)

Combining these results, and including the contribution from the prior we have that

log q(g) =hlog p(x | g,B)iq(x)q(B) + log p(g) + const.

=�
1

2

KX

k=1

D
(fk �mk)

>S�1
�k

(fk �mk)
E

+ const.

=�
1

2
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r,r0=1

g>
r

 
KX

k=1

V
(1)
krr0 � S

�1
�k

+ �rr0C
�1
 r

!
gr0 (5.37)

+
RX

r=1

g>
r

 
KX

k=1

V
(0)
kr � S

�1
k

!
1N + const. (5.38)

This implies that the optimal log-likelihood for the latent forces in the mean field
variational Bayes approximations to the MLFM-AG model will be a quadratic, and
therefore we can conclude

q
⇤(g) = N (g | mV B

g ,KV B
g ) (5.39)

The covariance matrix, KV B
g , is constructed by inverting the the R ⇥ R matrix with

blocks

KX

k=1

V
(1)
krr0 � S

�1
k + �rr0C

�1
 r

, (5.40)

and the mean is given by

mV B
g = KV B

g

KX

k=1

2

64
V
(0)
k1 � S

�1
k 1N

...

V
(0)
kR � S

�1
k 1N

3

75 . (5.41)

Mean field distribution for the connection coe�cients

The construction of the variational distribution of the connection coe�cients proceeds
in a similar way to that already considered for the latent state, and latent forces. We
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first define the N ⇥N matrices

W
(0)
krd

�
= hmkw

>
krdiq(X)q(g)

= Mk

KX

j=1

Ldjkhxkx
>
j iq(X) diag(hgriq(g)),

and

W
(1)
krdr0d0

�
= hwkr0d0w

>
krdiq(g)q(X)

= hgr0g
>
r iq(g) �

KX

i,j=1

LdkiLd0kjhxix
>
j iq(X),

for r, r
0 = 0, 1 . . . , R and d, d

0 = 1, . . . , D. We then have

log q(B) =hlog p(X | g,B)iq(X)q(B) + log p(B | ⇣)

=�
1

2
h(fk �mk)

>S�1
�k

(fk �mk)
>
iq(X)q(g) �

1

2
�>C�1

⇣ � + const. (5.42)
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KX
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�1
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⌘
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KX

k=1

Tr
⇣
W

(0)
krdS

�1
�k

⌘
�

1

2
�>C�1

⇣ � + const., (5.43)

which is once more a quadratic, this time in the variables �rd.

Mean field distribution for the observation precisions

Finally we consider the variational approximation to the parameters of the observation
error scale. As in Section 3.3.1 we shall place a Gamma prior with shape parameter, ak0,
and rate parameter bk0 on each of the components ⌧k, k = 1, . . . , K of the observation
distribution precisions. As for the Gibbs distribution this will lead to a congugate
distribution with independent Gamma posteriors having parameters

⌧k ⇠ Gamma(aV B
k , b

V B
k ), (5.44)

where the parameters are given by

a
V B
k = ak0 + N/2, (5.45a)

b
V B
k = bk0 + h(yk � xk)

>(yk � xk)iq(X). (5.45b)

5.3.2 Mean field approximation of the MLFM-SA model

The EM method for the MLFM-SA allowed us to introduce a parameter estimation
method consisting entirely of closed form updates during the optimisation procedure.
The analytic tractability of the EM method was a direct result of the linear Gaussian
dynamic system structure of the successive latent states approximations, this struc-
ture allowed us to condition on the states and so write the objective function for the
remaining variables as a sum of quadratics. In this section we demonstrate that the
same structure carries over to the mean field variational Bayes methods, and so leads
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to tractable estimation of the approximate distributional estimates.
The conditional independence structure of the MLFM-SA model, as represented in

Figure 4.2, naturally suggests using the factorisation

q(Z,g,B, ⌧ ,�) = qZ(Z)qg(g)qB(B)q⌧ (⌧ )q�(�),

for the approximating distribution. We note that, unlike for the MLFM-AG method,
we are able to include a factor for the variable �. In general there will be no closed
form posteriors for the hyperparameters of the latent forces and connection coe�cients,
and so in this instance we are lead to considering the approximation to the posterior
conditional

q(Z,g,B, ⌧ ,�) ⇡ p(Z,g,B, ⌧ ,� | Y, , ⇣).

In what follows we shall suppress the dependence of all density functions on the hyper-
parameters  and ⇣ for notational convenience.

The factors of the variational distribution for this model will be given, up to the
normalising constants, by the expressions

qZ(Z) / exp
n
hlog p(Y,Z,g,B, ⌧ ,�)iqg(g)qB(B)q⌧ (⌧ )q�(�)

o
, (5.46a)

qg(g) / exp
�
hlog p(Y,Z,g,B, ⌧ ,�)iqZ(Z)qB(B)q⌧ (⌧ )

 
, (5.46b)

qB(B) / exp
n
hlog p(Z,g,B, ⌧ ,�)iqZ(Z)qg(g)q⌧ (⌧ )q�(�)

o
, (5.46c)

q⌧ (⌧ ) / exp
n
hlog p(Z,g,B,Y, ⌧ )iqZ(Z)qg(g)q�(B)

o
, (5.46d)

q�(�) / exp
n
hlog p(Y,g,B, ⌧ ,�)iqZ(Z)qg(g)q�(B)q⌧ (⌧ )

o
(5.46e)

For the variational distribution, (5.46d), of the observation precision parameters the
form of the optimisation problem is exactly the same as that just discussed for the
MLFM-AG method because of the decomposition into an observation model and a
structural model. The only di↵erence in this case is that the expectation in will now be
taken with respect to the distribution of the variable Z(M), rather than X, and because
of the very close similarities to the result in the previous section we do not provide the
full details here.

Mean field update of the latent states’ distribution

By using the conditional independence structure of the approximation to the joint
density given by MLFM-SA method we have the decomposition

log qZ(Z) = hlog p(Y,Z,g,B, ⌧ ,�)iq(g)q(B)q(⌧ )q(�) + const.

=hlog p(Y | Z, ⌧ )iq(⌧ ) + hlog p(Z | g,B,�)q(g)q(B)i+ const..

=hlog p(Y | Z(M)
, ⌧ ) + log p(Y⌫ | Z(0)

⌫ , ⌧ )iq⌧ (⌧ )

+
MX

m=1

hlog p(Z(m)
| Z(m�1)

,g,B)iqg(g)q�(�)

+ hp(Z(0)
| �)iq�(�) + const.. (5.47)

As was the case when constructing the conditional distributions for the MLFM-SA in
Section 4.3, the Markov property of the set of successive approximations leads to a
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summation over terms

hlog N (z(m)
| z(m�1)

,�)iqg(g)qB(B) =�
1

2
h(z(m)

�Pz(m�1))>��1(z(m)
�Pz(m�1))iq(g)q(B)

+ const.,

for m = 1, . . . , M . Ignoring the constant term each of these can be arranged as a

quadratic form for the augmented vector
⇥
z(m�1)> z(m)>⇤> given by

⇥
z(m�1)> z(m)>⇤


hP>��1Piq(g)q(B) �hP

>
iq(g)q(B)�

�1

���1
hPiq(g)q(B) h��1

iq(g)q(B)

� 
z(m�1)

z(m)

�
. (5.48)

Therefore, the linear dynamical system structure is preserved after taking expectations,
and we can determine the parameters of the new transition distribution by identifying
(5.48) with the general quadratic form of a linear transition distribution, N (z(m)

|

Az(m�1)
,⇤�1), which in general takes the form

⇥
z(m�1)> z(m)>⇤


A>⇤A �A>⇤
�⇤A ⇤

� 
z(m�1)

z(m)

�
. (5.49)

Identifying the entries of the symmetric matrices in the expressions (5.48) and (5.49)
we see that the mean and covariance of the transition densities are solutions to the
linear matrix equations

A>⇤A = hP>�Piqg(g)qB(B), (5.50a)

A>⇤ = hPi>qg(g)qB(B)�
�1

, (5.50b)

where hP��1Piqg(g)qB(B) and hPiq(g)qB(B) are known quantities. Therefore substituting
(5.50b) into (5.50a) the matrix A is given by any solution to

hP>
iqg(g)qB(B)�

�1A = hP>��1Piqg(g)qB(B),

and the, inverse of, the transition covariance matrix is then determined by any solution
to

A>⇤ = hP>
iqg(g)qB(B)�

�1
.

and the, inverse of, the transition covariance matrix is then determined by any solution
to

A>⇤ = hP>
iqg(g)qB(B)�

�1
.

From this we conclude that, after noting the decomposition into a model dependent
component and a data dependent component, the same Markov chain distribution
structure.

For the data dependent component we need to take the expectations with respect to
the approximating distribution for the observation noise and the initial state precision
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respectively. Using this linear dynamic system structure we have

qZ(z) /
KY

k=1

N (Z(0)
⌫k | 0,�

�1
k )

MY

m=1

N (z(m)
| Az(m�1)

,⇤�1)

⇥

KY

k=1

N (Y⌫k | Z(0)
⌫k , h⌧ki

�1
q(⌧ ))N (y | z(M)

, diag(h⌧ i��1
q(⌧ ))⌦ IN ). (5.51)

This distribution is clearly Gaussian, but we will rarely have a need to normalise it and
so recover the full parameters of the joint distribution. Rather than the parameters of
the joint distribution we shall be interested in the evaluation of the expectations

h 0iq(Z), h 1iq(Z),

where  0 and  1 were previously defined by (5.16), and these expectations are most
e�ciently calculated using Kalman filter methods.

Mean field update of the latent forces’ distributions

The update of the latent forces can now proceed in the same manner as the EM al-
gorithm, indeed we shall see that the construction leads to a quadratic similar to that
given by (5.18). Using the conditional independence structure the log-density of the
variational distribution of the latent forces will be given by

log qg(g) = hlog p(Y,Z,g,B, ⌧ , iqZ(Z)qB(B)q�(�)q⌧ (⌧ ) + const

= hlog p(Z | g,B, ⌧ ,�)iq + log p(g)

= hlog p(z(1), . . . , z(M)
| z(0),g,B)iq(Z) + const. (5.52)

Using the Markov structure of the successive approximations we can rewrite the first
term as the sum of quadratics

hlog p(Z | g,B,�)iq(Z) =
MX

m=1

hlog p(z(m)
| z(m�1)

,g,B)iq(Z) + const.

=
MX

m=1

hlog N (z(m)
| Pz(m�1)

,�)iq(Z) + const.

= �
1

2

MX

m=1

h(z(m)
�Pz(m�1))>��1(z(m)

�Pz(m�1))iq(Z) + const.,

(5.53)

and so the log-likelihood will have the same basic form as the objective function Qode

given by (5.17) in Section 5.2.2 where we discussed the EM algorithm, but now not only
are we taking the expectation with respect to the variational distribution q(Z), rather
than the posterior p(Z | Y,✓), but we must also take the expectation with respect to
the distribution q(B). After including the contribution from the prior the log-likelihood
will be a quadratic equivalent to (5.18), and so we may immediately conclude that

qg(g) = N (g | mV B
g ,KV B

g ), (5.54)
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where the parameters of this Gaussian distribution are given by

KV B
g =

⇣
hV> �

h 0iq(Z) ⌦ �
�1
�
Viq(B) + C�1

 

⌘�1
(5.55a)

mV B
g = KV B

g

h
vec(��1

h >
1 i)

>
hViq(B) � hv

>
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�
h 0iq(Z) ⌦ �

�1
�
Viq(B)

i
(5.55b)

Mean field update of the connection coe�cients’ distribution

The construction of the mean field update for the connection coe�cients is given by
choosing the alternative representation of the vectorisation of the matrix P, and then
using the Markov structure of the state approximations.

As for the latent forces just considered the derivation is largely similar to that
already considered for the EM algorithm for the MLFM-SA model, but for completeness
we present the full derivation

log qB(B) =hlog p(Z | g,B) + log p(B)iq(Z)q(g) + const.,

=
MX

m=1

hlog N (z(m)
| z(m�1)

,�)iq(Z)q(g)

�
1

2
�>C�1

⇣ � + const.

=�
1

2
Tr
⇣
h 0iq(Z)hP

>��1Piq(g)
⌘

+ Tr
�
h 1iq(Z)�

�1
hPiq(g)

�
(5.56)

�
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2
�>C�1

⇣ � + const.
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hvec(P)>h 0iq(Z) ⌦ �

�1 vec(P)iq(g)

+ vec(��1
h 1iq(Z))

> vec(hPiq(B))�
1

2
�>C�1

⇣ � + const.
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2
�>
⇣
hW> �

h 0iq(Z) ⌦ �
�1
�
Wiq(g) + C�1

⇣

⌘
�

+ vec(��1
h 1iq(Z))

>W� + const.. (5.57)

From this we may identify coe�cients and once more conclude that the connection
coe�cients will have a Gaussian distribution given by

q(B) = N
�
� | mV B

� ,KV B
�

�
, (5.58)

where the conditional parameters are given explicitly by the expressions analogous to
those for the latent forces

KV B
� =

⇣
hW> �

h 0iq(Z) ⌦ �
�1
�
Wiq(g) + C�1

⇣

⌘�1
, (5.59a)

mV B
� = KV B

�
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vec(��1

h >
1 i)

>
hWiq(B) � hw

>
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�
h 0iq(Z) ⌦ �

�1
�
Wiq(g)

i
(5.59b)
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Mean field update of the initial state precisions

The variational distribution of the initial state approximation are given by

log q(�) =
KX

k=1

hlog p(Z(0)
k (⌧⌫) | �k)iq(Z) + log p(�), (5.60)

As we discussed when presenting the update for the EM algorithm these parameters
were introduced to allow for the approximate inference procedure of Chapter 4, rather
than being parameters immediately related to the ODE model. As such they are not
well informed by the data using only the observations at a time single point, and so
they are better viewed as regularisation parameters because there distribution will be
heavily dependent on the choice of prior.

The di↵erence with the parameters � in the case of the adaptive gradient matching
process is that these parameters now possess a very simple update, by choosing a
Gamma prior we will have a conjugate posterior. The simplicity of the log-density
(5.60) would allow for much easier sensitivity analysis of the dependence of the inference
on these hyperparameters, in contrast the parameters � in the MLFM-AG method have
no simple posterior unless we place a linear kernel on the interpolating states.

5.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we have used variational methods which better exploit the conditional
independence structure of the MLFM to provide e�cient methods for obtaining point
and distributional estimates. We first o↵ered a demonstration of the EM algorithm for
MAP estimation of the parameters in the MLFM using both of the approximations to
the posterior distribution of the MLFM we have introduced in this thesis.

For the MLFM-AG method, the relatively simple form of the marginal likelihood
first discussed in Section 3.4 means that relatively little benefit is gained from the
use of the EM method. We do however note that it would be possible to construct a
coordinate based method similar to that considered for the MLFM-SA method, and
also very similar to the mean field updates in Section 5.3.1, though in practice there
seems to be relatively little benefit to this.

However, the benefit of the EM algorithm for the MLFM-SA method is much more
apparent. As discussed in Chapter 4 our approach of completing the model through
the use of the set of successive approximations leads to a substantial augmentation of
the number of variables, and so optimising the complete likelihood is unfeasible, at
the same time the marginal likelihood loses the attractive quadratic structure of the
full data model. The EM algorithm allows us to both exploit this quadratic structure
and perform a marginalisation step, and because the E-step can be done using Kalman
filter methods, it can be done e�ciently with a chain that is linear in the order of the
approximation.

We then discussed the use of variational Bayesian methods to approximate the
intractable posterior of the model. We considered the use of mean fields which factor
the posterior as a product of independent components. By choosing a factorisation
that naturally respected the conditional independence structures of the model we were
able to present Gaussian approximations to the latent force and connection coe�cient
variables which define the coe�cient matrix which we are attempting to learn.

Much of our discussion in Chapter 3 focused on both the interpretation of the pa-
rameters state hyperparameters � and the regularising parameters � of the gradient
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expert. Our discussion was mainly focused on both the importance of these parameters
on the resulting inference and the fact these parameters have intractable and compu-
tationally expensive, conditional posteriors in the MLFM-AG method. This feature is
again evident in both the EM and mean field results for the MLFM-AG method where
we cannot provide closed-form updates, or mean field factors, for these variables.

In contrast, the hyperparameters of the MLFM-SA model enter the model in a
much simpler way, while we have not presented the results in this Chapter both of
these parameters can be given a closed form update in the coordinate EM method for
the MLFM-SA method and a closed form update for the variational factor. We chose
not to present these distributions because of their weak dependence on the data, in
general, we believe the role of these regularisation parameters is better assessed as part
of a model validation rather than updated as part of the parameter inference process.

As a final remark, we have used the mean field factorisation in Section 5.3.1 and
so constructed approximations to the distribution that give (the optimal) independent
factors for the latent forces connection coe�cients. These variables will not be indepen-
dent, and so there will be some information loss in this approximation. Our simulation
studies in the next chapter suggest that this factorisation still leads to a good estima-
tion of the first moment so that the loss is in the higher-order properties of the model.
The mean-field factorisation is not the only way one can construct a variational ap-
proximation to the posterior and investigating the possibility of constructing estimates
which do not make this full independence assumption may be of interest.
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Chapter 6

Simulation studies

6.1 Introduction

In this thesis, we have introduced the MLFM, a flexible model of dynamical systems
driven by latent GPs. Unfortunately, parameter inference is complicated by the lack
of closed-form expression for the parameter dependent likelihood term. To overcome
this, we have introduced the MLFM-AG and MLFM-SA approximations, in Chapter
3 and Chapter 4 respectively, which now provides us with two alternative methods of
performing approximate inference for the MLFM. Our introduction of these methods
has been accompanied by a discussion of conditions under which we would expect these
methods to perform well and in this chapter, we further assess the performance of these
methods by evaluating them on synthetic datasets.

In general calculating the exact density is complicated by the lack of an explicit
pathwise solution for these models; however, for some simple models, it is possible to
approximate the unknown density. This will typically be the case when the Lie algebra
supporting the coe�cient matrix is trivial, and therefore the matrix exponential in
(2.16) is easily inverted. An example of this combination is provided by the Kubo
oscillator, a prototypical example of a random harmonic oscillator allowing us to model
a dynamical system evolving on the unit circle. This is perhaps the simplest example of
the MLFM on a group with nontrivial manifold structure, but still allowing for a simple
closed-form expression for the pathwise trajectories. Inverting the pathwise solution
allows us to approximate the posterior conditional distribution of the MLFM and we
carry out this process in Section 6.2.1. Our analysis in this section allows us to examine
the distance between our approximations of the posterior in the space of distributions
and in Section 6.2.4 we discuss how this is influenced by geometric properties of the
manifold on which the data is constrained to lie. To further aid interpretability we also
discuss in Section 6.2.5 how the loss of accuracy in the space of distributions can be
translated into more easily interpreted prediction errors in the data space.

The simple example on the circle was made solvable because of the trivial struc-
ture of the Lie algebra, in general, we will be interested in higher dimensional models
with more complex geometries and so in Section 6.3 we consider fitting the MLFM on
rotation valued data. In the absence of a solvable ground truth it becomes hard to eval-
uate the performance of our methods, and so we consider three performance criteria.
The first analysed in Section 6.3.1 is the ability of these methods to reconstruct the
observed trajectory, so that the point estimators obtained using our methods display
similar properties to the ideal least squares estimators.

The second measure of performance which we examine in Section 6.3.3 is a com-
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parison of the distance of distributional estimates obtained using either the mean field
variational approximation to the MLFM-AG model or the MLFM-SA model. Rather
than a comparison against a ground truth distribution, which is unknown, this is instead
a direct assessment of the consistency of the two di↵erent mean field approximations
we have introduced in Chapter 5 with one another.

Our final performance measure is an assessment of the di↵erence between the use
of Gibbs sampling and the mean field variational approximation which we perform for
the MLFM-AG method in Section 6.3.3. Again this is a measure of the consistency
of the mean field variational approximation and the MCMC, method and not a mea-
sure of closeness to the actual posterior distribution. Nevertheless, knowledge of this
consistency combine with the other measures of performance is instructive for when it
comes to choosing which particular sampling method to use in a given situation, and we
conclude the chapter with a discussion of this and related issues. To futher guide this
choice for the practitioner we also provide an extended discussion of the computational
complexity of each of these methods in Section 6.3.4. This information concerning the
computational complexity, when combined with our results on the loss of accuracy for
each of these methods, will allow practitioners to make an informed choice between the
methods we have introduced given experimental constraints.

6.2 Simulated dynamic systems on the circle

In this section we consider the class of dynamical systems on the unit circle, these
models provide an important test case being both trivially pathwise solvable while at the
same time possessing a non-trivial manifold structure. The property of being pathwise
solvable will, in turn, allow for a comparison between the ground truth distribution
and the approximation methods we are introducing which will be unavailable as we
subsequently consider more complex geometries in the remainder of this chapter.

In Section 6.2.1 we shall introduce a prototypical example of an MLFM on the
circle, the Kubo oscillator, a model of a random harmonic oscillator which has been of
classical interest to physicists. We will present both the pathwise solution of this model
and use this to demonstrate an accurate approximation to the conditional distribution
of the latent force variables on the basis of a set of observable state variables. Having
obtained a suitable approximation to the ground truth distribution we then demonstrate
in Section 6.2.3 the accuracy of the approximate inference techniques introduced in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 using the variational methods introduced in Chapter 5 to
recover this true distribution and in particular how the accuracy of this approximation
varies under di↵erent sampling regimes. In particular, we investigate how the frequency
at which samples are collected, and the total time interval we are observing influence
the accuracy of the methods which we have introduced.

6.2.1 The Kubo Oscillator

The class of dynamic systems which we will study in this section can be represented
by either of two equivalent forms; in the first of

dz(t)

dt
= i[a0 + g(t)]z(t), (6.1)

with z0 = z(t0) a point in the complex plane C, typically chosen such that kz0k = 1, a0

is some real valued scalar and g(t) is a smooth real valued Gaussian process. While we
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introduced the MLFM in Chapter 3 to be real valued the complex form (6.1) makes it
immediately clear that a pathwise solution is given formally by

z(t) = e
ia(t�t0)+i

R t
t0

g(⌧) d ⌧
z(t0). (6.2)

We can recast (6.1) as a real-valued ODE by identifying C with the plane R2 which
leads us to consider the equivalent system of real-valued ODEs

d

dt


x(t)
y(t)

�
=


0 �(a0 + g(t))

a0 + g(t) 0

�
x(t). (6.3)

Models of the form (6.1) and (6.3) are typical examples of a random harmonic oscillator
sometimes referred to as the Kubo oscillator, [Kubo, 2007]. Random harmonic oscilla-
tors have been of classic interest [Zoller et al., 1981] where they have been applied to
investigate the time-dependent behaviour of the moments of an atomic system under
excitation by a laser. As we have discussed in Section 2.3.1 the principal interest in the
physics literature has been in deriving qualitative properties of the distribution of the
trajectories by marginalising out the latent forces, [van Kampen, 1974], which are typi-
cally integrals of a white noise perturbative force. Whereas for the applications we have
in mind the force often plays a more interesting role as an exogenous guiding force, and
we are then interested in carrying out conditional inference for this unobserved latent
force rather than the marginal moments of the trajectory variable.

The expression (6.1) makes it clear that this model is essentially one dimensional,
mathematically the Lie algebra is a trivial one-dimensional vector space given by the
span of the skew-symmetric matrix in (6.3) and therefore the possibility of noncom-
mutativity does not occur, it, therefore, is straightforward to derive formal solutions
for the corresponding MLFM. At this point we shall also absorb the unknown con-
stant a0 in (6.3) into the Gaussian process term then for the R2 valued state variable
x(t) = (x(t), y(t))> we can represent the solution by identifying the complex plane and
the real plane and then rewriting (6.2) as the matrix-vector product

x(t) = R

✓Z t

0
g(⌧) d ⌧

◆
x0, (6.4)

where R(✓) is the 2 ⇥ 2 real valued matrix which rotates a vector in R2 by ✓-radians
anticlockwise around the origin

R(✓) =


cos ✓ � sin ✓
sin ✓ cos ✓

�
. (6.5)

Because of the closure property of Gaussian processes under linear transformations it
follows that the integrated variables G(ta, t) :=

R t
ta

g(⌧) d ⌧ will themselves be Gaussian
random variables with cross covariance

E
⇥
g(t)G(ta, t

0)
⇤

=

Z t

ta

k(t, ⌧) d ⌧. (6.6)

We now consider the process of carrying out posterior inference for the latent force
variable on the basis of a set of observations which we shall assume to be measured
with zero noise which have been ordered sequentially with t0 < t1 < · · · tN which we
shall denote by Y = (x(t0),x(t1), . . . ,x(tN )). It then follows from (6.4) that the values
of the integrated latent force variables on the successive intervals Gi := G(ti�1, ti) are
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constrained by the recursively defined set of solution conditions

x(ti) = R(Gi)x(ti�1), i = 1, . . . , N. (6.7)

Because the one parameter family of matrices (6.5) is periodic in the argument ✓,
the condition (6.7) will su�ce to constrain the vector G = (G1, . . . , GN )> only up to
translation of each of the components by 2⇡. If we define the vector � 2 [�⇡,⇡]N of
principal values defined as

� = {�i 2 [�⇡,⇡] : x(ti) = R(�i)x(ti�1), i = 1, . . . , N}

then p(G | Y) has a discrete distribution supported on the infinite lattice

� + 2⇡⌫, ⌫ 2 ZN
. (6.8)

That is to say the posterior of the integrated variables Gi given the data Y is obtained
by constraining the prior of these variables to the disjoint collection of a�ne spaces
defined by the 2⇡ translations. In principle, this would lead to a conditional distribution
for the latent force terms which would be an infinite mixture distribution

p(g | Y) /
X

⌫2ZN

p(g | G = � + ⌫), (6.9)

however for reasonably high sampling density and Gaussian process prior with modest
variance the Gaussian process

R t
ti

g(⌧) ⌧ is going to be almost entirely supported within
the interval [�⇡,⇡], this is so because we have the trivial inequality

Var {Gi} =

Z ti

ti�1

Z ti

ti�1

k(⌧, ⌧ 0) d ⌧ d ⌧ 0

 sup
(s,t)2[ti�1,ti]2

|k(s, t)|(ti � ti�1)
2
, i = 1, . . . , N,

so that Var {Gi} is O(|ti�ti�1|
2). It follows from this that for reasonably high sampling

densities so that the between observation distance |ti� ti�1| is small for all i = 1, . . . , N

we can for all practical purposes consider the approximation obtained by considering
only the principal contribution defined by restricting ourselves to conditioning only on
the single component of the lattice mixture centered on �

p(g | Y) ⇡ p(g | G = �). (6.10)

Doing so will allow us to consider the conditional distribution as being given by just the
single component multivariate Gaussian distribution and since the mean field method
of Chapter 5 will lead to multivariate Gaussian distributions, and this allows us to make
use of closed-form expressions for the distance between multivariate Gaussian distri-
butions. In the following section, we shall consider the Wasserstein, or Kantorovich-
Rubinstein, distance which is a proper metric on the space of probability distributions.
For two distributions P and Q the Wasserstein p-distance is defined by

dWp(P, Q) = inf
�2�(P,Q)

E� [|x� y|
p]1/p , (6.11)

where for multivariate distributions, P, Q, defined on a common space V this expecta-
tion is taken with respect to a “coupling” � 2 �(P, Q) – the space of all distributions on
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V ⇥V such that the marginals are given by P and Q respectively, that is the joint vec-
tor (x,y)> has distribution given by �, while the components x and y are distributed
according to P and Q respectively, for further details see [Villani, 2008].

A trivial example of such a coupling is the product distribution with independent
factors P and Q, however in general the full set of couplings will contain non-trivial joint
distributions making the calculation of the expectation in (6.11) challenging. However,
for the case of multivariate Gaussian distributions, it can be shown, [Dowson and
Landau, 1982], that this is given explicitly by

dW2(P, Q) = kµ1 � µ2k
2
2 + Tr

⇣
⌃1 +⌃2 � 2(⌃1/2

1 ⌃2⌃
1/2
1 )1/2

⌘
, (6.12)

where µ1,⌃1 represent the mean and covariance matrix determining the distribution
P and likewise µ2,⌃2 denote the mean and covariance matrix of Q, and the norm k ·k2
is the usual Euclidean 2-norm.

6.2.2 Experimental setup

Having introduced an exactly solvable model we are now in a position to investigate
the performance of the two methods we have introduced in this thesis at recovering
distributional estimates of the latent force variables using simulated data experiments.
As we discussed in Chapter 3 the adaptive gradient matching is based on the use of
interpolating processes, and so we might expect it to perform increasingly well as the
time span between successive observations decreases because the distribution of the
interpolating process becomes better determined and so there is negligible information
loss introducing the product of experts assumption.

The successive approximation method of Chapter 4 on the other hand is local.
The accuracy of the approximations will likely decrease as we move either forward or
backwards in time from the arbitrary initial condition, and as such we might expect the
total length of the time interval to be an essential determinant of the method’s success,
rather than the sampling density. In consideration of these points, we, therefore, chose
to carry out our simulation experiments under the two regimes of decreasing sample
density and decreasing total sample time range.

For both regimes of interest we simulate the Kubo oscillator (6.3) on an interval
[0, T ] with N equally spaced observations with temporal distance �t. We can carry out
exact simulation by simulating the integrated variables G = (G2, . . . , GN )>, and then
form a dataset Y using the recursive solution given by (6.7). At the same time we may
form the vector � in [�⇡,⇡]N and use this to construct the mean and variance of the
approximating Gaussian p(g | G = �) when g is the N vector of latent forces variables
evenly spaced on the interval [0, T ]. For all experiments we fix the initial value to be
x0 = (1, 0)>.

Since our interest is in examining the ability of each method to recover the true
latent force we are going to treat the kernel function, and the hyperparameters, as
being fixed known quantities. Throughout the following, we will set the kernel function
of the single latent force to be the radial basis function kernel with unit parameters
given by

kRBF (t, t0) = exp

✓
�

(t� t
0)2

2

◆
.

We will also be focusing on the zero noise limit, and so as an approximation, we take the
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observation noise parameters to be fixed at �2k = 1e
�4, for k = 1, 2. For the remaining

hyperparameters and regularising parameters in each method which cannot be directly
optimised in the variational framework, we chose to hold these values fixed at their
MAP estimates determined by an initial model fit.

The experiments are then carried out by applying both the adaptive gradient
method of Chapter 3 and the successive approximation method of Chapter 4 to the
simulated dataset using the mean field variational Bayesian method described in Chap-
ter 5. Since by construction the mean field factor, q(g) approximating the conditional
distribution p(g | Y) is a Gaussian we will be able to compute exact quantities for the
Wasserstein distance using (6.12).

6.2.3 Experimental results

The results for the adaptive gradient matching and successive approximation method
are displayed jointly in Table 6.1. Inspecting the column for the MLFM-AG method
we see very strong evidence in favour of our hypothesis that it is the gap �t between
observations that have the most significant impact on the performance of this method.
The results strongly suggest that the accuracy of the approximation decreases as the
space between observations increases. Furthermore, since for fixed �t the magnitude
of the entries in this column is of a similar magnitude for each value of T we conclude
that the accuracy of the adaptive gradient matching method is mostly independent of
the total size of the interval, and by extension then the number of data points.

The remaining entries of this table report the results for the MLFM-SA model,
inspecting each row of these entries we may observe that across all sampling regimes
obtained either by varying T , or �t, that increasing the order of approximation leads
to increasingly accurate estimates of the true distribution. Inspecting the columns,
we observe that for each order a decrease in the size of the sample window leads to a
general increase in the accuracy of the approximation with some local variations within
each block of fixed T .

The fact that within most blocks of fixed sample window size that the observed
metrics are of a similar magnitude strongly suggests that it is the interval length that
is the most critical determinant of the accuracy of the method, rather than the number
of sample points or the frequency at which observations are taken. Instead, we observe
the phenomena that dense samples can even lead to a slower convergence of the method
over longer intervals. This e↵ect is particularly pronounced for the row with T = 9 and
�t = 0.50 which seemingly does an inferior job of approximating the actual distribution
at lower orders compared to the sparser samples of the MLFM-SA model, or indeed the
MLFM-AG method. It is only after increasing the method to a much higher order that
the model begins to perform at a level similar to the other experiments with T = 9.

With regards to a direct comparison between the methods we can draw some rea-
sonably general conclusions; at all combinations of the truncation order M we con-
sider the MLFM-AG outperforms the MLFM-SA model when the sampling frequency,
�t = 0.50, is at its highest. Combined with the analytic and computational e�ciency of
this method this presents a strong argument for using the MLFM-AG for data observed
at a high frequency.

However, as the sampling frequency decreases the additional tuning parameter of
the MLFM-SA, and its greater similarity to a numerical solution of the ODE eventually
leads to this method outperforming the MLFM-AG method. However, to achieve this
superior performance the order of the MLFM-SA method must increase as the total
interval length increases.
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MLFM-AG MLFM-SA

T �t M = 3 M = 5 M = 10

3 0.50 0.179 (0.055) 0.421 (0.190) 0.395 (0.289) 0.191 (0.051)
0.75 0.328 (0.259) 0.407 (0.411) 0.272 (0.440) 0.076 (0.064)
1.00 0.727 (0.400) 0.374 (0.311) 0.294 (0.384) 0.185 (0.211)

6 0.50 0.187 (0.075) 0.901 (0.326) 0.557 (0.210) 0.386 (0.209)
0.75 0.341 (0.247) 0.738 (0.392) 0.629 (0.463) 0.328 (0.325)
1.00 0.686 (0.662) 0.865 (0.606) 0.619 (0.503) 0.319 (0.412)

9 0.50 0.201 (0.243) 1.517 (0.556) 1.068 (0.450) 0.517 (0.225)
0.75 0.343 (0.433) 0.983 (0.315) 0.874 (0.407) 0.584 (0.415)
1.00 0.701 (0.643) 1.051 (0.512) 0.813 (0.522) 0.457 (0.601)

Table 6.1: Results of the simulation study using the mean field variational Bayesian
methods to estimate the posterior distribution of the latent forces from the dynamic
system (6.3) on the sphere using the MLFM-AG method and the MLFM-SA method
of order M . The results display the Wasserstein distance between the true distribution
and the mean field approximation. The results display the estimated distance for each
setting based on 100 simulations along with an estimate of the standard error.

In summary, the results reported in Table 6.1 suggest that if we have a dense
realisation of the trajectory then ideally we would use the adaptive gradient matching
method of Chapter 3. Unfortunately this condition is not possible to guarantee, and the
MLFM-SA method of Chapter 4 provides the option to overcome a sparsity of sample
data at the expense of increased computational costs. While the MLFM-SA performed
well with only a low truncation order over small sample intervals, the performance does
deteriorate as the interval length increases. It may, therefore, be of interest to replace a
single, high order, approximation with a collection of lower order local approximations
and combining these local models in a principled manner and we examine the potential
of this approach in Section 6.2.6.

6.2.4 Structure loss in the MLFM-AG method

As we have discussed in Chapter 3 gradient matching approaches rely on the interpo-
lating Gaussian process providing a good approximation to the distribution of the true
processes, and while as discussed in Section 3.2 the adaptive gradient matching method
of [Dondelinger et al., 2013] allows for the system dynamics to better inform this inter-
polation, it still seems reasonable to expect that the performance deteriorates with the
distance between points as ultimately gradient based approaches can only provide local
regularisation. Furthermore, it is clear that any breakdown in performance is unlikely
to be due to the increasing time between points, but rather the increasing likelihood of
a point to drift further away within that time period. Naive interpolation of the process
treating them as points in R2 will not respect the manifold structure and therefore the
implied distribution of the trajectory, and by extension its gradient, has the potential
to provide a poor approximation when the distance between points is large, where we
assume the distance is one that naturally respects the manifold structure, for example
the geodesic distance. A graphical representation of this loss in accuracy is displayed
in Figure 6.1a. In Figure 6.1b we plot the (logarithm of) the Wasserstein distance of
the MLFM-AG approximation from the ground truth distribution as a function of the
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average arc-length distance between the sample points displaying the deterioration in
the approximation as this distance increases.

(a) GP interpolation on S
1 (b) Approximation error vs. arc length

Figure 6.1: (a) Representation of naive Gaussian process interpolation for a process with
true support S

1. (b) Monte Carlo estimates of the Wasserstein distance for adaptive
gradient matching approximation reported in Table 6.1 as a function of the average
arclength between points in the sample

6.2.5 Comparisons of absolute performance

While the Wassterstein distances reported in Table Our results for the Kubo oscillator
in Section 6.2.3 enabled us to discuss the relative performances of both the MLFM-AG
and the MLFM-SA method as a function of the experimental constraints and order pa-
rameters. However, the reported metrics do not provide an intuitive understand of how
distance in the approximations to the posterior distribution of the latent force variable
will impact the learned representation of our dynamical system, which is ultimately the
object we are interested in recovering, and in this section we provide the practitioner
with some further diagnostics to better guide this choice.

For a given, finite dimensional, sample of the latent force, g obtained on uni-
formly with temporal distance �t, we denote the solutions obtained by numerically
solving the Kubo oscillator ODE (6.3) using a numerical method as x(t;g) for t 2

{0, �t, 2�t, . . . , T}. The act of numerically solving the ODE then gives a forward map
from samples of the latent force variable to the trajectory space. Since the trajectory
space is the one most directly observed by the practioner errors in this space provide
a more intuitive diagnostic of how well this method recovers the proper dynamical
system. We therefore consider the following measure of forward error

RMSE2
f =

1

DT

DX

d=1

TX

n=1

EP,Q
⇥
|xd(tn,g)� xd(tn,g0)|2

⇤
(6.13)

where g ⇠ P and g0
⇠ Q and these samples from the respective distributions are

assumed independent. In particular we shall be interested in the case where P is the ,
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Figure 6.2: Representation of the dependence of the RMSE error (6.13) in data space
as a function of the Wasserstein distance between an approximation to the latent force
distribution and the true distribution. Results are presented for 100 distinct realisations
of the Kubo oscillator on the interval [0, 9] with �t = 0.75, and the error (6.13) is
estimated using ten samples from the true and approximating distributions respectively.

approximation, to the true distribution described in Section 6.2.1, and Q is one of the
variational distributions we have introduce in Chapter 5.

In Figure 6.2 we display results of using Monte-Carlo estimation of (6.13) for a
total of 100 di↵erent simulations of the Kubo oscillator model on the interval [0, 9]
with �t = 0.75, the algorithms of the variational approximation were stopped early
so that in general the Wasserstein distances are greater than those displayed in Table
6.1 for the same experimental setting, however this wider range in the accuracy of the
approximations allows us to gain a broader overview of the relationship between the
Wasserstein metric and the RMSE (6.13). The results show that in general as the
Wassertstein distance between an approximation of the latent force posterior and the
true distribution increases, we see a corresponding increase in the error of the forward
map. Furthermore this relationship is approximately linear, with increasing dispersion
as the Wasserstein distance increases.

To add further context to the general trends represented in Figure 6.2 we also
include visualisations of particular instances of the above experiment, these three par-
ticular instances of increasing Wasserstein distance are represented by the ‘•’, ‘⌅’ and
‘N’ markers respectively. In Figure 6.3 we display the results for a low value of the
Wasserstein distance, dW2 = 0.12, in Figure 6.3a we compare samples from the varia-
tional distribution with a visualisation of the marginal moments of the true distribution.
Even in this case with good agreement of the marginal moments the error in the data
space can grow quite quickly, as we see observing Figure 6.3b with 6.3c. Given the
accuracy of the mean function most of the reported Wasserstein distance is accounted
for by errors in the covariance matrix, since the marginal standard deviation also seems
to agreed well with the true distribution this is indicative of the important role of the
o↵-diagonal terms; both in leading to higher values of the Wasserstein distance between
multivariate Gaussian distribution, and importantly the entire structure of the latent
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(a) Samples from the variational distribution of the latent force

(b) Forward simulation, g ⇠ P (c) Forward simulation, g ⇠ Q

Figure 6.3: (a) N = 10 samples from the variational approximation, Q, of the true
posterior distribution, P of the latent force variable for the Kubo oscillator, samples
are denoted by ‘+’, also included are the marginal moments of the true distribution
P . Comparison of the observations ⇤ forward solution to the ODE using simulated(b)
Comparison of forward solutions to the ODE, and the observed data, when the latent
force is drawn from the true distribution P . (C) Comparison of forward solutions to
the ODE, and the observed data, when the latent force is drawn from the variational
approximation Q.

force distribution is when attempting to accurately recover the system dynamics.

As the Wasserstein distance increases to dW2 = 0.41 in Figure 6.4 we observe a
continuing deterioration in performance, which has become particularly pronounced by
Figure 6.5 with dW2 = 1.47. For the more modest error in Figure 6.4a we observe that
despite the initial over-dispersion the estimated latent force distribution has done a
relatively good job at recovering the marginal moments of the distribution, and we see
that this initial miss-placed uncertainty leads to higher initial predictive errors in Figure
6.4c, but overall the error is still modest with the forward propagated trajectories still
displaying some fidelity to the true dynamics. By way of contrast the results in Figure
6.5a have failed to approximate the true distribution, and the forward propagated
samples in Figure 6.5c show little relationship with the true system dynamics.
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(a) Samples from the variational distribution of the latent force

(b) Forward simulation, g ⇠ P (c) Forward simulation, g ⇠ Q

Figure 6.4: (a) N = 10 samples from the variational approximation, Q, of the true
posterior distribution, P of the latent force variable for the Kubo oscillator, samples
are denoted by ‘+’, also included are the marginal moments of the true distribution
P . Comparison of the observations ⇤ forward solution to the ODE using simulated(b)
Comparison of forward solutions to the ODE, and the observed data, when the latent
force is drawn from the true distribution P . (C) Comparison of forward solutions to
the ODE, and the observed data, when the latent force is drawn from the variational
approximation Q.
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(a) Samples from the variational distribution of the latent force

(b) Forward simulation, g ⇠ P (c) Forward simulation, g ⇠ Q

Figure 6.5: (a) Comparison of N = 10 samples from the variational approximation, Q,
with the marginal moments of the true posterior distribution, P of the latent force vari-
able for the Kubo oscillator experiment, samples are denoted by ‘+’. (b) Comparison
of the observations ‘⌅’, to the forward solution to the ODE using simulations of the
latent force drawn from the true distribution P . (c) Comparison of the observations
‘⌅’, to the forward solution to the ODE using simulations of the latent force drawn
from the variational approximation, Q.
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6.2.6 MAP estimates of the MLFM-MixSA model

In Section 4.5 we considered the possibility of combining several local models of a
lower order, rather than a single model of a possibly higher order. The hope being
that by introducing local experts to the solution we can alleviate the deteriorating
performance observed in Table 6.1 for the MLFM-SA model as the total length of the
sampling interval increases. In doing so, we will now have two adjustable integer tuning
parameters; the number of mixture centres, Q, and the order of the approximation, M .

In this section, we shall repeat the experimental setup used described in Section
6.2.2. Rather than investigating the distance in distribution, we compare the ability
of the MLFM-MixSA model to recover the MAP point estimates of the latent forces
as implied by the Gaussian approximation (6.10). We consider up to three mixture
components. For the case Q = 1 we place a single element centred at the midpoint of
the interval, for Q = 2 we set one component at the initial value and one at the end
of the range. Finally, for Q = 3 we place a mixture centred at the beginning and end
of the interval, along with one centred on the midpoint of the interval. Finally we use
softmax functions of the form (4.51) to model the mixture probabilities.

To investigate the model, we shall fix the order of the approximation at M = 5, and
examine the accuracy of the MLFM-MixSA method as we vary both the experiment
settings and the number of mixture components. Referring back to the results in Table
6.1 the results for M = 5 in the single component case where accurate for short interval
lengths, but quickly became inaccurate for the longer intervals.

The results are displayed in Table 6.2. If we consider first when the number of
mixture components is set at Q = 1, i.e. we are considering the regular MLFM-SA
model, then the results show a similar pattern to those in Table 6.1 with decreasing
performance as the total interval length increases. While the pattern is similar, in
general, the results for the MAP estimates in this study will be lower because we are
only examining the accuracy of the point estimates rather than the properties of the
full distribution.

If we examine the shortest interval length, T = 3, then increasing the number of
mixture components shows no apparent benefit in the performance in the model. Our
results show a slight increase in the estimated distance from the real value, although
this is accompanied with a higher estimated error, possibly due to the more complicated
optimisation of the mixture model with the increases parameterisation of the higher
component model.

As the entire sampling interval increases the benefit of the mixture modelling ap-
proach becomes more evident, and this is particularly noticeable for the most prolonged
time interval considered, with the change from the single model to the two-component
involving a significantly improved performance, and this being true for all the consid-
ered sampling frequencies.

The results reported in this section are suggestive of the potential for improving the
performance of the MLFM-SA method if we account for the inherently local structure
of the approximation. However, we still view the problem of doing this in the most
appropriate way as an open problem and return to discussing it in Section 8.2.2.

6.3 Simulated dynamic systems on SO(3)

An important feature of the MLFM framework we have introduced is the ability to
both model and learn, the action of a group on a vector space. Important to this
process will be the ability to learn the coe�cient matrix of the IVP corresponding to
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No. of mixtures

T �t Q = 1 Q = 2 Q = 3

3 0.50 0.184 (0.177) 0.207 (0.216) 0.255 (0.231)
0.75 0.163 (0.175) 0.231 (0.243) 0.252 (0.280)
1.00 0.207 (0.214) 0.193 (0.265) 0.291 (0.315)

6 0.50 0.232 (0.281) 0.187 (0.217) 0.211 (0.322)
0.75 0.276 (0.255) 0.158 (0.178) 0.133 (0.228)
1.00 0.410 (0.381) 0.104 (0.210) 0.153 (0.244)

9 0.50 1.109 (0.400) 0.247 (0.272) 0.209 (0.366)
0.75 0.751 (0.501) 0.388 (0.261) 0.133 (0.241)
1.00 0.981 (1.133) 0.440 (0.393) 0.164 (0.322)

Table 6.2: Results of the simulation study using the MLFM-MixSA model with Q

mixtures to recover the MAP estimate of the latent forces from the dynamic system
(6.3) on the sphere. The results display the mean and standard error of the euclidean
distance between the true MAP value of the latent forces, and those obtained optimising
the MLFM-MixSA model using 100 simulations of N = T/�t + 1 observations from
the model on [0, T ].

the fundamental solution

dx(t)

dt
= A(t)x(t), x(t0) = IK . (6.14)

This di↵ers slightly from the introduction of the MLFM earlier in this thesis as the
state variable will now be matrix valued, we can optionally vectorise the state variable
leading to the vectorised variant of the time-evolution law

vec(A(t)x(t)) = (IK ⌦A(t)) vec(x(t)),

which is now in the usual form of our MLFM with coe�cient matrix IK ⌦A(t). This
construction, however, leads to redundant zero entries in the new coe�cient matrix,
and an unnecessary increase in the dimension of the state variable. More e�cient is to
model the system as K independent observations from the IVP

ẋ = A(t)x(t), x0 = ek,

where ek is the canonical basis vector of RK , for k = 1, . . . , K. Specifying the model
to include multiple independent outputs in this way requires only minor adaptations
of the expressions presented in the previous chapters.

In this section we shall consider the case where the group in question is given by
the collection of proper, i.e. orientation preserving, rotations of vectors in R3, this
group is typically denoted by SO(3). To construct a random trajectory on this group
we constrain A(t) in (6.14) to be supported on the Lie algebra so(3) of 3 ⇥ 3 skew-
symmetric matrices with trace zero. This is a three dimensional vector space with the
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canonical choice of basis {Ld}
3
d=1 given by

L1 =

2

4
0 0 0
0 0 �1
0 1 0

3

5 , L2 =

2

4
0 0 1
0 0 0
�1 0 0

3

5 , L3 =

2

4
0 �1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

3

5 .

The example on the circle considered in the previous section may be identified with
the group SO(2) and so the model in this section may be considered as the higher
dimensional analogue to the Kubo oscillator model analysed above. However, since
the Lie algebra is non-trivial, it will not be possible to present a pathwise solution
to this model analogous to (6.7). Therefore a comparison between our introduced
approximations and some ground truth summary statistic is no longer possible, and
this greatly complicates the validation of the approximate methods we have introduced.

In the absence of known ground truth summaries of either point estimates or dis-
tributional summaries, we propose the following indirect measures of performance for
the methods we have introduced.

The first of these reflects the ideal scenario we would observe if we were able to use
a nonlinear least squares and numerical integration of the ODE to obtain the model
parameters. By minimising the squared error the estimates obtained using numerical
integration will closely interpolate the observed data, and as such it is desirable that
when the estimates obtained using the methods we have introduced are used as inputs
to a numerical integration that the resulting trajectory has a small squared error. We
refer to this measure as the reconstruction error and discuss it in more detail in Section
6.3.1.

While the first measure is intended to assess the accuracy of our approximations
in recovering the ground truth dynamics, the criteria (B) and (C) are not intended
to represent comparisons with any ground truth values, and instead are measures of
internal consistency of our approximations to the MLFM.

Criteria (B) is a measure of whether the approximations return similar estimates
of the posterior distributions of the model variables. Since both the MLFM-AG and
the MLFM-SA method return variational approximations with Gaussian factors so we
can report the Wasserstein distance between the two approximations. When these
distances are small, we can conclude that these approaches produce similar estimates,
and so favour the more e�cient method. On the other hand when this distance is
larger the use of one method will give more accurate results than the other, and we
can carry out this selection with reference to the reconstruction error and our results
for the Kubo oscillator.

Our final criteria assess whether the estimates obtained using Gibbs sampling are
similar to those obtained using the mean field variational methods. In particular, the
mean field variational approximation involves simplifying independence assumptions
for the posterior which are not necessary for the MCMC methods. However, the deter-
ministic approximations are much more e�cient, and so the analysis in this section will
enable us to understand better what we must sacrifice in accuracy for this e�ciency.
We only carry out this assessment for the MLFM-AG model because, as discussed in
more detail in Section 4.6 the structure of the MLFM-SA model is less well suited to
Gibbs sampling.

(A) Accuracy of the trajectory implied by obtained point estimates.

(B) Between method consistency of distributional estimates obtained using either the
MLFM-AG or the MLFM-SA methods.
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(C) Consistency of summary statistics obtained using MCMC methods and those
obtained using variational methods.

Experimental setup

For all of the experiments reported in this section we treat the observations as noise-
free, and so in what follows we approximate this by taking the parameters �2k to be
fixed at 1e�4 for k = 1, . . . , K. As for the simulation study of the Kubo oscillator, we
will only consider a single latent force, R = 1, but now allow the coe�cients �rd to
vary freely. For the connection coe�cients, we assign the i.i.d. priors of the form

�rd ⇠ N (0, 1),

for r = 0, 1 and d = 1, 2, 3. For the single latent force, we again use an RBF kernel
with unit hyperparameter, and this is assumed known during the modelling process.
We further note that as long as [A0,A1] 6= 0 then these pair of matrices generate the
complete Lie algebra so(3), so that even with a single latent force this model is still
controllable, see Example 8.1 in [Jurdjevic and Sussmann, 1972].

For each experimental setting defined by the pair (T, �t) we simulate 100 observa-
tions from the prior and report the mean and standard deviation of our given summary
measure. Unlike in the previous section we cannot construct the pathwise solution for
this model, and so it will not be possible to perform exact simulation of the observa-
tions. We, therefore, propose to simulate from the model using a densely simulated
path of the latent GP, solving the ODE using numerical methods evaluated at these
dense points, and then downsampling the dense time series. By a dense sample path
realisation of a GP, we mean a suitably fine realisation so that there is negligible con-
ditional variance between the partition nodes. As for our previous experiment, we will
assign each GP with an RBF kernel with unit length scale parameter, and we chose a
uniform partition of the interval with spacing 1e

�3.

6.3.1 Reconstruction error

In models with a non-trivial Lie algebra when we can no longer provide, even an
approximation to, the ground truth MAP estimates then model assessment becomes
much more challenging. Even though we have access to the actual functions used to
simulate these processes, there is no good reason to believe that even the true, but
unavailable, MAP estimates should be close to the generating function in a pointwise
sense for sparsely sampled data.

With this in mind, we consider an alternative point estimate which we refer to as
the reconstruction error at the MAP estimate. The motivation being that more critical
than any pointwise estimate of the function is the ability of our procedure to return
an estimate of the coe�cient matrix that does a good job of interpolating through the
observed data.

This measure is also appealing because of its similarity to properties which would be
observed for estimates obtained by using least squares methods as discussed in Section
1.1.1. While owing to the infinite dimensional GP parameters, we have discounted
the possibility of obtaining parameter estimates by using numerical integration if it
were possible for parameter estimates to be obtained using this method, and a global
minimum achieved then for a well-specified model the implied trajectories obtained
by numerically solving the ODE should closely interpolate the observed data. Our
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reconstruction error is designed to measure how closely the implied trajectory at the
MAP estimate using our approximation fits the observed data.

We construct this estimate by first fitting the model using the methods discussed
in Chapter 3 or Chapter 4 to jointly obtain a pair of MAP estimates (ĝ, B̂) from which
we then form an estimate of the component functions of the matrix A(t). As discussed
above we treat the parameters of the observation noise and the GP hyperparameters
as fixed, and we do not report the estimates of these or any remaining model specific
parameters. We then numerically solve the MLFM system using the estimated function
and report the pointwise distance of the solution and the estimated values

R̂E =
1

NK

NX

i=1

KX

k=1

(Yik � x̂k(ti))
2
,

where ˆx(ti) = x(ti; ✓̂), is the trajectory obtained by numerically solving the model
with the MAP estimates of the parameters and the known initial conditions. The
reconstruction error is, therefore, the mean squared error obtained solving the model
using the MAP estimates. By reporting pointwise distances of the implied solution,
rather than pointwise distances in the function space, we construct a measure which
better reflects the fidelity with which either method has learned a good estimate of the
coe�cient matrix, and therefore the driving dynamics.

The synthetic data is generated using the general approach outlined above. We
construct the MAP estimates for the MLFM-AG method using the direct optimisation
of the marginalised density as in Section 3.4, and for the MLFM-SA method we use
the EM algorithm described in Section 5.2.2.

The results are displayed in Table 6.3. The conclusions are broadly similar to
those obtained for the similar experiment we performed using the Kubo oscillator.
The MLFM-AG method appears to demonstrate accurate parameter estimates which
interpolate the observed data well for high sampling frequencies, but this performance
begins to deteriorate as the distance between observations increases. Once more this
phenomena is likely related to information loss in the interpolating process.

For the MLFM-SA method, we again observe the requirement of increasingly higher
orders of the expansion to achieve accurate results as the total length of the sampling
interval increases. However, with su�ciently high order this method does perform
equivalently to the MLFM-AG method for small values of �t and has the benefit
of being adjustable so that it can be used in regions where the MLFM-AG method
performs poorly.

For both methods there is a more pronounced dependence in total sampling interval
length, this is expected to the MLFM-SA method, but the results for the MLFM-
AG method in Table 6.1 were mostly independent of dimension, and so this is more
surprising for this method. Whether this is a genuine feature of the model in higher
dimensions or an artefact of the chosen measure of fit is hard to say definitively in the
absence of a ground truth value. However, it is highly plausible that this is an artefact
of the reconstruction error, which by solving the ODE from a given initial condition
is likely to display more obvious drift away from the accurate trajectories over longer
time intervals, rather than a systematic feature of the MLFM-AG approximation.
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MLFM-AG MLFM-SA

T �t M = 3 M = 5 M = 10

3 0.50 0.015 (0.105) 0.341 (0.132) 0.098 (0.101) 0.021 (0.113)
0.75 0.012 (0.161) 0.442 (0.281) 0.023 (0.181) 0.017 (0.109)
1.00 0.221 (0.191) 0.790 (0.619) 0.231 (0.230) 0.098 (0.113)

6 0.50 0.031 (0.131) 0.983 (0.410) 0.499 (0.324) 0.024 (0.107)
0.75 0.125 (0.174) 1.319 (0.723) 0.393 (0.289) 0.103 (0.156)
1.00 0.319 (0.253) 1.101 (0.612) 0.632 (0.312) 0.143 (0.132)

9 0.50 0.061 (0.138) 0.881 (0.415) 0.321 (0.261) 0.093 (0.146)
0.75 0.214 (0.213) 1.005 (0.489) 0.466 (0.235) 0.191 (0.273)
1.00 0.361 (0.268) 1.181 (0.521) 0.761 (0.419) 0.399 (0.284)

Table 6.3: Reconstruction error after solving the ODE (6.14) on the interval [0, T ] using
the MAP estimates conditioned on N = T/�t + 1 equally spaced observations. The
MAP estimates were obtained via the MLFM-AG method and the MLFM-SA method
with truncation order M .

6.3.2 Comparison of the mean field estimates

In this thesis, we have introduced two methods for approximating the distribution
of the model parameters, and in Chapter 5 we, described the mean field variational
approximation for the MLFM-AG and the MLFM-SA method respectively.

Our discussion of both of these methods has indicated there are specific scenarios
under which we would expect one method to perform well relative to the other. In this
section, we compare the variational distributions estimated by both of these methods
under the di↵erent experimental settings. Once again we must emphasise that in the
absence of a ground truth approximation to the distribution this test only represents
a test of whether these two approaches lead to similar, potentially incorrect, inference.
This will still provide useful information for choosing an approximation in a given
situation when combined with our results for the Kubo oscillator and the reconstruction
error in the previous section.

We carried out the experiment using the approach described in Section 6.3, and
the results are displayed in Table 6.4. If we first consider the regions of low �t, but
high values for the order parameter M , then we observe that the distance between
the two approximations is comparatively small. This suggests that both methods are
consistent with one another, and given our previous results it is reasonable to hope
that they are both also close to the exact unknown distribution. On the other hand,
if we consider the case where �t is large, and M is small or vice versa we observe
the distance between the estimated distributions are large. This, combined with our
previous results, would support the claim that under these experimental settings one
method is displaying reasonably accurate results while the other is performing poorly.

The interpretation of our results is less clear for the remaining experimental settings;
under these regimes, our results from the Kubo oscillator experiment would suggest
both methods are likely to perform only moderately well. However, what the results in
this experiment further indicate is that these methods do not deteriorate consistently
with respect to one another. That is they estimate distributions which are unlikely to
be close to the actual distribution but also are not close to one another. Under these
scenarios, the MLFM-SA method has the advantage of being able to increase the order
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of the approximation and so perhaps better recover the actual distribution, but at a
higher computational cost.

In summary, the results suggest that when we have access to data observed at
a high sampling frequency, we will get similar results if we use the MLFM-AG or the
MLFM-SA method with a high enough approximation order relative to the length of the
sample interval. In those circumstances when we have less control of the frequency with
which data is observed the option of increasing the order parameter in the MLFM-SA
method may be preferable, however, this comes with an increase in the computational
complexity. Of course, these results only indicated the consistency of the variational
approximation, and not whether this approximation is similar to the true distribution
or that which would be realised by sampling from the posterior using MCMC methods
and so we consider this aspect of the problem in the next section.

T �t M = 3 M = 5 M = 10

3 0.50 1.368 (0.415) 0.955 (0.347) 0.231 (0.151)
0.75 1.076 (0.394) 1.110 (0.315) 0.974 (0.331)
1.00 1.051 (0.359) 1.221 (0.370) 1.117 (0.415)

6 0.50 1.259 (0.320) 0.874 (0.387) 0.187 (0.113)
0.75 1.423 (0.585) 0.691 (0.511) 0.477 (0.411)
1.00 1.113 (0.383) 1.042 (0.402) 1.131 (0.608)

9 0.50 1.430 (0.465) 1.334 (0.401) 0.318 (0.287)
0.75 1.317 (0.501) 1.256 (0.487) 0.828 (0.511)
1.00 1.719 (0.612) 1.827 (0.431) 1.242 (0.429)

Table 6.4: Wasserstein distance between the mean field distribution of the variable
(g,�)> calculated using either the mean field factorisation of the MLFM-AG method,
or the mean field factorisation of the MLFM-SA model with order M . Reported are
the mean and standard deviation of the distance obtained from 100 simulations of
N = T/�t + 1 equally spaced observations of the process on [0, T ].

6.3.3 Consistency of the MLFM-AG method

We now turn to an examination of point (C) in Section 6.3. This study will allow
us to assess under what conditions the estimated distribution using the MLFM-AG
approximation is mostly independent of the method used to estimate it. Given the
advantages that deterministic methods such as the mean field variational Bayes methods
often have in terms of computational e�ciency compared to sampling methods, it would
be useful to know under what conditions these methods give equivalent results to that
obtained using MCMC methods, which have the advantage of more readily available
guarantees of simulating from the proper posterior.

As discussed in the introduction to this section we will only consider the perfor-
mance for the MLFM-AG method. For each experiment we obtain 100 observations
of the pair (g,B) from the posterior using Gibbs sampling from the conditional distri-
butions presented in Chapter 3. Before collecting samples, we run the sampler with a
burn-in period of 500 iterations of the chain. These values are chosen to balance the
length of time taken to run these experiments while allowing the chain to converge to
the posterior. The variational estimates are obtained by updating the optimal mean
field factors as described in Chapter 5. For both methods, the hyperparameters and
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regularisation parameters are held fixed at initial values determined by running the
MAP estimation routine.

While the conditional distribution of the latent force and connection coe�cient
variables are Gaussian, there is no reason to believe the marginal posteriors will be, and
therefore we cannot report a proper estimate of the distance between a distributional
estimate from the MCMC observations, and the variational factors. Instead, we chose
to take as an approximation the Gaussian distribution with moments matching those
observed in the MCMC sample and then report the Wasserstein distance, while this
is necessarily an approximation it is still an illuminating one. To further clarify the
di↵erence between the two approximations we decompose the Wasserstein 2-distance
(6.12) between two normal distributions, P1 and P2, as

dW2(P1, P2) = dµ(P1, P2) + d⌃(P1, P2),

where

dµ(P1, P2) = kµ1 � µ2k
2
2,

d⌃(P1, P2) = Tr
⇣
⌃1 +⌃2 � 2(⌃1/2

1 ⌃2⌃
1/2
1 )1/2

⌘
.

This further decomposition into a mean dependent term and a covariance matrix de-
pendent term will allow us to assess to what degree the di↵erence in the estimated
distribution arises from errors in the location of the point estimates, or if errors in the
second moment primarily drive it.

One immediate implication of our choice to approximate the distribution of the
MCMC sample using its sample moments is the fully connected covariance matrix for
the forces and connection coe�cients, in comparison, the distribution of these variables
under the mean field approximation is necessarily independent. Therefore the results
presented in this section will allow us to quantify the information loss arising from the
independence assumption.

The results are displayed in Table 6.5. If we again first inspect the regions in which
we expect both methods to perform well then we observe they are also producing
estimates of the distribution which are close to one another. This is especially true
when inspecting the di↵erence between the estimated means, and it seems reasonable
to suppose these methods are close to recovering the true mean function.

For those regions in which our previous results suggest that in general the MLFM-
AG method is likely to give inaccurate results, we also see a disagreement in the vari-
ational and MCMC distributions, and this is particularly true of the second order
moments. When the distance between the observed data points is larger, there is a cor-
responding increase in the volume of possible forces and connection coe�cients which
would interpolate a given set of points, and these parameters are naturally correlated
with one another. With this in mind, the additional information loss in the second or-
der structure above that already experienced in the location estimate is not surprising.
However, since in general, we would be reluctant to suggest this method under these
settings it is questionable how important this lack of consistency is.

In general, and even for those methods in which we would expect the method to
be performing well, our distance measure for the second-order moments, d⌃, seems to
o↵er some evidence to suggest that these methods lead to di↵erent approximations of
the posterior distribution and a more pronounced accuracy loss for the higher order
moments. However, this distance is slight for frequently observed data, and given the
significant advantages in computational e�ciency, there are good reasons to prefer the
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mean field methods. A deeper understanding of the relative performance of these two
methods is therefore an appropriate direction for future research.

T �t dµ d⌃

3 0.50 0.091 (0.069) 0.114 (0.126)
0.75 0.208 (0.193) 0.576 (0.278)
1.00 0.272 (0.433) 0.839 (0.877)

6 0.50 0.103 (0.077) 0.137 (0.185)
0.75 0.189 (0.211) 0.613 (0.355)
1.00 0.281 (0.244) 0.881 (0.701)

9 0.50 0.087 (0.081) 0.126 (0.199)
0.75 0.221 (0.255) 0.628 (0.401)
1.00 0.331 (0.411) 0.771 (0.774)

Table 6.5: Results of the simulation study of the mean and covariance of the distri-
butions obtained using the MCMC approximation and the variational approximation
of the MLFM-AG model. Reported are the mean and standard error of the distance
between the estimated mean and covariance functions for the pair (g,�)> obtained
using 100 simulations of N = T/�t + 1 observations from the model on [0, T ].

6.3.4 Computational complexity

The principle motivation for introducing the variational approximations for both the
MLFM-AG and MLFM-SA method in Chapter 5 was the claim that deterministic meth-
ods are able to achieve much greater computational e�ciency than the corresponding
sampling based methods, and we now provide some supporting evidence for this claim.

If we first consider the computational complexity of the variational methods, then
from Section 5.3.1 we see that the principal computational complexity per-iterate for
the MLFM-AG method is in computing the inversions C�1

�k
and S�1

�k
which correspond

to the prior GP model on the states and the marginalisation over the gradient process
respectively. The dimension of each of these matrices is given by the number of data
points, N , and therefore we can conclude that the computational complexity per-iterate
for the MLFM-AG method behaves like O(N3) with N the number of data points.

However, for the MLFM-SA method there are two additional points which must be
considered; first is the path augmentation setup described in Section 4.3, which means
we must consider the inversion of Ñ , matrices with Ñ > N . For the computational
complexity we then also have to consider the computational complexity of the Kalman
filter approximation to the successive approximations when calculating the mean field
updates for the latent states’ distribution as described in Section 5.3.1. This is linear in
the chain length, but each step is cubic in the state dimension [Säarkä, 2013], as such
that computational complexity of the MLFM-SA method which has been augmented
to Ñ states, and with the approximation taken to the order of M has a per-iterate
complexity of O(Ñ3

M), with M ⌧ Ñ . We can conclude that the MLFM-SA method
with just a single order of approximation will have a higher per-iteration time than thee
MLFM-AG method for the same number of datapoints, and that the time taken to use
this method will further scale linearly when increasing the approximation order. We
demonstrate this theoretical complexity empirically by simulating 100 trajectories of the
model constrained to SO(3) on the interval [0, T ] with T 2 {6, 9}, and then performing
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Figure 6.6: Computational e�ciency of the variational approximation for each of the
di↵erent methods. Results show the typical time taken for 100 iterations of the varia-
tional inference algorithms described in Chapter 5 for the MLFM-AG and the MLFM-
SA method with order M 2 {3, 5, 10} on S

2 with a single latent force. Left: Time taken
for 100 iterations when the MLFM is simulated on the interval [0, 6]. Right: time taken
for 100 iterations when the MLFM is simulated on the interval [0, 9].

100 iterates of the mean field variational inference algorithm for the MLFM-AG method
and the MLFM-SA method with order M 2 {3, 5, 10}. The results displayed in Figure
6.6 concur with the discussion above, with the MLFM-SA-3 method typically taking
over three times longer than the MLFM-AG method on the length of interval, and then
increasing at an approximately linear rate as the order increases after than.

Whether the increased time taken for the MLFM-SA method over the MLFM-AG
is acceptable must be compared with the breakdown in relative performance already
presented in Table 6.4, and the absolute performance as discussed in Section 6.2.5.
When data is collected at a high sampling rate then the accuracy of the MLFM-AG
method in this setting, combined with the superior computational e�ciency would
naturally suggest this method is to be preferred. However, in situations with much
sparser data then accepting the increased computational burden of the MLFM-SA
method with a high order may become unavoidable.

The above discussion quantifies the time taken for the variational methods. To com-
plete our discussion we will also be interested in the time taken when using the Gibbs
sampling approach to the MLFM-AG method as discussed in Chapter 3, compared to
the variational methods introduced in Chapter 5. We consider the same experimental
setup as in Section 6.3.3 for the case T = 6, that is we generated 100 datasets by
simulating the MLFM on the interval [0, 6] with a single latent force, we then sampled
from each of these continuous trajectories with frequency �t 2 {0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. Con-
vergence was monitored by use of the potential scale reduction factor (PSRF) [Gelman
and Rubin, 1992]. A PSRF < 1.1 for values of the learned fiinite dimensional repre-
sentation of the latent force was taken as an indication of su�cient convergence having
been achieved. We used a Metropolis-Hastings scheme to sample from the joint den-
sity (3.46) as discussed in Section 3.4. Figure 6.7a displays the absolute time taken to
achieve a su�ciently low PSRF to declare convergence. Since as the sampling frequency
decreases the size of our dataset decreases then our discussion above of the theoretical
complexity that the total time taken should decrease, and we observe results consistent
with this in Figure 6.7a. Arguably of more relevance than the absolute time taken, is
the total number of steps needed to achieve convergence. This is displayed in Figure
6.7b, while for this experiment we also observe the general decrease in the number of
steps necessary to achieve convergence this is somewhat o↵set by the high variance
observed for �t = 1.0, this is likely caused by interpolant being poorly determined
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(a) Execution time for 15000 MCMC steps (b) Number of steps to convergence

Figure 6.7: Computational e�ciency when using MCMC sampling for the MLFM-AG
method on the interval [0, 6] with varying sample frequencies �t 2 {0.5, 0.75, 1.}. (a)
Time taken for 15⇥104 MCMC iterations. (b) Number of MCMC iterations to achieve
convergence, (PSRF  1.1). The horizontal bars with each of the boxplots represent
the median, the box margins show the 25th and 7th percentiles, finally the whiskers
indicate data within twice the interquartile range, and the diamonds indicate outliers.

when there is a large temporal gap between successive observations, and in turn this
leads to poor determination, and so convergence, of the values of the expected value of
latent force.

6.4 Discussion

In this chapter we have presented a simulation study of the methods introduced in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this thesis. Our investigation has been primarily concerned
with the ability of these approximations to return reliable point, and distributional,
estimates of the component functions in the coe�cient matrix of the MLFM.

While for the most general cases of the MLFM it is not possible to obtain a reli-
able model of the true distributional structure the examination of the Kubo oscillator
in Section 6.2.1 allowed us to compare the performance of our methods with an ex-
actly solvable model. The results presented here have shown that for datasets with low
temporal spacing between observations that the adaptive gradient matching method
displays superior performance to the successive approximation method, with the addi-
tional benefit of possessing a simpler computational structure.

However, as the data becomes sparser the flexibility to tune the successive approxi-
mation method by increasing the truncation order leads to the potential for this method
to demonstrate superior performance. This improved performance, in turn, is o↵set by
an increase in the total interval size so that both methods perform poorly across long
periods with large spaces between observations, a conclusion which is to be expected if
one wishes to model long running time series with sparse data.

In an attempt to rectify this information loss over longer time intervals we consid-
ered a combination of local experts in Section 6.2.6. The results displayed in Figure
6.2 suggest that this method has the potential to alleviate some of the deteriorating
performance of the MLFM-SA method over longer time intervals, and we advocate
further research in this direction in Section 8.2.2.

For more complex geometries it is no longer straightforward to derive a suitable
ground truth summary against which to assess our methods. In Section 6.3 we proposed
three criteria by which we proposed to evaluate the methods we have introduced. The
first of these was an approximation to how well the model recovers the parameters
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learned by minimising the parameters using least squares in the data space, and so acts
as an approximation to the ground truth point estimate of the parameter. The results
reported in Section 6.3.1 suggested that the MLFM-AG method performed very well
at a high sample frequency, but deteriorates when applied to sparser data. Similarly,
the MLFM-SA required increasingly high orders as the length of the interval increased.
These conclusions were consistent with the results of the solvable model.

Our second criteria was a comparison of the mean field approximations obtained
using the MLFM-AG method and the MLFM-SA method. Reassuringly the results
presented in Section 6.3.2 are consistent with the observations from our previous ex-
periments. In those regions where we would expect both methods to perform well
against the unknown true distribution, they are also consistent with one another. When
both methods are performing equally we would, all else being equal, prefer to use the
MLFM-AG method. For the remaining entries in Table 6.4 there is a typically a sub-
stantial disagreement between our two methods of approximations, in this scenarios
our previous experiments would best guide our choice of method. In particular if the
sampling density is high we would prefer the MLFM-AG method; conversely, if the
samples are relatively sparse, we would prefer the MLFM-SA method with a suitable
high approximation order.

Our final assessment was applied only to the MLFM-AG method where we compared
the sample moments of an MCMC sample from the posterior distribution with the
results from the mean field factorisation. These results show that when we have access
to a dense sample, the results are mostly equivalent, and so the increased e�ciency
of the deterministic variational methods makes them very attractive. For the other
experimental settings the two approaches disagree substantially, but at the same time
the totality of the results in this chapter suggest that in these regions the MLFM-AG
method is not performing well, and this is true regardless of whether we are using
MCMC or variational Bayes sampling.

In summary, the results of this chapter lend substantial evidence to the concerns we
have raised about the information loss in the MLFM-AG on relatively sparse data, and
it was this concern which motivated us to introduce the MLFM-SA method in Chapter
4. Our simulation studies suggest that the MLFM-SA method, by having an additional
tunable order parameter, can eventually recover a good approximation to the posterior
in regions where there is no current mechanism for the MLFM-AG method to retrieve
this data. The studies in this chapter provide supporting evidence to justify using these
methods in specific scenarios, but clearly, both methods require a deeper understanding
of their theoretical properties, and we repeat this point in our final chapter.
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Chapter 7

Application to human MOCAP

data

7.1 Introduction

In this thesis, we have introduced a class of dynamic systems models for carrying out
statistical inference for models with non-Gaussian trajectories. Many notable examples
of such systems are realised either as the action of a rotation group or as a dynamic
system on the rotation group itself. This is particularly true for complex, rigid struc-
tures that may be viewed as the composition of several segments of fixed length. The
global position of such a body may then be represented by the position of a single point
along with the relative orientations of the fixed length components. In this way, each
segment may be viewed as an orientation in a local reference frame, and the motion
of the whole collection can be described by the relative rotations of each orientation
vector.

The human skeleton gives an important example of this sort of rigid system; the
study of human motion data has been of significant interest in fields ranging from
bio-mechanics and physiology to robotics and computer vision. Broadly speaking ex-
isting approaches to this problem can be categorised by the desired trade-o↵ between
constructing realistic mechanistic models of human motion versus the desire to obtain
smooth, plausible animations of human motion, again this categorisation mirrors the
mechanistic versus data-driven paradigm we have discussed in this thesis.

If a fully specified mechanistic model is desired then existing modelling approaches
may include the specification of physically plausible models for the kinematics of human
motion, perhaps with reference to toy physical control systems such as the inverted
pendulum [Kuo et al., 2005, Kwon and Hodgins, 2017, An, 1984, Hall, 2015]. On
the other hand, if the desire is only to attempt to fit smooth paths to existing data,
perhaps for use in animation or prediction, then approaches based on smoothing and
interpolation of more massive datasets may be used. A review of human motion with an
emphasis on providing computer animation and fitting smooth paths to motion capture
time courses is given in [Multon et al., 1999]

Between these two extremes, we have the LFM framework and [Alvarez et al.,
2009] presents a successful application of the linear LFM to human motion data. In
this section, we extend that work by using our MLFM to attempt to construct simple
dynamic systems models which respect the geometric structure. In this chapter, our
goal is to demonstrate the feasibility of the MLFM model for modelling the dynamics
of data generated by observations. The fixed length of the human skeleton naturally
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suggests describing the motions of each segment as a relative rotation, and we aim to
demonstrate the e�cacy of the product manifold latent variable modelling approach
we described in Section 2.3.2.

The process of representing the dynamics of these systems is referred to as (hu-
man) motion capture (mocap). The goal of motion capture systems is to measure a
dynamical system of human body poses and to provide an e↵ective representation of
these motions allowing for further analysis. In Section 7.2 we discuss our data which
is typically represented in as time series of rotation valued data. This allows us to
consider modelling each segment as being an instance of the MLFM on the rotation
group SO(3), or a proper subgroup, and the whole skeleton as representing an instance
of our product manifold construction.

We will demonstrate that it is possible to individually model each component of the
skeleton using an instance of the MLFM with a distinct set of latent forces, but under
the latent variable philosophy, it should be possible to construct an adequate description
of the motion with a much smaller set of shared latent forces. In this chapter we shall
show that this is indeed the case, we first carry out the modelling of the marginal
trajectories for each joint independently in Section 7.3 for a fixed number of latent
forces, and then in Section 7.4 we demonstrate the joint segment model fit using a
shared set of latent forces. By way of cross-validation, we are able to demonstrate that
the fit of the shared variables compares favourably with the independent fits. Therefore
allowing for a much smaller representation of the complete dataset, and demonstrating
the model’s ability to capture information shared between the joints. We conclude
with a discussion of the results presented in the chapter, comparing our approach with
existing latent variable techniques for modelling human motion.

7.2 Motion capture data

Motion capture devices allow the recording of real-time motion by tracking the position
of a collection of marker points over time. The time series of each marker may then be
stored as a three-dimensional digital representation in some global coordinate system.
The captured subject can be anything that exists in the real world with the critical
points on the object positioned such that they best represent the orientations of the
moving parts of the object, for example, the joint or pivot points in articulated objects.
In order to accurately triangulate the marker positions more than one camera must be
used with typically at least four required for accurate results.

Rather than record the position of the markers in a global coordinate system it has
proved more useful to record this data in the form of relative positions. A representative
‘skeleton’ is constructed from a set of ‘bone segments’ of fixed length connecting the
markers. The connection of these segments is given by specifying a hierarchical ordering
such that each marker is connected to a single parent, apart from a designated root
node. Each segment will then have a position in a local coordinate frame, the origin
corresponding to the point of its parent in the hierarchy, as well as having coordinates in
a global frame obtained by traversing the skeleton’s hierarchy. Under this specification
the motion can be described using only the local rotation of each bone segment and
therefore any, not necessarily human, motion capture time series may be considered
as a dynamic system on a collection of time-dependent rotations along with a global
translation of the root node. In general the structure of the system will not allow
arbitrary configurations of the connecting segments, and so most joints are also specified
with a maximum allowable rotation (although we ignore this constraint) as well as the
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possibility of restricting the allowed rotations to a single ‘degree of freedom channel’,
i.e. to only allow rotation around a subset of axes.

The dataset we use is from the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) motion capture
database which stores data in the ASF/AMC file format developed by video game
company Acclaim. Two files describe a particular motion in the database; the Acclaim
Skeleton File (ASF) which defines the base pose and skeleton hierarchy, and an Acclaim
Motion Capture (AMC) file which describes the time series of motions. An example of
part of a .asf file is displayed in Figure 7.1a. This file gives the base pose by specifying
direction vectors relative to their parent as well as any of the constraints we have just
discussed. Inspecting the line beginning ‘dof,’ we can read o↵ the axes around which the
lfemur segment is allowed to rotate; in this case it has the full three degrees of freedom.
A second file, the .amc file, provides the data for each frame of motion capture. Part
of a typical .amc file is displayed in Figure 7.1b where we see the data for frame one.

When we previously considered modelling rotation-valued data in Section 6.3 we
considered the representation of a given rotation, R, acting on R3 as being represented
by a 3⇥ 3 real-valued matrix with orthonormal columns. Any such rotation matrix in
R3⇥3 can be given an equivalent representation as the composition of three elementary
rotation matrices, one around each axis. That is there is a representation of R in the
form

R = Ry(✓y)Rz(✓z)Rx(✓x),

where Rx(✓x) represents a rotation around the x-axis of ✓x degrees, with similar inter-
pretations for Ry and Rz. These are referred to the Euler angle, or Tait-Bryan angles
depending on the convention used [Whittaker and McCrae, 1947], representations of
the rotation. As a three dimensional summary of the rotation group, they are conve-
nient for storage, and it is these values that are reported in the .amc file. Because these
matrices do not commute the order in which we take the combination of elementary
rotation matters when attempting to reconstruct the global position of the skeleton.
The ordering used for a motion represented by a particular .asf file is given on the line
beginning with ‘axis’, for example in Figure 7.1a we see that the rotation is given by
an initial rotation around the x-axis, followed by a rotation around the new y-axis, and
finally a rotation around the z-axis.

For the experiments reported in this chapter we use motions 1 – 5 from subject 64 in
the CMU mocap database. Each of the motions records a single golf swing by the same
subject. The data is recorded at 120 frames per second (fps) which we downsample
to just over 6 fps. Because of the relatively high sampling frequency of the data, even
after the downsampling step, we use the MLFM-AG method to carry out the modelling
in this chapter.

7.3 Single segment modelling

Since each joint in our dataset can be represented as a rotation valued time series,
and each joint represents the minimum unit for which we have prior geometric knowl-
edge, we could consider modelling the whole skeleton by learning an instance of the
MLFM independently for each segment in our dataset. This specification allows for no
interactions between the joints, this is an unrealistic assumption, and we address the
shortcomings of this assumption when considering the product manifold construction
in the next section.

Our results in this section will demonstrate the estimates obtained when we fit each
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:root
order TX TY TZ RX RY RZ
axis XYZ
position 0 0 0
orientation 0 0 0

:bonedata
begin

id 1
name lhipjoint
direction 0.62366 -0.717238
length 2.53602
axis 0 0 0 XYZ

end
begin

id 2
name lfemur
direction 0.34202
length 7.40817
axis 0 0 20 XYZ
dof rx ry rz
limits (-160.0 20.)

(-70.0 70.0)
(-60.0 70.0)

end

(a) .asf file excerpt

1
root -5.82914 17.8741 1.78981 -78
lowerback 4.63582 1.57939 -1.4274
upperback 3.12177 2.18521 4.71147
thorax 0.382976 1.09183 5.58562
lowerneck -17.1013 -1.80218 2.337
upperneck 41.0205 0.947713 -5.860
head 18.3012 0.515299 -2.80985
rclavicle 6.7586e-015 3.8167e-014
rhumerus -4.17579 -3.52373 -100.9
rradius 19.9659
rwrist -31.1458
rhand -12.7873 -5.2607
rfingers 7.12502
rthumb 13.2982 -34.8164
lclavicle 6.7587e-015 3.8167e-014
lhumerus -11.0588 -43.7265 111.40
lradius 28.081
lwrist 45.5912
lhand -14.6248 69.8143
lfingers 7.12502
lthumb -168.473 80.5226
rfemur -29.9513 0.27183 12.9419
rtibia 29.1269

(b) .amc file excerpt

Figure 7.1: Examples of motion capture data recorded using the acclaim file format.
The .asf file in Figure (a) records the hierarchical structure of the skeleton and specifies
the data type of each channel, along with any degrees of freedom constraints. The
width of both files has been cropped.
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segment with R = 2 latent forces, this is convenient for visualisation purposes but will
also be justified by our model selection analysis in the following section. We report
the results for four di↵erent joints, the left/right humerus and the left/right femur.
We chose a reduced set of joints to facilitate the presentation of our results; however,
these joints still represent some of the most complex and variable motions for our golf
swing data. Moreover, we shall see in examining this reduced set of segments that they
possess a high signal-to-noise ratio allowing for interesting results and a compelling
demonstration of our MLFM framework.

7.3.1 MLFM for quaternion valued data

As discussed in section 7.2 the data has been recorded as a time series of Euler angles,
and as such we could consider mapping these to the corresponding rotation matrices
and fitting a model similar to that considered in Section 6.3 on SO(3). However,
constructing a model in this way will lead to a nine-dimensional state variable. Rather
than try to construct a model in the nine-dimensional space it will be more convenient to
use the representation of SO(3) as a subspace of the set of unit quaternions [Whittaker
and McCrae, 1947].

Following [Moran, 1975, Prentice, 1987] a rotation matrix, R, may be identified
with a unit quaternion (q0, q1, q2, q3)> 2 S

3
⇢ R4, where the coordinates are related by

R =

0

@
q
2
0 + q

2
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2
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2
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Instead of trying to model the trajectory on a group, we are now considering our
data to be R4-valued and we wish to construct our model to leave S

3 invariant. There-
fore we wish to consider the higher dimensional rotation group SO(4) and model our
observed data as having been generated by an action of this group on an initial unit
quaternion. Compared to constructing the model directly on SO(3) this leads to a
higher dimensional Lie algebra, but a lower dimensional state variable and so we bene-
fit from being able to avoid the numerical cost incurred by the need in the MLFM-AG
method to place a GP prior on each dimension of the state variable.

The Lie algebra so(4) of SO(4) is given by the space of skew-symmetric 4⇥ 4 real-
valued matrices with trace zero. This is a six-dimensional vector space. In the next
section, we discuss the construction of the MLFM with the coe�cient matrix supported
on this vector space, and we chose our basis to be the canonical basis
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7.3.2 Model setup

In this section, we present the version of the MLFM which we will use to describe the
motion of a particular bone segment. As discussed above we are focusing on only four
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segments from the upper and lower body, which will allow us a more thorough discussion
of the results. For a given segment seg 2 {lhumerus, rhumerus, lfemur , rfemur} we
specify the segment-specific model

dxseg(t)

dt
=

 
Aseg

0 +
RX

r=1

g
seg
r (t) · Aseg

r

!
xseg(t), (7.1)

with

Aseg
r =

6X

d=1

�
seg
rd · Ld. (7.2)

For each of the segments we place independent, identical prior distributions on the
model parameters. For the connection coe�cient parameters we assign the vague prior

�
seg
rd ⇠ N (0, 10),

and these are assumed independent for r = 0, 1, . . . , R, d = 1, . . . , 6. Each of the latent
force variables is assumed to have a Gaussian process prior with RBF kernel

Cov
�
g
seg
r (t), gsegr0 (t0)

 
= �rr0 exp

✓
�

(t� t
0)2

2 seg
r

◆
,

where the length-scale parameter is given a generalised inverse Gaussian (GIG) dis-
tribution. This prior for the length scale parameters is recommended by the [Stan
Development Team, 2018] to penalise both very large and very small length scales.
This distribution is parameterised by three parameters, (a, b, p) [Johnson et al., 1994]
and we write GIG(a, b, p). For this experiment we take the values

 
seg
r ⇠ GIG(5, 5,�1),

and again these are independent for each r = 1, . . . , R.

For the observation noise parameters we take relatively tight parameters

�
seg
k ⇠ N (0, 0.1),

independently for each k = 1, . . . , 4. This choice is justified by the high precision and
controlled environment of the mocap experiment.

Finally for the interpolating state variables we use a RBF kernel with both an
absolute scale and a length scale parameter

Cov{xk(t)xk(t
0)} = �

seg
0k exp

✓
�

(t� t
0)

2�seg1k

◆
,

for k = 1, . . . , 4.. We do not specify further priors for the hyperparameters �seg , in
terms of the software we are implementing our model fitting on this is equivalent to the
assumption of a vague uniform prior with large range on the log-transformed values of
these variables. Note also that we do not include an absolute scale parameter for the
latent force prior because the absolute value of these parameters is modulated by the
coe�cients �segrd .
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Cov{xk(t)xk(t
0)} = �

seg
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for k = 1, . . . , 4.. We do not specify further priors for the hyperparameters �seg , in
terms of the software we are implementing our model fitting on this is equivalent to the
assumption of a vague uniform prior with large range on the log-transformed values of
these variables. Note also that we do not include an absolute scale parameter for the
latent force prior because the absolute value of these parameters is modulated by the
coe�cients �segrd .

7.3.3 Experimental results

We now consider the results obtained after applying the model just described to the
golf swing data. For all of the experiments, our reported summary statistics are based
on 1000 samples from the posterior distribution using Gibbs sampling with a burn-
in of 10000 observations. To reduce sample autocorrelation, we recorded every 100th
sample until the desired sample size had been achieved. The burn-in and total sample
size was chosen so that for the reported experiments we achieved a PSRF of less than
1.2 as suggested in [Brooks and Gelman, 1998], this is of course problem dependent
however our results appear relatively robust with similar conclusions drawn from an
initial experiment with a substantially shorter Markov chain.

In Figure 7.2 we display the results obtained after fitting the model (7.1) to the
lhumerus quaternion data. Figure 7.2a – 7.2d display the estimated predictive distri-
bution of the trajectory in state space, along with the estimated ±2 standard deviation
from the MCMC sample. Each output is of a similar absolute magnitude, and with
largely similar frequencies of their variations. This conclusion is reflected in the MAP
estimates of the kernel hyperparameters of the interpolating state processes which are

log�lhumerus
0 = (4.736, 4.593, 4.294, 4.180)>,

log�lhumerus
1 = (0.081, 0.019, 0.089,�0.527)>.

The lower value of the length scale �lhumerus
14 is visible in a slight, low magnitude

fluctuation during the early portion of the movement in Figure 7.2d, in comparison
to the more regular motions for the remaining dimensions. While the e↵ect is slight,
it nevertheless does seem to be a genuine feature of this component of the trajectory,
and this is indicative of both the importance and the challenges in currently tuning the
hyperparameters of the state interpolating process.

Inspecting the learned latent force for the lhumerus data we observe an approxi-
mately sinusoidal force in Figure 7.2a reflecting the recurrence of positions in a golf
swing, along with a second aperiodic force in Figure 7.2f reflecting a seeming change
in the qualitative behaviour during the final part of the motion, roughly corresponding
to the portion of the stroke after the ball strike.

The results for the rhumerus data are displayed in Figure 7.3. In comparison to
the previous results, there is now a much greater degree of between motion variability,
especially during the latter half of the motion and this is particularly evident in Figure
7.3c and Figure 7.3d. The greater irregularity of the rhumerus is further reflected in the
latent forces displayed in Figure 7.3e and Figure 7.3f which display no obvious periodic
behaviour, and seem to be more irregular than those observed for the left humerus.
Taken together the greater variability of the predictive distribution and the increased
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irregularity of the latent forces would suggest ine�ciencies in the right arm movement
of this subject which would be worthy of further study.

The joints we have analysed so far are constituent parts of the left, and right
arms, which go through an extensive range of motion during a golf swing, moreover
smaller more complex joints are often hard to stabilise. On the other hand, lower body
movement during a golf swing is much less dramatic. This can be observed in the more
modest range of motions for the lfemur data in Figure 7.4, in particular, we note the
scale of the right axis in Figure 7.4a. However, while the range of motion is relatively
modest, there is still a relatively large degree of between motion variability. This, in
turn, is likely to reduce the ability of the MLFM to learn an adequate representation
of the dynamics, and we see that the latent forces displayed in Figure 7.4e and Figure
7.4f are much more regular over the full range of motion. Given that the left leg acts
as a stable pivot point during a golf swing these results are mostly as we would expect.

Generally, for the four joints, we have examined in this section we observe more
irregular forces for the left and right humerus segments than for the femur data. The
greater complexity would seem to suggest that the controls required when performing a
golf swing are more involved for the arm segments. These results fit with our intuition
for the golf swing, with the comparatively larger leg joints being naturally stabilised
during the pendulum motion of a golf swing. The upper body, and in particular the
arms, which display a much higher degree of flexion during a given swing and so require
more complex controls to achieve this motion.

For the rfemur displayed in Figure 7.5 the predictive distributions seem very well
determined. With these trajectories largely consistent between motions. Compared to
the left femur data the latent forces have a more complex structure; in particular, we
see an approximately sinusoidal control in Figure 7.5f.

To summarise the results of fitting the MLFM with two latent forces to the single
segments has lead to models that have reasonably well informed predictive distributions.
The most important aspect of the MLFM is learning the latent forcing functions from
which the rest of the dynamic structure of a particular motion is recovered. In this
section, we have seen that structure and regularity of the learned controls are consistent
with our prior intuition about the relative complexity of each joint during a given golf
swing suggesting that the model is accurately learning pertinent information. Indeed
as a diagnostic tool, the model o↵ers the potential to assess the relative e�ciency of a
particular motion by assessing the complexity of the latent forcing functions required
to produce this motion. This process of discovery is ultimately what distinguishes the
framework underlying the latent force model from optimal control theory.

Finally, we note that the learned forces seem significantly di↵erent between the
segments, and it is not at all evident that any subset of these forces should be able to
reconstruct this motion for the whole set accurately. Nevertheless, in the next section,
we will show that it is, in fact, possible to jointly model the collection of bone segments
with a common set of forces.

7.4 Joint modelling of multiple segments

In the previous section, we considered the possibility of modelling the rotation of a
single joint of a motion capture human skeleton by identifying the rotation time series
with a time series on the quaternion group. We were able to discover segment specific
latent forces, and so learn dynamic systems which would recover the range of motion of
individual joints during a golf swing. Our results in the previous section used a set of
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(a) Left humerus, q0 (b) Left humerus, q1

(c) Left humerus, q2 (d) Left humerus, q3

(e) Latent force 1 (f) Latent force 2

Figure 7.2: (a)–(d) Left humerus quaternion orientation for the set of motions 1-5
represented in increasing order by the symbols {•,H,⇥, +, }. Also displayed are the
marginal moments of the state variables represent by the mean value ‘ ’, as well as
the ±2 standard derivation intervals, shaded region, based on 1000 samples of the state
variables, latent force variables and the parameters �rd from the posterior with the
remaining parameter held fixed at their MAP estimates. The marginal moments of the
latent force variables are displayed in Figures (e) – (f).
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(a) Right humerus, q0 (b) Right humerus, q1

(c) Right humerus, q2 (d) Right humerus, q3

(e) Latent force 1 (f) Latent force 2

Figure 7.3: (a)–(d) Right humerus quaternion orientation for the set of motions 1-5
represented in increasing order by the symbols {•,H,⇥, +, }. Also displayed are the
marginal moments of the state variables represent by the mean value ‘ ’, as well as
the ±2 standard derivation intervals, shaded region, based on 1000 samples of the state
variables, latent force variables and the parameters �rd from the posterior with the
remaining parameter held fixed at their MAP estimates. The marginal moments of the
latent force variables are displayed in Figures (e) – (f).
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(a) Left femur, q0 (b) Left femur, q1

(c) Left femur, q2 (d) Left femur, q3

(e) Latent force 1 (f) Latent force 2

Figure 7.4: (a)–(d) Left femur quaternion orientation for the set of motions 1-5 repre-
sented in increasing order by the symbols {•,H,⇥, +, }. Also displayed are the marginal
moments of the state variables represent by the mean value ‘ ’, as well as the ±2 stan-
dard derivation intervals, shaded region, based on 1000 samples of the state variables,
latent force variables and the parameters �rd from the posterior with the remaining
parameter held fixed at their MAP estimates. The marginal moments of the latent
force variables are displayed in Figures (e) – (f).

independent latent forces for each joint, and so each joint in the skeleton was treated as
an independent dynamical system. The assumption of independence between segments
for a particular motion is not only an unrealistic assumption but a restriction on the
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(a) Right femur, q0 (b) Right femur, q1

(c) Right femur, q2 (d) Right femur, q3

(e) Latent force 1 (f) Latent force 2

Figure 7.5: (a)–(d) Right femur quaternion orientation for the set of motions 1-5 repre-
sented in increasing order by the symbols {•,H,⇥, +, }. Also displayed are the marginal
moments of the state variables represent by the mean value ‘ ’, as well as the ±2 stan-
dard derivation intervals, shaded region, based on 1000 samples of the state variables,
latent force variables and the parameters �rd from the posterior with the remaining
parameter held fixed at their MAP estimates. The marginal moments of the latent
force variables are displayed in Figures (e) – (f).

dimensionality reduction we can achieve, and so we would like to now couple each
component of the dynamic system to allow information to be shared between segments
and to achieve more substantial dimension reduction.
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To achieve this goal we will make use of the product manifold version of the MLFM
described in Section 2.3.2. With regards to the mathematical specification very little
is changed with the new model taking the form

dxseg(t)

dt
=

 
Aseg

0 +
RX

r=1

gr(t) · Aseg
r

!
xseg(t), (7.3)

with

Aseg
r =

6X

d=1

�
seg
rd · Ld, (7.4)

for seg 2 {lhumerus, rhumerus, lfemur , rfemur}. Which is exactly the same as the
single segment model (7.1) only the latent forces are now shared between segments.
We shall use the same prior specification as described in Section 7.3.2. It remains to
chose the total number of forces and in the next section we describe how to use cross-
validation to make a principled choice of these forces, as well as justifying our decision
to display the single segment fits with R = 2.

7.4.1 Experimental results and cross-validation

In the previous section, we presented the results for the single segment models with
R = 2 forces. We now provide some more details about how this value was chosen
for the single joints and compare the predictive performance of the single joint with
results obtained using the multiple segment model. Since we have five replicates of
the motion, we will determine the number of latent forces to be included by using
leave-one-out cross validation [Hastie et al., 2009].

For each motion m 2 {1, . . . , 5} we train the model using all of those motions apart
from the mth one. The predictions from the trained model are then compared with the
actual observed outcome of the mth motion. We record the mean squared error of our
prediction, and this is then averaged over the five possible configurations of the training
and test sets. To make our prediction we use the sampling distribution obtained by
MCMC sampling of the posterior, conditioned on the training data, for either the single
segment or full collection models. As above we shall use a total of 1000 samples from
the posterior distribution with a burn-in of 1000 observations.

The full results are displayed in Figure 7.6 which presents the point estimates for
the mean squared error under both the single and complete segment models, as well
as the plus-or-minus one standard deviation error bars for the single segment models
only.

If we first interpret the results for the single segment models, then as a general
comment we observe that in terms of the scale of error the values for the left and
right humerus are more extensive than those for the femur segments. This is in line
with our analysis of the plots in the previous section, as well as a reflection of the
relative complexity of the arm motion during a golf swing compared to the lower body
movement.

For all of the fits obtained, we observe that the model with only a single latent
force displays the worst performance, and in all cases increasing the number of forces
to R = 2 leads to an improvement. Beyond that, we may, in fact, experience an increase
in the prediction error. This is likely due to the increase number of forces leading to
overfitting of the model, with the latent forces accounting for dynamics which are better
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potentially better explained by state interactions and leading to a reduced predictive
power of the model. This is most readily observed for the relatively more complicated
left humerus data in Figure 7.6a and right humerus in Figure 7.6b. In general, the
point estimate obtained for R = 2 in the single joint models is within one standard
deviation of the minimum error, and this motivated our choice to display these results
in the previous section.

With regards to the marginal improvement o↵ered by increasing the number of la-
tent forces from a single force to two forces we notice that the most significant benefits
are observed for the left humerus, Figure 7.6a, and the right femur, Figure 7.6d. Recall-
ing our analysis from Section 7.3.3 these were the forces which displayed both a single
higher frequency sinusoidal force and a slower varying force. Being able to account
for both of these dynamics lends significant predictive power to the learned dynamics,
and it would seem that a single force is insu�cient to capture both of these features
of the driving forces. Our comments in the previous section regarding the complexity
of the learned forces are evident in the number of forces needed to allow for accurate
inferences, this is particularly evident for the left femur 7.6c, which as we noted when
analysis Figure 7.4 has relatively uninteresting latent forces when R = 2, and from
the cross-validation results we see a single latent force could equally well model the
dynamics of this segment.

Learned latent forces in the full model

To further analyse the model, and add some context to the increasing predictive per-
formance observed in Figure 7.6 as we increase the number of latent forces we plot, and
comment on, the forces learned during the full segment fits.

We begin by considering the latent forces learned when R = 2, the results are
displayed in Figure 7.7. The first latent force in Figure 7.7a displays relatively regular
motion, with a more irregular force in Figure 7.7b. Both the learned forces have a
turning point at roughly the two second mark, in this region the first force is close to
zero so that the final phase of the golf swing dynamics in the R = 2 model are largely
accounted for the by the second force, which displays a steep trend over this interval.

To carry out further analysis we now compare the qualitative properties of these
forces to those obtained when we increase the number of latent GPs to R = 4. The
results for the complete segment model with four forces is displayed in Figure 7.8. The
forces recovered in 7.8b and 7.8c display fairly regular motions, with the magnitude of
their variations largely consistent along the whole duration of the motion. We recall
that all of the latent forces were assigned infinitely smooth, stationary priors and it
would seem that on the passage to the posterior for these particular forces we preserve
that qualitative behaviour. The third force, Figure 7.8c, has a turning point at roughly
the halfway point of the interval, and at this value is close to zero, suggesting the
input of this force reverses around the halfway mark, coinciding with the end of the
back-swing and the beginning for the forward swing.

The fourth force displayed in Figure 7.8d, and certainly the force displayed in 7.8a
seem qualitatively di↵erent to the other two forces. Both of these forces display rela-
tively quiescent behaviour with slow oscillations for the majority of the interval, before
dramatic final motions with almost constant velocity. Again this first period of the
motion coincides with the controlled back-lift of the swing, and the second with the
forward motion. This more dramatic range of final motion is also observed for the tight-
ening of the posterior distribution for the latent force in 7.8b, even if not as directly
obvious from the magnitude of the motion.
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(a) Left humerus (b) Right humerus

(c) Left femur (d) Right femur

Figure 7.6: Estimates of the prediction error obtained using leave-one-out cross val-
idation with R latent forces for the asf bone segment. The error bars represent the
estimated mean squared error for the single segment models along with plus-or-minus
one standard deviation limits. We also display each of the joint prediction error for the
Multiple manifold decomposition of the MLFM (MMLFM) with R 2 {2, 3, 4} latent
forces when each of the joint share a common set of latent forces.

Comparing the two models we note that while the results in Figure 7.6 demonstrate
that the model with four latent forces out performs that with only two, the improve-
ments are still relatively modest in magnitude. And remarkably the results for R = 2
in the full segment fit were within one standard deviation of the best results obtained
for the marginal moments. Suggesting not only that there is a high degree of informa-
tion shared between the segments, but that the latent forces are able to capture this
information sharing. In general the dynamics seem to be well accounted for by a slow
varying force during the back and forward swing, with an additional degree of freedom
needed to account for the final phase following the ball strike, and these components are
captured by only two latent forces. Increasing the number of forces to four does lead
to improved prediction, but not necessarily any increase in interpretability or under-
standing of the dynamics. Instead the model with more forces allows for e↵ects already
observed in the more parsimonious model to be further deconstructed, for example this
specification has the luxury of specifying a force in Figure 7.8a that is almost entirely
dedicated to controlling the final phase of motion.
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(a) Latent Force 1 (b) Latent Force 2

Figure 7.7: The two latent forces learned using the product manifold MLFM for the
complete set of segments with R = 2. The estimated mean value of these forces obtained
using 1000 samples of the posterior using MCMC sampling is given by the ‘ ’ line.
The shaded region represents the ±2 standard deviation intervals around the mean for
the marginal moments of the sample

7.4.2 Comparison with the LFM

As a final examination of the model we compare the performance of the MLFM with the
first order LFM described in Section 2.2. We use the same cross-validation procedure
described above. That is we train our LFM and MLFM model on the complete data
for four of the motions and use this to predict the outcome of the final motion. We
let q

seg
k (t) denote the kth component of the quaternion representation of the data for a

given segment, then the LFM specifies a time-evolution equation

dq
seg
k (t)

dt
= D◆(seg,k) · q

seg
k (t) +

RX

r=1

S◆(seg,k)rgr(t), (7.5)

for k = 1, . . . , 4 and seg 2 {lfemur , rfemur , lhumerus, rhumerus}. The sensitivity ma-
trix is of shape 16 ⇥ R and we denote by ◆(seg , k) 2 {1, . . . 16} an enumeration of the
segment and dimensional component. We use the same prior for the latent forces on
the LFM, and the choice of RBF kernel allows us to use the closed form expression for
the covariance given in [Alvarez et al., 2009].

The results are displayed in Table 7.1 and we see that for all values of the latent force
variable the MLFM outperforms the LFM. Strongly suggesting that for complex, non-
linear time series such as those occuring for human motion data we can gain increased
predictive performance by specifying a model is able to encode our prior knowledge of
the geometric constraints, and to allow for nontrivial, but still linear, combinations of
the state variable in the time-evolution equation rather than the restrictive diagonal
structure of the LFM.

Given the relative complexity of human motion it is not surprising that the first
order model (7.5) failed to appropriate describe the motion, and arguably a fairer test
would include the second-order model considered in [Alvarez et al., 2009]. However,
to our knowledge there is no readily available software for fitting this model and the
second-order model is significantly more complicated to implement than the first-order
model. Nevertheless, we do agree that a comparison with the second-order model would
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(a) Latent Force 1 (b) Latent Force 2

(c) Latent Force 3 (d) Latent Force 4

Figure 7.8: The four latent forces learned using the product manifold MLFM for the
complete set of segments with R = 4. The estimated mean value of these forces obtained
using 1000 samples of the posterior using MCMC sampling is given by the ‘ ’ line.
The shaded region represents the ±2 standard deviation intervals around the mean for
the marginal moments of the sample

be an important area for future study.

R

2 3 4

LFM 0.699 ± 0.411 0.441 ± 0.392 0.337 ± 0.301
MLFM 0.285 ± 0.198 0.288 ± 0.160 0.241 ± 0.167

Table 7.1: Comparison of the mean squared prediction error for the LFM and MLFM
using leave-one-out cross-validation on the complete set of segments. We report the
point estimated of the prediction error along with the estimated standard deviation

7.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we have carried out the process of fitting the MLFM to time series
of rotation valued data describing a complex human motion. There are at least three
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essential advantages our approach has over previous approaches to fitting smooth paths
to rotation valued data as in [Prentice, 1987]. First, our methods do not require the
use of a local linear approximation to the manifold. Secondly we do not just fit a
smooth path, but also a dynamic system, and finally, we can jointly model a collection
of rotation valued time series and so model a large complex system by a smaller number
of free forcing functions.

Because our methods learn dynamic systems, and in particular ODEs, they allow
for the straightforward generation of new motions, including the simple process of
speeding up/slowing down these motions by using time changes of the driving forces.
Furthermore, because the dynamics are driven by a small number of latent forces they
provide an easy to interpret representation of the learned motions compared to data-
driven approaches such as the use of recurrent neural networks in [Du et al., 2015,
Fragkiadaki et al., 2015]. We have demonstrated this interpretive step in our analysis of
the learned latent forces for the single segment model in Section 7.3, and the joint model
in Section 7.4. In both cases, we were able to plot and examine qualitative features
of the learned forces, something that would be entirely out of reach using alternative
approaches such as recurrent neural networks in [Du et al., 2015, Fragkiadaki et al.,
2015].

Our results have demonstrated the e↵ectiveness of combining a small number of
latent forces with a natural decomposition of the data space, in particular, our estimates
of the prediction error in Figure 7.6 demonstrate that there is successful information
sharing between the di↵erent manifold-valued processes using our MLFM framework.
Alternative latent variable modelling approaches to human motion data have often
tried to first achieve a more significant dimensionality reduction of the data space.
Early approaches considered the use of PCA [Ormoneit et al., 2000, Sidenbladh et al.,
2000, Yacoob and Black, 1998] assuming that the latent variable model could be well
expressed by the projection of the data on to a lower dimensional linear subspace.
Unfortunately, there are good reasons to believe that the latent variable manifold for
human motion is nonlinear [Bissacco, 2005], and this can be observed in the improved
performance of our geometrically constrained MLFM compared to the linear LFM
discussed in Section 7.4.2. However, because our method involves a decomposition
of the data space, we do not achieve the same scale of dimensionality reduction as
alternative methods in the machine learning literature. In the next chapter, we begin
to consider how best to combine our approach with some of these alternative methods
to achieve both the rich topological structure we can exhibit with the MLFM and a
more significant dimension reduction.

Motion capture systems such as the dataset we have been considering in this chapter
have proved very useful for those involved in creating live-action cinema, but they have
proved less popular for animated features. Typically animation requires a much more
stylised representation of motion than that observed in real-world movements, and it
is not necessarily intuitive for animators to jointly alter high dimensional time series
of rotation valued data to realise a “stylized” transformation of natural motions. We
believe the latent force modelling approach allows for a much more intuitive process of
realising new transformations by allowing animators to manipulate the small number
of latent forces we have learned in order to realise original motions.

While we have successfully demonstrated the potential of the hybrid modelling
approach, we have only embedded geometric constraints into the model, and so there
is still scope to add more physical realism to the type of models we are considering.
For instance, the biological e�ciency of the human body, and the natural stabilisation
and spring-like properties of joint and limb segments should be viewed as having a
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mechanistic structure that complements the exogenous, guided controls that we have
focused on modelling. Work remains to be done on adding further physical realism into
hybrid models that allow these two important features to be included in such a way
that they best complement one another.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and future work

Our principal aim in this thesis has been on introducing a flexible class of models for
performing predictive inference in complex dynamic systems without having to specify
complete mechanistic models, and we have provided two methods of approximating
the conditional distributions of this class of models. In this chapter, we first present a
discussion of the work presented in this thesis and discuss several important directions
for future work.

8.1 Review

8.1.1 A latent force model with multiplicative interactions

In this thesis, we have extended the latent force modelling framework introduced by
[Lawrence et al., 2006, Alvarez et al., 2009] to allow for multiplicative interactions be-
tween the latent control variables and the state variables. While initially introduced
as a mechanistic model it was quickly realised that such models were an e↵ective way
of embedding dynamic systems properties into a GP model by way of a nonstation-
ary kernel function. This procedure allowed for the construction of hybrid methods
combining an overly simplistic mechanistic model with the flexibility of GP regression
methods. The ability to construct a dynamical systems model, but remain within the
GP regression setting readily allows for existing inferential techniques used in the gen-
eral regression setting to be immediately applied to the LFM, or for the LFM to be
used in more complex models constructed around GPs.

While the fact that the LFM is a special case of the GP regression model leads to
the analytic tractability of this model, it is also indicative of one of the most restrictive
assumptions, namely the assumption of Gaussian trajectories. Directly related to the
Gaussian trajectories property is the fact that such trajectories are necessarily sup-
ported on a vector space. A desire to move beyond this restrictive assumption has been
a primary motivation in our introduction of the MLFM in this thesis, and so allowing
for the modelling of trajectories with a richer geometric structure. At the same time we
have endeavoured to remain faithful to the ingredients that allowed for the tractability
of the LFM; that is to say a linear ODE for which the time dependent behaviour of the
evolution equation arises from the fluctuations of a set of independent GPs.

The geometric constraints of the MLFM are achieved by constraining the time-
dependent coe�cient matrix to be an element of the Lie algebra associated with some
matrix Lie group for all t in some interval. This is achieved by restricting the coe�cient
matrices to linear combinations of a set of basis matrices of a particular Lie algebra.
This is su�cient, [Iserles, 2004], to ensure that the fundamental solution of the ODE
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is then an element of the matrix Lie group, and from this, it is then possible to either
construct models constrained to the matrix Lie group or formed by the action of this
group on a vector space.

An important feature of our MLFM is the ease with which we may build models
with a rich topological structure. Such structure frequently appears in nature, for
example, many physical processes are bounded and display periodic, or quasi-periodic
motions, and this suggests that much of the dynamics of this motion are well explained
by trajectories taking the form of quasi-periodic orbits on a compact manifold. The
framework introduced in this thesis makes the process of constructing such a latent
space straightforward; exactly periodic motion on a compact manifold can be achieved
by the Kubo oscillator discussed in Section 6.2.1. The model can then be made more
flexible, while still ensuring that the motions are compact, by considering the larger
space S

2, which contains the Kubo oscillator S
1 as a nested submodel.

The necessity of considering the topology of the latent space has been well appre-
ciated in the machine learning literature. The GP latent variable model with back
constraints (BC-GP-LVM) [Lawrence and Quiñonero Candela, 2006] is an attempt to
combine the flexibility of GP methods of dimensionality reduction with the use of back
constraints to preserve local distances in the dimensionality reduction process. In apply-
ing the BC-GP-LVM to periodic human motion data [Lawrence and Quiñonero Candela,
2006] conclude that a circular structure will be necessary, but that a two-dimensional
latent space is overly constrained and so unable to demonstrate the required structure
adequately. Their solution is to increase the dimension of the latent variable space, but
they also remark that the introduction of a cylindrical topology is also likely to resolve
the issue. This conjecture is supported in [Urtasun et al., 2008] where the use of such
a topology is demonstrated, and so it is instructive to consider how we might impose
a cylinder topology using our MLFM framework. One possibility, using a single latent

force, would be to consider a three dimensional state variable x(t) =
⇥
x(t) y(t) z(t)

⇤>

governed by the di↵erential equations

d

dt


x(t)
y(t)

�
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dz(t)

dt
= �

(2)
01 z(t) + �

(2)
11 g1(t),

which is an example of the Kubo oscillator model on S
1, and a univariate LFM on

R, combined using the product manifold construction from Section 2.3.2. This model
then has the flexibility to wrap around the cylinder S

1
⇥R, with the non-autonomous

dynamics allowed by the GP control functions allowing the trajectories to self-intersect
in phase space giving the model more expressive flexibility, while the topological con-
struction ensures that the trajectories are constrained to a cylinder. By moving beyond
the GP model, we are free from the constraint of embedding topological properties en-
tirely through the choice of the kernel as would be necessary for the GP setting. This
avoids the problem of trying to construct the topological property invariance through
the choice of the kernel itself, which in general is not easy, and naturally suggests ways
of building more complex models. Indeed the construction in [Urtasun et al., 2008] is
possible within the GP regression framework because of the relative ease with which we
can construct periodic kernels, but it is not clear how to construct kernels which could
reflect more general topological features, note for instance that the cylinder S

1
⇥R1 is
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not compact unlike the topology of S
2 discussed above.

Of course what our model lacks relative to the BC-GP-LVM, and similar methods
of dimensionality reduction is an operation to map a higher dimensional data space
to this cylinder, and more generally our model achieves only a modest dimensionality
reduction because of our focus on embedding known geometric constraints. Instead, our
model reduction is better viewed as the ability to construct flexible and parsimonious
evolution equations in the data space, the parsimony being achieved by the number of
latent forces R. It would be desirable to combine this more directly with a dimension
reduction, and we discuss the addition of this feature later on in this chapter when we
discuss future work.

While we do not achieve a dimension reduction in the data space an important
aspect of the product manifold modelling approach as described in Section 2.3.2 is the
ability to jointly model multiple systems each constrained to some submanifold, and
therefore we are able to achieve a great deal of control, and ability to encode relevant
prior knowledge, when specifying this decomposition. We demonstrate the potential of
this system for predictive inference in dynamic systems in Chapter 7 where we show that
the joint modelling of several connected joints leads to superior predictive performance
over the marginal joining with only a modest increase in the number of latent forces
required.

In summary, the latent force model with multiplicative interactions between the
state and controlling GP variables that we have introduced in this thesis enables the
embedding of geometric constraints into models of dynamic systems. Our construction
allows the specification of models with a higher degree of physical realism while still
being flexible enough to be broadly applicable, even in those cases where a complete
system specification is hard to motivate. Unfortunately, the ability to model trajectories
on non-linear manifolds comes at the expense of the tractable inference of the LFM.
This arises because the mapping from the latent Gaussian processes is no longer a linear
map, and in general is given by the time ordered integrals discussed in Section 2.3.1.
Because of the intractability of the transformation, we need to consider methods of
approximate inference, and we now review the two methods introduced in this thesis.

8.1.2 Adaptive gradient matching

Our first attempt at deriving an approximate probability density function for the
MLFM used the Bayesian adaptive gradient matching methods developed in [Calder-
head et al., 2009, Dondelinger et al., 2013]. The simple observation motivating this
construction is that the time-evolution equation provides an explicit, and in the case
of the MLFM linear, relationship between the parameters of the model and the tra-
jectory through its gradient, so that inference can be guided by the combination of
parameters and the latent states that ‘match’ the gradient. In practice the gradient is
unobserved, and so the method works by completing the model with the gradient using
an approximation to the conditional distribution p(Ẋ | X,✓) and then marginalising
out the gradient.

In general the adaptive gradient matching method is only able to produce a con-
ditional density up to an unknown normalising constant, however, for every variable
appearing linearly in the time-evolution equation, it is possible to rearrange this unnor-
malised density as an exponential quadratic in this variable. As an immediate result
for all those variables which have a Gaussian prior, we can realise a Gaussian posterior
conditional distribution. For a particular variable, the conditioning must be done on all
those variables which interact multiplicatively with it in the time-evolution equation,
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along with the hyperparameters of the latent state interpolants and the regularisation
parameter of the gradient expert. In Section 3.3.1 we carried out this process and
presented the Gaussian posteriors for the latent states, latent forces and connection
coe�cients.

The existence of tractable posteriors for an important subset of the model parame-
ters makes it straightforward to carry out a Gibbs sampling routine using the tractable
conditional distributions. This same structure also lends itself well to mean field varia-
tional approximations of the posterior distribution, and we presented these in Section
5.3.1. We also discussed MAP estimate of the model parameters noting that because
it is possible to marginalise out the state variable, there is little to be gained using the
EM algorithm for MAP estimation.

The approximation to the conditional distribution p(Ẋ | X,✓) introduced in [Calder-
head et al., 2009] takes the form of a multiplicative product of experts. The first expert
corresponds to a smooth GP prior on the state and its gradient, and the second takes
the form of a regression model introducing a regularisation parameter controlling how
strictly the functional constraint implied by the time-evolution equation is imposed.
While intuitively appealing and demonstrated in Chapter 6 to work well in scenarios
with a high frequency of sampling there are as yet no rigorous guarantees for the accu-
racy of this approximation. A justifiable concern is the performance of the method as
the distance between samples increases, and therefore the likelihood of the interpolating
gradient properly belonging to the tangent space of the true manifold. Graphically this
deteriorating performance is indicated in Figure 6.1 and the conjectured deterioration
in performance borne out by our simulation studies.

In the finite dimensional case, some work has been done establishing the consis-
tency of parameter inference when the estimator of the trajectory is given using a
kernel density estimator. For the setting we are interested in it should be relatively
straightforward to adopt such methods to the case where the plug-in estimator for
the trajectory is a Gaussian process. However, the dependence of the results on the
bandwidth or more general properties of the trajectory is still poorly understood, and
this will also be the case for the role of the hyperparameters of the GP interpolant.
Establishing more rigorous guarantees of this method is an important topic of future
research, and we discuss this further in Section 8.2.1.

Despite the caveats just mentioned when we have access to data observed with
su�cient frequency the MLFM-AG method provides an e↵ective and e�cient means
of constructing point estimates and distributional estimates for the MLFM. This also
makes it an attractive candidate for approximate inference in more complex models
which feature the MLFM as a particular subsystem, for example, the latent space
manifold exploration problem which we shall discuss in Section 8.2.3.

8.1.3 Method of successive approximations

By introducing an interpolant of the trajectory the MLFM-AG method avoided the
need to ever explicitly solve the ODE, and instead, it was possible to introduce an
approximation to the trajectory. As we have discussed in Section 6.2.4 the main draw-
back is the potentially limited ability of gradient matching approaches to accurately
recover structural properties of the trajectory away from the training points, although
as discussed in Chapter 3 the adaptive gradient matching method of [Dondelinger et al.,
2013] does allow for local parameter dependent regularisation of the interpolants. Meth-
ods based on solving the ODE do not have this problem because each realisation of
the solution is a valid trajectory from this model, conditional on the parameters, and
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so accurately recovers the structural information. This has motivated our attempt in
Chapter 4 to introduce a method which is more faithful to the idea of solving the ODE,
but avoids the propagation of the latent variables through the solution of a numerical
ODE.

The first step was to rewrite the ODE as an equivalent integral equation. We
could then approximate this integral using some numerical quadrature rule and so for
a linear ODE, such the MLFM, realise a system of linear equations. The result is a
set of linear constraints which must be satisfied by the model parameters, and so after
rearrangement leads to a method of estimating the parameters as the solution of a
system of linear equations. However, as we discussed at the start of Section 4.3, the
construction of an accurate quadrature rule will require completion of the trajectory.
In the absence of a suitable approximation to the trajectory it is not clear how this
completion can be achieved and leads to a similar problem as experience in the MLFM-
AG method; how do we approximate the distribution of the trajectory away from the
observed time points.

The problems we have just discussed arise because we are attempting to approxi-
mate the marginal distribution of a trajectory which is given only implicitly. Therefore,
rather than attempting to approximate this marginal distribution, we consider using a
generative method to build an approximation using explicit transformations of a quan-
tity with known initial distribution. A key component in our construction is the method
of successive approximations; a standard tool in the classical existence and uniqueness
theorems for ODEs. This allowed for the introduction of a truncated series expansion
of the trajectory, with each term in the expansion given as an integral transformation
of the preceding term.

In general, it will be necessary to consider the completion of each of the successive
approximations to allow for accurate quadrature. However, since each term in the
expansion is an explicit transform of the preceding term, and the distribution of the
first term is known for arbitrarily fine realisations, we do not experience the same
problem when approximating the distribution of the completion. Having generated a
set of successive approximations with known distribution we are now back in a situation
where we can utilise the implied linear constraints to estimate the parameters, only now
we will have multiple linear systems with the solution given by the intersection of these
hyperplanes.

Of course, the immediate downside of this method is the vast increase in the variable
set by retaining the complete set of approximations, one option is to marginalise over
this larger variable set, but the resulting likelihood term for the trajectory conditional
on the parameters has a complex nonlinear dependence on the parameters. As an al-
ternative we discussed in Chapter 5 we discussed the possibility of using variational
methods that combine the ability to exploit the conditional structure of the full model,
with a marginalisation step to allow for e�ciency. The linear dynamical systems struc-
ture of the successive approximations allowed the use of Kalman filtering so that we
avoided the need ever to retain the joint distribution of the successive approximations,
and instead only need to store statistics involving the pairwise expectations during each
step.

A further downside of this method, and one which is not improved by the use
of variational methods, is the fact that this construction is local, with the accuracy
decaying as we move away from an initial condition. To attempt to alleviate this
problem we have considered the possibility of combining several local approximations
of a lower order through a mixture modelling approach. Our simulation studies in
Section 6.2.6 demonstrate that increasing the number of mixture components can lead
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to a successful approximation of the density by a mixture of lower order approximations.

However, there are caveats to the mixture modelling approach. Crucially this ap-
proach will reintroduce a bandwidth type parameter controlling how we combine these
mixtures, although potentially at a level removed from the use of a kernel density esti-
mator directly on the trajectory as used in the collocation/smoothing approaches. The
Gaussian mixture modelling approaching leads to a ‘soft assignment’ of the variables to
their respective classes, and so requires the evaluation of each mixture density for the
whole sample, this is potentially computationally e�cient and also numerically unsta-
ble for points far away from a given initial condition due to the polynomial structure
of the approximation. In discussing the connection between the deterministic form
the MLFM-SA and feed-forward neural networks with linear activation functions we
discussed the possibility of using temporal convolution layers and one advantage these
methods would have over the mixture assignment is the use of fixed window lengths,
and so a hard assignment. Of course, the advantage of the soft assignment in the Gaus-
sian mixture models is the relatively simple probabilistic structure which we may lose
if we consider alternative approaches.

The MLFM-SA model represents an attempt to construct a conditional distribution
of the MLFM model which respects the structure as a transformation of the underlying
random variables, and so avoids the introduction of a spurious approximation to the
trajectory. Our simulation study results presented in Chapter 6 suggest that the method
can perform well in the sparser sampling regions where the performance of the MLFM-
AG method deteriorates. However, as we have demonstrated in 6.3.4, the MLFM-
AG method is much less computationally intensive. Further work needs to be done
to establish both theoretical guarantees for the consistency of this method, and the
possibility of achieving greater numerical e�ciency and we discuss some ideas in this
direction below.

8.2 Future work

In this section we describe several directions in which we believe progress would be
significant, broadly speaking these fall into either an increased theoretical understand-
ing of the class of latent force models or increasing the range of modelling scenarios to
which these methods may be applied.

8.2.1 Theoretical properties of the introduced approximations

In this thesis, we have introduced two approximate methods for fitting the latent force
model with multiplicative interactions between the state and Gaussian process control
functions. In Chapter 3 we used the adaptive gradient matching approximation, and
in Chapter 4 we used an approximation derived from the method of successive ap-
proximations for Volterra integral equations. An important direction of future study
for both of these methods would be to establish rigorous theoretical estimates of the
performance in these estimators both for deriving an approximation of the distribution
in state space and in carrying out a Bayesian inversion for the evolution equation. In
this section, we discuss some current results and the future research directions these
results suggest.
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Asymptotic properties of the adaptive gradient matching approximation

We can consider the adaptive gradient matching approximation used in this work as
two steps removed from the most straightforward early class of collocation methods as
introduced in [Himmelblau et al., 1967, Varah, 1982]. First is the extension introduced
in [Calderhead et al., 2009] which adapts these methods to the Bayesian setting, and
second the approximation in [Dondelinger et al., 2013] which alters the original two-step
approach, in which the trajectories are estimated with no reference to the ODE model
parameters, to an adaptive approach which allows feedback between the parameter
and trajectory estimates. [McGo↵ et al., 2015] note that even the simplest case of the
two-step methods there is still relatively little known about the theoretical properties
of these methods, and so it is not surprising that even less is known about the Bayesian
setting and seemingly nothing about the adaptive approach. The absence of theory
for the adaptive gradient matching method is related to the fact that only asymptotic
consistency has been established, and once we have convergence in probability of the
nonparametric estimator to the exact trajectory, the parameter based trajectory update
of the adaptive gradient matching method becomes mostly redundant.

We recall from Section 1.1.1 that in general the existing theoretical guarantees are
concerned with estimating the parameter vector on the basis of n observations using
an objective function of the form

✓̂n = arg min
✓

Z 1

0

����
d

d⌧
x̂(⌧)� f(⌧, x̂(⌧);✓)

����
2

w(⌧)d⌧, (8.1)

for some weight function w(·), and where the trajectory estimate, x̂, is obtained us-
ing a plug-in kernel estimator of the function applied to the data, [Silverman, 1986].
Then under the “in-fill” asymptotic regime, that is the case in which the spacing be-
tween observations gets infinitely small as the sample size increase, this [Gugushvili
and Klaassen, 2012] show that this estimator is consistent with

p
n-rate. While the use

of estimator of the trajectory is di↵erent in this work, and the results are only estab-
lished in the finite dimensional parameter setting, the general conclusion that inference
is consistent as the trajectory tends towards its degenerate limit is in accordance with
the results of our simulation study in Chapter 3.

Nevertheless, the e�ciency of estimators of this kind are still not well understood
and require a choice of the smoothing and regularisation parameters � and � that is in
general non-trivial. Given our focus on the structure preservation of the MLFM, and
the relationship between the loss of accuracy of the MLFM-AG model with the average
geodesic distance on the circle displayed in Figure 6.1. We have suggested that better
preservation of the geometric structure, and in particular the tangent space would likely
be desirable for these methods, and it may be of interest to examine the possibility of
using estimates of the trajectory that preserve this geometric structure so that in (8.1)
we take the integral only over trajectories on the manifold. A related idea is the concept
of geometric numerical integrators [Hairer et al., 2008] for solving ODEs, and it would
be useful to investigate the possibility of combining these techniques, especially if these
lead to estimators with better e�ciency or improved small sample asymptotics.

With regards to extending these results to the infinite dimensional setting the LFM
discussed in Chapter 2 is an obvious starting point for more involved studies. The
construction of the adaptive gradient matching approximation required specifying a
prior Gaussian process for the trajectories. In the case of the LFM, the trajectories
have a GP conditional on structural parameters. Therefore it is not hard to show that
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the adaptive gradient matching approximation to the density (3.11) is exact at a point
✓0 = {D,S} for the LFM.

Of course, the idea of the adaptive gradient matching process, and collocation meth-
ods more generally, is to specify a parameter independent prior. It would be interesting
to establish consistency of the adaptive gradient matching methods when the GP prior
on the state variables is taken from the class of LFMs with parameter di↵erent from
the actual parameter and to investigate how the rate of the convergence to the true
posterior is a↵ected by this distance. With a particular focus in this investigation on
the role of the spectrum of the coe�cient matrix of the LFM (2.2) as this could have
important connections with more general hyperbolic dynamical systems [Katok and
Hasselblatt, 1995]. If it was possible to establish the results for the linear case, then
a natural extension would then be to consider nonlinear models which, upon linearisa-
tion, can be described by the LFM, and to consider the use of the linearised LFM as
the prior on the state when using the collocation methods to carry out inference for
the nonlinear model.

Asymptotic properties of the successive approximation method

Our results in Chapter 4 began by considering the integral equation representation
of the solution of a linear ODE It is therefore interesting to note that there has been
some attention in the literature given to parameter estimation using this representation,
rather than by matching the gradient. [Dattner and Klaassen, 2015] consider parameter
inference by minimising the cost function

✓̂n = arg min
✓

����x̂n(t)� x0 �

Z t

0
f(⌧,✓, x̂n)d⌧

����
2

,

where once again x̂n(t) is some plug-in estimator of the trajectory which will depend
on the data.

They consider the case where the equation is linear in the parameters, that is the
time-evolution equation has a representation

f(x(t),✓) = ⌘(✓)h(x(t)), (8.2)

for some functions ⌘ and h. In this case ⌘ is referred to as the natural parameter of
the model, and they are able to prove parameter identifiability and consistency for the
natural parameter as the plug-in estimator tends in probability towards its constant
limit.

By considering in-fill asymptotics one is able to establish consistency as the tra-
jectories tend towards the degenerate limit. We mentioned this same underlying idea
when discussing the existence of a conditional distribution tended towards a degenerate
least squares problem. However we discussed in Chapter 4 that this naturally requires
completeing the trajectory in someway, and in the case when the parameter is infinite
dimensional this is not straightforward.

As such our method was constructed on an assumption that this limit was unavail-
able, and instead we introduced the successive approximation method. Which avoided
the need to introduce an ambiguous smooth parameter, although still required a reg-
ularising parameter. It would seem to us to be of immediate interest to switch to the
simpler finite dimensional parameter setting and then establish in-fill consistency of
the successive approximations method, in particular the realisation of the solution as
a generalised least squares problem. It would also be of interest to investigate these
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issues from a Bayesian perspective, and to also investigate small sample asymptotics
for the estimates.

Not only would this program improve our understanding of the method in general
and so prepare the way for a deeper understanding of the infinite dimensional setting,
but it would also allow us to investigate the extension of the successive approximation
method to the case where the integral transform defining the Picard map is nonlinear.
In this particular case will have the operator

K[f ](t) = ⌘(✓)

Z t

t0

h(f(⌧))d⌧,

where in general h is nonlinear. As such we would lose the linear dynamical system
structure, and instead would have a nonlinear transformation of each approximation,
however it may still be feasible to consider the extended and unscented Kalman filter,
[Kalman and Bucy, 1961, Julier and Uhlmann, 2004], approximations to this nonlinear
system.

8.2.2 Local experts for the method of successive approximations

In Section 4.5 we introduced the MLFM-MixSA model, which combined local versions
of the MLFM-SA model to counteract the decay in the accuracy of the approximation
over longer intervals. The result was a Gaussian process mixture model, and our
simulation study in Section 6.2.6 suggests that this approach has the potential to lead
to more accurate inference.

However, it is clear that more work needs to be done in understanding this method.
Previously, we remarked on the possibility of using convolution layers in the neural
network setup of Section 4.4.1 to achieve the desired local approximations. An alter-
native, but likely related, construction is given by local polynomial regression, [Stone,
1977, Cleveland, 1979]. These models are designed to learn the non-parameteric mean
function µ(·) in the regression model

Y (ti) = µ(ti) + ✏i, (8.3)

for independent i.i.d errors ✏i. The idea is to expand the mean function by its Mth
order Taylor series

µ(ti) =
MX

m=0

(t� t0)m

m!
µ
(m)(t0),

where µ
(m)(t0) is the mth order derivative of µ evaluated at t0. Since the Taylor series

provides only a local approximation the idea is to approximate this expansion by finding
the vector �̂ 2 RM+1 which minimises the objective function

NX

i=1

 
Yi �

MX

m=0

�m(t� t0)
m

!2

K(ti � t0), (8.4)

for some appropriate choice of kernel function K(·). Under certain assumptions it can
be shown that

�̂m
P
!

µ
(m)(t0)

m!
,
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where the convergence is taken to be convergence in probability.
In the case of linear ODEs with finite dimensional parameters then one may easily

show that the approximation obtained by repeated iteration of the Picard map agrees
with the Taylor series expansion of the solution. This naturally suggests the use of
a local polynomial estimator to carry out inference. Indeed we could derive a local
polynomial estimator for each component of the trajectory, xk(t), k = 1, . . . , K, ariving
at a collection of coe�cients �̂km, for k = 1, . . . , K and m = 0, 1, . . . , M . We could
then attempt to recover the true parameters by matching these coe�cients with the
polynomial expansion given by the truncated Neumann series. Whether the parameter
is identifiable will then depend on a system of polynomials which can be checked,
although in practice this may be complicated to do, nevertheless this is equally true
for many other conditions for parameter identification in dynamic systems models.

After carrying out the full derivation for the finite dimensional linear case, and
using existence results for local polynomial regression to establish consistency and dis-
tributional properties, then a natural extension would be to consider the possiblity
of applying this method to systems which are linear in parameters as discussed in
the previous section, and the infinite dimensional setting. Knowledge of small sample
asymptotics and optimal selection of the bandwidth in the linear case would likely lead
to a much improved understanding of the linear infinite dimensional case, and how we
might go about constructing a mixture of the MLFM-SA model.

8.2.3 Latent manifold exploration

The ultimate purpose of our extension of the LFM framework in Chapter 2 to now
include multiplicative interactions between the latent force and state variables was to
enable the embedding of known geometric constraints into the model building process
while continuing to avoid the need to provide a complete mechanistic specification of
the dynamic system. This point of view guided our choice of application in Chapter 7
to human motion data for which the fixed length of joint segments, and the recording
of motion as relative rotations, naturally suggested an appropriate decomposition of
the data space.

As we consider future applications and seek to expand the list of modelling scenarios
in which our proposed method could be utilised, we would like to relax this assumption
of a known geometric constraint. Instead, we would want to allow for the topological
structure of the latent variable space to be learned automatically, and for the possibility
of this step being combined with a more substantial dimensionality reduction. As such
there are two challenges which must be addressed, the first is the process of manifold
exploration in either the data space or latent variable space, and the second is combining
this exploration with a dimensionality reduction technique.

If we first consider the process of manifold exploration in a given space, then one
option open to us would be to fit the model using the methods developed in this
thesis for a wide range of di↵erent manifold structure and then use some form of model
validation process to select the model. Rather than perform model selection after fitting
the model a more satisfying method would allow for the construction on an inferential
process with the ability to move between di↵erent manifolds during the learning process,
and so marginalise over the various possible choices of geometric structure.

In general moving between manifolds during the learning process is a hard problem
because transformations between manifolds are typically nonlinear. Furthermore if
we want to allow for interesting moves we must need consider non-invertible maps;
otherwise we would be exploring manifolds that are equivalent up to a continuous
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bijection, that is to say, manifolds which are homeomorphic.
So for the model to be attractive, it must move between manifolds which are not

homeomorphic and therefore we must consider transformations that are not continuous
bijections. As a result, we cannot make immediate use of the Jacobian as a means of
weighting the change of the probability with the transformation.

However, while the transformations between the manifolds are necessarily complex
an attractive feature of the MLFM framework which we have introduced is that the
manifold constraints are encoded in the model by the Lie algebra determining the sup-
port of the matrix-valued process A(t) so that di↵ering Lie algebras represent di↵erent
geometries. In contrast to the transformation between di↵erent manifolds the move
between Lie algebras is a move from one finite-dimensional vector space to a new (fi-
nite dimensional) vector space, and therefore it is simpler to understand how the model
transforms.

If we would like to consider di↵erent dimensions of the latent variable space, then
the transformations between the di↵erent Lie algebra structures will typically not be
invertible, but the vector space setting makes it simpler to place the di↵erent possible
model configurations inside a single space and so better understand how we might move
between models.

To make this explicit we first fix a dimension of the space n, then for a given model
the matrix A(t) 2 Rn⇥n will be a member of the Lie-algebra gln, which is the n

2-
dimensional Lie algebra generating the group of invertible linear transformations on
Rn, usually referred to as the general linear group. This Lie algebra has a basis

E(n)
ij = {M 2 Rn⇥n : [E(n)

ij ]kl = �ik�jl}.

Therefore every possible specification of the MLFM for a fixed dimension is expressable
with respect to this basis, and so using the notation of Section 2.3 we would have
D = n

2, and a set of basis matrices {Ld}
D
d=1 by choosing an enumeration of the set of

matrices Eij for i, j = 1, . . . , n. So that the methods introduced in this thesis already
allow for the integration over all such possible specifications if we pick a suitably large
set of basis matrices. The quadratic scaling of the size of basis matrices, and so the
number of connection parameters �rd with the dimension of the state variable is, of
course, a possible cause for concern, however our objective at this stage is to work
towards a significant dimension reduction, so this is not necessarily prohibitive.

A somewhat more subtle issue is whether it is best to optimise over the complete
set of basis matrices freely, or whether a more controlled search of the model space
might be preferred. This issue deserves some attention, for instance, we could imagine
a Monte-Carlo search of the model space proceeding by adding and removing basis
matrices, but also with more structured changes such as proposing the addition of
asymmetric, or skew-symmetric pairs of basis matrices.

If we now allow the dimension of the state space to vary, typically we would want
to achieve a dimension reduction and so if K continues to denote the dimension of the
dataspace then we can consider the case of all possible specifications of the coe�cient
matrix on the space

M = {gln}
K
n=1. (8.5)

In terms of moving from gln to gln+1 a natural choice would be to consider the

mapping of each basis matrix E(n)
ij 7! E(n+1)

ij , which corresponds to nesting each of
the n ⇥ n matrices as a block in the larger (n + 1) ⇥ (n + 1), with a similar idea for
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moving down in dimension. A full description of this process is the subject of future
research, but a graphical representation of the idea is given in Figure 8.1. Since the
problem reduces to moving between finite dimensional vector spaces a promising choice
of learning algorithm is given by reversible MCMC techniques [Green, 1995].

We must now consider how to carry out the transformation from the latent variable
space and the data space. In the case that this relationship is linear, then the inference
is likely to remain relatively straightforward. Because we would like to retain a proba-
bilistic structure to our approximations, then a natural place to start is the use of the
GP latent variable model [Lawrence, 2003].

Existing approaches to dimensionality reduction that have used the GP-LVM, or
similar frameworks, includes the BC-GP-LVM which we mentioned in the previous
section, the GPDM described in Section 1.1.6 and the topologically constrained latent
variable model TC-LVM [Urtasun et al., 2008] and the GPDM [Wang et al., 2006].

In general, these methods have the property that the data conditional on the latent
states, is a GP, but that the kernel of this conditional GP depends in a nonlinear way on
the state variables. This is very similar to the situation encountered for the conditional
distribution of the state variable in the MLFM-AG and MLFM-SA approximations;
however, the di↵erence in these situations is that each entry of the covariance function
typically depends on the full set of latent states. In comparison, the entries of the
covariance matrix in the GP-LVM depend only on the latent states at two distinct
points.

While this makes model somewhat more complex, it does not seem completely pro-
hibative. Furthermore the variational methods developed for the GP-LVM in [Titsias
and Lawrence, 2010] only require the ability to take the expectation of certain statis-
tics of the covariance function, and so while they would be more complex in the fully
dependent specifcation of the covariance function they do not seem beyond the realms
of possibility.

More generally for the methods discussed above it is not immediately obvious what
any of the global geometric or topological structure of the resulting latent space might
be. In contrast for the MLFM framework which we have introduced the topology is well
understood being composed of products of well studied matrix Lie groups. Therefore if
we can combine the Gaussian conditional structure of our approximations to the MLFM
with a signficiant dimensionality reductions then we will be able to carry out learning
of highly structured low dimensional latent spaces, which in contrast to the TC-LVM
do not attempt to embed topological constraints through the covariance function, but
rather the much more flexible choice of the coe�cient matrix.

8.2.4 Parameter-driven models

For dynamical systems models with time-varying parameters [Cox et al., 1981] makes
a distinction between those which may be regarded as observation driven, and those
which are parameter driven. In both cases one assumes that the output, ys, of the
process at a discrete, ordered, set of index times s 2 {0, 1, . . . , T} is the output of an,
ideally exponential family, distribution governed by the time-dependent parameter �s.

In the case of the observation-driven model, the current parameter estimates are
assumed to be given by deterministic functions of the output dependent variables, as
well any additional covariates available up to, and including, time s. Let Y(s�1) =
(ys�1,ys�2, . . .) denote the history of the process up to index s then we write p(ys |
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Y(s�1)) := p(ys | �s) with a parameter of the form

�s = �(Y(s�1)
, ws), (8.6)

where ws is the output of some random Markovian innovation process at time s, and the
function �(·) is a known deterministic function. Under this paradigm the parameters
evolve randomly over time, but are perfectly predictable one-step-ahead given the past
information.

Alternatively, within the parameter-driven, paradigm one instead models the pa-
rameter as

�s = �
†(�(s�1)

, w
†
s), (8.7)

for some function �†(·), and where again w
†
s is a pure noise innovation process. Impor-

tant special instances of such models include the stochastic volatility models [Tauchen
and Pitts, 1983] which have seen widespread use in finance and economics. Under this
setting the parameters themselves are allowed to vary over time as a stochastic pro-
cesses, and for this reason [Cox et al., 1981] referred to them as latent structure models
and we now consider the connection between these models and the latent force models
considered in this thesis.

Linear latent force models

We first consider the linear latent force model discussed in Section 2.2, and for simplicity
we shall illustrate our discussion with the simplest example of a univariate LLFM with
a single driving force

dx(t)

dt
= �Dx(t) + Sg(t). (8.8)

We further assume that the driving force, g(t), has a representation as a stochastic
di↵erential equation, this is true for many popular GPs with stationary kernel functions
[Säarkä and Solin, 2019], then we may write a state space representation of this GP as

g(t) = Hz (8.9a)

dz = Fzdt + Ldw(t), (8.9b)

for some observation matrix H, drift matrix F and di↵usion matrix L, where w(t) is
a vector-valued, but possibly degenerate, white noise process.

It follows that the augmented process z̃(t) = (x(t), z(t))> will also have a linear state
space representation, and in particular after discretisation we can write the process as
a linear Gaussian dynamical system, with a Gaussian emission density and a latent
Markov structure. From this we can easily relate parameter driven models and the
LFM by identifying the time varying parameter with the state space process z̃ at
discrete times, and then choosing an emission density, in particular if this emission
density is Guassian we can fit these models using standard Kalman filtering methods.

Multiplicative latent force models

The discussion in [Cox et al., 1981] makes it clear than the distinction between the
parameter and observation driven setup becomes more interesting in the case of non-
Gaussian time series, and we now consider how we would have to adapt the above setup
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if we wish to add multiplicative interactions.

We shall again assume that the driving GP has a state space representation (8.9),
and if we consider a simple example of the MLFM with a single latent force, then we
obtain a system of stochastic di↵erential equations

dx(t) = [A0 + (Hz(t)) · A1]x(t)dt (8.10a)

dz(t) = Fzdt + Ldw(t). (8.10b)

After discretisation this becomes a nonlinear state space model, with non-Gaussian
trajectories which is one of the most general methods of constructing parameter driven
models, [Koopman et al., 2016]. As such the MLFM may be regarded as a particular
instance of a parameter driven model. However, as made clear from our discussion of
the Lie algebra/group structure in Section 2.3 there is important invariant structure
that should be taken into account when performing the discretisation to construct the
corresponding discrete time parameter-driven model. In particular we recall that after
discretisation the MLFM can be written as a sequence of sequential transformations

xs = R({g(t) : t 2 [ts�1, ts]})xs�1, (8.11)

where R is an element of some Lie group G. This element depends only on the latent
force over the interval [ts�1, ts], and formally we can write

R({g(t) : t 2 [ts�1, ts]}) = T exp

 Z ts

ts�1

g(⌧)d⌧

!
, (8.12)

where T is the “time-ordering” operation [van Kampen, 2007] which rewrites (8.12)
as the formal solution (4.9) to the MLFM given in Section 4.2. This is now a non-
linear, non-Gaussian state space model and it not necessarily clear how one might
perform inference in this model. The representation (8.12) is only a formal one, and
some approximation be done such the one we have developed in Chapter 4. One
possibility would be to consider using extended Kalman filtering ideas for the nonlinear
continuous time state space model (8.10) such as in [Hartikainen et al., 2012], but
a naive application of these ideas would ignore the special nature of the Lie group
structure.

An interesting alternative would be to attempt to construct a Markov process in
the Lie algebra itself, rather than the specification in (8.10) which constructs the state
space model on the group itself – a similar idea is contained in the specification of
the function ⌦(t) in the Magnus series solution discussed in Section 4.2.1 and further
exploration of this deserves attention. Once a suitable time-varying system has been
constructed in the Lie algebra one can then consider emissions which take the form
of exponential family distributions which are supported on the relevant Lie group, in
simple examples such as the circle such emission distributions would coincide with the
wrapped distributions used in circular statistics and their higher dimensional analogues
[Mardia and Jupp, 2000]. On a potentially related note [Bather, 1965] provided some
conditions for the existence of convenient summarising statistic for the parameter chain
{�s}

T
s=0, so that inference may be done e�ciently, without growing in dimension as the

number of time-steps increases. These conditions however require solving a certain
integral equation which in general is likely to be prohibitively challenging. However, it
may be possible that invariant solutions to this integral equation can be obtained for the
special case of the MLFM by using symmetry properties of the Lie groups themselves,
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and we leave this investigation to future work.

8.2.5 Partial di↵erential equations

An important extension of the models introduced in this thesis, which have been con-
structed around ODEs, would be to systems described by partial di↵erential equations
(PDEs) which model an output y(t,x), depending on both a temporal argument and
an M -dimensional spatial argument, x, using an evolution equation of the form

@y(t,x)

@t
= f

✓
t,x,y,

@y

@x1
, . . . ,

@y

@xN
,

@
2y

@x1@x1
, . . . ,

@
2y

@x1@xM
, . . .

◆
. (8.13)

To remain within the linear latent force model framework we would have to assume
that this evolution equation is linear with respect to the output variable and its mixed
derivatives. The application of the LFM described in Chapter 2 to such a system has
been considered in [Alvarez et al., 2009] for the heat equation

@yk(t)

@t
=

MX

j=1

k
@
2
yk(t,x)

@x2
j

+
RX

r=1

Srkgr(t), k = 1, . . . , K.

Note once again the diagonal structure of this model ensuring that interactions between
the field variables, yq(t,x), occur only through the set of common latent forces, this is
required to ensure tractability of integrals defining the covariance of the solution similar
to the case described in Section 2.2.1. For a model of this form, it is possible to express
the solution as a convolution of the latent force with a Greens’ function associated with
the PDE, again similar to the convolution operators (2.7) in Section 2.2.1, leading to an
explicit expression for the covariance function and a preservation of the GP regression
framework.

Since, at least in relatively simple cases, it is possible to extend the LFM to the
PDE setting it is reasonable to consider whether this remains true if we now allow
for multiplicative interactions between the latent forces and the output variables along
the lines of the MLFM introduced in this thesis. Once we allow for multiplicative
interactions, it will typically no longer be the case that we can obtain an explicit
Greens’ function for the solution, mirroring our discussion on the absence of a simple
expression for the fundamental solution of the MLFM. One possible way of proceeding
would be to discretise the spatial variable, and so recast the PDE as a system of ODEs;
this is referred to as the ‘method of lines’ [Schiesser, 1991]. Once we have carried out
this process, we could, in principle, apply the techniques developed in this thesis to
this extensive system of ODEs, which will be of the MLFM form. However in practice,
there are several di�culties in carrying over the procedures already developed in such
a direct way, the most serious of these di�culties are associated with the fact that the
dimension of the state variable, K, will now be of a very high dimension.

For example in the MLFM-AG method which requires introducing an independent
GP interpolant to each dimension of the state variable, we would now have to perform K

inversions of the N⇥N covariance matrices which will quickly become computationally
demanding. One option to rescue the method in this setting would be to insist that all of
the GPs have the same kernel function and hyperparameter. However, this seems very
unsatisfying given the dependence of the GP interpolants on these hyperparameters
which we have discussed in this thesis and the fact that variations of the functions
described by PDEs at di↵erent spatial coordinates are likely to be qualitatively very
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di↵erent.
The situation is no better for the case of the MLFM-SA method where the trans-

formation operator is of size (NK)2 so that with very high dimensional state variables
this method will not be possible. The situation is not entirely hopeless because the
conversion of the righthand side of (8.13) to a discretised form using finite di↵erences
leads to a transformation matrix with a high degree of sparsity. This sparsity will
further carry on into the construction of the discrete version of the Picard operator for
the semi-discretised PDE, however, there is still a significant challenge in implementing
such a method correctly.

For both of these approaches, the sparsity of the discretised form of the equation also
implies specific conditional independence properties of the semi-discretised variables
y(t, xi). The process of choosing an inference strategy which respects this conditional
independence structure referred to as ‘coding’ in [Besag, 1974] for spatial random fields.
Successful coding is likely to be a necessary step in making these methods practical,
however, for both methods, there is the further issue of potential problems regarding
the stability of the chosen discretisation scheme.

Proper orthogonal decompositions

In the context of PDEs and the associated issues of high dimensionality, it is worth
considering a popular dimension reduction strategy is popular in physics referred to
as ‘proper orthogonal decompositions’, but more familiar in the statistics and machine
learning community as principal component analysis. In this method, a set of N ob-
servations of a K dimensional variable are represented by linear combinations of a set
of ` dimensional basis vectors, with ` < min{N, K} in an optimal manner.

min
 1,..., `2RK

Z T

0

�����x(t)�
X̀

i=1

hx(t), iiW i

�����

2

W

dt, s.t. h i, jiW = �ij , 1  i, j  `,

here we use the bracket notation to denote a, possibly weighted, inner product on
RK given by hx,yiW = x>

Wy for vectors x,y 2 RK and symmetric positive definite
matrix W . This objective function is typically replaced by a dense sample of the process
x(t), referred to in the POD literature as ‘snapshots’, and replacing the integral with
a numerical quadrature. As in standard PCA, it is not hard to show that the optimal
choice of basis vectors are given by weighted versions of the eigenvectors of the sample
covariance matrix. Indeed if we combine the quadrate weights {↵j} into the N ⇥ N

diagonal matrix D, the collection of observations of the states into X then if U,⌃,V is
the singular value decomposition of X̄ then the basis vectors are given as in standard
PCA by

 i = W
1/2U:,i.

Little attention in the literature has been given to the probabilistic interpretation
of the POD method. However, it has been noted [Tipping and Bishop, 1999, Bishop,
1999] that PCA can be given a probabilistic interpretation as a Gaussian latent variable
model. With this in mind, it would be of immediate interest to compare the Gaussian
approximation arising from the POD model reduction of the LFM discussed in Chapter
2 with the exact Gaussian distribution, and to further compare this with the Gaussian
approximation provided by the adaptive gradient matching methods.

As we saw in Chapter 3 the MLFM-AG approximation allowed for a convenient
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conditional Gaussian structure providing tractable parameter inference, whereas for
the POD method the dependence of the parameters will get lost in the construction of
the singular value/eigenvalue decomposition of the model matrices.

Since the POD method leads to very e�cient dimensionality reduction, and the
MLFM-AG methods lead to very tractable conditional inference it would be an in-
teresting research program to investigate the linear case in order to achieve a more
in-depth understanding on the connection between these two approaches. Moreover,
we could then investigate the possibility of creating a hybrid method attempting to em-
body the best aspects of both methods, leading to significant dimensionality reduction
and tractable parameter inference in very high dimensional dynamical systems as an
alternative to the GP based dimensionality reduction techniques we discussed above.
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(c) Trajectory on S
1
⇥ R

Figure 8.1: Graphical representation of embedding a single trajectory of the MLFM
into di↵erent manifolds by varying the coe�cient matrix. In each figure the model has
the same trajectory, but we can change the space of possible trajectories realised. The
initial example on the circle (a) can be considered as a model on S

2 by nesting the
coe�cient matrix in a higher dimensional vector space (b), or nested in the cylinder by
also allowing for a�ne translations in (c).
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Appendix A

Some properties of the

multivariate Gaussian

distribution

The following fundamental properties of multivariate Gaussian distributions are used
frequently throughout this work, and so we state the results here so as to provide a
convenient reference. We follow the presentation in [Bishop, 2006] where full derivations
may be found.

A.1 Coe�cient matching for Gaussian distributions

For a Gaussian random variable N (z | µ,⌃) we recall that the log-density is given by

log N (z | µ, ⌃) = �
1

2

⇣
z>⌃�1z� 2z>⌃µ

⌘
+ constant, (A.1)

where the constant does not depend on z. By identifying coe�cients we can conclude
that if z is a multivariate random variable supported on R

D with log-density of the
form

log p(z | A,b) = �
1

2
(zAz� 2zb) + constant

= �
1

2

�
zAz� 2zA�1Ab

�
(A.2)

where we have assumed that A is non-singular, then matching the coe�cients in (A.1)
and (A.2) we conclude that

p(z | A,b) = N
�
z | Ab,A�1

�
. (A.3)

A.2 Marginal and conditional Gaussian distributions

Given a marginal Gaussian distribution for the component x and a conditional Gaussian
distribution for y given x, both taking the form

p(x = N (x | µ,⇤�1) (A.4)

p(y | x) = N (y | Ax + b,L�1) (A.5)
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where A is a rectangular matrix, b is an o↵set vector, and � and L are the preci-
sion matrices of the marginal and the conditional distributions respectively. Then the
marginal distribution of y, and the conditional distribution of x given y take the form

p(y) = N

⇣
y | Aµ + b,L�1 + A⇤�1A>

⌘
(A.6a)

p(x | y) = N

⇣
X | ⌃

n
A>L(y � b) +⇤µ

o
,⌃
⌘

, (A.6b)

where the posterior covariance matrix is given by

⌃ =
⇣
⇤+ A>LA

⌘�1
. (A.7)
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Appendix B

Posterior conditionals for the

MLFM-AG model

We provide more exhausive details on the derivation of some of the posterior conditional
distributions derived for the MLFM-AG than those presented in the main body of the
thesis. For all of the results below it is useful to recall that up to an additive constant
we have

log p(X | �,g,�,�)

= �
1

2

KX

k=1

x>
k C�1

�k
xk �

1

2

KX

k=1

(fk �mk)
>S�1

k (fk �mk) + constant (B.1)

B.1 Posterior condtional for the latent force variables

To construct the conditional distribution for the latent forces conditional on the latent
states and additional model parameters we use the representation given by (3.19b).
Because of the presence of the o↵set matrix, A0, and the fact that the predicted mean
mk has no functional dependence on the latent forces means that, unlike the case for
the latent states, we can not directly expand the argument of the exponential in (3.17)
as a homogenous quadratic form. Instead we have

fk �mk =
RX

r=1

vkr � gr � (mk � vk0),

and therefore

(fk �mk)
>S�1

k (fk �mk) =
RX

r=1

RX

s=1

(vkr � gr)
>S�1

k (vkr � gs)

�

RX

r=1

(vkr � gr)
>S�1

k (mk � vk0)

�

RX

s=1

(mk � vk0)
>S�1

k (vks � gs)

+ (mk � vk0)
>S�1

k (mk � vk0). (B.2)
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The final term does not depend on g and so we may ignore it in deriving the conditional
density. Rearranging all those terms with an explicit dependance on the latent force
variables we have the quadratic expression

g>V>
k S�1

k Vkg � 2g>V>
k S�1

k (mk � vk0) + const., (B.3)

where we have defined the N ⇥NR block matrix Vk by

Vk =
⇥
diag(vk1)| · · · | diag(vkR)

⇤
.

After summing over all of the state dimensions, and adding the contribution from the
prior p(g |  ) = N (g | 0,C ), we have

log p(g | X,�,�,�, ) = log p(X | �,g,�,�) + log p(g |  ) + const.

= �
1

2

⇢
g>

 
KX

k=1

V>
k S�1

k Vk + C�1
g

!
g � 2g>

KX

k=1

V>
k S�1

k (mk � vk0)

�
+ const.,

(B.4)

and from that we can conclude by identifying terms as in Section A.1 that the posterior
conditional of the latent force variable will be a Gaussian with density

p(g | X,B,�, ,�) = N (g | mg(X,B,�),Kg(X,B,�, )) , (B.5)

where the mean and variance parameters dependent on the latent trajectory variables
as well as the hyperparameters of the latent force and are given explicitly by

mg(X,B,�, ,�) = Kg(X,B,�, )�1
KX

k=1

V>
k S�1

k (mk � vk0) (B.6)

Kg(X,B,�, ,�) =

 
KX

k=1

V>
k S�1

k Vk + C�1
 

!�1

. (B.7)

B.2 Posterior conditional for �rd

We this time note that

log p(X | �,g,�,�)

= �
1

2

KX

k=1

x>
k C�1

�k
xk �

1

2

KX

k=1

(fk �mk)
>S�1

k (fk �mk) + constant (B.8)

depends only on � through fk. We further recall from (3.19c) that we have the expansion

�
1

2

KX

k=1

(fk �mk)
>S�1

k (fk �mk) = �
1

2

✓
�>

KX

k=1

W>
k S�1Wk�

� 2�>
KX

k=1

W>
k S�1

k mk

◆

+ const.. (B.9)
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Combining these expressions, and again using the prior p(� | ⇣)N (� | 0,C⇣), we have
the quadratic expression

log p(X | �,g,�,�, ⇣)p(� | ⇣) (B.10)

= �
1

2

 
�>

 
KX

k=1

W>
k S�1

k Wk + C�1
⇣

!
� � 2�>

KX

k=1

W>
k S�1

k mk

!

+ constant. (B.11)

where the constant does not depend on �, and where Wk is the (R + 1)D⇥N matrix
where the (rD + d)th row with indices r = 0, 1, . . . , R and d = 1, . . . , D corresponds to
the vector wkrd, and wkrd is given by (3.20c).

Applying the coe�cient matching results from Section A.1 we conclude that � has
a Gaussian distribution with mean, m� , and covariance matrix, C� , and we write

p(B | X,g,�,�, ⇣) = N (� | m� ,K�) , (B.12)

with the parameters given by

m�(X,g,�,�, ⇣) = K�

KX

k=1

W>
k S�1

k mk, (B.13a)

K�(X,g,�,�, ⇣) =

 
KX

k=1

W>
k S�1

k Wk + C�1
⇣

!�1

. (B.13b)
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